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NARUC-DOE National Conference on Natural Gas Use
State Regulation and Market Dynamics in the

Post 636/Energy Policy Act Era

SUNDAY, April 25

5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Registration

8:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m. Cocktail Reception -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

MONDAY, April 26

7:30 a.m. Registration

7:45 a.m.-8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m. Plenary Session -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

Convening the Conference: State Policies in a Post 636/EPACT Era

Panel Chair: Dennis Nagel, Iowa Utilities Board and President, National Association
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)

Bruce Ellsworth, New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission and
Chair, NARUC Natural Gas Committee

Hazel O'Leary, Secretary (remarks to be delivered by Vito Stagliano, Acting
Assistant Secretary, Domestic and International Energy Policy)

Keynote Address: Senator J. Bennett Johnston (remarks to be delivered by satellite
link-up)

Bill Rosenberg, President, E3 Ventures, Inc. (former Environmental Protection
Agency Assistant Administrator for Clean Air Act Compliance)

10:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Coffee Break

10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Plenary Session -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

Btu Tax and Its Implications

Panel Chair: Peter Bradford, New York Public Service Commission

ken Coburn, Acting Director, Office of Oil & Natural Gas Policy,
U.S. Department of Energy

Michael Baly, President, American Gas Association
Ed Rothschild, Press Director/Energy Policy Director, Citizen Action
Chuck Jordan, Senior Consultant, Cambridge Energy Research Associates



12:00 p.m.-l:30 p.m. -- Imperial Room, Mezzanine Level
Lunch

Panel Chair: Ken Malloy, Office of Domestic and International Energy Policy,
U.S. Department of Energy

Speaker: Frank Heintz, Chairman, Maryland Public Service Commission

1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m. Concurrent Sessions

Session A -- Gold-Rex Room, Mezzanine Level
Commercial Markets

Panel Chair: Larry Cobb, North Carolina Utilities Commission

Mike Reeves, Executive VP, Operations, Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company
Rich Itteilag, Director of Marketing, Missouri Public Service Co., a division of

Utilicorp United
James Lee, Executive VP, Columbia Gas Distribution Companies
Patrick Smith, Energy Coordinator, Big Bear Stores Company

Session B -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

PUC Review of Local Distribution Company Management of Supply

Panel Chair: Igo Reinbold, North Dakota Public Service Commission

Arlon Tussing, President, ARTA Inc.
Jim McClymond, President, Peoples Natural Gas, a division of Utilicorp
Paul Buckley, Deputy People's Counsel, Maryland People's Counsel
Steve Furbacher, VP and General Manager, Chevron USA Production Co.
Adam Jaffe, Professor, Harvard University

Session C -- Bayou II-IV Room, Bayou Level
Vehicles Markets

Panel Chair: Julius Kearney, Arkansas Public Service Commission

James Cannon, Energy Policy Analyst, New Mexico Energy, Mineral and Natural
Resources Department

Norm Bryan, VP Marketing, Pacific Gas and Electric
Richard Geiss, Executive Engineer, Chrysler Corporation
Tom Moore, President and CEO, Natural Fuels Corporation

3:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. Coffee Break --International Room, Mezzanine Level



3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Concurrent Sessions

Session A -- Gold-Rex Room, Mezzanine Level

Financial Dimensions to Changing Regulation and Markets

Panel Chair: Steve Fetter, Michigan Public Service Commission

Craig Matthews, CFO and Exec. VP, Brooklyn Union Gas Company
Curt Launer, VP, Donaldson, Lufkin, Jenrette
Branko Terzic, Commissioner, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
R. Gamble Baldwin, Managing Partner, Natural Gas Partners, L.P.

Session B -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

IRP, Fuel Switching and Demand Side Management

Panel Chair: Paul Hanaway, Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission

Karl Rabago, Commissioner, Texas Public Utility Commission
Jed Smith, Director, Market Planning and Analysis, Washington Gas Light
Robert Ridgley, President and CEO, Northwest Natural Gas Company
Nick Nichols, National Economic Research Associates

Session C -- Bayou li-IV Room, Bayou Level

National Petroleum Council Study

Panel Chair: Nancy Boyd, Iowa Utilities Board

Larry Smith, VP Production, Shell Oil Company
(Chair of NPC Committee that drafted the Report)

Mike Morris, CO0 and Exec. VP, Consumers Powe: Company
Steve Voorhees, Senior VP, SONAT Energy Services
Steve Harvey, Managing Consultant, R.J.Rudden Associates
Robert Brown, Manager, Natural Gas Marketing, Mobil Oil Corporation

MONDAY EVENING: 6:00 p.m.--7:30 p.m. -- Imperial Room, Mezzanine Level
Cocktail Reception Sponsored by the Natural Gas Council



TUESDAY, April 27

This morning's sessions will be held in the
Orpheum Theater, located across the street from

the University Piace entrance to the
Fairmont Hotel.

7:45 a.m.-8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast -- Lobby of Orpheum Theater

8:30 a.m.--10:00 a.m. Plenary Session -- Orpheum Theater

Capacity Contracting (Resale and New Capacity)

Panel Chair: Ruth Kretschmer, Illinois Commerce Commission

Barney Adams, Executive Director, Materials and Fuels, Madison Gas and Electric Co.
Ron Mucci, VP Rates and Regulatory Affairs, Williams Natural Gas Co.
Larry Bickle, CEO, Tejas Power Company
Marge O'Connor, Senior Counsel, Mobil Oil Corp.
Jim Schretter, C.C. Pace Resources

10:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Coffee Break

10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Plenary Session -- Orpheum Theater

Incentive Regulation for LDCs

Panel Chair: Joan Smith, Oregon Public Utility Commission

Ken Gordon, Chairman, Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities
Rick Richard, CEO, New Jersey Resources Corp.
Bill Johnson, President and CEO, Gas Service, Western Resources
Paul Zielinski, Director of Corporate Planning and Regulatory Policy, Rochester

Telephone Corp.

12:00 p.m.-l:30 p.m. -- International Room, Mezzanine Level
Lunch

Panel Chair: Vicky Bailey, Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission
Speaker: Dick Farman, CEO of SoCal Gas and Chairman, Natural Gas Council



1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m. Concurrent Sessions

Session A-- University Room, Second Level

Upstream Issues

Panel Chair: Richard Frum, West Virginia Public Service Commission

Bill Shane, former Chailman of the Pennsylvania Public Utilky Commission
Bill Benham, VP Regulatory Affairs, Amoco Production Company
Tom Vessels, President, Vessels Oil & Gas Company

Russ Fleming, Senior VP, Gas Business Unit, New York State Electric hnd Gas
Larry Hall, President and COO, KN Energy

Session B -- Orpheum Theater
New End-Use Markets

Panel Chair: Richard Casad, Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission

Dave Jones, CEO, Atlanta Gas Light Co,. and Chairman, American Gas Association
David Webb, Senior VP, Gas Research Institute
Frank Jeffreys, Director of Marketing, Consolidated Natural Gas
Jim Mahoney, VP and Director of Fuel Supply, New England Power

.,

Session C -- Bayou II-IV Room, Bayou Level
Residential Markets

Panel Chair: Keith Bissell, Tennessee Public Service Commission

Rod Lemon, Chairman of Dept. of Political Economy, Monmouth College ....
Rick Morrow, Manager of Core Markets, SoCal Gas Company
Chuck Guinn, Deputy Commissioner for Policy and Planning, New York

State Energy Office
Margaret Ann Samuels, Chair of Gas Committee, National Association of State Utility

Advocates (Ohio Office of Consumers' Counse._i,

Session D -- Mayor's Chamber, Second Level
Academic Forum

This is an open forum for academics and policy analysts to discuss their ongoing research
and to become better informed as to developments and opportunities affecting the
academic community. There will be no pre-planned speakers.

3:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. Coffee Break--Lobby of Orpheum Theater



3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. ConcurrentSessions

Session A -- Orpheum Theater
Environmental Regulation

Panel Chair: Rose McKirmey-James, Nevada Public Service Commission

Steve Reynolds, CEO, Pacific Gas Transmission Corp.
Bill Whitsitt, VP for Marketing and Public Affairs, Oryx Energy Co.
Phil Fassett, Manager, Business Analysis, ALCOA
Marika Tatsutani, Resource Specialist, Natural Resources Defense Council

Session B -- Bayou II-IV Room, Bayou Level
Institutional and Procedural Issues

Panel Chair: Mike Biddison, Ohio Public Utilities Commission

James Cawley, LeBoeuf Lamb Leiby and MacRae and former Pennsylvania
Commissioner

Robert Burns, l_IationalRegulatory Research Institute
Cal Manshio, former Illinois Commerce Commissioner
Laura Murrell, VP Regulatory, Tenneco Gas Marketing and former Chair of the

Kentucky Public Service Commission

Session C-- University Room, Second Level
Industrial Markets

Panel Chair: Scott Neitzel, Wisconsin Public Service Commission

Rob Bradley, President, Institute for Energy Research
Andy Merrels, former Director of Energy Purchases, Owens Coming Fiberglas
Robert Patrylo, Senior VP, Niagara Mohawk Power Corp
Minturn Smith, Manager, Energy Affairs, Procter and Gamble Paper Products Company



WEDNESDAY, April 28

7:45 a.rn.-8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

8'30 a.rn.-10:00 a.m. Plenary Session -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

Electric Generation

Panel Chair: Nancy Norling, Delaware Public Service Commission

Richard Kinder, President and COO, Enron
Jacek Makowski, Chairman and CEO, J. Makowski Assoc., Inc.
Jack King, President and COO, Entergy Enterprises, Inc.
Jim Bowe, Partner, Hunton and Williams

10:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Coffee Break

10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Plenary Session -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

State Commissioners' Reaction

Panel Chair: Bruce Ellsworth, New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission

Pat Perkins, Missouri Public Service Commission
Jo Ann Kelly, Nevada Public Service Commission
Bud Pardini, Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission
S. Peter Bickley, New Mexico Public Service Commission

12:00 p.m. Plenary Session -- International Room, Mezzanine Level

Adjournment of the Conference
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Acting Assistant Secretary For Policy

Department of Energy

Before

The DOE/NARUC Conference on Natural Gas

New Orleans

April 26, 1993



Good Morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. I am delighted to share

the privilege of welcoming you to this important conference.

I bring the regrets of Secretary O'Leary who could not be here

today because of a scheduling conflict, and hopes for your

understanding.

I want to, first of all, thank the people who, for nearly a year

have labored to organize this conference. Especially, the

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners-

key officers: Mr. Dennis Nagel, Mr. Bruce Ellsworth and Mr.

Frank Heintz; and on the NARUC staff, Paul Rogers, Mike

Foley and Anne Thompson.



On my staff, the burden and challenge of assisting with this

conference fell first of all to Ken Malloy, and to Mike York

and Linda Silverman. And I want to thank them publicly for

their e fforts.

We are here, in the magnificant city of New Orleans, for what

I call Natural Gas Week. During the next five day we will

explore a wide variety of issues related to the regulation of

natural gas and its future role as one of the critical fuels that

powers the economy of the United States.

We will focus mainly on problems, obstacles, barriers, and the

incredibly complex system we have created to bring a fuel

from wellhead to burner tip.
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But before we start on the problems, I want to start the

morning by celebrating real achievement.

I have been at the Department of Energy for nearly 14 years.

In that time, perceptions and reality in the natural gas market

have dramatically changed.

We believed in the 1970s that natural gas was a precious

commodity to be used sparingly. And we believed that

governments, rather than markets, should ration this fuel and

protect the interests of consumers.

Every government in the world viewed the natural gas market

in similar terms. In Europe, dependence on natural gas from

the Former Soviet Union, was considered a national security

issue.
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Those of you who have shaped the natural gas industry know

better than I how difficult it has been to change both

perception and reality.

But you have.

And we are here today, among other reasons, to celebrate the

triumph of logic over the inertia of public policy. We are

celebrating, three months late, the landnmark legislation which

set the course for decontrol of the natural gas market: the

Natural Gas WellHead Decontrol Act of 1989. (1/1/93

completion)

The Natural Gas industry is still over-regulated. Yet the

benefits of de-regulation are nearly self evident.
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Since open access transportation began in 1985, gas prices

have declined for ali classes of customers.

Residential and commercial customers have greatly benefited

from deregulation.

The only people who havent benefitted have been producers.

But their day will come.

The natural gas market has no natural limits, really.

We, and the rest of the world have abundant resources. The

only limit is our willingness to use them.

°
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We can put natural gas to work in virtually every end use

sector, and in every form, gaseous or liquid or compressed.

Remaining technology problems - such as they are - are being

addressed and represent no insurmountable hurdle.

The only limit lies in our imagination, and in our ability to

continue to reshape the scope and structure of regulation until

common sense finally prevails.

To reach this final stage of common sense, there is plenty of

work to be done by a great many people. Let me mention a

few of the issues that need our collective attention:

Public Utility Commissions, electricity generators, and natural

gas transporters need, in my view, to intensify their contacts

and dialogue. From a technology efficiency point of view,
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from an environmental point of view, and from an economic

point of view, natural gas should be the fuel to beat for new

power generation capacity increments in the 300 to 500

megawatts range. Will it be? and if not, why not?

We havent seen the end of FERC Order 636. There remain a

great many nervous players in the game. Consumers are

worried about costs shifts inherent in fixed/variable rate

designs; liberal recovery of transition costs; potential for loss

of capacity. Many members of Congress are also concerned

about effects on consumers. If we're not careful, the debate

on Order 636 will follow the classical split of producers versus

consumers. 'The same split that divided Congress on

pro-rationing. Will State and Federal regulators find common

ground; avoid 50 distinct State responses to 636; be wise

enough to satisfy both national and local objectives?
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We have embarked upon a major shift in fuels and technology

for the transportation sector. The shift began with passage of

the clean air act amendments of 1990, and was secured by the

Energy Policy Act of 1992. What we see is a dramatic

increase in the use of oxygenates in gasoline. The key

competitors will be methanol, MTBE, ethanol and ETBE.

Methanol-based oxygenates, produced from natural gas

feedstocks, are likely to maintain their competitive edge. We

project that under full opt-in conditions, oxygenates will

replace one of every three gallons of oil for gasoline after

2000. Couple this with the strong alternative fuels provisions

of the Energy Policy Act, and I think you will reach the

conclusion that a brand new, very significant market, for

natural gas - as a feed stock and as a fuel - is emerging in the

transportation sector. Will State and Federal laws facilitate or

hamper this shift?
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Clearly, natural gas is at the top of the energy policy agenda

of the Clinton Administration. Two important iniatives have

already been taken. The first was to substantially increase the

DOE research and development budget for natural gas, from

about $110 in fiscal '93 to $200 million in fiscal 94. The

second, which is imminent, is the issuance of an Executive

Order with very aggressive goals for Federal purchase of

alternative fuel vehicles. The Administration will be watching,

I think, for opportunities to further enhance natural gas use.

And the President's commitments on global climate change are

likely to present immediate opportunities for the natural gas

industry. Industry can, and should, continue to hold the

Department of Energy's feet to the f'tre, to assure that National

policy enhances the options.
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National polic3, is ultimately a high wire act. The diversity of

interests that comprise our common goals is not easily

reconciled. We are a great energy producing country and a
-

great energy consuming country. And we are unique in the

world in being so. But I happen to believe that we do a pretty

good job on the energy front. We are world leaders in energy

regulatory reform. And, notwistanding the media, we are also

world leaders on the environmental front.

Ladies and gentJemen, you have made us so. I wish you a

splendid conference and thank you for your kind attention.

- 037
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Over the past 4 years, ENORMOUS PROGRESS has been made to clean America's air:

• President Bush proposed the comprehensive Clean Air Act Amendments in May, 1989, just 5 months
after taking office;

• Congress passed the CAAA of 1990 on November 15, 1990 (401-25 in the House; 89-11 in the
Senate.) These numbers represent an overwhelming mandate from the American public, and they
establish a clear national agenda for ongoing work in the 1990s;

• EPA promulgated or proposed 80 foundation rules by January 20, 1993 (the last ones were signed by
Bill Reilly at 11:15 on Inauguration Day).

What was specifically accomplished.'?

The Clean Air initiatives will reduce pollution by 48 billion pounds oer year, or 224 pounds for each man,
wc_manand child, at a cost of only .25 per person, per day.

• ACID RAIN will be reduced by 10 MM tons of SO2 and 2 MM tons of NOx.

• This will be accomplished under an innovative MARKET BASED ALLOWANCE TRADING
SYSTEM. The first auction was successfully held by the Chicago Board of Trade in April. What
could be more enterprising, more market-based, than the trading of emissions futures right along-side
soybeans and pork bellies?!

• CARS ARE GETTING CLEANER: 50% cleaner. Next fall, new cars will emit 50% less VOCs and

60% less NOx than cars sold today in the showrooms.

• CLEANER GAS STATIONS: By 1994, ali gas station pumps in non attainment areas will cut
exposure to toxic gasoline vapors and save fuel that evaporates into the atmosphere.

• BETI'ER MAINTAINED CARS: EPA's high-tech auto inspection and maintenance program will do
more to reduce air pollution than any other single measure. Improved auto testing in most polluted
areas will assure that cars are properly tuned, than hoses don't leak, and that the catalyst is not touched.

• CLEANER BUSES: Administrator Browner has finalized urban bus standards that cut the black diesel

cloud 90%. Cleaner diesel fuel is being reformulated to contain less sulfur.

• CLEAN CAR FLEETS: A substantial fraction of new vehicles purchased by centrally fueled fleets in
serious and severe non attainment areas, shall be required to be clean alternatively fueled vehicles

starting in 1998. In addition, earlier introduction of cleaner fleets can generate pollution credits under
a mobile stationary source trading program.

• AIR PERMITS: The effectiveness of state and federal rules will improve with accountable and
flexible air permits.

• THE AIR IS GETTING SAFER TO BREATHE: CFCs will be phased out of production in the US by
1995. This year freon recycling began. Some auto companies (Nissan, Ford, Volvo) have already
started producing air conditioners using CFC sabstitutes.



• GREENER LIGHTS AND COMPI.FrERS: 700 companies - many represented in this room - pledged
to retrofit 2.67 billion square feet to energy efficient lighting. That's the equivalent of all the office
space in New York, LA, Chicago, Dallas and Washington combined. And computer manufacturers
beginning this summer will produce computers that power down when not in use, saving the equivalent
of a 150 watt bulb that bums full time. By the end of the decade, in the aggregate, that will reduce the

need for the equivalent of 5 power plants, thereby eliminating that much pollution.

HOW WAS THIS ALL ACCOMPLISHED?

The greatest progress came through NEGOTIATED RULE MAKINGS, where all the parties sat down
together -- industry, environmentalists, state regulators and EPA, - and agreed to proposals that led to
more environmental protection, at lower costs, through market-based incentives.

The NAVAJO POWER PLANT, attherimoftheGrandCanyon,isinstallingSO2 scrubbers

underanagreementbetweentheutilityowners,EDF, theGrandCanyonTrust,theStateofArizonaand

EPA. 90% oftheemissionsthatimpairvisibilityatthisnationaltreasurewillbecutatasavingsof

2.5%fromtraditionalEPA approaches.

COKE OVEN toxic fumes will be much lower. Instead of the grandjury investigations of the
1970s, USX, Bethlehem Steel, United Steel Workers, NRDC, Sierra Club, numerous states and EPA ali

worked out an agreement to overhaul this most toxic point source at 10% of the cost estimated by the
steel industry during the Clean Air Act debates.

The ACID RAIN ruleswerenegotiatedundertheauspicesoftheAcidRainAdvisoryCommittee;44
members fromtheelectricutilities,naturalgasand coalindustries,stateairregulatoryagencies,PUCs,

environmentalcommunityandEPA.

But the GRAND DADDY of ali negotiated rule makings was the Reformulated Gasoline Rules which will
achieve 15% less VOCs by 1995, and 25-35% less by the end of the decade.

On March 26,theUSA Today headlineread:"New FuelSlashesSmog". The storybegan,"anew

wintertimecleanfuelprogramhasdramaticallyimprovedurbanairquality_withwintertimeairqualitytests

in,theEnvironmentalProtectionAgencycouldn'tbemorehappy:38 urbanareasusingoxygenated

gasolinerecordedtwo daysofunhealthycarbonmonoxidelevels.Thisnumberisdown from45 daysayear
ago,and down from 113daysin1990."The lesson:CLEANER FUELS REALLY DO WORK, and inmy

opinion,NGV vehiclesdrivingoncleannaturalgaswillwork evenbetter!

THERE WAS A FAIRLY CLEAR road map to follow over the past few years, although I must
admit to falling into a number of potholes -- some say, head first! However, the future course is much more
confusing.

What'sAHEAD isnotonlyEPA implementationofremainingCongressionalstatutorymandates,

butalsodevelopmentof StateImplementationPlansineachstatewhichwillbedesignedaroundlocalair
qualityneeds.

I'dliketotalkabouttheenormouspotentialthatexistsfornaturalgaswithinthesestateozonestrategies.

As states,businessesand environmentalistssurveywhat'sahead,two principlesthatshouldbe guiding

lights:BOTH

I. Least cost community attainment strategies; AND

2. Leastcost businesscompliancestrategies.



The key word is BOTH. To effectively participatein the SIP process, partiesmust emphasize BOTH
meeting ambientairqualitystandardsfor publichealth, AND managingcompfiancecost andpromoting
innovation.
lt will requi/e:

GOOD SCIENCE,
GOODECONOMICS,
GOOD REGULATIONS,and
GOOD WILL - most importantly,CONTINUEDGOODWILL.

As states maketheirchoices in developingthe State ImplementationPlans,especially in the
most seriousconcentrated non attainmentareas like the Northeast,a dominantissue is likely to be NOx
pollution. That'swhere the biggest issue is shapingup, becausethat'swhere the greatestnew effortswill be
requiredto clean upthe air, andwhere gas will play a verylarge and importantrole as a clean electric
generatingfuel.

I'dlike to show you a few slides:

[Strategyslide] A strategyto reduce ozone smog in the Northeast- fasterandat lowercost.

[Ozone slide] Ozone is caused as a by-productof atmosphericreaction of sunlight, VOC, and NOx. lt is
asummertimeproblem. Traditionally, the majorityof the regulatoryattentionhas focused on VOC control.

[Ozone Problemslide] Ozone is a persistentproblem in the summertimewherever there arehigh
populationcenters.

[RecentEventsNOx Slide] But, recentevents have shifted regulators'attentionto NOx.

• The 1990 amendments specify thatNOx should be treatedlike VOCs.

• Regulators mustprepareSIPs by November, 1994to demonstratehow they will attainthe NAAQS air
qualitystandards.

• The recentstudy by the National Academy of Sciences emphasizesthe importanceof NOx, and the
potential gains towardozone control that lie with NOx reduction. Ittherefore directed the Agency to
focus more attentionon NOx reductionstrategies.

[3 ROM slides] Furtherattentionwas focused on Nox, aftercompletionof the ROM studies by EPA.
Lastyear, EPA finished Northeastregionalmodeling on a supercomputerin orderto test the relative
importanceof NOx vs. VOC strategies. These slides show clearly that traditionalEPA and state
approaches-- 75%VOC and 25% NOx reductions-- help, butdo not solve the ozone problem.
Reversing the approachto 75%NOx reductionand 25% VOC reductionsmakes an enormousdifference!

[Pie ChartNOx Science slide] If NOx is such an importantpollutant-- wheredoes NOx come from?
TRANSPORTATION AND FUEL COMBUSTION.
Tier I carswill emit 60% less NOx, and TierII and Californiacars would pushthat to 80%. That leaves
the NOx produced by the FUEL COMBUSTION SECTORwith the biggest unmetresponsibility. 75% of
stationaryNOx comes from large electricutility boilers, and from the combustionof fossil fuels -- coal, oil
and gas.

[Bar Chartslide] The EPA RACT presumptionsusing low NOx burnertechnology for large electric utility
boilersare: coal 0.5 lbs/mmbtu;oil 0.3 lbs/mmbtu;gas 0.2 lbs/mmbtu. Those limits were intended to be a
floor, with states free to tighten the limits as needed to attainair qualitystandards.The glitch in regulation
is that this low NOx burnertechnology standardcreatesa perverseresult: the dirtiest fuel, COAL, is



allowed to emit 2.5 times as much NOx as the cleanest fuel, NATURAL GAS. Put another way, current
standards discriminate against natural gas by requiting gas to meet more stringent standards than oil or coal.

IN LIGHT OF THIS NEW DATA, lT IS IMPORTANT FOR STATES TO CONSIDER ADOPTING A
LEVEL PLAYING FIELD NOx STANDARD OF 0.2 LBS/MMBTU IN THE SUMMERTIME FOR ALL

GENERATING FUELS - GAS, OIL AND COAL EQUALLY.

This is especially important in the Northeast states under th_ Ozone Transport Commission. Such a
proposal is similar to the level playing field concept in the Acid Rain Program where ali plants receive
allowances at the same emission rate. 0.2 can be achieved by natural gas with good combustion controls
without SCR scrubbers; and gas deliverability is easiest in the off-peak summertime. Existing coal and oil
plants could either switch to burn natural gas fuel in the summertime without any new controls, or install
proven technology. Remember that coal and oil plants can achieve a 0.2 level with the use of SCR, as well
as gas. SCR is currently more expensive than burning natural gas, but it is an option available to the
utilities that stands to benefit from improving technologies which lower costs.

[SIP slide] The regulatory elements of the proposed SIP rule would be:

• Applicability: Stationary Sources over 25 mw equivalent
• Limit: Summertime: 0.2 lbs/MMBtu (24 hour average)

Wintertime: At least equal to state adopted PACT levels
• Summertime Period of Applicability: May I to September 30
• Emission Trading: Contemporaneous trading only;

Non attainment area-wide

• Monitoring: Continuous emission monitors
• Adoption Date: Within 6-12 months
• Compliance Date: May 1, 1995- 1996

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO GIVE THIS STRATEGY AN EARLY PRIORITY TO OBTAIN

THE GREATEST ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY IMPROVEMENT, AND THE GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPROVED ECONOMIC STABILITY IN THE REGION.

Let's talk about costs: [Costs Chart slide]

5:1 CAPITAL/OPERATING COSTS:

With a 0.2 lbs/mmbtu standard, the annual cost of compliance to oil-burning plants will increase minimally
because reside oil and gas fuels are generally priced comparably per MMBTU, and the same low Is/Ox
burner technology for oil works for gas.

For coal plants, gas is more expensive than coal, although plant modifications to switch to gas can be
minimal, relatively speaking. Fuel switching from coal to natural gas achieves NOx reductions at the low
cost of $1000 per ton, while installing SCR technology for both oil and coal costs about $4500 per ton,
according to state data.

Applying a level playing field strategy of 0.2 lbs/mmbtu would cut electric utility compliance costs by
being far more cost effective that some of the SCR proposals now being considered. The economic and

environmental benefits to the Northeast are potentially enormous.

[Benefits slide]
• The 0.2 standard would achieve 180,000 more tons of NOx reductions in the summertime beyond
EPA RACT presumptions.

• The potential for cost savings to the Northeast economy by avoiding the marginal VOC controls
which tend to be very expensive to implement, (like California fuels), would be in the range of up to $5
billion annually, if marginal VOC tons cost $5000 - $10,000.



• The Clean Air Act is a zero sum game: more NOx reductions that are cheaper to achieve will
offset VOC reductions that are more expensive.
• Not only are these NOx tons cheaper, but based on the best science, they are likely to work 2-4
times more effectively to improve health levels. That's what the ROM studies suggest, and that's what
needs to be verified by further modeling. The effectiveness of a NOx strategy will allow the Northeast
to realize air quality benefits that otherwise would cost about $5 billion annually from a pure VOC
strategy. This NOx strategy is over 10 times more cost effective than a strict VOC control strategy.
This cost effective NOx strategy offers the potential to achieve clean air, sooner, at a lower cost to the
economies of non attainment areas.

It will be necessary for the PUC regulators to coordinate with the State environmental regulators in order to
assure that the overall lower-cost clean air strategies are adopted.

[Relative Cost Advantages slide]

A level playing field NOx standard will also improve the market for cleaner natural gas by increasing the
value of gas more than one dollar per MCF. This increased value would reflect the inherent environmental
benefits of burning gas -- instead of having to incur the cost of installing SCR controls. The higher value
of gas would reflect the avoided cost of add-on controls. Gas combustion can meet the 0.2 standard by
itself, with good combustion controls.

This strategy also creates a new summertime market potential of over 1 'ICF of natural gas. That's in the
Northeast region alone, but the same science and economics also apply in the Southeast, Texas, and the
Midwest.

There are other environmental advantages, as weil. SO2, CO2 and air toxic emissions will also be reduced,
and visibility will improve.

The 1993 AGA Enhanced Forecast identified the significance of "policy decisions that aggressively
promote the environmental advantages of natural gas and renewables in stationary and mobile applications."
I can't think of any clean air initiative more suited to natural gas than state adoption of a NOx level playing
field standard.

A summertime strategy improves the load factor of the pipelines and distribution networks, thereby
improving the economic return of the gas pipeline and utility bases. It also forms the basis of a dialogue
with the environmental community on the expansion of pipelines and distribution systems needed to
improve deliverability.

Supporting this NOx strategy offers the gas industry a unique business opportunity to do good -- and do
weil. Sound environmental protection, improved regional economies of the Northeast, and benefits to the
utility and natural gas industries can all be achieved by placing a priority on cost effective, fuel-consistent
NOx reductions.

[Players slide]

IN SUMMARY, in the Northeast and other non attainment areas, a level playing field NOx standard that
applies to electric utilities and other major sources would offer numerous benefits, including:

1. Lower the risk of having to expend billions of dollars of refinery retrofit costs which will lead to much
higher gasoline prices at the pump, in order to comply with a California Fuel VOC standard or other
very expensive VOC strategy;
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2. Establish a new marketpotentialof I tcf forn_ gas as a generatingfuel in the summertimewhen
pipeline capacity is available,which may also leadto a higher values fornaturalgas, reflecting its
inherentlycleaner nature.

3. Provide an opportunityfor the environmentalcommunity, and the naturalgas, refining and utility
industries,as well as the State Air and PUC regulators,to worktogether to demonstrateenvironment
leadershipand promote a cost-effective cleanair attainmentstrategy.

4. Achieve cleanerair, sooner,at a lowercost.

Your supportof this cost effective Clean Airsolution will pay big dividends. This reformulationof State
ozone strategiesby adoptinga level playingfield NOx standardis BOTH environmentallyeffective to
attain the airquality healthstandards,anda least cost compliancestrategyfor regionaleconomies.
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From a regulatory standpoint, the concept of a BTU tax is
multi-faceted. Of course, it would make my job easier in some ways
if Congress taxed something else. On the other hand, the
recognition of some efficiency and security concerns wil_
reverberate positively in the debate over environmental
externalities and will give a boost to DSM and renewable resources.
The tax is clearly an operating expense. Operating expenses are

clearly recoverable. If the tax passes on the schedule proposed,
utilities will have ample time to file to recover in rates any

portion that does not go through the various automatic adjustment
clauses.

The Treasury Department has wisely sought comment on what

seems to me to be the most dubious aspect of the BTU tax proposal
from a regulatory standpoint -- a requirement that state
commissions flow it through or else -- the "else" not yet being
clear but being tied to the availability of other benefits. This

. " 's ,,normalization" but the George
process is referred to thl as
Orwell partisans among you no doubt realize that ,,peculiarization"
would be a better word and would stimulate clearer thinking. It
seems unlikely that the Treasury Department would be prepared to
defend the need to ,,peculiarize" tax benefits or the BTU tax
ratemaking treatment.

The practice of attempting to coerce state commission
decision-making by holding consumers and companies hostage to the
threatened loss of federal tax benefits has a discredited history
of unfortunate side effects stretching back to the early 1970's.
Before that, when the accelerated depreciation and investment tax
credit provisions were first written into the tax laws, different
state commissions adopted a number of different practices. Some
flowed the benefits immediately through to consumers by allowing
utilities to charge customers only for their actual taxes; others

adopted ratemaking treatment designed to allow utilities the
benefit of timing differences but not the benefit of the actual tax
reductions; still others permitted the utilities to keep the actual
tax benefits for their shareholders.

Because utilities take on a franchise obligation to

render adequate service in return for their monopoly status, they
have a duty to make the investments necessary to the provision of
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adequate service. Consequently, the justification for extending to
them benefits designed to encourage capital investment in other
sectors of the economy was always open to question. Indeed, to
those persuaded to the view that utilities already had incentives
to pad their rate bases, -!/ the creation of tax incentives toward
the same end was a serious policy error.

Despite the fact that the Republic was still flourishing,
the Congress allowed itself to be persuaded that those states who
were flowing the benefits through to consumers were thwarting
important national policies and should be stopped. New legislation
declared that any utility ordered to flow the benefits through to
consumers would lose the right to take the benefits at all. For a
time, all of the states then abandoned flow-through policies.

Especially with regard to the investment tax credit, the
interests of shareholders and consumers began to diverge. -_
Actual utility earnings began vastly to exceed earnings for
ratemaking purposes. For shareholders, the most capital-intensive
approach to power supply appeared to be the most profitable. For
consumers -- we now know -- the less capital-intensive solutions
such as energy efficiency would have been preferable. This
masterpiece of federal misunderstanding is a significant flagstone
on the pathway to nuclear construction fiascos that we will be
paying for for the rest of our lives.

Ironically, the financial difficulties that these tax
policies -- through their incentives to construction -- helped to
create for the utilities then became one justification for
continuation of the policies. It was argued that the financial
hardships that the utilities were facing in the late 1970's could
only be alleviated by continued federal adherence to tax policies
designed to support construction. In the end, the problems of
nuclear construction produced cost overruns so large that decisions
designed to benefit shareholders rather than consumers wound up
hurting both.

_/ For example, the "A-J-W effect" discussed inter al_a in Alfred
Kahn, The Economics of Requlation, Volume II, pp. 49-59. Kahn
feels the tendency is "limited" and may do more good than harm (p.
59), but this assessment was written in 1971 -- before most of the
negative experiences with power plant construction in the electric
sector.

_2! This problem and its history are well analyzed in a paper
delivered by Dr. Charles Stalon "On Why State Regulators Should be
disturbed About Current Federal Utility Tax Policy," _roceedinqs of
the 94th Annual NARUC Convention, 1982.
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Phase I of these ill_considered federal experiments with
mandated ratemaking came to an end in the very legislation that
ushered in Phase II -- the Tax Reform Act of 1986. In the last

stages of the consideration of that complex legislation, a
provision was introduced by Congressman Robert Matsui -- who later
courageously acknowledged that it had been a mistake -- that
forbade state commissions from promptly passing back to consumers
the excess cash held by utilities who had collected it on the
assumption that it would one day be paid at the 46% federal tax
rate.

Since the '86 Act lowered the tax rate to 34%, these
reserves were excessive, and billions of dollars could have been
returned to consumers. It was bad enough that the Congress enacted
this legislation without hearings and without understanding what it
was doing. What was even worse was the Treasury Department's
behavior in the following years, in which it defended this
provision by arguing that state regulators could not be trusted to
return the money to consumers in ways that would not be harmful to
needed utility construction programs. In opposing this result the
Treasury Department traded off the certainty of several hundred
dollars worth of harm to every American family against the
speculation that a few unnamed state commissions would for
unidentified reasons do harm to utility construction programs that
were by then minuscule in comparison to the programs of the 1970's.

Thus some utility lobbyists were again successful in
parading the myth of vampire consumer intervenors and spineless
state regulators before breathless federal officials.

If there is a small silver lining to Phase II, it is that
these reserves -- not having been returned to consumers when they
should have been -- are at least now available to cushion any
increase in the corporate tax rate that may come out of the current
Congressional deliberations.

The present BTU tax flow through proposal is flawed in
some new respects. For one thing, the BTU tax has absolutely
nothing to do with the other tax benefits that would be withheld
were the tax not passed through. Thus, the amounts that would be
withheld on the one hand have nothing to do with the BTU tax
amounts on the other. Furthermore, the consumers and the companies
would be the innocent victims of this foolishness, for they are not
refusing to pay the BTU taxes.

Secondly, the proposed penalties are completely
unnecessary. Few aspects of regulatory law are more basic than the
proposition that taxes are a legitimate operating expense. Not
only that, but taxes on fuel are likely to be collected through the
fuel adjustment clause, without even a rate case.
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The only context in which a utility might be unable to
raise rates to reflect the new taxes would be a situation in which
the utility's earnings were excessive for other reasons. Even
here, the adjustment clauses would pass much of the tax through.
However, the utility would be unlikely to file new rates at a time
when its earnings were for other reasons so ample that the net
result might be a rate decrease. There is no reason for the
Treasury Department to be protecting utilities -in this
circumstance.

Finally, the mandated flow-through of the tax to end
users has at times been defended with vague rhetoric about the need
for end users to feel this tax in order to maximize their
incentives to conserve. In fact, efficiency concerns are unrelated
to the flow-through of the tax. To the extent that energy
efficiency and security are goals, they are almost certainly
maximized by moving the tax as far upstream as possible. That way
it will pass through the maximum number of transactions and
industrial operations. It will stimulate energy efficiency in the
places where that course is cheapest, whether by the end user or by
those along the way.

There may be other good reasons for moving the tax

further downstream. For example, such a .course may facilitate
collection or minimize overlap with produclng or consuming state
taxes. I don't pretend to know enough about taxation or tax
politics to be confident as to where the proper collection point
is, but efficiency concerns don't push that point downstream.

It is to Treasury's credit that they have sought comment
on the mandatory flow through proposal. As the historical review
shows, this course of conduct is unnecessary and has a way of
giving rise to unintended and unfortunate consequences, some of
them painful to the most avid original proponents of the measures.
It will be even more to Treasury's credit if they abandon this

aspect of the BTU tax entirely.



BTU ENERGY TAX

LEONARD L. COBURN

ACTING DIRECTOR

OFFICE OIL AND NATURAL GAS POLICY
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

I. TAX PART OF ECONOMIC PACKAGE

o Energy tax is part of a package and should be evaluated
in that perspective and not in isolation

o Economic package's second largest revenue raiser is the

energy tax. Overall, economic package will lead to

o Deficit reduction

o Lower interest rates

o Increased investment

o Increased productivity

II. GOAL OF TAX

o Primary goal of tax is to raise money

o Raises about $31-33 billion per year when fully

phased in starting in July 1996. The net amount
is about $22 billion per year.

o Over the first five years of the tax, it raises

about $70-71 billion

o Other goals are important but subsidiary to the revenue

goal. The other goals include

o Conservation

o Environment

o National security -- lowering oil imports

III. BTU TAX IS BETTER FOR GAS THAN THE ALTERNATIVES

o Among the alternatives, ad valorem, carbon, level BTU,

gasoline, and import fee, the Administration's BTU tax

with a supplement for oil is better for gas.

o Interstate Natural Gas Association of American (INGAA)

study shows this version of the BTU tax with an oil

supplement reduces gas demand less than any other tax
except for a gasoline/diesel tax.



o INGAA study also shows that residential prices go up
less for gas with this BTU tax than all other energy
taxes except for a gasoline/diesel tax.

o This tax takes away the bite on natural gas that would
come from a level BTU tax, an ad valorem tax, or a
carbon tax.

IV. BROAD BASED TAX CONCEPT

o This BTU tax introduces the idea of a broad based tax

on consumption

o Unlike the Value Added Tax (VAT), this tax produces
more revenue, more quickly and with less administrative
cost.

o Alternatives under discussion, such as a VAT, are
costly to administer. A VAT would require a
bureaucracy abut the size of the Internal Revenue
Service and would take about three to five years to put
into place. Need for revenue is more urgent.

V. IMPACT ON INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

o Impact on international competitiveness is low

o Energy costs even after the imposition of the tax are
lower in the U.S. than in other G-7 nations except
Canada.

o Exemptions for energy exports will maintain parity with
other countries.

VI. GAS PASS THROUGH

o Is the gas pass through issue real? Is normalization
necessary?

o The discussion about these questions leads to the
conclusion that they are a smoke screen for other, more
important issues, such as, whether local distribution
companies will be exposed to rate proceedings and rate
adjustments, especially in light of lower interest
rates.

o If this is the real issue, then perhaps we should drop
the controversy and move on to more important issues.
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THE LAW OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
DOE/NARUC 2nd Annual Conference

New Orleans, LA
April 26, 1993

Remarks by Michael Baly III

Thank you Chairman Bradford, and thank you Ken Malloy and Paul Rodgers for
invitingme. On behalf of the members of the AmericanGas Association,and on behalf
of many Americanconsumers I would liketo talk today about a law that is of particular
concernto the naturalgas industry,and shouldbe of concernto this audience, lt is not
a lawthat has been passed by Congressor signedby the President. But it is a lawthat
could come back to hauntthem.

lt is the law of unintendedconsequences -- a lawthat we believewill quicklygo
into effectif the proposed Btutax is enactedand if the proposedcollectionpointfor this
tax -- at the city gate -- becomes a reality.

lt isbecause of the lawof unintendedconsequencesthat we oppose both the Btu
tax and the collectionpointchosen by the Treasury Department. ! hope a few examples
willprove my point.

We do not believethe Btu tax was intendedto be unfair,or hardeston the poor.

Yet in reality the tax is regressive. Both directlyand indirectlythe costs willfall
disproportionallyon low- andmiddle-incomeconsumers.The direct impact willbe higher
utilityand transportationcosts, whichwillobviouslyhurt the poorthe most. They spend
a much higher share of their disposableincome on energy thando the rich. And while
there are provisionsto help offsetthe impact on poor households,the middle-classwill
feel the fullburden of this tax.

We estimatethat the averagebillfor a naturalgas heatedhome could increaseby
about $25 a year, whiletotalenergy costs includingelectricityand gasoline,willincrease
by about $124 a year.

The inflation-basedindirectcostsof thetax onlymake thisinequityworse. Uterally
nothingcan be produced or manufacturedwithoutenergy, so when you raisethe price
of energy,you raisethe costto manufacturers,who pass that cost onto consumers. We
estimate that this indirect cost will add another $184 to a typical household's annual
energy bill. The total added cost of this tax amounts to about$310 a year.



We do not believethe tax was intendedto be regionallyinequitable. Yet the Btu
tax penalizes different regions of the country for their weather patterns in the form of
higher heatingor air conditioningbills.

We do not believe the tax was intended to hurt the economy. Yet by addingto the
cost of manufacturedproducts, it hurts U.S. competitivenessin our increasinglyglobal
economy.

Nor do we believethe tax was intended to increase spending. In fact the tax is
supposedto reducethe deficit. Yet raisingthe price of almostaliAmericangoods results
in inflation,which leadsto an increaseinthe costof aligovernmententitlementprograms
that are keyed to the consumerprice index. That means more government spending,
which is not the way to reduce the deficit.

More important, ali economists agree that the best deficit fighterof ali is a healthy
economy. If thistax hurtsthe economyby slowingdownthe recovery, it could worsen-
- not lessen-- the deficit.

We do not believe thisBtu tax was intendedto hurt the naturalgas industry. On
the contrary, originallyan energy tax was supposed to promote energy security and
environmental goals -- both of which would be to the advantage of clean-burning,
domesticallyabundantnaturalgas. PresidentClintonmade the increased use of natural
gas one of the four major planks in hisenergy program, and partsof hiseconomic plan
call for fundingprograms that would also increase naturalgas use.

Yet the Btutax -- and in particularthe proposedcollectionpointat the citygate -
could seriouslyhurt the naturalgas industry.

First of all, raising the cost of natural gas and other energy could drive
manufacturing companies out of the country. The natural gas industry would lose
customers and the country would losejobs.

Second, the higher supplementaltax for fuel oil - a surchargemeant to improve
the environmentand reduce oil imports -- has been eliminatedfor residentialheating.

Third, the fact that ethanol and methanol have been exempted from this tax hurts
natural gas, especially in the natural gas vehicle market - a market that the Clinton
administrationhas repeatedlysaid itwants to see grow.

Fourth, the Btutax couldraisethe retailcost of naturalgas by a largerpercentage
than the retail cost of electricity-- particularlyin the commercialand industrialsectors.
This could result in natural gas losing market share to electricity - most of which is
generated by dirtier and less reliablefuels.
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This too is the opposite of the Clinton Administration's intention to reduce oil
imports and coal use, in favor of natural gas.

But it is in the area of the collection point that the law of unintended consequences
really takes effect, because if the tax is paid at the city-gate -- out of the pipelines, it could
put many gas companies -- especially gas utilities -- in financial jeopardy, lt could also
adversely affect a utility's ability to transport gas to its customers.

We are quite sure neither of these two outcomes was intended. Yet if public utility
commissions delay passing this tax through to the ratepayer, then the utility -- in particular
the shareholder -- will have to absorb the cost. Given that the added costs of the tax
could equal or even exceed the annual net incomes of a majority of gas utilities, it is easy
to see how this tax would put the utility in dire straights financially.

The tax could also exceed a utility's utility's transportation margin. Again, if the
PUC did not promptly allow the utility to pass the tax on to its large commercial or
industrial customers, some companies may have to cease transporting gas to them.

There is also the problem of hidden taxes. When taxes are piled up -- one on top
of the other -- the later taxes are based on percentages of the original cost plus the earlier
taxes; i.e., the State of New York gross receipts tax is 5.61% and 2.35% in New York City.
Additionally, up to 8.25% is added to this as a sales tax. These piggy back taxes result
in much higher -- and very unfair -- out-of-pocket costs.

And rest assured that disputes will arise over who must bear the costs of
uncollectible taxes.

In fact, disputes among the utilities, their PUCs and the U.S. Treasury are bound
to arise over this entire collection process. Who ultimately gets to decide the fate of this
tax? Quite possibly the courts, which will be expensive, time-consuming -- and
unintended.

On this last issue -- the dispute over the collection point -- the administration
agrees that the tax should be passed through to the end-user, and it has even fired a
"shot across the bow." But from the gas utility's standpoint, the shot was aimed at the
wrong target. The Clinton administration has said that if the PUCs do not allow utilities
to pass the cost of this tax through to the ratepayer, then the utility will lose its tax
benefits under normalization.

Talk about your unintended consequences. In effect, the Treasury Department is
saying to the PUC, "put down that hammer you are going to hit the utility with, I will hit
the utility myselfl"
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In other words, the utilitycould wind up getting hit twice under this proposal -
once in the absorptionof the tax and again in the denialof normalizationbenefits.

For these reasonsand manyothers,we believe that if a Btutax mustbe imposed,
it should be paid by the end-user and collectedby the seller - whether it is the utility,
producer, the pipelineor the marketer. Much likethe federal excisetax on our monthly
phone bill, this would take advantage of an in-piace collection mechanism, thereby
eliminatingpaymentproblemsand administrativeproblems,as wellas manyof the other
problems I have just mentioned.

lt would also allowthe utilitiesto listthis tax separatelyon the bill they send the
customer, making it clear that this added cost is a federal tax, not a rise inthe priceof
naturalgas.

Granted, some in Congress may be reluctantto see the Btu tax appear on the
customer's bill. ButmanyPUCs may requiresuch disclosureregardlessof where or how
the tax is collected.And oneway or the other,gas companyexecutiveswillbe compelled
-- and rightlyso -- to remindtheir customersthat their higherbillsare a reflectionof this
federal tax, and notof anythingthe gas companyhas done. Afterall,why shouldutilities
be held responsiblefor a tax they opposed in the firstplace?

Today we areworkingveryhardto getthe collectionpointmovedbecause we feel
itwould be better for customers,regulatorsand gas companiesalike. We believewe will
be successful in this campaign. However, if we are ultimatelyunsuccessful,we hope
regulators recognize the intent of this tax, which is to increase the cost of gas. lt
therefore shouldbe treated as such, qualifyingit for a purchasegas adjustment.

To conclude, the American Gas Association is entirely in agreement with the
Clintonadministration'sattempts to put ournation'sfiscal housein order. We are willing-
-in fact eager -- to work with the White House and Congress to produce a sensible
economic package that meets the president'sgoals of reducingthe deficit,promoting
economic recovery, and increasingthisnation'suse of naturalgas. A fair tax that is easy
to collect is both the key to these goals and the key to publicacceptance.

We believe that the energy tax as currentlyproposed hampers deficitreduction
efforts,hinderseconomicrecovery,inhibitsthe use of naturalgas and - aswe haveseen
from the growing aversion to this tax in public polls - hurts the chances for public
acceptance. If it becomes law, the law of unintendedconsequenceswill soon go into
effect as weil.

Thank you for being an attentiveaudience.
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The Clinton BTU Tax Proposal

• I'm surrounded on this panel today by four individuals that represent very obvious constituencies
they will be presenting the Administration's modified BTU tax proposal and a critiqueof its

shortcomings (in their view).

• They are not wrong --just biased -- and justly so. That's what makes the process work.

• What I propose to do this moming is present on objective view of the principles and factual
impact of the proposal as it stands today, or

• Establish a base starting point for this morning's discussion, so to speak.

• I will qualify my objectivity only to the extent that I am personally biased in favor of natural gas

• I am going to address five points this morning

1. How does the tax impact on each of the primary energy sources

2. What Other factors must be considered

3. The impact of the tax on gas versus coal -- one of the primary competitors to natural gas

4. The alternative taxing mechanisms

5. And where is the proposal going from here

• First let's review how the proposed tax would hit each energy source -- at least in theory.

• Two of my colleagues at Cambridge, Bill Durbin and Dan Yergin, published a private report for
our clients in February that started out with an analytical review of the original Btu tax _aro_Dasal

• The Administration's proposal, at that time, would generate the following revenues:



Estimated Gross Annual Revenues (at full phase-in)
(Billions of DoUars)

Crude Natl Nu,- Non-fuel

Oil Gas Coal .... clear Hydro Use Tot{_l
21 5.6 5.2 1.6 0.7 (3.) 31

* non-fuel use means Payback Credits for feedstocks and exports

• This analysis assumed a 100% pass through to end users and noted that tax credits -- primarily
for low-income families and to a lesser degree for feedstocks and exports of crude products
would reduce these revenues by $10-12 Billion.

• Natural gas would bear a 26 cent/MMBTU load but the overall analysis indicates it would fair
slightly better than coal -- its primary competitor in the electric power generation market
especially in new capacity additions.

• Crude oil and products, of course, would get trounced.

• But my colleagues' most telling conclusion was the phrase "The Devil's in the details" M and that
has proven to be true.

• First of ali let's look at what outside factors m so to speak -- might impact these dollars -- or
more appropriately, who will really pay them.

• Market dynamics will certainly play a role:

The tax on crude oil is more than twice that of other fuels.

But oil products will demonstrate varying abilities to pass the tax through to end-users.

In the case of diesel and jet fuel, there are no short-term energy altematives.

• They will experience full pass-through to the end-user.

• The modified proposal, of course, now exempts jet used on international flights.

As one moves down in a product's ability to pass the tax through, we fred the same lack
of immediate alternatives for home heating oil, but:

• Personal conservation could reduce demand (and revenue)

* And the new exemption of the surcharge will reduce the consumers' burden
substantially.

Gasoline will have a problem with full pass-through:

• Because of overcapacity, we believe some refiners may have to eat a portion of
the pass-through

And finally HSFO -- Since this product competes directly with natural gas, and, for the
most part, untaxed bunkers, there will be little opportunity to pass the tax through to end-
users.
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• Ali in all, this tax would put increased pressure on the less efficient or less flexible
refineries.

• A subset of the market impact affect will be the collection point effect.

• The further upstream the collection point is placed, the better chance of the full impact
not flowing through to the consumer.

• _Ow will natural gas fare versus coal

Both energy forms suffer less under a BTU tax than they would from a carbon tax (more
later).

The most adverse impact of the tax will be the stepping up of DSM programs by utilities

(both electric and gas) plus the regulators.

Even without a tax we anticipated DSM programs to depress demand increases for
natural gas over the remainder of the 90's.

Therefore, the tax is a very serious threat to natural gas and coal that will more than
offset some of the emerging deficiencies in DSM programs such as true quantification of
benefits versus costs -- and difficulty in measuring externalities.

On balance, however, natural gas will marginally beat coal on a head-to-head basis.

Natural gas is more BTU-efficient in generating KW's of electricity.

• In relatively new existing facilities:
• Gas-fired units require 7-8 thousand BTUs to produce 1 kWh
• Coal-fired units require 9-10 thousand BTUs

Therefore, gas will be 25-30% more efficient, thus giving it the edge in
generation of electricity

• In state-of-the-art facilities:
• Combined cycle gas turbines require 6,300 BTUs to produce 1 kWh
• Pulverized coal with stack gas clean-up requires 7,800 BTUs
This finds'gaps to be 20% more efficient

• Therefore, the door price for natural gas would rise relative to coal and make
natural gas more attractive to utilities.

• This may be exceptionally r,ignificant with the Clean Air Act Phase II decisions
facing the utility executives.

• In addition, the ceiling price buffer that residual fuel oil normally provides for
natural gas will go up corresponding to its oil surcharge pass through.

• Also, should the natural gas collection point placement allow less than 100%

pass through, natural gas will look more attractive to end-users; therefore a rise in
demand will result vis avis coal.

• Now let's step back to President Clinton's basic objectives in selecting a BTU tax as his primary
taxing vehicle for energy.



• He had three objectives:

Fairness

Environmental correcmess

Revenue generation

• Has he accomplished his objectives?

Fairness

® This is in the eye of the beholder.

• There are an increasing number of regional and individual disparities as the
exemptions unfold.

• The crude oil segment of the energy industry has been singled out for
discriminatory treatment.

• And the administrative burden will hit certain segments harder than others.

• However, on balance, it is the least controversial of the energy taxes proposed --
and the least risky, politically, for Congress.

• Although not a carbon tax, this represents the first across-the-board U.S. energy
tax.

Environmental correctness

• Again, it hits crude oil and oil products exceptionally hard -- even though, as in
the case of new reformulated gasolines, great strides have been made in
improving environmental efficiency over the last decade or so.

• One must also question the near equivalency of the tax on natural gas vs. coal on
an environmental basis m especially given the Clinton/Gore pre-election
commitments to natural gas and cleaning up the environment.

• But, in general, the tax may reduce energy consumption which would support the
environmental greening of the U.S.

• Therefore it could be environmentally effective.

Revenue generation

• The original proposal was estimated to generate a net of $21 billion.

• Therefore this appears to meet President Clinton's revenue generation objectives.

lt now appears that the Tax Policy in the Department of Treasury made a
significant underestimate of the revenue-generation capability _ of about $12
billion.

OGO "



m This underestimate is being used to rationalize and offset the credits or short-faU
that new exemptions are creating.

• What if the BTU tax falls -- or is removed from the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act due to
the weight of its political baggage?

• What would be the impact of the alternatives?

• To generate the $33 billion of gross revenue, the contribution breakdown of the popular
alternatives would be significantly different:

Gross Revenues

($billions/year)

Oil Gas Coal Total

A Carbon Tax
@ $20/ton 15 7 12 34

A Gasoline Tax

@ $0.30/gallon 33 -- -- 33

An Ad Valorem Tax on
Energy @ 14.5% on
first sales 22 8 4 34

Carbon Tax

Would give natural gas an advantage vis-d-vis coal and oil.

Would have the insidious result of painting fossil fuels as "bad" and set the groundwork
for future attacks on fossil fuels in general.

Political reality is that Senator Byrd will not let this tax concept out of the box due to the
impact on the coal industry.

The political reality point could also apply to an import fee which would come down hard
on the Northeast home heating oil users.

Gasoline Tax

The gasoline tax may appeal to some industries that want to totally exclude their
commodity or product from contributing to the cause w however, it would have an
extremely large and visible impact on consumers -- and, given the political trauma of a 5
cent increase in 1990- it won't succeed.

M lt is considered too regressive and too politically imbalanced across the broad spectrum
of states...and would go too far beyond the bounds of fairness to fit President Clinton's
public pronouncements.

Ad V alorem

• This would also be too regressive and, for the most part, not generate environmental
benefits. (Impact on coal is minilnized).



• The impact on consumers would be exaggerated during times of price volatility.

• Therefore, of the alternatives considered, the BTU tax proposal still appears to be the
most politically acceptable.

• But what about the new and ever-changing Modified BTU Tax Proposal? What has it done?

• lt has -- and is continuing -- to challenge the Administration's first principle
fairness.

• 13 exemptions have been added and more are under discussion

• A few of these, such as the exemption of exported fuels and jet fuel use in international
flights, appear to make some sense.

• However, the Administration's basic principle of fairness appears to be crumbling in light
of compromises by the Administration.

• We can see a scenario where this could ultimately spell defeat for the BTU Tax concept
as it winds its way through the legislative processes.

• The modified proposal also begins the process of manipulating the collection point.

• It didn't take long after the original proposal was issued before the sharp pencils began to
figure out how to make other segments eat larger portions of the tax and bear larger
amount of the administrative burden.

• One would think

• The most elegantly simple solution is the line-item surcharge on the end-user's
bill.

• The modified proposal doe _ indeed signal a change in the Administration's position of
shielding the consumer from the tax and encouraging full pass-through, lt now appears
that consumers will ultimately see the line item on their utility or transportation bills.

• With respect to the principle of favoring the environment, the modified bill also
backtracks significantly.

• Certainly the exemption for home heating oil violates the principle.

• And the new proposal undercuts the original position of natural gas to some degree by
creating such a broad category of exemptions.

• This cost disadvantage will increase the attractiveness of DSM programs and dampen
demand.

• With respect to revenue generation, one can only say that the Administration's
claim that the exemption revenue loss has been offset by an original
underestimate of collections means:

• This demonstrates that the true revenue impact cannot be effectively calculated.

• In summary, the impact of the BTU Tax Proposal will be varied:



* It will indeedgeneratea significant amountof the revenue required-- while
demonstratingby its very characterhow pervasive energy is for the whole US economy.

* Conservation programs-- in the form of demandside management andintegrated
resource planningm will gain in relative cost competitiveness against traditionalfuel
sources in power generationuse.

s On balance, however,overall fossil fueldemand is unlikely to be significantly impacted.

s The competitive advantage of BTU efficient technologies will widen marginally as a
result of the tax -- particularly for natural gas powered generation capacity:

• Interfuel competition may result in the tax not falling uniformly m gasoline, for instance,
may carry more of the oil tax sham to the consumer as compared to, say, high sulfur
resid.

• The true fairness of the tax cannot be judged until the final version is passed and signed
into law -- and as with similar legislation in the past -- perverse consequences will call
for subsequent corrections.

• Again, the Devil will be in the details.

• Perhaps the most significant point to make is that successful implementation of this
discrete tax on energy opens a door that-- in ali probability -- will never be closed, lt is
simply too lucrativeand too environmentallyjustifiable to ever go away once it is
established.

• And finally, the concept of a BTU Tax has ali other alternative forms of an energy tax
beat -- while one logically expects to see it prevail, it may eventually be subsumed in an
even larger discussion about a national value-added tax to finance a national health care
program.
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A recent edition of _ magazine was about
dinosaurs. The dinosaurs were three American companies
which were very successful in the 1970s but turned into big
losers in the 1990s. The dinosaurs are IBM, Sears, General
Motors. In the 1970s these companies made billions of
dollars. In the 1990s, these companies are losing tens of
billions of dollars.

According to the article, the three companies didn't

respond to significant changes in their environment. They
failed to understand the increasingly competitive market in
which they were operating. They failed to take into account
changes in technology and customers' needs and preferences.
They hung on to the old modes too long and were overtaken
and overwhelmed by the new.

IBM, Sears and General Motors are but the most recent
and attention getting examples of the dinosaur syndrome.
But the historic landscape is littered with countless

examples of companies and industries which have been
overwhelmed by change.

I should emphasize that not only can businesses succumb
to the dinosaur syndrome, but also institutions,

governmental agencies and individuals. Any person or
organization which fails to take into account a new
environment or a paradigm shift can quickly find itself in
serious trouble.

The gas industry is in the midst of a paradigm shift or
sea change from regulation to competition. Therefore the
heart of this conference might be the following rhetorical

question: Are there dinosaurs, or emerging dinosaurs, among
us? For example, Are there producers who have not
positioned themselves to survive through widely fluctuating
commodity prices? Are there pipelines wistfully recalling



the glory days of bu_led merchant sales? Are there local
distribution companies operating under the misperception
that their franchise protects them from competition? Are
there consumer advocates harboring the hope that the rates
of weather-sensitive, residential customers can be
subsidized by industrial customers? Are there industrial
customers who want to take LDC gas supply at their own
discretion, while expecting the LDC to always be available
as a supplier of last resort? Are there state regulators
who believe that past regulatory policies and procedures
will be suitable for the 1990s? If the answer to any of the
questions is "yes", then beware of the dinosaur syndrome.

At this moment any of us in this room may be growing a
dinosaur tail. We may be in danger of being overwhelmed by
the tidal waves of change affecting America's energy
industries. First, there is the danger that we will not
perceive _.ne changes. Second, there is the greater danger
that we will try to ignore the new realities. Third is the
greatest danger that we will lack the will to change and
adapt.

As a result of wellhead deregulation, pipeline open
access and Order 636 restructuring, we have entered a new
era for the gas industry in which competitive market forces
are strengthening and regulatory controls weakening. The
competitive dynamics of the industry will continue to expand
and the regulatory regime will continue in retreat. The
long _erm trend is clear - competition will increasingly
supplant r_gulation.

Importantly, wherever competition emerges, the future
for service providers and consumers becomes harder to
_edict_ Competitive markets do not respect long range
plans of corporations or government agencies. Nor do they
abide by the predictions or expectations of consultants,
planners, futurists or a regulator giving a speech.
Competitive markets synthesize and respond to an array of
crossing-cutting forces and influences. Therefore, in the
competitive 1990s era, companies, consumers and regulators
should, at all times, be ready for the unexpected.

For an illustration of unexpected consequences, let's
look at competition at the wellhead. Beginning with the
Natural Gas Policy Act and endi_g with the Wellhead
Deregulation Act, the gas patch experienced a thirteen year
transition from blanket regulation to unfettered
competition. As the process began, the conventional wisdom
was that the gas production industry would experience good
times. Indeed, many consumer advocates feared that wellhead
deregulation would bring about a massive income transfer
from consvmers to producers.



The actual results were far different. The price of

natural gas did not rise precipitously. During the gas
bubble, which became the gas sausage, consumers were the
beneficiaries of a buyers' gas market. The price of gas was
so suppressed that more than one half of the independent
producers were driven out of business. The whole production
industry experienced a recession and retrenchment.

In my view, we should enter the post-Order 636 and

post-Energy Policy Act era with two principles in mind:
First, competitive market forces will prevail over
incompatible regulatory policies. Second, competitive
market dynamics will be, more often than not, hard to
predict and will have consequences which will defy
conventional wisdom.

The post-Order 636, post-Energy Policy Act era will
have several key characteristics. Here is my list of eight
characteristics of the 1990s. First, change will
accelerate. Knowledge and skills will have to be upgraded
more quickly. Modes of thinking will have to change more
rapidly and decisions will have to be made and executed more
expeditiously.

Second, competition will continue to intensify. In the
energy industry competition will intensify among gas
providers, among energy sources, and between supply side and
demand side alternatives.

Third, technological innovation will quicken. Changes
in technology will rapidly alter the production, delivery,
use and conservation of energy. Rapid deployment of new
technology will greatly effect patterns of production,
delivery and use of energy.

Fourth, environmental policy will increasingly
determine energy policy. The production, delivery and use
of energy will be shaped by society's emphasis on protecting
the environment.

Fifth, energy efficiency and conservation will be
increasingly integrated into the business of supplying
energy. Customers will expect it, government policy will
require it, and businesses will come to regard it as part of
the menu of services to be offered along with energy supply.

Sixth, the energy marketplace will become increasingly
segmented, requiring differentiated services. No longer
will it be sensible to make decisions in terms of broad
customer categories such as residential, commercial and
industrial classes. The consumer base will increasingly be
characterized by niche and segmented markets, each with its

particular preference for price, reliability and customized
or added-value servlces.

_



Seventh, energy providers will increasingly diversify
into related service offerings. In order to address the
needs of segmented and niche markets, energy companies will
have to offer a variety of packaged and unbundled services
regarding energy supply, energy conservation, sale or
leasing of end use equipment, and servicing of end use
equipment.

Eighth, the most important aspect of the new era is
that gas companies will be customer driven. As never
before, the energy business will have to focus on customer
satisfaction. The gas industry will have to understand and
respond to customers' needs, preferences and expectations.
Intense customer focus will be imperative to success.

The subject of this conference -- state regulation and
market dynamics following Order 636 and the Energy Policy
Act -- is essentially a forum for discussing how to respond
to these eight ingredients of the new era. The Energy
Policy Act will intensify competition among all energy
sources, on both supply side and demand side. Order 636
restructuring will increase the competitive gas market
dynamics, make new options available to ga_ consumers and
force changes in the roles of industry companies and state
regulatory commissions.

Many of the consequences of Order 636 are already
identifiable. Order 636 brings to an end the decades-long
era of pipelines performing the aggregation and swing supply
functions. It forces upon LDCs new responsibilities for
supply acquisition and transportation. Unbundling of
pipeline services will proliferate the options available to
both local distribution companies and to end users who wish
to take into their own hands the responsibility for
acquiring, transporting and storing gas.

However, we must acknowledge that there are many
consequences of Order 636 which are difficult to predict at
this time. Will a robust market for released firm

transportation and storage capacity come into existence?
What will be the dollar value of the released capacity?
What will happen to interruptible transportation visa vis
released firm capacity? Who will be the successful
aggregators in the new, restructured environment? How user-
friendly will the new unbundled world be? Will transaction
costs go up or down? Will new efficiencies result?

One certainty after Order 636 is that the role of the
local distribution companies will increase in both
importance and complexity.

For the next few minutes let me focus my remarks on
LDCs, the gas supply function, market threats and
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opportunities, and the new era of competition and customer
satisfaction.

The most immediate challenge for LDCs is to carry out

their expanded post-Order 636 role of buying, transporting
and selling gas.

In order to be successful aggregators and merchants,
LDCs will need to beef up their capabilities for managing

gas supplies. Due to the complexity of options for
purchasing and transporting gas, I anticipate that most LDCs
will have to increase the size of their gas supply

departments. But increasing the size will be less important
than assembling a very astute and well informed staff that
has the talent to devise a sound overall gas supply strategy
and the tactical savvy to successfully execute the strategy.

The LDCs will have to upgrade their computer and
telecommunications network. The computers will be needed in
order to undertake sophisticated modeling and analysis of
demand behind the citygate and supply options upstream from
the citygate. Data management must be combined with a
telecommunications network which will provide the supply

department with more real time information about the price
and contract terms for gas supply options and transportation
routes.

As a consequence of Order 636, I foresee the eventual

emergence of six to twelve large aggregator/marketers to
serve medium-sized and smaller LDCs. Most will be separate
subsidiaries of producers or pipelines. Some will be

independent marketers. What will distinguish these new
aggregator/marketers will be their ability to use
information.

The dozen or so top aggregators will develop the

sophisticated information data base and electronic network
which is necessary to make astute decisions about buying,

selling, transporting, and storing gas. Their data base and
real time information will equip them to effectively
coordinate the many pieces of the unbundled pipeline system.

At any point in time, they will be able to identify the
best-cost way to package the acquisition and delivery of gas
to a wide variety of customers.

These super aggregators will be especially accomplished
at obtaining and synthesizing information and making
decisions which maximize the potential gain and minimize the

potential risk. They will have an in-depth knowledge of
• t

supply, transporcatlon and storage options. They will learn
how to win and retain a portfolio of customers whose load

profiles complement one another. After Order 636, the
winning breed of aggregators will be those who learn
fastest, have the best information, outthink the competition



and are continually shifting through the maze of information
for signs of new opportunities to be pursued and new risks
to be avoided or minimized.

The threats to LDCs market share are well known: other

energy sources such as electricity, oil and coal;
conservation and efficiency; other gas suppliers; bypass,
when industrial customers connect directly to pipelines; new
electricity applications; and, relocation of industrial
production.

There are market opportunities for LDCs which we will
be hearing about at this conference: gas-powered space
cooling; natural gas vehicles; electric generating stations;
packaged cogeneration of electricity; other new end uses for
gas; integrated resource planning and fuel substitution for
reasons of energy efficiency or environmental protection;
added-value services; and, energy-related services.

Why do I list the market threats and opportunities for
LDC? Partly out of a concern for LDCs. But more because of
my concern for residential customers.

I hold this view. It will be beneficial to consumers

if LDCs are permitted and encouraged by regulators to meet
market threats and to seize market opportunities. Why?
Because an LDC reduced to serving only residential customers
will he a high-cost service provider. An LDC maximizing
throughput can lower the common costs borne by residential
consumers. LDCs that improve their load factor can reduce
gas supply costs for residential consumers. Finally, LDCs
which are competing for discretionary markets are more
likely to be focusing on matters of efficiency and
responsiveness to customers.

To reduce market threats and maximize market

opportunities, LDCs must become increasingly customer
focused. Successful LDCs will think in terms of customers,
not ratepayers. "Ratepayers" is the old mind set connoting
captive customers who exist to pay monthly bills and are
bound to take gas service from the local distribution
company. The term "customer" denotes the need to win and
retain end users by means of providing a superior value of
goods and services to the customers.

The nature of the LDC customer base will continue to

change. The niche markets within the customer base are
already many and will multiply in the future. In order to
retain and win customers, the LDCs will have to respond to
the niche-market characteristics of their service territory.
Like any commercial enterprise, the LDCs will have to
segment the market and offer differentiated services. In
order to retain market share, the LDCs will have to offer a
menu of services which meets the reliability, quality and



price needs of the segmented and niche markets. This will
play havoc with the time-honored notions of establishing
rates based upon embedded costs and cost averaging.

In the 1990s, customers will want more options. Some
of them will prefer to pick and choose among unbundled
services. Other customers will prefer the ease and
convenience of bundled services. LDCs must be prepared to

give customers what they really want in the form of either
bundled or unbundled services. Thus the importance of

offering a menu of services.

The menu of services must include demand side

management options. Already many state commissions and
local distribution companies have taken steps to inaugurate
demand side management activities. Integrated resource

planning will be spurred by the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
Customers will look toward their local distribution company
as a supplier of energy efficiency and energy conservation
services. LDCs must regard integrated resource planning and
demand side management as an integral part of their
business.

For companies with low-load factors or substantial
excess transportation capacity, it will be to the benefit of
LDC consumers, as well as to the LDC, for the local
distribution company to aggressively compete to improve the

company's load factor and to add revenue-effective new
customers. LDCs will be financially healthier and
consumers' rates will be lower to the extent that LDCs are
able to maximize throughput and spread common costs to more
customers and over more units of usage. For example, in
low-load factor circumstances, increasing the usage of
natural gas during the summer and shoulder months has the
potential to be a win-win for the LDC, new gas users and
existing gas users. However, it is essential that such
improvements in load factor be in concert with the
principles of demand side management and cost-effective
integrated resource planning. Improvements in load factor
should be based upon efficient use of energy, not
inefficient use of energy.

Because end use equipment is so significant in
determining consumers' decisions about choices regarding the
type of energy used, it may be necessary for local
distribution companies to become more involved in the
natural gas equipment and appliance market. The involvement
will be in three forms: first, more support for research,

development, and commercialization of equipment; second,
offering financing plans to help overcome the high first-
cost problem associated with gas equipment and appliances;
and, third, offering technical assistance and equipment
maintenance services to industrial, commercial, and
residential customers who want such services.

070



A major opportunity for local distribution companies to
add value for customers is by delivering a variety of non-
traditional, but energy-related services. I believe that
many industrial, commercial and residential customers want
to have the option of calling upon LDCs for information and
technical assistance regarding energy efficiency and
conservation, energy services and gas-fired equipment. They
w_nt the LDC to be an available resource for obtaining
financing to purchase gas-fired equipment and for ongoing
maintenance and servicing of such equipment. It will be to
the benefit of consumers and local distribution companies if
the old barriers to LDCs' provision of related energy
services is reduced.

In summary, as never before, local distribution
companies will have to pay close attention to their
customers. By means of surveys, focus groups, and careful
attention to customers' complaints and suggestions, LDCs
must be alert to the changes in customers' needs,
preferences and expectations. In a quest to know their
customers better, LDCs will have to tirelessly ask two basic
questions of their customers: How are we doing? What can
we do better?

As a result of the increasingly competitive
environment, local distribution companies will have to
listen and respond to customers far more than in a regulated
environment. The key to success will be constant
improvement, increasing efficiency, and continuous
innovation so as to add value for every customer segment.
Local distribution companies which do otherwise will become
endangered dinosaurs in the new era.

By now my remarks may have led you to the suspicion
that the competitive dynamics of the industry pose inherent
conflicts with state regulatory policies which have evolved
over many decades. So let me shift my attention from LDCs
to state regulation.

One of the great dangers for consumers and industry
participants is the possibility of regulatory lag during the
1990s. The regulatory lag of which I am speaking is not
rate lag. I am speaking of a more significant regulatory
lag, in which regulatory policies fall years behind the
realities of the marketplace.

We saw the consequences of such regulatory lag in the
1970s when federal law and regulation artificially
suppressed the price of gas at the wellhead, leading to a
terrible imbalance between the demand for gas and its
availability in the interstate market.



In the post-Order 636, post-Energy Policy Act era, it
is exce?dlngly important that state regulatory policies be
re-examlned and modified to comport with the realities of
the 1990s energy marketplace.

exam le, rate design principles based upon averageFor P - ........ re with an industry
embedded costs do not zully .-_-
operating in an environment of nlche and segmented markets.

ented market, rates .for services will have to
In segm _ __,--_-_^_ _ maralnal cost and market value.
accommouate prlnu_== v. - =

Subsidies from one group of customers to another group

are often incompatible with competitive markets.

Local distribution companies will be operating in an
environment of increasing risk warranting higher rates of
return. LDCs face market challenges in winning and
retaining customers. The gas supply function is becoming
more fraught with risk, as the options for buying,
transporting and storing gas increase. More options means
more chance of mistake. More =,h=**u= u_ _*_-_-
chance of regulatory disallowances in prudence reviews.
Investors and financial markets will be expecting a greater
rate of return as compensation.

Research, development, demonstration and commercializa-
technology is costly. If R&D and

tion of end-use
• atlon efforts are directed toward improving thecommercializ ..... _-_-in- all customers, a sharetor and tnereo¥ -_e ._

LDC load fac ....... A __v_alization should be borne
of the LDC cost or _u a,,_ _ .......

by customers as well as shareholders.

State utility commissions will need to re-examine the
nettlesome issue of LDC promotional practices. Promotion of

gas sales was strictly barred in the 1970s. In some states,
the barrier has been cautiously and narrowly modified. An

important issue in the 1990s wi11 be. the matter of
permitting LDC marketing activitles whlch promote the
efficient use of natural gas and improve the load factor and
throughput of the LDC to the benefit of existing customers.

As a result of Order 636, state utiiity commissions

will need to engage in a thorough examination of prudence
review policies and procedures. Over the past decades, the

preferred approach of state regulatory agencies has been to
engage in detailed post hoc review of LDC purchasing. Such
method of prudence review is likely to be both too
cumbersome and too unfair to be used after pipeline
restructuring.

= Other prudence review alternatives need to be examined.
One approach is for the utility commission to give prior
approval to the LDC's overall strategy for gas acquisition,

_
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transportation, storage and peak shaving and, later, to
engage in post hoc review of the reasonableness of the
actions undertaken by the LDC to carry out the strategy.
Another alternative is to develop a standard or index, based
upon publicly available sources of price information,
against which the cost of LDC gas at the citygate can be
compared. This will avoid the necessity of examination of a
multitude of decisions by the LDC with respect to
aggregating and shipping gas.

A third approach would be to use measurements of
performance pursuant to which an LDC would be rewarded or
penalized if the gas acquisition program is particularly
successful or flawed. If the LDC's cost of gas falls within
a neutral band or zone, as compared to an index or basket of
indicators, the LDC would be neither rewarded nor penalized
for its gas supply activities. If the LDC's cost of gas is
less expensive than the index's neutral zone, the company
might be able to keep 50% of the difference as an incentive
or reward. If the cost of gas is above the neutral band or
zone, the company's shareholders may have to share 50% of
the excessive costs.

The ultimate option is for a state to consider the
radical step of encouraging competition in the gas supply
function downstream from the citygate. Rather than depend
upon ;egulators to engage in prudence review, the
competitive market might he relied upon to discipline the
LDC gas supply function. Prudence reviews would no longer
be necessary to the extent that customers have a meaningful
choice of obtaining their gas supply from a source other
than the LDC. As strange as this option may sound to
American ears, I should point out that the LDC gas supply
function is competitive in parts of Canada. Today, to many
of us in this room, the notion of a competitive gas supply
function behind the citygate -- for small commercial and
residential customers -- may seem like a wild stretch of the
imagination. But I predict that within several years, many
of us will regard that eventuality far more seriously than
we do today.

Another set of issues to be wrestled with by state
regulators is the degree to which LDC service offerings will
be unbundled. As a result of Order 636, the requests, by
large commercial and industrial customers, for unbundling of
LDCs services will increase. Sooner or later, the
compelling logic of LDCs offering a menu of services and
providing customers only those services which they truly
want will prevail. Over time, unbundling behind the
citygate will increase.

In a competitive market, it will be difficult for
regulators to maintain either the iron curtain of franchise
protection or the iron law of the obligation to serve. In
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dialogue with all stakeholders, PUCs will need to re-examine
the symmetry -- in the real world -- of franchises and
obligations to serve. For example, regulators will need to
re-examine the obligation of LDCs to serve customers who
have fuel switching capability. Such customers can switch
off of gas whenever a cheaper alternative supply of energy
is available. In such circumstance the customer may be

getting a free or below-cost insurance policy by relying
upon the LDC as an emergency backstop for gas supply.
Regulators will need to either modify the LDCs' obligation
to serve these customers or develop a rate design
methodology with an appropriate charge for customers
utilizing the LDC as the 1ast resort source of energy.

Finally, as the local gas market becomes increasingly
competitive, forms of incentive regulation may need to
replace the traditional cost-plus regulation. Moreover, the
weakest aspect of cost-plus regulation has always been its
inability to encourage operating efficiencies or to
stimulate entrepreneurial-style responsiveness to customers.
Cost-plus regulation permits complacency and does not
stimulate rapid introduction of new services or adding value
to existing services. Cost-plus regulation does not
encourage companies to respond to the particular needs of
niche and segmented markets or to continually test the
marketplace to determine the types of value-added services
which customers want_

Incentive regulation has the potential to bring about
increased efficiencies, improvements In services, and a' e
higher degree of customer responslven ss than does
traditional regulation. It also has the potential to
disentangle commissions from nit-picking cost allocation,
cost accounting, rate design and operational issues where
the exercise of regulatory judgment is no more wise or

perspicacious than results brought about by competitive
market dynamics.

In conclusion, the post-Order 636 and post-EnergY

Policy Act era will be a time of more change, more unknowns,
new risks, and new challenges. The paradigm shift from a

gas industry shaped by regulation to a gas industry driven
by competition will continue. In the 1990s gas market,
everything will be dynamic and change will be the norm.
_othing will be static for the industry, for consumers, or
lo: regulators.

The successful gas businesses will be those committed

to taking advantage of competitive opportunities. The happY
consumers will be those who avail themselves of new options.
The successful regulators will be those who encourage and
facilitate the growth of competitive market dynamics,

provide gas companies with the risk and reward incentives to
respond to those dynamics, and assure that consumers have
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adequate energy choices and sufficient information to
effectively manage their energy needs.

In the 1990s we should not try to hold on to the status

quo. A failure to change and adapt will be perilous for
businesses, harmful for consumers and Counterproductive for
regulators.

Holding to the status quo ultimately proved perilous to
the dinosaurs. For us, today, anticipating the need to
change, rather than resisting change, will result in the
best outcome. My hope for this conference is that it will
help all of us -- producers, pipelines, marketers, local
distribution companies, consumer advocates, state energy
officials and regulators -- to understand the new risks and
the new opportunities in the post-Order 636 and post-Energy
Policy Act era. At the end of the conference I hope each of
us will be better equipped to adapt to and succeed in the
new era ahead.
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NARUC-DOE Second National Conference on Natural Gas Use
Comments by Michael S. Reeves

April 26, 1993

Slide
1. Brief Description of the Markets

• Mature market - Residential/Commercial/Industrial

2&3. Importance of Commercial Markets to Companies

• Growing Customer Base
G_ NSG Total

1982-1992 18% 52% 22%

4. Competitive Barriers

• High Rise & Horizontal/Midrise
• Operating Costs Favor Gas Even With Rider 25

Electric Heating Rate-Ventilation Fans Use Rider 25
• First Cost Disadvantages

• 12 KV Riser ($1.00-$1.50 sq. ft. value)
• Electric Mechanical Systems - Lower Cost

5. District Energy

• Gas Company Way of Competin_ With Electric CompanyMcCormlck Place Exhibitlon Authority (MPEA) Was
Poised to Go All Electric (In Spite of Gas
Operating Cost Advantages)

• Proposal by Peoples Energy Cor_. and Trigen
Energy Corp. to MPEA For Distrlct Energy Concept

• Proposal Won Over Self-Generation and
Conventional Energy Systems in Competition With
Electric Utility

• District Heating Advantages
• First Cost Savings, No Operational or

Environmental Worries _'CFC's); Labor Reduction
(O&M Staff)

• Partnership Contributions
• Trigen - Experience With Existing Plants
• Peoples - Local Presence

• Benefits for Peoples Gas Light
• Will Sell Transportation Gas Service to the

Partnership
• Eventually Lead to Greater Sales

6. Meeting Challenges

• New Rate Design
• Single Block to Declining Block Rates
• End Use Rate For NGVs
• Rate 3 - Demand/Commodity Rate

• Incentive Programs
• Air Conditioning
• Cogeneration
• Vertical Riser
• Prime Mover (Just Filed For)



• Support R&D Programs
• Working With GRI

• Supporting Field Tests
• NGV Conversion Program
• Loaned GMC Sierra Truck

• Trade Allies

• Building Relationships To Strengthen
Infrastructure and Sales Effort

• Gas Transportation
• Growth of Transportation

PGL - 60% of Commercial Deliverie_
NSG - 58% of Commercial Deliveries

• How and Why it Works For Companies
• How and Why it Works For Customers

• Keeps Gas Costs Economical
• Support New Technologies

• Introduce Customers to New Technology Through

Trade Shows, Demonstrations, and Customer
Contacts

• Improve Equipment Efficiencies

7. Future Outlook

• Identifying Customer Needs
• Through Market Research - Focus Groups, Surveys

& Quantitative Studies
• Personal Contact

• Knowing Your Customers
Marketing Information System (MKTIS) - Improved
Data Collection System - Should Enhance the

Ability to Analyze Markets and Better Serve
Customer Needs

• Promoting Non-Traditional Markets
• NARUC Support For Gas Air Conditioning From

Electric Company DSM Plans

• Cogeneration For Improved Energy Efficiencies
• Supporting Natural Gas in the Clean Air Act

Amendments
• Natural Gas Vehicles
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Missouri Public Service
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Z • ZNTRODUCTION.

A. OVERVIEW OF CDC QPERATZON8.

B. VALUE OF CDC' 5 COMMERCIAL MARKETS.

TT. FERC ORDER 636 IMPACTS ON GAS PURCHASING STRATEGZES.

A, LDCs RESPONSZBLE FOR PURCHASING I00% OF SYSTEM CAPACITY
AND 8UPPLY REQUZREMENTS.

B, NECESSITY FOR ACCURATE PEAK DAY, SEASONAL AND ANNUAL LOAD
FORECASTS •

O. MAINTENACE OF OPHRATTNG TNTEGRIT_,

III. IMPLICATIONS OF GAS TRANSPORTATION SEI%VZCR FOR CO_CZAL
CUSTOMERS •

A. INCREASING NUMBERS OF _ERCIAL CUSTOMERS CHOOSZNG
INTERRUPTIBLE GAS TRANSPORTATION SERVICE.

15. ZLZG/BZLZT¥ REQUII_2_WTS,

C. DAZL¥ METERING, NOTZFZCATZON AND NONI_)RINU REQUIRe.

D, GAG SUPPLY PLANNING CoMI__,ICA_ION8.

E. AVOIDANCE OF COST SUBSIDIES,

IV. LDC NRRCIIANT FUNCTION/OBLIGATION TO 8J_VE.

A. TRADITIONAL ROLE OF LDCS,

B, NEED TO REDEFINE LDC PUELZC SERVICE OBLIGATIONS.

C. "PARTNERSHIP" PROCESS INVOLVING ALL STAKEHOLDW_g.

V. CONCLUS ION/RECOMMENDATIONS •
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United States Department of Energy/
NaUonal Assoclatlm of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
NaUonal Conference on Natural Gas Jse
New Orie_ns, 26-28 April, 1993 .,.

FUNDAMENTALS OF UTILITY GAS-ACQUISI-
TION STRATEGY FOR THE 1990S

(IN 600 WORDS OR LESS)

StLmmary of Remarks by
Arlon Rex Tussing

AI_A Inc.
Seattle WA

The reliability of gas supply required by gas-distribution utilities and
electric utilities on behalf of their essential-s2rvice (core) ratepayers is

reliability _t the point of delivery_. This kind of reliability is not for sale
_n the field at any price, but depends on control over firm transmis-

sion and storage capaciW, and/or over gas flows that can be readily

interrupted or diverted, or on the existence of _ that offer
assured access at a price to these elements of supply. Such markets

firmly entrenched themselves for the natural-gas commodity during
the 1980s, and are now emerging rapidly for transmission and storage

services. There will seldom be any reason for utilities to pay

producers a contractual premium for "flrmess" of gas supply at the

point of production.

An Inflnltely diverse choice of strategies,

In the new o_vcn-archit¢cture gas market, there will be an infinitely

diverse range of elements from which utilities can choose in assem-

bling a gas-supply portfolio. The utfliUes wiU henceforth be account-

able to the ratepayers and the community through their respective

utility commissions for both the strategies chosen and their perfor-

mance in terms of gas costs and supply reliability.

The basic strategic choice: self-help vs. contracting with an ag-
gregator.

The most basic strategic choice concerns whether a utfllty is to

(1) aggregate, seasonally shape and firm its own gas-supply

portfolio by direct purchases at upstream market centers

(mostly in spot transactions), and bundle these supplies
iii
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with firm transmission and storage rights held in its own

name, or

(2) contract out the portfolio aggregation and rebundling

functions to other parties (e.g., producers, pipeline affili-

ates, or independent m.arketers) that offer a firm, sea-

sonally shaped supply at the utflity's city or plant gate.

A tendency can already be seen for the largest utilities to learn toward

self-help strategies (No. 1) and for smaller utilities to continue dele-

gating procurement responsibilities to others (No. 2), but many excep-

tions can be expected to such an alignment. Each utility's strategy

choice and the details of its execution will be powerfully influenced,

moreover, by the expressed preferences of its utility commission, and

especially by the standards and procedures established by the com-

mission to monitor gas costs and reliability of service.

PUC standards and procedures to monitor supply costs and

reUabnity.

The existence of two polar strategic choices, the h_flnite number of

possible variations within each of them and the range of potential

combinations of the two, make obsolete the purchased-gas or pur-

chased-fuel adjustment [PGA or PFA] mechanisms-cum-reasonableness

reviews used by most Commissions since the early 1970s. Designing

an efficient, fair, and administratively workable substitute will be a

challenging task, however, and probably a lengthy one, because of the

difficulty of comparing file city-gate costs of supply portfolios con-

structed differently for systems having vastly different loads and reli-

ability needs.

Market-indexes and cost-sharing incentive systems.

The difficulty of comparison will likely push most commissions toward

using (spot) market indexes, determined monthly or more frequently,

as the basis for gas-cost passthroughs, and toward incentive mecha-

nisms whereby the utility and the ratepayers share any difference

(positive or negative) between actual costs and the market index. One

result will be to strengthen the tendency of utllities to adopt self-help

supply strategies.
ii i i
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United States Department of Energy/
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
National Conference on Natural Gas Use
New Orleans, 26-28 April, 1993 --

A Third-Party Summary of ARTA Views on LDC
Gas-Procurement and its Regulatory Surveillance

The fo_owing is an excerpt from "Consumer-State Regulation: Assuming Greater Role Under Open
Access", by William H. Smith Jr., chief of the Bureau of Rate and Safety Evaluation at the Iowa Utilities

Fulfillment of FERC's Order 636 require- without backup reserve service. In the
ments will invite consideration of the need ultimate version, no minimum volumes
to apply the principles of open and work- would apply, so that residential mar-
able competition at the retail level. In june kets would be opened to competitive
1992, the National Regulatory Research In- service.
stitute (NRRI) invited such consideration by • Separate gas cost from dtstrlbutton
publishing Occasional Paper #15, State cosL The cost of merchant service
Regulatory Challenges for trw l_'atural Gas should be a separate element in tariffs
Industry tn the 1990s and Beyond, by David and on customer bills.
B. Hatcher and Arlon R., Tu_Ing, NRRI re-
tufted 'to this subject in its September 1992 • Revelry gas purchas_g. Gas cost wouldbe reviewed apart from distribution cost
Quarterly BuUetm with a research paper
entitled "Pipeline Gas Service Comparabil- rate cases. In looking at gas cost dock-
ity Rule: What Can State Regulators Do ets, Hatcher and Tusslng's principles
Now?" by Daniel J. Duann and David B. suggest that a utflity's contract com-
Hatcher. [For information on these docu- mitments should be no higher than itscaptive market base load, and regula-
ments, call NRRI at 614-292-9404.] tors should rely on the spot market for
These studies bring perspective and contro- requirements above that level. In fact,
versy to the last stage in connecting the these economists would urge regulators
completion fostered by the FERC and others to rely on the spot market for all re-
to the ultimate consumers of the natural quirements [overstatement of our position
gas industry, lt lists what the authors view --A_R.T] because in the worst conditions
as the four critical elements of the natural the spot market is the only guarantors
gas industry today, of reliability.
• Commodity sales are competitive and • Continue watching affiliate transac-

need not be regulated, tWns for abuse. Especially for .distribu-

• Most large-volume customers are non- tion utilities with unregulatea supply
captive and service to them cannot be affiliates, customers deserve the assur-
regulated the same as service to small- ance that revenues are not being di-
volume customers, rected away from the regulated services

• Spot markets for gas are effective and or steered toward its.
make reliance on supply contracts un- • Design a profit motive for the utility
necessarily. Historically, gas contracts merchant function, using deviation
have not proven enforceable in extreme from spot prices. As merchant service
conditions (i.e.. Just when they are most becomes a separate enterprise, its cur-

rent nonprofit status become unnatural
needed), and unrealisUc.

• Restricting resale of transportation
service is harmful. • Eliminate resale restrictions from re-

tar_s. Hatcher and Tussing believe
The Hatcher/Tussing paper suggests state that this approach is the best way to put
regulatory agencies consider the following rate design to the economic test and
points. Many of them are already in place flush out inefficiencies, lt was a suc-
in many states. In particular, the last two cessful strategy in the deregulation of
points would be breakthroughs in state reg- the interexchange telephone market. A
ulation not yet tested, gas marketer could buy the transporta-
• Unbundle gas sales from other service tlon necessary to bring a rebundled ser-

components. Utilities could continue to vice to the end user. That would effec-
offer merchant service, but they would tively bring competition into monopoly
be required to offer transportation with markets and would do so without build-
or without sales service and with or ing multiple facilities.
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Additional References

Statement on Prudence Standards for {Dan/el J. Duann and Dav/d B. Hatcher}
Utility Procurement of Core.Servlce _Pipel_e Gas Service Comparability
Natural-Gas Supply. At an en banc Rule _ O_[m' No. 636k What Should
hearing on gas-procurement Issues, Cal- State Regulators Do NOW?", NRR/Quar-
ffor_ta Public Uttl/tles Comm/sslon, ter/y Bu//et/n. Columbus Oh/o: The Na-
San Franc/_o, February 5, 1992. Sup- t/onal Regulatory Research InsUtute.
plementary Statement, March 9, 1992. September 1992.

{David B. Hatcher and Arlon Rex Tuss- The Oas Industry _ Itself, A Pro-
State Regulatory Chef or the legomenon to the Impact of Dere_da-

Natural_as Industry in the 1990s and tion and Unbundlin_ on _upply
Beyond. Columbus OH: Nat/onal Regu- Pr/c/nU. Prepared for the Execut/ve En-
lat_-v Research Institute. June 1992. terpr/ses Inc. 13rh ._.nual Cal/forn/a

Natura] Gas Conferem_. San Franc/sco
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Um_d SU_esDe_t of Ener_/
NaUonal AssoctaUon of Regulatory Utility Commlsslonem
National Conference on Natural Gas Use
New Orkans. 26-28 til. 1993 ... ---------_--_--_'_'-

A 1990s Commissioner Views the Role of Long-
Term Contracts in Utility Gas Procurement

The following is an excerpt from .r_ksof n .anlel _ Fessler, President of the Cali-
fornia Public UUlttles Commasmon, De;ore unc nzecu Enterprises Inc. Thirteenth An-
nual Callfontia Natural Gas Conference. San FrancLsco. March 16. 1993. I believe that Mr.
Fessler's view will represent the main stream in gas-acqulsition strategy during the mid-
1990s. for gas and electric utilities that I have characterized as large enough to "aggregate.
seasonally shape and firm [their] own gas-supply partfoliosby direct purchases at upstream
market centers and bundle these supplies with firm transmission and storage rights held
in [their] own name[s]." -- Arlon Rex Training

Long-term contracts. • • [avoid] transac- that it reflects specific avoided costs of a
tlonal costs when contrasted with the al- dimension that render core ratepayersneutral on its [incurrence].
ternatlve of recontracting every thirty days
on the _pot market. Some of the benefits, • Any "discount" over spot indexing
such as avoided transactional costs, work should redound on a pre-establlshed ba-
in favor of both the buyer and seller. Others sis to the utility ratepayers and share-
confer an essentially unilateral advantage, holders.
I have already spoken of the not inconsid-
erable gain to the seller who defines and * Any long-term contract with a pricing
cements market share• From the buyer's mechanism which floats so as to reflect
perspective, the knowledge that a certain spot prices, or which discounts such an
volume of gas is obligated under contract index, may be submitted for and shall
relieves a major uncertainty and provides be pre.approved upon verification that itconforms to these policies.
price planning stability. Ii"the purchaser is
a utility, such an arrangement obviates the • Before a utility could divert income to
[lncurrence] of storage costs which repre- its shareholders as an earned percent-
sent an alternative means of meeting the age of savings over spot indexing there
Commission's insistence that gas supplies would have to be a Commission pro-
for the core be secure, ceeding to verify that such savings had.

•.. I [have] outline[d] a proposed Commis- in fact. been achieved.
sion policy on long-term gas procurement. * A proposed contract containing a pre-
It took the form of a series of propositions mium over spot could be presented for
which, as general policy goals. I [commend- Commission preapproval with the out-
ed] to my colleagues. Prominent among come dependent upon proof that costoffsets or other benefits would render
them were the following: the core ratepayers neutral as to its [in-
. Long-term gas contracts have a legiti- currence].

mate piace in a utfllty's procurement
strategy. In reviewing these policy positions I want

• The pricing mechanism for such long- to stress that they represent but a stage in
term contracts should not seek to "out- my own attempt to grapple with the broader
guess" the market but rather should be issues. Of... benefit in promoting pro-curement efficiency in transactions under-
prepared to follow it. taken on behalf of core customers is the ex-

• A per se reasonable way to follow the plicit recognition that utfllty management
market is to adopt a pricing mechanism can approach the bargaining table with the
which floats so as to reflect spot prices up-side possibility of profits, lt is this posi-
for natural gas at established market tlve incentive, rather than the belated in-
centers, fliction of a disallowance in a traditional

• Any utility which forms a contract in- reasonableness review, that lles at the
volvlng payment of a "premium" over heart of my reform proposals.
spot indexing has the burden of proof
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(SLIDE 1)
BALANCING COMPETITION AND

REGULATION IN THE,90's

(SLIDE 2)

"Get competitiveP I hear Order 636 speaking directly to me and to

you, telling us ali that LDCs are no longer safe monopolies. I know that ali

of the regulators out there are wondering how to respond to Order 636. I'm

going to suggest today that the only workable response to the increasing

competition in the marketplace provided by Order 636 is to liQhtenstate

regulation and let the marketplace work.

(SLIDE 3)

Let me give you some background on the company I head -- Peoples

Natural Gas. We're headquartered in Omaha, Nebraska.

(SLIDE 4)

Peoples is a part of UtiliCorp United, which includes several gas and

electric divisions located in eight states. Peoples is the largest gas division

in UtiliCorp. We're regulated in five different states --Iowa, Minnesota,

Kansas, Colorado, and Nebraska.

(SLIDE 5)

We serve about half a millioncustomers. We have almost 200 Bcf a

year of throughput, more than half of which is from industrial customers.
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(SLIDE 6)

We're served by nine different pipelines. We face competition in

every one of our market segments -- from alternate fuels, bypass, and

municipal condemnation.

Over the years, Peoples has been an active supporter of competition

because we believe it is the best way to ensure a long-term, healthy gas

industry.

(,SLIDE 7)

Each of Peoples' states takes a slightly different approach to supply

management review. In Nebraska, we're regulated by city councils, so we

never quite know what to expect from them. Both Kansas and Colorado

have limited review as part of rate cases and PGAs. Minnesota has a

limited audit process which includes an annual filing requirement, iowa has

the most comprehensive process. Since 1985, we've been required by

statute in Iowa to make an annual filing that includes a requirements plan

and a ten-year forecast of supply and demand. A hearing is held annually

for each utility. The Iowa process has largely been used as a

communication tool, and it has been an effective forum for an exchange of

ideasabout the industry.
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(SLIDE 8)

Until the passage of the NGPA in _978, the natural gas industrywas

highly regulated by the federal government. Unfortunately, the regulation

resulted in supply shortages, moratoriums on adding new gas markets, and

a general decline in the role that natural gas played in meeting U.S. energy

needs. Congress came to understand that low gas prices wouldn't benefit

consumers if no gas could be had at those low prices. Deregulation and

enhanced competition were introduced at the federal level to correct these

problems.

(SLIDE 9)

There really are two forces that work together to protect the

consumer and to control LDC behavior-- first, the competitive marketplace

and, second, regulation. These two forces work in concert and the key is to

find the right balance between them. As more competition is injected into

the marketplace, regulation must be realized. We have seen that happen

at the federal level, as more and more regulation has been removed as the

marketplace has become more competitive.

So what does that tell us about state PUC review of supply
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management? One response might be to assume that because the FERC

is getting out of supply regulation, state commissioners have to step in and

fill the gap. I am suggesting to you today that there is no gap to fill with

state regulation -- competition has already filled that gap.

When you're thinking about what kind of response to make to Order

636, you should be concerned that over-regulating will result in a failure to

protect the consumer, just as it did in the '70's.

You should be thinking about regulation which is designed to give

LDCs the freedom they need to respond quickly in the fast-paced

environment we're in today.

(SLIDE 10)

When you look at LDC supply management, you should be looking

forward, not focusing on the past. Work with us to plan effectively for the

future -- don't just use your 20-20 hindsightto judge what we've done in the

past.

(SLIDE 11)

Whatever you do should be reward-driven. Motivate us to do a

better job -- don't just punish us for not doing as well as you think we should

have. One of the greatest risks LDCs face today is gas cost
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disallowance. With gas costs making up 70% of our total costs and

authorized returns now only around 11%, you can believe this is a risk our

shareholders can't very well afford.

(SUDE

Finally, be sure to recognize the uniqueness of each of the utilities

you regulate. We're not alike at all. We have different markets and

different supply options. We may have different philosophies about how

best to serve our customers. Be careful about comparing us to each other.

No single benchmark is going to work for ali the utilitiesyou regulate.

The typical hindsightreview process encourages LDCs to be

cautious and conservative. The best decisions aren't always made

because the LDC's primary goal is to avoid a cost disallowance. The

reluctance that LDCs have had to participate in the futures market may be

an example of this. We are motivated to be conservative rather than to be

innovative.

With ali those thoughts in mind - that supply management review

should be forward-looking, should be reward-driven, and should recognize

utility uniqueness --; want to make some specific proposals to you today.
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(SLIDE 13)

State regulaators generally were very responsive to Order 436. You

understood that changes were needed, and you gave us tools we needed

to operate in a faster-paced, more competitive environment, including

transportation tariffs, flexiblemargins, quick response PGAs and cost-

based rates.

(SL,IDE 1.4)

Now I think we ali recognize that more changes are needed in

response to Order 636, but we're not sure what they are. I want to make

four specific recc_mmendationsto you.

First, most of you are in some stage of looking at energy efficiency

planning, or Integrated Resource Plans. An effective Integrated Resource

Plan is something that combines planning on both the market and the

supply side. The goal is efficient, effective use of total energy in the state.

Today, an LDC's gas management is something that might get

looked at in a number of different forums. For example, in Iowa today, we

have an annual purchasing practices [eview, we have rate cases, we have

annual PGA filings, and we could have individualdockets. Let's roll ali

those.together and look at LDC purchasing practices just as part of the IRP
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process. That will force us to be long-term, market focused in this process.

So that's my first suggestion -- look at your IRP process as the

vehicle for reviewing supply management.

(SLIDE 15)

Second, let's start to look at market-based pricing again.

Traditionally, we relied on market-based pricing. Suddenly, in the '80s,

however, we discovered that industrial customers would no longer pay what

we were charging and we started to move to cost-based pricing. I think

what really happened there is that we failed to adjust our prices in response

to the market untilwe found customers refused to use our

product or bypassed us.

It's time to start to think again about market-based pricing, and how

we can get this to work over the long term. This may mean flexible

margins, elimination of PGAs, and even total deregulation in some markets.

A focus on market-based pricing will allow us to acknowledge and respond

to the competitive forces that now exist in the marketplace.

(SLIDE !6...)

Third, let's start to look at some incentive regulation. I assure you

that monetary rewards are the best way to get us to do something you want
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us to do. Let's try some pilot incentive regulation programs to see how they

work. These programs should be the best way to encourage utilitiesto

improve service and lower costs.

(SLIDE 17)

Finally, with the enhanced competition we are experiencing in the

marketplace, it's time to look at relaxing the utility'sobligation to serve. We

need mutual obligations between ourselves and our customers. We can't

be placed in the positionof being forced to be the supplier of last resort if

we are not being adequately compensated for it. It's not fair to our loyal

firm sales customers for transportation, bypass, and alternate fuel

customers to be able to jump off and on the system at will.

(SLIDE 18)

Just to summarize my remarks today, I'm asking you to remember

that regulation must balance with competition and that you should be

looking for solutions that reward, not punish your utilities.

(SLIDE 19)

I've made suggestions for four ideas you should take home with you:

IRPs should be your primary vehicle for reviewing LDC supply

management, and you should be looking at market-based
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pricing, incentive regulation and relaxing the obligation to

serve.

(S.LIDE 20)

As I look out into the future, I see a gas industry that progresses to

deregulation as many other industries have progressed. I see ali

customers, including residential customers, having choices. And, finally, I

see regulation focused mainly on safety issues rather than rate and service

regulation, because our customers themselves will be regulating our

behavior.

Order 636 is a signal to us that more needs to be done now to allow

competitive forces to reach the marketplace. Let's continue to stretch

ourselves to remove regulatory barriers which encourage LDCs to act like

old-fashioned monopolies.

naruc
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"PUC REVIEW OF SUPPLY MANAGEMENT"

Stephen A. Furbacher
April 26, 1993

NARUC/DOE Conference

Thank you, for the introduction. I believe that the value of this panel is the discussion, so
I promise to be brief.

It's an exciting time to be discussing this topic - a time of significant transition for our
Industry with FERC Order 636 changing the way business will be conducted and spreading the
risk across ali segments of the value delivery chain. And, that includes the end use markets. At
the same time, FERC Order 636 is creating significant opportunity for ali of us from producer to
end use markets. Many of us are changing the role we must play. It can be a positive and
rewarding experience or it can be traumatic - we will each have to make the choice as to which it
will be. Finally, this topic is extremely important to us because it's vitally important to our
customers -- the millions of natural gas users that we represent across the country.

Today, I'm going to suggest a framework for LDC's and PUC's to use in making
decisions about natural gas supply. This framework is based on our own experience in doing the
same thing for our Corporate facilities. I'll provide a bit of information about Chevron to set the
context for the framework, but I promise to keep the propaganda to a minimum.

Chevron is a large, integrated, international energy company with interests in oil and
natural gas exploration, production, marketing, refining; and, also in chemicals and coal. To
illustrate our size, we are both one of the largest refiners of crude oil and one of the largest
producers of natural gas in the domestic U. S. Our natural gas efforts are extensive. We have
supplies in most major domestic producing basins and we market in ali major markets in the
country. We market natural gas in the U.S. for our Canadian _filiate. And, Chevron is a major
consumer of natural gas. This slide shows our major facilities in the domestic U.S. -- primarily
refineries and chemical plants. Together they consume more than 650 MMSCF/Day. Our
Natural Gas Business Unit is responsible for the natural gas supply to ali of them; a role that is
essentially the same as that played by the LDC for their customers. These combined activities
give us a unique perspective on the topic of our panel today.

Ultimately, rll describe a producer's view of the PUC role in today's natural gas business.
However, I cannot do that without first talking about the challenges and opportunities that face
an LDC today, as the two are inextricably linked. By way of illustration, I will share our
experience as a major supplier of natural gas to our domestic Corporate facilities - things we've
learned by trial and error. Through this analogy, I hope to provide some insights that will allow
you to avoid the same path we took to get where we are today, rll then finish with some
thoughts about the implications I see for the PUC in the post 636 environment.

The process we use starts with our customer - it wasn't always this way. We ali assume
that we know what our customers want and need, only to be surprised by their negative reaction
when that's what we deliver. We start by working closely with the refinery management to fully
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understand their operating characteristics, capabilities and limitations, and, most important their
economics. Then, together, we develop a clear agreement as to their risk tolerance .... that
means understanding their safety concerns, cost structure, and the impact of things like supply
disruptions and curtailments on their operation. When finished with these steps, we have
together built a supply strategy that supports their operating objectives within an agreed on level
of risk, and, We established the basis for performance review and oversight. Finally, we
complete our work with strategy implementation, measuring performance and adjusting the
strategy as required to meet established objectives.

I will use a refinery example today, but could just as well be any of our facilities. This
slide illustrates some of the key areas of focus for one of our refineries.

1) Supply security - there are two areas of focus. A refinery has processing units that
cannot be shutdown without significant economic or safety implications. For example, boilers
and crude distillation units require a base load, uninterruptible supply of natural gas. They also
have a number of units that do not have the same need for supply reliability and can be supplied
with interruptible gas.

2) Swing supply - there are two areas of flexibility. They must have the ability to make
significant changes in natural gas demand as process units are shutdown for maintenance, some
for extended periods. They, also, must have the short term flexibility to increase or decrease gas
supply minute to minute aad day to day to meet changing operating conditions in the refinery.

Peak load - like an LDC they need the ability to call on significant increases in gas supply to
meet extraordinary operating conditions.

3) lh'ice - they also need to minimize the total cost of their natural gas supply as it is a
significant percentage of their costs.

" As you can see, a refinery's natural gas supply requirements are very similar to those of the
customers behind an LDC. The uses are different but the type of services they need are similar.

Next the Natural Gas Business Unit, like an LDC, goes to work to arrange the natural gas
supply for the refineR,. First, we set about crafting a supply portfolio to meet the unique

: requirements of that particular refinery. The supply strategy developed jointly with the refinery
is the key to this effort. We cannot predict the future so we must build the supply portfolio to
anticipate a variety of possible futares we can see. We often make the mistake of believing that

i the future will always look much like things do today - we extrapolate today's conditions out into_

the future. This is especially easy to do when things are going our way. We can start to believe
we're invincible. Then, things change - that's why we always use a supply portfolio that

• considers a variety of scenarios for the future.

We determine the mix of equity and purchased natural gas we'll use and arrange for
transportation, both firm and interruptible. We alse acquire storage, if that's required. Finally,
we build price, term, other services and risk management into the portfolio. We look at theJ

- overall value being delivered for a particular price, compare it to the competitive market for

2
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equivalent value. We analyze the reliability of the various suppliers and supply options. We
consider how much price volatility we can tolerate and act accordingly to manage that risk;
futures contracts, fixed price contracts, options and swaps are some examples.

When this work is finished, we have developed a natural gas supply portfolio that meets
the broad range of needs our customers have identified - both for short term operation (much
easier to predict) and longer term supply and price security. And, we have metrics for
performance evaluation and signposts to indicate that conditions are changing and that we need
to make adjustments.

In our business, the oversight role is played by the refinery management. Like the PUC,
theirs has also been a hindsight review process in the past. We'd put a strategy in place and wait
for the inevitable criticism and 20-20 hindsight review as the future unfolded. Sometimes, we'd
be fight and sometimes we'd be the badguys. It certainly led to very short term oriented and
cautious behavior on the part of our gas supply people. Since our recent decision to get them
directly involved in developing the strategy and determining the review criteria, it has become a
true partnership with all of us taking ownership of meeting the customer's needs.

To judge performance prospectively, we ask ourselves: Did the portfolio make sense
when it was a_.ve_opec.Are the contracts consistent with the strategy we put in piace? We use
hindsight review to make adjustments for the future - not to force retroactive changes to
commitments and terms of compensation.

Let's shift away from my example and talk about implications for an LDC. The process
must also start with the customer. You must use real data and not perceptions andpast practice.
The customer:issues are very similar to those I've described: supply security, volume flexibility,
cost and risk tolerance. But, the importance of each varies from customer to customer. The
supply management considerations are very similar. Among the considerations to understand
are: supply sources; supplier capabilities and their ability to meet commitments now and in the
future; the risks associated with various options; transportation and capacityrelease storage; and,
the financial markets are examples. Also, you must consider the important portfolio
components, such as supply diversity; owning storage or contracting with others for take
flexibility; owning f'Lrmand using interruptible transportation versus letting others deliver for
you; best cost versus least cost; and, managing risk yourself versus letting others provide the
service.

The issues are many and are complex, making it very difficult for an LDC in an
uncertain regulatory environment. This leads us to the PUC parallel.

I'm not going to dwell much on the historical practice of hind sight prudence review
except to say that I do not see a place for it, as we've known it in the post 636 environment,
without exposing the LDC and, more important, the end use customers to high risk and a very
uncertain and rocky future.

rll say it once again, "We cannot predict the future." Given that, I suggest we must work
toward a relati, r.'ashipbetween LDC and PUC that is forward-looking and focused on the
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customer. They must work as partners to agree on acceptable risk tolerance and the basis and
purpose of performance measurement. Establishing a degree of consistency that is based on
sound business and economic practices is critical. Next they must shift from least cost to best
cost analysis. They must consider cost in the context of an overall supply portfolio and supply
strategy -- including natural gas supply, transportation, storage and the range of uncertainty
about the future. The PUC must create an environment that encourages and gives their LDC's
incentive to take advantage of the new opportunities in Order 636.

Since I've referenced it several times today, rd like to share my views on FERC Order
636. First, I believe that it increases the variety of options available to those looking for natural
gas supply. And, I agree that LDC's will share more of the risk in the value delivery chain than
they have historically.

Having said that, I want to emphasize that I see these as potentially very positive for the
LDC and their customers. I believe they have the potential to actually reduce risk for those who
actively seek the opportunities it affords. "How is that?" you're probably asking.

No longer will they have to settle for "the average." The LDC and PUC have the
opportunity to craft the supply portfolio that meets their specific needs. And, they will have to
pay only for the value in that portfolio without subsidizing services they don't need or use. With
the wide range of services being offered today, the LDC and the PUC can achieve whatever
level of supply and price risk they deem appropriate for their unique situation.

The key will be to shift from buyers to rational shoppers. The rewards will go to those
LDC's who aggressively make this shift. They will, then, have to master complexities of
purchasing, optimize their supply portfolio, manage storage efficiently, deal effectively with
transportation and capacity release and utilize the available risk management tools.

In closing, I'm sure you're tempted to say, "That's easy for you to say since you're in the
business." My response is that you're in the business too. We've learned to do this stuff the
same way anyone else will - by doing it. I assure you it's not rocket science or we wouldn't have
come this far so rapidly. Remember, it ali starts and ends with a strong focus on and connection
to our customers.

Rest assured, help is available. Look to others in the business to share their experience.
And, rll commit to being available to work with you, if you want. Finally, the choice is yours.
The winners will be those who step up and aggressively take advantage of the opportunities.

Thank you again for this chance to share my views with you.
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OVERSIGHTOF REGULATED
UTILITIES' FUEL SUPPLYCONTRACTS:

ACHIEVINGMAXIMUMBENEFITFROMCOMPETITIVE

NATURALGASANDEMISSIONALLOWANCEMARKETS

By Adam B. Jaffe and Joseph P. Kalt

Executive Summary

An ongoing trend toward deregulation and undermine the important national experiment with
reliance on competitive markets is challenging and the use of emissions trading to minimize the cost of

changing the traditional roles of the Public Utility air pollution control.
Commissions (PUCs) that regulate the nation's

local gas and electric utilities. When regulated The simplistic view that all commodity
utilities under PUCs' jurisdiction purchase major acquisition transactions should be evaluated

inputs in newly created, or at least newly freed, relative to the spot price ignores the importance of
markets, how can regulators ensure that the risk management. In industries in whichinvestments must be made in capital assets with
utilities do so in a way that is in the best interests

of the ratepayers? lt has been argued by some that long useful lives, risk is a real social cost that can be
the existence or potential existence of public "spot" managed but not eliminated. Risk raises the cost of
markets for commodities such as natural gas and capital and discourages productive investment. An

pollution emission "allowances" offers an easy important source of risk associated with these
solution to this problem: simply require utilities to investments is price volatility. Efficient

purchase these commodities in the spot market, or, management of risk, including risk due to price
alternatively, permit them to purchase as they volatility, is one of the functions that competitive
choose but allow them to recover in rates only the markets perform weil. In a highly evolved

commodity market, there will exist a diversity of
current spot price, contractual forms and options, which permit the

Proposals of this type are based on a fundamental risk of price volatility to be transferred to those
misunderstanding of how competitive markets parties who can bear the risk most efficiently. This

operate, and of the potential they hold for diversity of contractual forms is absolutely
improving the performance of the gas and electric necessary for market participants to be able to hold
industries. The implementation of such "spot only" portfolios of supply options that yield a better

standards with respect to gas purchase decisions by combination of risks and prices than can be
LDCs and electric utilities, as well as utility trades achieved through sole reliance on spot pricing.

governing emission allowances under the 1990
Clean Air Act Amendments, will stunt the healthy Unregulated, competitive firms THE

development of gas and emission allowance that make long-lived _CONOIMICS
markets, raise costs to rBtePayers, discourage the investments

expansion of the nation's use of natural gas, and that require RESOURCE GROUP
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a continuous, reliable supply of inputs do not rely financing from a debt/equity ratio of 75/25 to a

exclusively on spot markets for the supply of those ratio of 25/75 would raise the costs of new gas-fired

inputs. Such firms typically utilize some electric generation units by more than 16%. If

combination of vertical integration, long-term PUC policies impede the development of an

contracts with some degree of price fixity, and price efficient emission allowance market and thereby

hedging, along with spot-market input purchases, block a shift toward natural gas as an anti-pollution
strategy, each foregone mcf of gas use will cost theto meet their needs. There is no valid economic or
nation on the order of $0.16-$0.45 m with

public policy reason for preventing regulated firms
aggregate stakes in the hundreds of millions of

from adopting this sort of portfolio strategy, dollars.
Indeed, public policy should create incentives and

mechanisms that actively encourage and facilitate The design of efficient policies for regulatory

the development of acquisition strategies that oversight of LDC and electric utility decision

involve diverse portfolios, making is inherently difficult. "_he essence of the
problem lies in the unavoidable need to make

The stakes in this debate are large. Because the decisions in an ex ante environment of urtcertainty,
cost of financing capital investments is adversely while revelation of the payoffs to decisions can
affected by increases in risk, PUC policies that only be known ex post. In such a context, public

increase risk by stifling the development of the policy must be particularly concerned with the
needed diversity of contractual forms will raise incentives that it presents to economic agents, and

costs throughout the affected industries. Increases with maximizing the opportunity for the forces of
in producers' capital costs will lessen the supply of competition to operate. Absolutely guaranteeing
gas and thereby raise its price. Increases in gas and "right" decisions and no mistakes is impossible.
electric utility risks will further raise costs to Standards and procedures that use competition and
ratepayers. Increases in risks associated with the use economic incentives provide PUCs with the most
of emission allowance markets and natural gas will viable approach to ensuring the prudence of gas,

bias pollution compliance decisions in favor of electricity, and allowance market participants'
capital intensive solutions such as scrubbers, raising decisions.
the cost of pollution control and undermining the

success of the emissions trading system itself. What are the elements of an approach to state
regulatory oversight of the performance of LDCs

This study finds that, to the extent that "spot and electric utilities that will rely on competition
only" PUC oversight policies choke off efficient and appropriate incentives? At least three

risk-reducing and risk-shedding contractual principles stand out.
opportunities in the natural gas and emission

allowance markets, the debt-carrying capacities of 1. Unbundling and Deregulation: Where

affected firms are reduced. This causes a shift markets are workably competitive, competition
toward more expensive equity forms of financing, rather than regulation should be utilized to govern
In the case of gas supply investments, the capital ex ante and ex post performance.
costs of gas development and delivery can be raised
as a result by as much as $0.80 per thousand cubic As a working presumption, this means that many
feet (mcf). Gas-using electric companies can be of the functions that have traditionally been
similarly affected. We find that each 5% reduction bundled with the physical delivery service provided
in the debt share of new units' financing by local distribution companies may be more

corresponds to a 1.6% increase in the revenues efficiently provided under state-level policies of
needed to cover the units' costs; and pushing the unbundling and deregulation that parallel those
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that have been implemented at the federal level. In fact, the value of portfolio strategies is widely

Unbundled open access to transportation on local recognized by market participants and their
systems could be expected to result in the regulators. As applied to acquisition and pollution
proliferation of market competitors that we have abatement, such strategies would be natural

seen operating on interstate pipelines. Brokers, extensions of the portfolio-based Integrated
marketers, producers, risk intermediaries, supply Resource Planning (IRP) systems that are now

aggregators, storage arrangers, and so on are all widely used in determining utilities' capital
potential competitors for the business of local gas investment portfolios.
customers. This is perhaps most evident in the case
of large industrial gas users, who have already been A key component of an effective portfolio

clamoring for bypass of, or open access on, local approach to PUC oversight of utilities' natural gas
distribution systems. Even in the case of smaller and emission allowance contracting is pre-approval

of the composition of acquisition portfolios. Pre-industrial, commercial, and residential customers,

so-called "core aggregators" could be expected to approval policies would require a gas- or allowance-
compete for sales traditionally made by LDCs. In purchasing utility to justify the composition of its
fact, available evidence indicates that consumer acquisition portfolio before the PUC, much the

prices are lower under such conditions than they same way that IRP policies now require utilities to
would be under traditional LDC rate setting, justify the extent of their reliance on Demand-Side

Management (DSM), base-load capacity (either
In the long run, fostering the emergence of a utility-owned or purchased), peaking capacity,

competitive retail gas merchant industry offers short-term purchase commitments, and so forth.
PUCs the potential to allow the competitive An effective pre-approval process would thereby
market to take over the burden of monitoring the establish parameters on the relative shares of

prudence of utility supply decisions. In the short purchases of different types, e.g., spot purchases,
run, even the development of limited competition contracts with prices indexed to the spot market,
would greatly facilitate regulation of the merchant fixed price contracts of various durations, and
function, because the prices charged by hybrid contracts such as variable-price with a floor
competitive entrants would provide the best and ceiling. Pre-approval of portfolio structures

possible yardstick against which to compare utility can enhance the sustainability of the regulatory
prices, bargain by publicly and procedurally committing

the PUC. In this way utilities could acquire the
2. Pre,Approval of Contract Portfolio inputs they need with commitments designed to

Structure in the Context of Integrated minimize price risk, and could do so without

Resource Planning: To the extent that PUCs unduly exacerbating regulatory risk.
perceive that LDCs and electric utilities continue
to have market power in their gas and electricity 3. Use of Competition and Incentives to

sales functions, pre-approval should be given to Minimize the Cost of Portfolio Components:
broadly outlined portfolio strategies for gas (and, as Competitive bidding requirements within pre-
the market develops, emission allowance) approved portfolio categories of gas and allowance
procurement, acquisition terms should be used to promote utility

performance.
By pursuing a portfolio of contractual terms in its

gas acquisitions, for example, a utility can take A PUC that has established appropriate

advantage of market opportunities in many parameters for the composition of a utility's
different forms of transactions as they arise, while acquisition portfolio should also be concerned

diversifying its mix of price and supply reliability, about the utility's efforts to acquire the individual

3



portfolio components at least cost (with actions of regulated firms in these markets will

appropriate consideration for non-contract stifle their development and thereby reduce the
circumstances, such as the credit'worthiness of the social benefits that are potentially available from
seller). The simplest mechanism for achieving cost deregulation and the use of market-based
efficiency, and the one that fits most directly into approaches to environmental protection.
evolving IRP frameworks, is to rely on competitive

bidding for supply of the different portfolio Regulatory reform and the evolution of new
components. That is, once the quantities that are policy inevitably move with a "two steps forward,
to be secured in various contracting categories have one step back" pattern. The unwinding of the old
been determined, utilities would seek bids for system of regulated fixed-price contracts governing

supplies meeting the parameters specified for that fuel acquisition in favor of mfirkets, and the
category. Parameters specified would include development of an active and visible spot market
contract attributes such as term and reliability, and for gas, are extremely important and have

benefitted consumers greatly. We are now on thealso seller qualifications such as minimum assets
threshold of the next major step forward, in whichand other financial indications necessary to ensure
the structure of these gas markets will widen andcontract performance. Utilities choosing to

acquire gas or make allowance purchases (or sales) deepen, again to the benefit of the ultimate
would be obligated to select the supply options that consumer. The same potential for gain exists in
offer the best combination of price, non-price environmental policy. The innovative regulatory
terms, and non-contract conditions. PUCs could regime created by the 1990 Clean Air Act

appropriately monitor the competitiveness of this Amendments offers the potential to achieve
process, and are generally familiar with doing so. significant pollution reductions at a cost far less

than would be possible with traditional regulatory
lt is important to emphasize that the regulatory tools, lt would be unfortunate indeed if these

burden of portfolio pre-approval and monitoring of market processes in gas procurement and emission
least-cost bidding are only necessary to the extent allowances were stifled in their infancy because of
that unbundling and direct competition for retail inadequate understanding of what competitive
customers are not implemented. In effect, portfolio markets are all about.
pre-approval and least-cost bidding requirements
are imperfect methods for replicating the price
discipline that competition would otherwise create.
The imprecision and cumbersome nature of these Professor Jaffe is Associate Professor of Economics,

Departmentof Economics,HarvardUniversity. ProfessorKalt
procedures are strong arguments in favor of the is the Ford FoundationProfessorof InternationalPolitical
transition to competition as the solution to the Economyand AcademicDeanforResearch,John F. Kennedy
problem of ensuring that acquisition behavior is Schoolof Government, HarvardUniversity. Botharealso
efficient. Senior Economists with the EconomicsResource Group,

Cambridge, Massachusetts. This researchwas funded by
Enron Gas ServicesCorp. The viewscontainedhereinare

The new era of relying on competitive markets solelythose#the authors.
to achieve public policy objectives with respect to

public utilities and environmental protection _'_ - _- .,:_:___:_.¢t_,.._._:_i'._q

makes the jobs of PUCs much harder. To get the _o_l_._[*.:.[maximum social benefit from these policy "' " -_
innovations, regulated firms must be given 5 .:¢
incentives to participate in these complicated,
evolving markets. There is a grave danger that the
adoption of simplistic rules for evaluating the
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GOOD AFTERNOON:

THE OEM VEHICLE MANUFACTURER PERSPECTIVETHAT I REPRESENT TODAY MAY

DIFFER SOMEWHAT FROM THAT OF MY FELLOW PANELISTS WHO ARE INVOLVED IN

THE FUEL SUPPLY SIDE OF THE NGV MOVEMENT. BUT I BELIEVE WE WOULD ALL

AGREE THAT GOVERNMENT POLICY AND AGENCY ACTIONS WILL ULTIMATELY

DETERMINE THE RATE OF NGV MARKET EXPANSION.

BOTH THE CLEAN AIR ACT AND THE NATIONAL ENERGYSTRATEGY EMPHASIZE THE

ROLE OF ALTERNATE FUELS IN IMPROVING OUR AIR QUALITY, OUR ENERGY

INDEPENDENCE AND OUR TRADE BALANCE. PRESIDENT CLINTON HAS IDENTIFIED

NATURAL GAS AS THE ALTERNATE FUEL OF CHOICE FOR GOVERNMENT FLEETS,

AND HIS STAFF IS PROPOSING ACCELERATION OF ALTERNATE FUEL VEHICLE

ACQUISITION SCHEDULES. THE STRATEGY IS CLEAR, AND lT IS NOW UP TO US -

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AT THE NATIONAL, STATEAND LOCAL LEVELS - AND THE

BUSINESS COMMUNITY - TO HAMMER OUT THE GROUND RULES THAT WILL

ACCOMMODATE THE STRATEGY.

"HAMMER" AND "ACCOMMODATE' ARE TERMS THAT TYPIFY THE RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND OUR AUTO INDUSTRYIN THE RECENT PAST - I'LL LET

YOU DECIDE WHICH TERM APPLIES TO GOVERNMENT AND WHICH TO INDUSTRY.

BUT ON THIS NGV ISSUE, I'M CONFIDENT THATCOOPERATION WILL BE THE ORDER

OF THE DAY.
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ONE REASON I'M CONFIDENT OF THAT IS BECAUSE THIS TIME - AND I NEVER

THOUGHT I'D BE SAYING THIS - SOME SELECTIVEREGULATORY ACTION WILL BE

WELCOMED BY OUR INDUSTRY. LET ME TELL YOU WHY.

WE CURRENTLY PRODUCE AND SELL A DODGE DEDICATED CNG RAM VAN - THE

ONLY OEM DESIGNED AND BUILT NGV IN THE MARKET TODAY. THE VOLUME ISN'T

LARGE - ABOUT 700 UNITS LAST YEAR. AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL, THERE IS ALMOST

A TOTAL ABSENCE OF REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO THIS CNG

POWERED VEHICLE. NO TA/LP/PE EMISSION STANDARDS, NO FUEL SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS, NO CERTIFICATION TEST PROTOCOL - NONE OF THE

THINGS WE ARE REQUIRED TO DO FOR GASOLINE VEHICLES.

LEST YOU THINK WE ARE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THIS SITUATION, LET ME POINT

OUT THAT OUR DODGE IS THE CLEANEST OEM PRODUCTION VEHICLE IN THE

WORLD, PERIOD. CALIFORNIA CONFIRMED THATFACT BY GRANTING US THE FIRST

AND SO FAR THE ONLY LEV CERTIFICATE - THAT'S LOW EMISSION VEHICLE - EVER

GIVEN TO A PRODUCTION VEHICLE, FOR OUR 1993 MODEL. THE TAILPIPE

EMISSIONS ACTUALLY SATISFY CALIFORNIA'S ULEV STANDARDS THAT BEGIN TO

TAKE EFFECT IN 1998. AND WE DID CONDUCT FOUR VEHICLE IMPACT TESTS TO

SATISFY OURSELVES THAT THE FUEL SYSTEM WAS SAFE - AND lT IS.

SO YOU MIGHT ASK ME THEN "WHYDO YOUFAVOR AGENCY REGULATIONS? ISN'T

THE CURRENT REGULATION-FREE STATUS THE STUFF OF WHICH DREAMS ARE

MADE?" TO A POINT, THE ANSWER IS YES. BUT IT'S NOT ALL GOOD NEWS. LET

ME EXPLAIN.
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WE DESIGNED THE DODGE FUEL STORAGE SYSTEM FOLLOWING GUIDELINES

ESTABLISHED UNDER NFPA52 - THE CURRENT ACCEPTED DESIGN STANDARD FOR

AFTERMARKET CONVERSIONS. NFPA52 INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE DESIGN

AND INSTALLATION OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS CITING MOUNTING LOCATIONS,

ORIENTATIONS, LABELLING AND SO ON. lT REFERS TO OTHER CNG STANDARDS

INCLUDING THE AGA NGVl REFUELING CONNECTION STANDARD, WHICH AT THIS

TIME IS STILL A PROPOSAL. IN THE ABSENCE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, NFPA52

IS A DECENT GUIDELINE.

BUT INDIVIDUAL STATE AGENCIES HAVE SOME ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS. IN

TEXAS, FOR EXAMPLE, THE RAILROAD COMMISSION HAS ITS "REGULATIONS FOR

COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS" THATREQUIRES US TO OBTAIN STATEAPPROVAL FOR

EACH CNG COMPONENT AND ESTABLISHES A COMPLEX LICENSING SYSTEM -

COMPLETE WITH EXAMINATIONS - FOR PERSONS SELLING, INSTALLING AND

SERVICING CNG SYSTEMS. IN NEW YORK CITY, THE FIRE DEPARTMENT ISSUES A

DIRECTIVEADDRESSING CYLINDERS,PRESSURERELIEFDEVICES, VENTING,GAUGES

AND VEHICLE LABELLING REQUIREMENTS. CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL TITLE

13 DETAILS COMPONENT LABELLING AND INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.

CALIFORNIA'S AIR RESOURCE BOARD ALSO REQUIRES UNIQUE LABELING THAT

INCLUDES PRICING INFORMATION FOR DETERMINATION OF RIDESHARE AND TAX

CREDITS. CANADA -WHICH INCIDENTALLY IS WHERE OUR DODGE CNG VANS ARE

PRODUCED - SPECIFIES STEEL FUEL CYLINDERS (OURS ARE ALUMINUM), SO WE

CAN'T SELL OUR VANS IN CANADA.
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AND THEN THERE IS THE REFUELING ISSUE. CURRENT EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD

INCLUDES 2400, 3000 AND 3600 PSI FUEL SUPPLY- AND AT LEAST TWO BRANDS OF

REFUELING CONNECTORS. THE PRESSURE AND THE TYPE OF CONNECTOR IS

DETERMINED BY LOCAL UTILITYPREFERENCE, I BELIEVE. GAS COMPOSITION ALSO

VARIES FROM SITE TO SITE, AND FROM SEASON TO SEASON.

RECENTLY, EPA HAS INDICATED THATEMISSIONS CERTIFICATION WILL BE REQUIRED

FOR 1994 MODELS - WHICH WE ARE CURRENTLY SELLING - BUT HAS NOT YET

PUBLISHED THE TESTINGPROTOCOLS. AND NHTSA HAS JUST PUBLISHED A NPRM

ON FUEL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, WHILE AGA CONTINUES TO REFINE THEIR NGVl

STANDARDS.

WITH MANY EXISTING LOCAL CONTROLS AND NEW EMERGING NATIONAL

STANDARDS, WEARE CONCERNED ABOUT DISCOVERING - AFTER THE FACT- THAT

WEHAVE FAILED TO COMPLY WITHSOME UNPUBLISHED, UNKNOWN OR UNDEFINED

REQUIREMENT, AND - BY ATTEMPTING TO PROVIDE VEHICLES TO THE MARKET

EARLY- HAVE EXPOSED OURSELVES TO POTENTIAL CRITICISM AND/OR LITIGATION.

BEFORE I CONTINUE, LET ME POINT OUT THAT MANY OF THE ISSUES I JUST

MENTIONED APPLY ONLY TO DEDICATED NGVS. WEHAVE RECENTLYLEARNED THAT

GSA REALLY PREFERS BI-FUEL VEHICLES. I WON'T ATTEMPT TO DISCUSS THE

SEVERAL NEW CANS OF WORMS INTRODUCED BY CARRYING TWO FUELS ON ONE

VEHICLE- I'LL JUST ASK YOU TO PONDER DUAL EMISSIONS CERTIFICATION, FUEL

ECONOMY LABELING, SAFETYIMPLICATIONS, FUEL SELECTION STRATEGIESAND SO

ON.

THESE ARE THE REASONS WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE DEFINITIVE

REQUIREMENTS FROM YOU FOLKS IN THE FEDERAL AGENCIES.
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SO WHATWOULD WELIKE TOSEEIN THEWAYOF ENABLINGLEGISLATION?FIRST,

THEAFV PURCHASEMANDATESARE TERRIFIC.BY ESTABLISHINGA MARKET,THEY

MAKElT EASIERFOR US TOJUSTIFYTHERESOURCECOMMITMENTSREQUIREDTO

DEVELOPTHESEVEHICLES.WEWOULDLIKE TOSEEEQUALASSURANCETHATTHE

FUELINGINFRASTRUCTUREWILLBE THERETOSUPPORTTHEVEHICLES- THISHAS

BEENA PROBLEM WITHMETHANOLAFVs.

NEXT,WENEED TOACCELERATEEFFORTSTO REGULATEAT THENATIONALLEVEL

MANY NGV ISSUES WHICHARE CURRENTLYHANDLEDAT THE STATEOR LOCAL

LEVEL. THEAUTO INDUSTRYHARARGUEDSUCCESSFULLYIN THEPAST THATWE

CANNOT ECONOMICALLYPRODUCE MORE THAN TWO VERSIONSOF SIMILAR

VEHICLES - WHATWECALL THECALIFORNIAVEHICLEAND THEFEDERALVEHICLE.

THISARGUMENT MUST APPLY TO NGVs AS WELL. MANY OF THE LOCAL RULES

HAVERESULTEDFROMA NEEDTO REGULATEAFTERMARKETCONVERSIONS. THIS

SHOULD NOT BE AN ISSUEWITHOEM VEHICLES.

THIRD,WEFAVOREMISSIONCERTIFICATIONREQUIREMENTSTHATDO NOTPROVIDE

CONVERSIONSAN ADVANTAGEVERSUSOEM PRODUCTS. NATURAL GAS HAS

TREMENDOUSPOTEtiTIAL TO REDUCEVEHICLEEMISSIONS- BUT THEPOTENTIAL

CAN BE NEGATED BY FAULTYEXECUTION. MANYIF NOT MOST OF THE NGVs IN

SERVICETODAYARE NOTAS CLEANAS THEIRGASOLINECOUNTERPARTS,OR AT

LEASTNOT AS CLEANAS WELLCONTROLLEDNGVSSHOULD BE. THISMUST NOT

CONTINUEIF THENGV MOVEMENTIS TO SUCCEED.



FINALLY, ADDRESSING VEHICLE AND FUEL SYSTEM SAFETY - WE FAVOR

PERFORMANCE - BASED REQUIREMENTS. BY THISI MEAN STANDARDS THATDEFINE

HOW THE SYSTEM MUST PERFORM ON SPECIFIED TESTS RATHER THAN A SET OF

DESIGN DO'S AND DON'TS. CURRENTLY, NHTSA IS CHARTERED TO DEFINE

PERFORMANCE BASED REQUIREMENTS. LET'S KEEP lT THAT WAY FOR NGVs.

IN CONCLUSION, LET ME RESTATE - NGVs MAKE A GRF_.ATDEAL OF SENSE FOR

AMERICA. SO LET'S GET BUSY AND COME UP WITH A PACKAGE OF SENSIBLE

REGULATIONS THAT OPTIMIZE THE ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND STRATEGIC

ADVANTAGES OF NATURAL GAS VEHICLE FOR OUR CONSTITUENTS, OUR

CUSTOMERS AND OUR COUNTRY.

THANK YOU
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"Risk and Reward in Natural Gas"
Comments of

Commissioner Branko Terzic

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
at the

DOE/NARUC Conference On Natural Gas Consumption
New Orleans, Louisiana

April 26, 1993

_nne res.,o]tof ?ecent developments in the natural gas

industrv, from developments in both regulatory initiatives and

cnanging business circumstances, is a re-evaluation of the

risks and rewards of the various "business services" offered by

_otr; pipelines and local gas distribution companies (LDC),

Traditionai Dub! lc util itr regulation has imol icated an

over.ali risk in terms of risk of return of capital

(oeoreciation over economic life and prudence reviews) and the

_is_:'of return on r_.pital ("fair" return on equity). While

this ma',,no_ be the most elegant statement of the arrangement,

_-,he_:o_.nt_n _:e .'T,_O._i= that, unbundling, technology,

reouiation an0 markets ali are sE,]itting the traditional
businesss into multiple services, Some of these services are

t.-,dav_T;f'ereoby more than one provider in some markets, and

o_:.r_erservices may soon be offered competitively.

Th- s leaOs to a ouestion, not infreouentl V found in utilitv

re._uq._fion, ot nuw tc, treat monr,oolv and rompetitive services

c,f_ereo _,v ,.ne -.ame ohvsicat and business entity Further
within the r.esid,J.almonopoly, does continued analysis of rate

o4 r.eT_L,.rnon -_t<,ta] ,-omoanv oasis make sense when the risk of
• _ I

servino indusr_riai . commerci_, and residential customers may be

siqn_._icantlv different" -'

The .seoar.ation of gas supply from gas transportation at the

interstate pipeline level has enabled the pipeline companv to

move risk of fut._re gas suoolv issues from direct FERC
m- -- "_ m --requ!atzon. _h__._eis inOmmd, still the formidable pipeline bv

oioel ine iSSL_e O+ "tran-.ition cost" associated with prior gas
•-_'F:regulation However future pipelineac,._uisitions unOer P__n_.

meOL:iaLior_ , ' '
ser:;,lce_. The .-_ustomers of pipelines will now take the risk of
_. anO r_enefit from the rewards of> gas suoDlv acquisition.

At the _ta_e ievel, local gas distribution companies =_.till
na,-,ethe gas arouisitior, obligations and associated risks for

tr,p.i_....;zpr.e",_as _ustomers. L.aroe industrial and commercial

.-LSzc.mers, i _' _T,OSE ,jJrisidictions, have asked for and beenthe LDC' s
c_-''-- ,,-,,'4- , .,_r.F._.r,,tec.,=x._m_-ions. from ob _iqation to bu.v from the

, "1" _ _ .i-I-._u_c,_,,-_:::_r.tf,-:_-_-,, _n_. ..,,usr,ave as-.umed the oas acouisition

r IE._.--

1ST
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In a few jurisdictions, California and Ontario for example.

residential customers have, under certain specific conditions,
oeen allowed the right to assume their own gas acouisition

ris_::. This is a trend which should spread. There appear to be

sufficient gas supply providers willing to serve residential
mmr.kets. Customer gas acouisition would remove the risk of

LDCs needing gas supply portfolios (under re_oulation) and would

el Iminate the state F'SC's difficult job of evaluating gas
SL(F__[:,i :_",

-_:.eoticsraise a number of interesting ouestions. Can

residential customers buy gas suPolv on their own? Would

residential custome._-sbe able to evaluate competing gas supply

,-,_fers?What if no one offered gas supply? What about consumer

fr..atd?What about "tel iabilitv" of gas suppl v •_

These ouestions are only "interesting" in the sense that

_rJil_ thev are "new" for natural gas supol v, thev are not new

for residential consumers for many other purchases of eoual or

,.=reac.erco_ts. For some families monthly telephone bills,

,qasoline bills, food bills, medical bills are at least at

!evels simil iar to the gas supply purchase. Systems of

b_tsiness licenses, consumer fraud laws and possibly some new

F'SC reoulator,/ procedures and rules may solve all these
orooi ems. certainly to the level of other purchases. On a

particular _.ssue, it is suggested that "reliability' of gas

._upo!v can be offered _s a service under requlation (backup
rates) ,or under ,-omoetitive market situations (divertible

s_.IoE_Iv or "one dav" gas SUODIV services;.

Once gas suooI v "risks" are shifted off the system of

re.o,u'iationand into the market regulators can concentrate on

the issues raised bv regulating transportation and related

services. The unbu.ndling of gas transportation services

ortiered onto the FERC jurisdiction pipelines will out pressure

,_nnLrJc__m.n,_state regulators to look to "unbundled"

t,-ansoortation and related services at the LDC service level.

lt is suggested that the results of demand side management
([_SM)and leas_, cost planning programs will lead to conclusions

r_na.__prior assumed "levels" of service mandated by regulation

are not nece:ssariiy aoDro_,--iate for customer needs and wants.

For example it is assumed , bv regulators and utilities, that

al _,reszdential customers need or want the same "reliability"

or "_]ualitv of sei:.vice"offered at a single tariffed rate.
This may not be true. Some residential customers ma',,be

oe_-fe,-tlv willin'g to accept "interuotible" natural gas service

at tr,e appropriate discount from the rate for I.)0%(''"firm service

for ooth supply and transportation. Early in the 1970's the

aL(_.P_,.n.rinad_ for example, "partial Iv" interruotible electric



service in the form of mn electric water heater service limiter

with a monthly bill credit.

Future natural gas regulation and business planning should

look to shrinking the residual monopoly while using

"performance" and "incentive" ratemaking techniques for the

residual monopoly to increase consumer benefits by encouraging

and rewarding efficiency. Risks (and related ensuing

benefits) can be distributed to the appropriate providers and
customers as choices among competing vendors.

After nearly a quarter century in regulation and the

utility industry I conclude that competition is still better
than monooolv and that todav's predominate system of cost of

service requlation can be rel inauished to carefully cra.fted

forwara looking regulatory systems, lt is my opinion that

progressive state regulators, with their recent experience of

regulating in an environment of rapid technology innovation and

related unbundling of services in the telephone industry, may
be ioea!ly suited to lead in the application of the lessons

learneO in deal ing with new issues of risk and reward in the

re_ul ated energv industry.
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Ladies and gentlemen, I feel like a ghost at this upbeat
feast--a costume drama specter, who moans "woe" and "doom." I
regret it, but I cannot share conferee convictions that we have
ample time to refine rational Order 636 solutions. Downplaying
urgency is a treacherous lullaby when demand growth is threatened
by slipping U.S. gas deliverability. The luxury of gradual problem
recognition followed by digestive regulatory lag is, like risk-free
distribution, of the past. Communication between gas industry
segments has always been weak, particularly between unregulated
and regulated elements. The further downstream one operates, the
more remote becomes understanding of upstream conditions. The same
deficiency affects regulators. This is particularly unfortunate
as 636 expands state commission influence from its own
jurisdictional burner tips back to the unfamiliar wellhead. In
light of this, my most useful contribution to these proceedings is
to explain why an upstream investor/lender like Natural Gas
Partners (NGP) shies away from financing regulated projects. This
prejudice, I might add, is strongly reinforced by 636 change, which
by imposing demands on management skill, will separate sheep from
goats.

NGP is active in three financing arenas:

• Provision of venture capital and/or mezzanine financing
to unregulated gas-related projects (private placements).

• Temporary investment of our cash in publicly-traded
energy stocks and bonds.

• Raising new equity capital and negotiating credit
lines.

NGP also devises exit strategies for our mature private placements
(initial public offering; merger; sale; et al.). We could not be
more sensitiv_ to influences affecting financing.

As for my remarks, they divide in three parts:

• Order 636 and state PUC (Public Utility Commission)
power extension.

• NGP investment areas and how each is affected directly
or indirectly by regulation.

• Speculation on the future outlook for natural gas.

Order 636 - The Order is described as leveling a playing field.
Stood it on end is more like it, for all pipeline services tumbled
from their old bundles. Now, regulated and unregulated acquirers
scramble to pick up the pieces. Participants range from producers
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to LDCs. With increased market emphasis on critical mass and
credit-worthiness, size and multiplicity of services are keys to
profitability in the post-636 world. Obviously, a lot of 636
questions remain unanswered. Evolution of 6_6's implementation,
will resolve some, and the outcome of its court testing will
eventually answer others. Despite these elements of
unpredictability, Order 636 holds immediate implications for the
financing of all gas industry segments. Segments furthest upstream
(production; gathering; etcetera) may be favored. Downstream,
regulated segments, notably distribution, are less so, though
clever managements can still find paths through 636's mine fields
to exceptional success. None of this has modified the fact that
with interest rates low, downstream stocks, which pay dividends,
are popular with income accounts. Such popularity is, however,
fragile. Look beyond the current trading picture to 636 changes
affecting regulated operating conditions. There the greatest
concern to industry and finance alike stems from a power shift.

The Shift - 636 transfers responsibility for firm customer supply
security from pipelines to LDCs. FERC sheds security oversight,.
and state commissions assume it. So? Clearlyt on a business level,
LDCs face new operating expenses and risks. Gas supply is dicey
business, for periodically, even the most expert buyer calls a
market turn wrong. The real threat though is the broadening of PUC
power. Supply oversight expands the power of state commissions to
make decisions that affect our gas industry nationwide. FERC'S
performance has hardly been flawless, but its rulings reflect
federal policy and appellate court supervision. PUCs, which come
in 50 regulatory flavors (Alabama to Wyoming), must focus primarily
on their individual state energy considerations--not on national
needs. Moreover, state commissioners vary more in experience and
sophistication than do their FERC counterparts. Mix, shake well,
and you have a recipe for chaos. Oh, I don't really predict chaos
but problems--definitely. Here is one sample problem from the past
and two from the present:

® PUC least-cost gas purchasing policies damaged pipeline
financials. Additionally, they depressed gas wellhead
pricing and thus exploration from 1984 on. I'll
elaborate later.

® Currently, PUCs in coal-producing states obstruct coal-to-
gas switching for electric generation. State employment
preempts federal gas use objectives.

® Before 636, firm pipeline merchant contracts, which met
NGPA standards, helped insulate LDCS and electric
generators against PUC second-guessing of their gas
purchasing practices. No more. A PUC can Monday morning
quarterback to its heart's content and penalize its LDCs
on ex post facto analysis.



Other panelists who served on the giving or receiving end of 6S6,
have covered the Order thoroughly, so I'll stop and pass to my next
topic: _GP Investments an_ Requlation

We are invested in production; gas gathering/marketing; and
contract drilling. Each is affected directly or indirectly by
regulation.

Production - NGP has invested funds in several, gas-oriented, small
producers active in various basins on and offshore. We favored
buying production over drilling for three reasons:

• E_as_er Financinq - We can borrow roughly 50% of SEC
value against producing reserves.

• Earlier Investment Recovery - Drilling is riskier,
blots up equity, and discoveries take longer to bring on line.

• C_heaDer Price - For years, reserves in the ground have
sold below their replacement costs. The Main Cause - The
NGPA plus subsequent federal and state regulatory action.
The Event Sequen9_ - The NGPA triggers a drilling boom,
producing excess deliverability; FERC Order 380 guts
pipeline minimum bills; PUCs push cheap spot purchases
to the detriment of long term, pipeline supply contracts;
the alternative minimum tax cuts producer cash flow. Th___ee
Result - Years of low, average gas wellhead prices;
depressed exploration; lack of reserve replacement; and
falling deliverability, a major worry best covered under
my Future Outlook For Natural Gas_ Today's higher
wellhead prices are modifying NGP's strategy. We still
emphasize reserve purchases but are also drilling more
low-risk prospects.

Gas Gathering - Our second investment area is hot. A number of
gatherers have performed exceptionally, and such facilities command I
stiff multiples. Equity and debt are relatively easy to raise for
unregulated gathering systems. Wall street loves them, and so does
NGP, but buyer beware. Gathering takes more skillful management
than is apparent. It is easy to overpay and under-recover.

Systems in federal waters and some onshore are subject to FERC
and 636. Other facilities are unregulated, but there is always
fear that FERC or producing state PUCs may assume jurisdiction.
Paradoxically, operators dread the paperwork and unpredictable
rulings more than margin squeeze. Competition usually takes care
of excessive service charges. Whether consuming state PUCs
eventually influence gathering rates depends on how far they go to
control their LDCs' delivered gas costs.



Contract Dr_!ling - Our third investment sector is enjoying modest

profitability--at least offshore. Marine day rates finally

contribute to the bottom line, but onshore activity is pathetic.

Gas regulation only affects drilling activity through its influence

on wellhead pricing. However, there are plenty of other regulatory
authorities that raise the cost and/or risk of drilling. Soil,

air, or water contamination can be subjects of enforcement criteria

that may change a_ agency whim. The same is true of workmen's

compensation and other insurance as well as safety rules. Some

regulations have sound bases. Others represent misconceptions or

overkill. For example, in one state jurisdiction, a shallow well

costs more than twice as much as drilling the same well in
contiguous federal waters.

Now what of the Future Outlook for Natural Gas? Multiple

questions cloud my crystal ball. Their short list would include
two mentioned earlier and one new.

® %_=t will court review of 636 produce? Please Lord,
let it not be overturned. None of us should have to face

another decade of gas industry confusion.

® As FERC regulatio "_ declines, how deeply will PUCS
invade its former turf? And with what affects?

And most important...

Has excess gas deliverability really vanished?

If the Bubble is history, our nation is once again on the verge of

payinc_ for tax and regulatory policy that made reserve replacement
unprofitable. Shades of the '70sl

There is the off chance that the 92/93 winter and '93 spring are

following anomalous patterns similar to last year's. That is:

unusual timing of cold waves leading to unusual storage withdrawal

patterns and subsequent reinjection difficulties. When buyers get

worried, prices respond fast, whatever the season. Price

downswings can be equally precipitous. But if supply/demand is

r_ally at a level that makes storage reinjection an annua i
struggle--what then? Two disturbing thoughts:

• '93 gas prices are the highest in years. But signs that

confirm supply shcrtfa!l would boost further demand pull.
Question - How long before Congress rethinks decontrol?

Q Vac_____t- Drilling cannot be accelerated fast enough to

hold gas deliverability at present levels, much less

increase it. Since 1983, rig inventories and rosters of

experienced personnel have dropped by an e_timated 75%.

_



We have neither the rigs nor the ma_ to do the job.
_=nd _ _ _ _d _Y, _d to fimm_.

And don't count on Canada to bail us out if they are
having cold weather. They could not have done so last
_,_t_a diff_tytracsd=xe to well fr_z_-
ups than to deliverability shortfall.

Some may wonder why, with gas prices up, there is no corresponding
surge in drilling. The Explanation - Battle fatigue. As early as
1984, dreamers predicted an end to the price-depressing Bubble.
Today, the Bubble's fate is still uncertain, so drilling dollars
are still scarce. If they are to understand producers, LDCs andl
their regulators must keep in mind two E&P (exploration &
production) imperatives :

® To earn reasonable returns, producers must sell gas at about
three times finding costs.

• To keep drilling within acceptable risk parameters,
producers must be able to predict gas prices accurately enough
to estimate the timing of their investment recovery - i.e.,

payout.

High wildcatter failure rates prove how difficult forecasting has
been during successive years of unstable pricing. I once believed
that a new round of long term supply contracts was needed both to

provide peak season security for firm customers and to damp
seasonal gas price volatility. Now, I'm less certain. A mix of
contract maturities (none really long term by pre-Order 380
definition) could serve the purpose, for the gas industry is

playing on a different field. Pipeline de-bottlenecking and bette_
storage use vastly increase shipping flexibility. Also, short ter_
supply markets are efficient. Hedging, swapping, and indexing are
evolving fast and offer some forward price protection.
Regrettably, some PUCs consider hedging to be a form of gamblin,
on price swings, and they would penalize their LDCs for wrong price
trend calls. Today, only cogenerators _ust sign up long term

supplies. To be competitive, their plants need extended-term
loans, which can only be obtained with predictable cash flows.
Don't expect lenders to soften that stance. They know regulators
can change ground rules at will. If at several points in my
remarks, I have cited this propensity for regulators to
weathervane, it is because it is a matter for serious concern to

both operators and their financing sources.

To be fair, regulators are in a difficult position. For as

long as I have been in buslness, U.S. energy policy's immediate ai_
has been: _eep voter energy costs cheap NOW. The policy i_

painfully short-sighted, but colored as small consumer protection,
it is politically sensitive. With the best will in the world, ga_
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regulators have no choice but to work directly under this political
gun. They are all too familiar with Senator Everett Dirksen's
reaction: "When I feel the heat, I see the light."

On its surface, the present gas picture is rosy. Gas prices
can continue to escalate--at least until they become non-

competitive with coal or No. 6 residual. Already there are signs
of price-induced fuel switching. Gas gets great press. Blessed
by the Administration; favored by clean air rules; touted by Wall
Street; gas lustre should survive the off-season. Next winter may
be a test though. Many question whether combined deliverability
from U.S. production, storage, and Canadian imports can cover
protracted cold demand. If customer service should be curtailed,
available gas will be subject to ti_e NGPA-mandated priority order.
This would immutably confirm the bciler fuel user's distrust of gas
as a reliable winter energy source. Congress would react to gas

shortages with a witch hunt. Regulators would be called for
endless testimony. Large gas producers may be blamed - or Mt.
Pinatubo, but never Congressional and regulatory myopia.

And now a final message. It could be summarized as "Investment
interest is the direct outgrowth of profitability."

Fund raising from conventional sources (NGP included) depends
on the strength of three factors: asset values; cash flows; and
most critical--confidence. Lenders and investors must find comfort

in both a company's future prospects and its industry's operating
climate. Lack of confidence produces tougher debt terms, lower

equity values, or worst case--no funds.

More than ever before, Order 636 will focus investor/lenders

on future gas regulation and its influence on confidence.

• Debt rating agencies already evaluate post-636 risk in
LDCS and pipelines.

® With LDCS thrust into increasingly dynamic modes, Wall

Street is likely to monitor a broader spectrum of
companies and their regulators. Company risk versus
reward will be their focus.

Under these circumstances, gas regulators might find it useful to
reread the U.S. Supreme Court's 1944 decision in Federal Power
Commission versus Hope Natural Gas. It confirms a Natural Gas Act
(NGA) company's right "to operate successfully, to maintain its
financial integrity, to attract capital, and to compensate its
investors for the risks assumed." This formula should be applied

wherever regulatory influence falls - on NGA or on non-NGA gas
businesses alike. Respect it, and funds will surely flow to our
industry projects.
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Thank you for inviting me to address this important conference. Everyone
has agreed that this conference is an important one. lt is certainly important to me
that these discussions are occurring. Let me give you a little background on my
perspective in order to substantiate some of my comments.

I am a Texas Public Utility Commissioner. As such, I represent the regulator
of electric utilities. In Texas, the PUC does not regulate natural gas. That is the

jurisdiction of our Railroad Commission. As a result, we regulate customers of the
natural gas business.

Ours, however, are not ordinary customers. Our electric utilities make us the
largest single state consumer of natural gas for boiler fuel. Of the top five gas
customers in the country, three are electric utilities in Texas. Of the top twenty,
there are seven electric utilities in Texas.

These customers are players by virtue of their size. They are also players by
virtue of their fuel company holdings and by their purchases of electricity generated
by natural gas burning cogenerators.

Finally, let me bring you a bit of historical perspective on our gas use. Our
electric utilities seem to be at a low point in a very deliberate long term effort to
reduce dependence on natural gas as a boiler fuel. I say low point because our
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utility plans for the next decade or so rely on natural gas almost exclusively for new
generation.

Just twenty years ago, natural gas produced over ninety percent of the
electricity in our state. Today, that percentage is down to about forty-five percent.
The transition has been, at times, difficult. Part of the effort has focused on
nuclear power plants. The final rate case for this effort, relating to TU Eiectric's
Comanche Peak Unit 2, is currently in hearing at the Commission.

By and large, however, the conclusion seems to be that the transition has
been beneficial. Efforts to diversify the boiler fuel mix have been a cost-effective
strategy in terms of keeping basic electric rates competitive in Texas. The growth
of coal and lignite firing, as well as the cogeneration industry in the state, has
provided much needed flexibility in energy generation.

lt is the ability to provide flexible response to changing circumstances which
is ultimately most important in meeting an uncertain future.

There are a few additional points of common context which also shape my
approach to the subject of IRP, fuel switching, and DSM.

First, Senator Johnston made a statement this morning that we have learned
that the market is a better allocator of goods (in the economic sense) than
government. This statement has gained such currency as to now constitute truism.
lt is not, however, shibboleth. The market still does not allocate perfectly.

The market today retains three major defects in allocation, which, I believe,
are within the jurisdiction of regulatory commissions.

First is the issue of equity. The market's tendency to fail to work equity
manifests itself both in intra-generational and inter-generational settings.

Second is the issue of the environment. The market clearly misallocates
when costs to the environment are externalized.

Third, the market misallocates as to the future and as to future risk.
Important work by people like Dr. Shimon Awerbuch demonstrates that quality
concepts do have a place in planning. Stated otherwise, on a simple discounted
cash basis, the world is simply not worth saving.

With that said, let me state clearly that forward thinking regulators agree that
market mechanisms are preferred over governmental prescriptions for resource
allocation.

Now let me turn to my thoughts about IRP, DSM, and Fuel Switching.
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On IRP, I was initially inclined to boast that Texas is just now really moving
toward integrated resource planning for electric utilities. My boast would be that
we are ideally positioned to ensure that our IRP process reflects the benefits of
increased natural gas use, if that is appropriate from an energy services
perspective, lt occurs to me, however, that everyone who is doing IRP right should
have built into the system sufficient flexibility to respond to new opportunities.

Gas enjoys in Texas the benefits it enjoys elsewhere, and so it is not
surprising to see our utilities planning for gas as the boiler fuel of choice over the
next decades. Where gas is considered in IRP settings, fuel price variability should
also be addressed. Our commission has made the first good faith step. We have
recently adopted a rule allowing utilities to pre-certify long term fuel contracts. We
have had no applications under the current regulatory regime, but I hope to see long
term contracting options considered and/or used as a mechanism for improving the
standing of utility preferences to procure gas-fired supply side options.

I really can't guess how the Railroad Commission will handle its new Federal
Energy Act responsibility to consider Integrated Resource Planning. If some of the
studies I have seen are correct, gas utilities stand a good chance of increasing sales
under an IRP approach which specifically addresses externalities. These studies
seem to point to conclusions which are both logically and intuitively correct.

Reading over some of the materials for this conference, I am somewhat
pleased to see that gas utilities and their regulators will have to deal with lost
revenues from conservation. I am pleased because we will not be the only

regulators who will have to face this difficult issue, but also because this issue will
force regulators away from the somewhat easy-to-deal-with issue of price to the
more important and fundamental issues of value and welfare. On this issue, I
personally want the electric utilities to devise the mechanisms they believe will be
effective in addressing the problems.

Finally, I am increasingly convinced that we in Texas must find mechanisms
to extend our debates and discussions beyond traditional agency jurisdictional
boundaries. While I do not advocate elimination of these boundaries through
agency consolidation, for I think diversity has value among agencies as well as
among people and ecosystems, I know that we must begin to talk. I am hopeful
that I could report some success in this area next year.

DSM, as a generic issue, seems to be a practical and logical focus point for
confronting the issues of equity, the environment, and long-term costs. The
objective goal of OSM programs is the cost effective harnessing of resources which
can satisfy demand for energy services, with a specific focus on activities and
options on the demand side. As such, DSM is the demand side subset of
integrated resource planning, which, in turn, seeks to provide energy services at the
Iowes{ overall cost.

DOE-NARUCNatural Gas/NATGAS.DOC/Page3
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End use energy form preferences are not a proxy for lowest overall cost. In
fact, such preferences may well be inconsistent with lowest overall cost. DSM
programs from both electric and gas utilities, it seems to me, should be designable
and designed with indifference to the particular fuel being used to power the end
use.

The fuel switching issue falls out from the previous discussion. If gas is the
lowest cost way to provide residential hot water, for example, PUC's have an
obligation to create an objectively based regulatory regime in which electric utilities
actively seek to switch electric water heating installations to gas. That regime
should allow electric utilities to consider such efforts as incremental installations of

supply-side equivalents.

This regime should work in the other direction as weil.

In fuel switching scenarios, however, I feel our staff would have several
concerns which should be mentioned.

First, the staff would not be interested in supporting fuel switching to gas
end uses if gas regulators are not equally committed to the lowest cost, highest
efficiency use of natural gas.

Second, above revenue neutrality, in the realm of incentives, regulatory staff
will want to see real value for incentives paid and real economic and behavioral

justifications for imposing these cost burdens on consumers.

Third, because fuel switching, DSM, or any other IRP engendered activity will
be selected on the basis of lowest overall cost, these activities will produce overall
benefits. Fair allocations of the burdens of such programs should distributed just as
the benefits will be.

Finally, fuel switching does affect two distinct industries which submit two
separate bill to customers in our state. As we attempt to hold the utilities harmless
from the revenue standpoint, and incentivize these activities where appropriate,
so_,le care will have to be taken to avoid double-counting.

In conclusion, whether characterized as reviewers, criticizers, standard
setters, obfuscators, protectors of the advocate-less, or shapers of the economy,
we regulators are clearly part of the process. We bring concerns such as equity,
distributed justice, social welfare, and social cost. We enjoy authority to both delay
and accelerate, but we are as conservative and risk-adverse as the utilities we

traditionally regulate. Many of us also realize that our long-term goal is to work
ourselves out of our jobs to the extent that we can.
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And so, as I frequently tell representatives of our regulated entities, there
seems to be one good rule, with two corollaries, for dealing with IRP, DSM, and
fuel switching.

Corollary one is that, in the end, we really can't make utilities do anything
they don't want to do. Even if we issue edicts by fiat, a utility always has the
option of making our initiatives fail.

Corollary two is that we regulators will not accept inaction in the face of the
challenges and opportunities in a changing environment.

And so the rule: Solutions to these problems of gas and electric IRP, DSM,
and fuel switching must be devised by the industry, and it must be accepted that
government will review these proposals for impact upon the broad range of issues
comprising the public interest. This will logically include processes in which the
public has access.

The result of following this rule will be, I believe, a result that industry, the
public, and government agencies are invested in, a result that we will ali strive to
make successful.

Thank you.
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IRP, FUEL SWITCHING, AND DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT
DOE/NARUC National Conference on Natural Gas Use

New Orleans, LA -- April 26-28, 1993

Presentation of Robert L. Ridgley
President & CEO

Northwest Natural Gas Company
Portland, Oregon

Good afternoon. Each of the topics we're discussing

here could warrant its own panel discussion. I'll try to give

you the highlights from the perspective of a local gas

distribution company (LDC), and let you ask questions.

First, by way of background, Northwest Natural Gas

Company has 360,000 customers in Oregon and Washington. We've

had some practical experience with most of the issues raised by

this panel. Our utility commissions required us to implement

integrated resource planning, or least cost planning, in 1989.

We successfully completed our first plan in both states in 1991,

and are working on our second.

Second, cost-effective demand side management is

required by each state's IRP rules, so we are developing more

aggressive conservation programs.

Finally, Oregon formally investigated the economics of

fuel switching and endorsed most fuel switching in 1991. I

believe this was a direct result of requiring both gas and

electric utilities to do IRPs.

Let me touch briefly on the issues.
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First, does qas inteqrated resource Dlannina differ

from electric Dlannina? Yes and no. Typical IRP rules are the •

same for both industries. They include all the basics like:

(1) requiring multiple load forecasts,

(2) determining need,

(3) comparing supply-side and demand-side resources,

(4) choosing the least cost mix of resources, and

(5) planning for the uncertainty we all face.

Where gas and electric IRPs may differ is in

implementation. The current IRP framework developed in the

electric industry at a time when electric generation acquisition

was still fairly deterministic. This is certainly not true for

gas utilities, and increasingly is no longer true for electric

utilities.

In this deregulated climate, gas utilities have any

number of gas suppliers from which to choose. They can utilize a

number of purchasing strategies. And because of The Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order 636, LDC's pipeline and

storage service choices are rapidly expanding. Acquiring firm

pipeline capacity is increasingly looking like a commodities

market.

The electric industry deregulation has not caught up



with us yet, but I believe they are not far behind. In many

regions, there is a strong and growing independent power market

that gives electric utilities new resource options that do not

involve utility-financed plant construction. Once electric

transmission becomes "open access" like gas pipelines, electric

utilities will likely face the same challenges and opportunities

gas utilities do with acquiring cost effective supplies and

transportation.

The key for implementing IRPs in this market is

flexibility. The gas planning horizon is short and getting

shorter. The market may quickly overtake the best-laid plans.

We questioned, when we filed our first IRP, whether we

would be able to design a specific supply-side resource plan that

would endure as the most cost-effective strategy until the next

biennial IRP. This was because new supply and pipeline expansion

opportunities were developing so rapidly. We acknowledged this

in the plan, and specified the criteria we would use to evaluate

any resource opportunity in the interim.

Fortunately, we have knowledgeable and supportive

commissions and commission staffs in both states. We have been

able to deviate from our supply-side plan, with Commission

approval, because of changing market conditions.



poes North_/_st Natural find value in IRPs? Absolutely.

Let me list a few advantages. It is a very useful tool for

trading off supply- and demand-side resources. It is a good

business planning tool for the company. Because our commissions

required public participation in developing the IPP, it helped us

understand our customers' needs. Finally, IRPs give our resource

acquisitions a small rebuttable presumption of prudency. As CEO

answering to a Board of Directors, this is very important.

can ;RPs be improved? Yes. Let me suggest a couple

ways.

The first is especially critical for LDCs operating in

the new post-Order 636 world. Two developments in FERC policy

will impact gas IRPs. The first is straight-fixed variable

pricing, and incremental pricing for expansion capacity. The

second is the capacity release mechanism. These two policies

mean that an LDC's load factor will be very critical to providing

"least cost" service to its customers.

ImDrovinq Aoad Sactor can De a_commlished by:

(I) reducing peak demand with cost-effective demand-side

management;

(2) building cost-effective, off-peak or interruptible

loads with creative marketing;

(3) retaining high load factor industrial customers; and
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(4) examining line extension policies.

There are probably many others.

My point is this. Marketinq and !oad buildinq are

terms not usually associated with integrated resource planning,

but these activities will be essential to LDCs seeking to lower

costs. Demand-side management should include more than simple

conservation programs. Integrated resource planning should

assist LDCs in deciding which loads to attract, and which to

discourage.

The second concern I have is one that all utilities

share: the impact of successful conservation programs on

utilities' earnings. Conservation programs will play a more

prominent role in our resource plans, but at a potential cost to

our shareholders. Regulators need to (I) allow utilities to

recover margin lost from successful conservation activity, and

(2) provide incentives to shareholders to pursue conservation.

This needs to be addressed through deferred accounting rather

than general rate cases if it is too compensatory to

shareholders.

I believe most regulators understand why this is

necessary. It is important to remember, however, that an

ince_ntive is on!v an i centive if the t ilitv thinks i .
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Therefore, I would encourage regui_tors to allow the utilities

latitude in choosing their incentives.

What does i_ter-fuel inteoTated resource Dlannina look

like? Generally, unless a utility is a combined electric and gas

utility, there is very little "formal" inter-fuel resource

planning. Most states lack the regulatory mechanisms to

independent gas and electric utilities to plan together, and I do

not propose further regulation.

However, regulators that require both electric and gas

IRPs can consider the inter-fuel implications of planning. The

key question for regulators is: how can all energy consumers be

served at the lowest overall cost? Regulators can answer this by

comparing avoided costs of their gas and electric utilities.

In the Pacific Northwest, the results of interfuel

comparisons are very favorable for gas. This is after decades of

fierce electric and gas competition. Let me give you some

examples.

The Oregon commission formally investigated fuel

switching, and found that residential space and water heating

loads were served more economically with gas than with

electricity. Based on the study, the commission encourages gas



and electric utilities to implement cost-effective fuel switching

programs.

In fact, the Oregon commission recently ordered an

electric utility to modify its electric water heat load building

program so that the utility's financial incentives were available

to customers wanting to switch to gas.

And, in many places, depending on electric avoided

costs, summer cooling loads may well be more economically served

with natural gas.

The region's single combined utility, Washington Water

Power, is switching space and water heating loads from

electricity to gas as a cost-effective _ demand side

measure.

Let me address a more important form of Interfuel

planning. One shortcoming of IRP is that utilities plan in

isolation of each other. In our region, natural gas-fired

generation is the most popular new electric resource.

Unfortunately, electric and gas loads peak at the same time.

Sizing the pipelines to meet all these loads raises the question

of whether we may overbuild capacity. AI1 consumers pay too much

when capacity is overbuilt.



Electric and gas utilities are beginning to talk to

each other about our planning. The results are favorable.

Northwest Natural Gas has cooperated with Portland General

Electric, an electric utility in our service territory, to share

the cost and use of two pipeline expansions. Both utilities will

receive economic advantages from this arrangement which.could not

be achieved separately. This is the kind of "inter-fuel,

integrated resource" planning that regulators should encourage

since electric and gas ratepayers both benefit.

Finally. how do environmental .....@xternalities imp_t

;RPs? In Oregon, we use the phrase "externalities" to include

costs that society incurs but which are not included in the

utility's direct costs. Usually, these are the environmental

costs of air or water pollution, although there are many forms of

environmental costs.

I think regulators s_ould provide for environmental

externalities in IRPs. Oregon's IRP rule has always required

utilities to "consider" the environmental impacts of their plans.

Oregon now plans to require utility IRPs to examine different

resource strategies assuming a range of cost adders for certain

greenhouse emissions. This will increase the utility's avoided

costs to reflect the true environmental cost.



For example, if an LDC's 30-year levelized avoided

costs W_ including carbon dioxide and nitrous oxides are 44

cents per therm, adding a range of values representing these

emissions may raise the real cost of the resources by 6 to 25

cents per therm. What was 44 cents per therm is now 50 to 69

cents per therm on a 30-year levelized basis. The concept is the

same for electric utilities.

In most cases, adding environmental costs to an LDC's

avoided costs means that conservation will appear pore cost

effective than it normally is,

What does this do for interfuel p_nning? It means

that direct use of natural gas will tend to be advantaged.

Direct use of natural gas will be preferable to gas-fired

generation, which has significantly lower burning efficiencies.

So, fuel switching to natural gas will look more advantageous as

an electric-demand side resource. And, gas-fired generation will

be more attractive than other forms of fossil fuel generation,

such as oil- or coal-fired generation.

Having said all this, I urge some caution. Market

distortions can be created if different states regulate

externalities differently, or if some unregulated fuels escape

environmental scrutiny. State utility commissions should feel
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_:ee to exantne envLrcnasn_al oosts of :esmu_a planning, hut

they sboulA be flexible.

o_sqon allows its ut_Iti_ to A_ that anvLron_sntal

aoat adders my c_ute _rvsrslons in the sark_. X th/_k this

t4 a sensible approach until a na_Lonal solution aan be _ound.
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Good afternoon.

The NPC Study on Natural Gas was conducted in response to a
request from former Secretary of Energy Admiral Watldns. (Slide
1) The Admiral requested:

"A comprehensive analysis of the potential for natural gas to
make a larger contribution to our nation's energy supply and
environmental goals; to consider the potential barriers that could
impede the deliverability of gas to the most economic, efficient and
environmentally sound end-uses."

We are pleased to report that natural gas has the potential to
make a significantly largercontribution, both to the nation's energy
supply and its environmental goals. Achieving that potential will
require positive actions by both industryand federal, state and local
officials

(Slide 2)

Over a two year period, 1991-1992, over 200 contributors
examined the U.S. natural gas industry from the reservoir to the
burner tip. Th_ study team included representatives from ali
segments of the natural gas industry, as well as end-users and
federal and state regulators, Over 30 person years of effort was
required.

Results from the study have been documenteA in six volumes
and summarized in an Executive Summary report. Copies of these
volumes and summary may be obtained from the NPC.
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The study eommi_ee formed four major task groups; namely,
Source and Supply, Demand, and Distribution, Transmission and
Storage, and Regulatory and Policy Issues. The Task Groups then
formed several _pecialist _ub...gn_oupsto examine specific ismaes. The
study eommit_ formally met 19 times to ensure proper integration
of the task group efforts.

The Task Group Chair:_ were Walter Piontek from Mobil,
Mik_ Morris of' Consumers Pow_, Bill Smith, Sonat, and Rick
Richard, New le_,ey Re.sources. This aftemoon's panelists are also
identified on the slide.

(Slide 3)

The principle fc_us of the four task groups was as follows:

For Source and Supply: Define the domestic resource base and
examine import and export oppommities.

Demand and D_stribut_or:_: _FJ.amine and define market

opportunities and con:_:t_int_ m ali sectors and analyze by ten
domestic regions.

Transmission ,and Stor_:_ge: A._atyz_ the capabilities of the existing
system and detemairxe _b.e_leed for system revisions with changing
supplies and market,,;.

Regulatory and Policy _,_es: E_amine how the regulatory
environment _fffcc_ °d_,....... ep'_c.muJn,_",_- of the industry and develop

appropriate policy a_d _,_,_-_"'_.s._-..t,,,3 recommendations at the federal,
state, and local leve_s.

i/iili
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(Slide 4)

Constraints to the use of natural gas were identified by
study participants. We also conducted an extensive consultaut-
led focus group study which included some 15 industry,
regulator, customer and manufacturer groups.

Today, our panel will present significant results of the
study, including both study findings and recommendations.

I will highlight the four key findings and the two general
categories of recommendations in my introduction.

(Slide 5")

The first key finding _s. "Natural gas is an abundant
domestic resource and can be produced and delivered at prices
that allow expansion of the marketand continued development
of the resource." Development of the resource will require
sustained real growth in prices, but at price levels that should
enable gas to compete with alternative fuel choices.

The second finding is: "The natural gas market is
increasingly diverse, with new _hallenges and opportunities."
Natural gas has potential growth oppommities, but will face
substantial challenges from the other traditional fuel sources as
well as improved energy officiencies and conservation.

The third finding is: "Increased reliance on competi_ve
market forces has improved the gas industry's ability to serve
customer needs in a diverse and ,xpandingmarketplace."

20?
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However in the deregulation transition, significantchallengesto
the industry of both potential gas supply and price volatility are
apparent.

The fourth finding is: "Thegas industryfaces significant
challenges requiting proactive steps by indust_ and
government."

(Slide 6")

The two general categories of recommendationsare:

"Federal, state and local officials need to allow competitive
market forces to continue to develop andwork," and,

"Industryneeds to mak_ th¢ marketwork."

Now, ourpanelists will discuss the backgroundandsupport
for these study findings and recommendations.

208
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DlSCV.AIMER: The opinions and views expressed in this presentation are those of
the author and do not necessari_ represent the views of the Illinois Commerce
Commission or other Commissioners.



Our topic today ts "Capacity Contracting" and I am pleased

to moderate a panel of five mq_rt_ in contracting for both new

capacity and resale.

Before we begin, however, let's go back in time for just a

moment and recall the Industry as It warn structured just ten

years ago.

If this were the summer of 1983 we would be hearing

rumblings of something called mandatory "carriage" and we would

be debating whether or not the natural gas industry could survive

the transportation of customer owned gas.

If this were the summer of 1984 our discussion would center

on the deregulation that was to take place on 1-1-85 and we would

be debating the expected "fly-up" and all the problems that might

occur because of deregulation.

If this were the summer of 1985 we probably would be

discussing how smoothly deregulation had taken place and we would

be congratulating ourselves that no "fly-up" had occured. The

FERC Notice of Inquiry and the conditions which provoked it would

be the focus of our discussion.

But this is 1993 and we have lived through FERC Orders

on Special Marketing Programs, fondly called SMPs. In addition

we have had blanket certificate programs followed by Order 436



and 436 ABCDE which granted pipelines blanket certificate

authority for transporting third party gas. Order 451 revised

the pricing structure for "vintage" gas; 438 covered purchased

gas cost recovery, 490 abandonment of gas sales; Order 497

prescribed the allowable relationship between a pipeline as a

merchant and a pipeline as a transporter. And who can forget

take or pay and Order 500 Orders 500 A through L Order 528 and

last, but not least, Order 636?

What happened in the gas industry in ten years has certainly

been a metamorphis - or perhaps revolution is a better word.

Fortunately, I am an optomist, so I will predict that the

industry will survive in spite of federal and state regulation.

The purpose of our panel is to help us understand capacity

contracting as mandated in Order 636. Over the next few years I

believe capacity contracting will prove to be the most troubling

issue in implementing Order 636. So let's begin.
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SUPPLY _ANNING IN THE POST_)RDFA_ NO. _6 F_'VIRO_

INTRODUCTION

In the post Order No. 636 environment_LDCs are going to have new options. These new
options represen_ both oppormntW and rl_k, Those I.DCs that recognize the opportunities
now available an_lexpand their supply pl_n.i._ function to take advantage of them will be
able _o:

• creBte _mstomsupply portf_fios with appropriate .reliability. for eer_ .class of
cu_tomsr, and

• reduce overall costto their mt,epaye_.

LDCs tha_view OrderNo, 636 as only a regulatory change and _ to 1) recognize the
fundamental m_ket and _hnolo_,y forces which are driving the process and 2) take
ad_. rage of th_ opportunities provided _e likely to see either a drastic reduction tn
reliability or &a_atic increases in cost, or both. To quote Eric Hoffer, "Intimes of change,
learners inherit the earth, while the l_rned find themselves beautifixllyequippedto deal with
a world that no l_nger exists". I don't think anyone .doubtsthat we are in a time of change,
thus it is important for all of us to set aside what we'think we know and re-examine the
fundamental iss_tes, _,i._ on sn attitude of learnfug rather than teaching. This is
particularly true Iforthose of us thaL are panel members.

]_L_8 o]r s_uPl_Y I_ANNING

At Tejas Power, Webelieve that supply pl_n.4ng needs to focus on five basic issues:

e SuppIy ur pL'udw_io_

• Sw_g deliverability

* TransportationcapaciW

• Storage

* _fion systems

In e_ch category_it is necessary to examine both reliabi_y and cost.

R-g5% 713 596 6365 04-21-93 09: 18AM P003 #13
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It.isimpatientfbrthe non-teeh_l readertorecognizethatreliabilityisa quaut_t_ve
number likeweightorsquarefootage-itisnota "fuzzy",subjectiveconceptlike"happiness'.
There isau entirefieldofengineeringthatisdedicatedtoqvsntlfl,_donofreliabfliLT.This
engineeringclisciplmem,_ itpossibleto constructdifferentscenariosand quantitatively
compare theirreliabilityand cost.ltisalmostalwaystrue thathigherreliabilityimplies
]_gher cost (unfortunatelythereverseisnottruel).

Beforerationalsupplypl_ canbegin,thedesiredlevelofreliabilitymust be specified.
Thisinitialspecilcationofreliabilityismost oftena 'political"decisiozLFor example,inthe
U.S.Apollo@ace program,the reliabilitylevelthatwas selected,a 99.9% clmnce ofthe
astrol3au_ refurnlng sefeI_r, was the ezingle most important number in tlxe whole program, l
The astronauts and North American Rockwell designers were perfectly comfortable in living

withe 999'# ch.a_ce (i.e. i in 100) that the astronauts would not retur_ However, the
politicians, reediz_g f/mC this would be a very public program with lots of internatioIm]
attention,wantedtogo fora I in1,000,000,or99.9999%reliability.Iftheyhad droppedone
decimal place, the cost of the program would have been cut in hall_,ff they had added one
decimal, there probably would not have been enough money on the planet to finish the job. 2
On the other hence,the po]it_o;-_. _ not; ]_ive with t,11_ t-SrDieR] _mAnt_] _ircr'a_. and

testpilotreliabil_ofI in I00.The compromisethatwas reachedwas a I in 1,000chance
offailure(or99.9%reliability).Each componentwas designed,tested,redesigned,retested
.,.etc.,untili_reachedthe correctleveloi"sub-componentreliabilitythatwouldleadtOan
overall mission reliability of 99.9%.

Aliofthiswas "precise"science,not some fuzzy,gobbledygookstatement,like"itcan'tf.ail"l
Before any effective supply pl_,_;,_g (=anbe undertaken, LI)Cs and their PUCs are going to
have to talk openly and honestly about expected levels of reliability for different classes of
customers. Obviously, a large industrial customer that is fuel switchable doesn't need the
same level o£ reli_bilAy tm a reehlential customer who has no altenmttve to using ga_ Also,
there needs to be discussion about what constitutes reliability. Does it mean never losing a
pilot l_gbt .- nr does it mean emmring that everyone (/nc/uding interrupl/tde customer) has
adequate gas at ell times? Once the different levels of reliability and the dofmi_ion of
reliability are established, it is a relatively straightforward engineering problem to design
different supply scenarios to meet these levels ofrellabLlity. The concept afop_miT_on then
comes into play ]_ylooking at the cost of these different scenarioa Au optimal supply plan
ie the scenario f/_t meot_ the s'pe_ levels of reliability at;' the Ieagtcost.

In ordertoe_rn_e the new elementsof supplyplanning,considerFigurelA,which shows
a "typical"loadcurveforan LDC. As canbe seen,thiscurveisnota nice,uniformorslowly
varyingloadbutzatherconsistsofsome low-frequencychaugescoupledwithhigh.frequency
"peaks"and '_aLleye"_ coldgroatsblowEhrough,load_mvltc.hon and off,et_ Itshouldbe
obvioustha_therearedifferent'types"ofgasthatneed tobe purchased.First,thereisthe
baseloadrasshown inFigure IB. ThisisgasthattheLDC uses24hours a day,365 daysa
year.This '%aseload"gasisclearlybestpurchasedfromlargeproducersthatcan providea

,,| |

_Z¢ of_ by Mike Gray,pp.168-169

_Z!._,page 169

Iwb.bp/_aO_/uaruc,doc/lwtoffice/041993/r2 2
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constant stream 3f gasfrom a variety of different wells, lt is important that this gas not
disaDpearor beca_ off duringpeaktimessince,itisthebaseuponwhicheverythingelseis
built.

A second"type"fgasistheshort-termpeaksofgasthatareonlyneededafewdaysoutof
theyear(Fig.1C_.Notethatthisisthegasneededatthetimeofpeak,and thusreliability
isveryimportsat.Whileitispossibletobuyth_gasfromamz_jorproducer,itisli_elyto
bequiteexpensi_e.The actual"standby'costofthis"hellorhighwater"peakinggastothe
producercanb_asmuch as$0,20to$0.50/MMBTUD._ Thusifthestandbyisonlyused
onedayperyear,thecostwouldbe$.80.00-$200,00perMMBLul Producersmightbehappy
withthis,butiti3notinthebestinterestoftheratepayer.Thusthe1_)Cmustlookforan
efficient and reli_Lblewayto provide this "peaking"or swing deliverability gas. The 'q_asel_ad"

gas and the swing deliverability ges represent the extremes of the spectrum. In beWzeen,there are differex 'flavors"of gasin terms of reliability and load factor. The successful LDCs
will expand their supply plkuning function m include ghe ability to create mathematical and
engineering rood _ls of the different "flavors"'of gas that they need to buy, and they will
ureut_vely seek _]_elowes_ cuu_alLermll,iveu tor each uf _hese levels uf celiabURyand hind
factor. Clearly, _ne efl'ec_of dexegu]a_n has been to introduce more options and more
technology into xe market piace. _ is good fox"the ratepayer, because it expandschoices
and lowers costs, It does require the LDCs to develop a much stronger technical capability
t_a.u ]Ras heref_ )re been necesaar_.

With thisbrief in ,zoductionto rho.conceptsoi"rho now aul_plyplanningtas]_s,lot'stakealook

atsome of the specific underlyingelements,

_SUPPLY OR Pl_ODUCYION (BUYING GAS M.OLECUI_S)

Ultimately,allg smoleculescomefroma gasproducer,Thus,thereisaneuraltendency
to gs straigh_ to t,hewellhead to buy the most "reliable"ga_ We believe, however, that this
is a fallacious assumption. Consider, for example, the.following thought experiment: Is it
better to buy gas from ...

• A singlez dlheadthatissubjecttofreezeoffandotheroperationalproblems;or

• A physicelaggregationpointsuchas thetailgateof a processing_t orlarge
gathering system where t.hegas from a number of diJYerenLpruduuer_and well_ cume

together; lr
• A m_or ,1.interconnectthe pipeline grid where pipelines reach back intofundamezx:allydifferent _upplybasins (e.g., Gulf ofE_exico,Mid-Continent,West Taxes

etc.); or

a See Appen_x A for a financial analysis of this oost of shut;Mug i_ a producing gas weiL

lwb.bp_Ow/xmrm; .d_/. ,v_.. __.:,fflr_/04_ 03/r_ 3
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• A Market_ Center, which includes:

• anl interconnection of p.ipelines accessing different producing basins

• high-deliverability storage to provide instantaneous operational balancing of
flo_s between pipelines

• re_-time title tracking to ensure that the gas purchased has an instantaneous
"d_ar title"

Viewed in these _:erms, the answer is obvious and explains why the FERC has continued to
suppor_ the concept of Market Centers es _ better way to provide the aggregation f,mction
that was historically provided by the pipelines prior to wellhead decontrol and Order No. 880.
NOf_ _.h_. Jt. Jt__k OrSAt No:.. _6 _h_f. A_;mjln_/'_r] f,hA m_n_at, ory e_cl inefficient aggregation
flmction of pipelines. Since aggregation is an important (perhaps the most important)
component of reliability, fl_ose who oppose Order No. 638 should consider carefully how the
function can be _egained.

A eooond importer quo_don is ,.. 'Who do you buy rho 8on grom, Lo, _ it bottor to buy diro_d3r

from the produc_, or from an aggregator who buys a combl-_ion of different gBs packages
_rom many different producers in many different regions and brings these d_/eme p.ack_, es
to the Market C_nter? Clearly, the larger producers such"ss Exxon, Shell, Amoco_ Chevron,
etc. have enouglt direct ownership of gas (equiW gas) to provide a legitimate et,_regsfion
£unction. I-Iowe_er, Lhe_e .prudu_, _u.a_ £b_weil le_ _ma _0_ of td] _he gas 9_udu_ed
in the United States. Thus, not every LDC can buy all of its gas from a major producer. Who
is goinE to provide tJ_is new sg_-egation ftmction? Will it be large producers, pipelines.
mar]_eters or LDCs?

A third imporl;a_ ques_on is .., How much of the gas needed on a peak-day can come ft'ore
market-area storpge and how much must come from the production area? The answer will
vary widely/wom]on_ L]::)Cto anothar. In aggregatetotal, however, .about4_.60_ of the gab
burned on a pea]_ day must come from the production area (see FJgtu:e 2), This is a very
important point. _uying gas at a Market Center obviously mitigates a lsrge portiun of the
supply futerruptton risk, but is very important for LDCs and PLTCsto review both the
physical and coptractual reliability of the _owing" ges they buy, as a large fraction of the
flowing gas will ]_e needed to ser_e p'eak day need_ This also makes a compelling case'for
owning or leasing some production area storage. PUCs are going to have to allow LD_s to

" U II "

own, lease, or o(he_ control upstream assets m the production area - psz_mflarly
Storage projects _hat ensure "flOWinggas" on peak days,

_WING DK[ ;T_,TL,e,BH,TTY (G_G G_A.RMOI,_CUf ,1_,SWFI_N YOU _ "z'N"_)

It's not enough tb ju_ buy gas mulecules, lt is also necessary to have them when and where
you need them As shown in Figure lA, a lot of the gas that LDCs consume is not steady
'%aseload' gas bu_ is, in fact, "swin_' gas. l_oducers (and producing reservoirs themselves)
only Like Lo prottuco at a _ rate (see Appendix A). _l_us there must be some
mech--;_m to e_cient_y convert _aseload _ production gas into "swing" gas _
consumption, l_or to derebmlation, the producers didn't have a choico. They woro required

R-95_ 713 596 6365 04-21-93 09: 18AM PO06 til3
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by regulation to provide _free"swing gas to the pipelines. Gas was dedicated to a specific
pipeline, andwhen the load on the pipeline dirni_inhed,the producerswere requiredto shut,
in their gas and tait until the load incre_ed on that pipeline agnhL

Next to eliminating mandatory _ation by.the pipelines, the second most importa_ cha_e
that has o_wre_ is that producers can flow their gas at a rate that _seconomically optimum
for them and thW can charge for providing "swiM'. This u_s effec_vely accomplished by
Order Nos. 436 a_i 500.

The flfll effect of this change has not yet been seen. Deregulation has allowed producing
reservoirs to be t_sedmuch more efficiently, thus exr_mdingthe ;gas bubble." _Prod_.cers,_e
still giving away '_ag Nto sell molecules, but this will change when the bubble producea ny
greater efficiency in reserve use is depleted (see Appendix B): Unless a better _mouset-mp"
is found, the ms_et value of swing deliverability will approach Its true cost to producers --
$0_0 _o$0.B0/Mb_TUD.

After a great dva_of analysis wi_ Sandia National _bcratories, Gaz de France and sweral
universities, we _ve concluded that clearly the most cost-effective way. to provide this

is :0 flow of gas |_zough a pm-ous maJ:m-ia],u m a I:radi_O_aJLs_oraffe ros_,wolr t_ee z_

3), the gas can be _uiected andwithdrawnvery quickly. Figure. 4 sEows the actual operafion_t
i_ec_ons and w__ grom the TPC satt storag_ project at t_e Moss Bluff Marke
Center, As can be seen during a period of one year, there are very few days in which there
w_sn'f._t. _nje_n nr wit.hdrav_|. There sre aomeperiods of very large withdrawals A_well
as multiple reversals £rom i_jection to withdrawal during a single day. lt is interest_g to
compare Figure 4 with Figure 1. to see how the short duration 'swm'g' needs of LDCs are
easily handled. _hese salt storage projects can provide this service for10 to 20% of the cost
of providiI_ this _hort interval "swing_by turning wells off and on (if that were even possible
at this rate).

_SPOItTATION (CAPACITy__T_T,OCATION)

Capacity reallocation provides _ uuiqu_ opporttmity for LDCs to greatly _ce their
reliability without significantly increasing cost. Consider, for example, Figures 5 A-C. If an
LDC was served prhnarily by a single pipeline as shown m _fgure _ the ability to release
some oi_that capacity and replace it with capacity _om the second pipeline, as shown in
Figure 5B, and upstream capacity, as shown in Figure 5C, tan'greatly enhance reliabUity.
Figure 5C shows that the probability of failure hsa been reduced by a factor of 350. As you
can see in this ca_e,just the simple ability to _radea fixed amount of capacity on one line for
the same amountiof capacity divided between two lines and/or upstream capacity results in
U _r_[_t: Lut:ret_t_ iu I,_LUUVu.'-d]I_L'U_ty ra e_ell tho_ th_ ¢ty_ ¢_ ax_ LDC, _ :F.ac_,

it:is possible that the reliability of each of the individual pipelines involved coulddramatically
decrease and the _DOs could _ retain higher r_i;.]_l_y prior to deregu]atio_ Notice al_o,

in Figure 5C, how the addition of a Market Center in one of the pipelines helps reliability.
This is why it is _nportant _ohe able ts haro rho flexibility to movo grom ono plpolino to
another in the production ares.
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There is a great deal of confusion about the different.types of storage. There is a tendency
to confuse produCtion-area storage with nmrke_area storage. The two are quite different, and
have very different fauctions. The production-area storage has two primary functions:

1) Force Ma_eure bac_p, as described above m the section enJ;itied
Production _u_ Gas Molecules), and

2) Lo_v-cost "swing" gas, as descried above in the section enf_tled
D_ve_biltW (Getting, Gas Molecules When You Need Them).

Conventh)_d, re_rv,jh" _t_r,_ h_ the u_u'ket m'ea (the _pe that ban moat]_rbeen built in the
U.S.), serves several different functions. First, it becomes a surrogate for pipeline capacity.
(]ms can he mov_ dtu'_ off-peak times on the pipeline and then redelivered during times
of.peal[ demn-d to supplement the peak caimcity of. the pipeRua Note from Figure 2,
however, that n_ en peak day load_ can be mot grom nmrkot_roa storage, rf"nsmorphology
of the overall pipeline system and the relatively poor deliverability characterJ_cs of most
marhet area reservoir or aquifar _;orage means that peak loads cannot be met with on_y
market-area storage. The problem is that 95% of market area storage requires very large
inventories of both world_ _m and pact _ in order, to suppor_, a _it. of'rlAllv_rAhil_t_. _or
example, to crea_e 1 BCFD of de]iverabRity requires somewhere between 40 and 80 BCF of
working gu and an equal au_otrot of psd, m"lm_, _sL At $2.(W)/MMBtu for w(xrking and pad
gas, this tmuala_s to $160 million to $820 miIllon dollars, or about $0.20- $0.B0/MMBTUD.
Also, it takes 40 to 80 d_ to withdraw all of the. working gas from storage. Obvio_v, this
makes it di_cult to respond to short duration load or price swings. Thns, it is important in
the design of th_ supply _ort_olio to look at the different load duration curves that.the LDC
is trying to mee_ with storage. One type of storage may provide 150 da_ of "mumxml'
storage. This type of storage is most suitable for simply displacing line capacity. Another
qayer" of storage would deal with the shorter duration .peaks of perhaps 30 to 6,0 dsy_
durene-- Finally, there needs to be some type of storage, or peaking supply, that allows the
utih'ty to meet sl_ort peaks that last only a few d_rs. It is vary inefScient to use one storage
field or one type _)fstorage to meet all of these different performance requirementa Clear]y,
as we go forward there will be a need to diversify the types oi"s_ that one has in order
to more efrzcien_ly match the duration of various loads with the specific perform_n_m of
storage. The.old"one size fits all" ian'_ the mos£ efficient way to package storage and will
probably not survive the re_h_men_ of _ supply portfolios. Just looki_ at the storage
projecm that are available in the U_., one would guess.r_m_ we are grossly over_uJl_ on the

long-term, alow_ seasonal storage and do not have nearly enou8 _eakin_ storas_
Remember, in t_e lest, much of this peukiul_t_vh._,wua p,_vlded by _" producere o_
and on in the production area for "free".

Pipelines are g_y much further along in analy'Ang the different types of _ that will
beneeded in the_ future. (Re_ember, the pipelines haroboon _ wiithout their historical
'_e" swing rigt_s for approximately eight years, by Order Nos. 436 and 451). Note that
many of the pipdlines mm holding "fire sale_' to quickly Set T.33C_to buy, lease or otherw_
acquire their "non-essautla]" (to service or profit?) storage fields under the guise of
"un_undlln_ - c_xve_ emptor{

 ."67
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Another extxem_ly impo_L issue with respect to storage is INVENTOR_" PRICE
Prior to decontrol of wellhead prices, g_s.prices were fixed by the governmen_ _d held
c_t for lon_ periods of time. When gas was i_ected into storage,_ there were "_
c_st_" (i.e.f.ho i_tere_ on t.ho money _sed to purchase the gms),but there we8 no risk t,ha_
prices would change. Now, prices change daily and even hour_. For a company with 100
BCF of stored gas, a $0.50 decline in _rice tr_lates to a $80,000,000 loss. GAAP accountin_
rules have masked this situation. As long as pipelines had full pass-through (Acct. 191), they
did not have to tnark-to-market. Now, it appears that pipelines may have to begin nmrki_
their inventory lte market -- this will encour_e the pipelines to let LDCs lease or use storage
on an unbundle_ basis. PUCs need to focus on the issue and decide how much inventory
p_e_ _k r.h_ T,_,.q will lmderb_e on behn]f of the rst_ps.yer and examine w_m to mitigate
or reduce their inventory price risk.

The key to survival in the po_der No, 636 environm_t is infornmfion handing. It
doesn'tmatterflowmuch money you investinpayinggasinventorycharges(GICs),leasing

p.mg for. you .tthe moment a _sis m occurring,itm verylixelyma_ yourgaswm .e errata au ofthe

premium coststhatwere paidforreliabilitywillhavebeen wasted.

The criticalieme isbeingabletotrackthetitlechaininrealtime.The fundamentalpro.b_m

needed to est_l_sh a valid title dmim Figure'6, for example, shows a relat_iv_ly sm_ple .title

chain at the tailgate of a n_or gathering system. It is important to.recognize that Fi_ure 6
represents title t_d'ers occu---ringATTHE T_TE OF THE _l'_ .T_,:' The g_ has_
moved -- only tit_e has changed.This ts a result ofvarlousaggregators (pipelines, pro_tucers,
wltar]reter_ _qnd_,]')_g) hllyil'lg and re_elling gas at this point to b_ their "book" or
portfolio. Note that the gathering company only has a relationship with the producers who
ship the gas on the gathering system. The downstream pipeline only has a contractual
relationship with their "shippers". The layers at"m_flemen" have no contractual rela_onship
with either the gatherer or the pipeline. And yet, someone in the process has to keep track
of ali of those t_c transfers. Consider what happens, _or mmmple, when a single well goes
down, as show_ in' Figure 7. lt is necessary _ trace aLLthe way forward to see which
downstream customers are affected by this interruption of supply The answer is net obvious
unless you have a realtime title chain tracking system such as that shown in Figure 6.

ILis pw_'blu U_t_uvelop.the real-time system, to track the title chain, Unfortunately, none of
the interstate p_pelines have seen fit to develop such real.thne title tracking. When the
pipelines were i_ the merchant function, they had a strong dis-incentive to developing such
a system. Any molecule whose ownership was not clear was assumed to belong to the
pipeline's merchant f_uction, .The burden of proof was on the shipper rather than on the
pipeline. This has led to .some u_pleasant _c_ of' the pipeline'u mertthaxtL £u._cLiuu
performing at th_ expense of stnppers who had invested in _gher re liab'_li_th, an, ,_e pipe_.1_,
merchant had- _ thepost-OrderNo. 636 e_wiron.ment,,iti_gmn_ tnhp.an_zm]r.eW,e._qem;t_
for suppliers an4 customers to gain cont,rol of then" own information systems. This m whs_
we foresee as _ technical high-ground that will be battled over during the Order No. 636
adjustment period- Those oi' you who have oversight responsihfh'_ies at PUts need to p_

Ihdl_p/r._OOw/nuwuc-docfi_,uKl_/04].O O_/rl 7
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careful attention, making sure _hat when your .LI)Cs invest in GICs, storage, and other
'_eliabJlit_' pren_iums, they are also addressing the information _ necessary to achudly
get file reliabftit_ that they are buyins.

Au important consideration for both LDCs and l_Cs fs that deregulation implies competition.
Competition hnl_lies wiuners and losers, and winners and losers are separated by d/fl'erences
in physical per:":,'mance an_ technolos_r, not "regulatory clou_'. Thus, it in important hi ahif[,
th_ attention from just regu]aJ:ory a_dm to regulatory _ coupled with physical
unders_c_ding of the gv';d _r,_ _.hAwrJnl]._ tet-_ni_ and p_ e],wnAn_ of supp]y
rel_bility.

'l'he supply pl_nh_g function at the LE)Glevel, and the review process at the PUC is EoJ_
to be very inte_'esting in the post-Order No. 6B(_ enw_ronment, lt represents a lot of
opp_tios und loto og chnllongoe. Genem_ speaki_, thoee oumpa_k,B that rene the
value of Market'Centers, the need for high-de]iverahfl_ swing in the production area, the
need to "]ayer' _eir storage, the need to diversify their transportation, and.the.need to unify
_lpply portfolio With "global" informa_on systems will he the winners in a process that now
b_s both whmer_ and loserz
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APPENDIX k
THE COST (IF SWING DF.J,IVEHAB_ FROM PRODUCING GAS WEL/_

Ihior to Order Nc. 436, producers were required to provide "free" swing to the pipeline grid.
9ubsequent to tl_ s Order, the _ bt_ble has enco_raL_l producers to continue to gi_e away
free swing ill ord_rr to sell molecules_

However, as eupp y and demand come into l_]n,_, producers will begin to charge for swing.
Tt _s impnrtant fa • LDCs and PUCs to understand how much this swing is worth and where
the market for sv ing deliverability wl_ eventually come to equilibrium.

Consider Figure. _-1, which shows a typical production decline curve. Recognize that this
dec]hre curve is a function of fundamental rese_ beltavior. Gas can (in most, but not all
cases), be produc )d slower, but it can't be produced faster without flaking damage to the
reservoir or wells

When gas is shut in and held, both current and future income are affected. Gas tha_ is not
flowbtg today is _ot being sold and thus is not earning current revenue.

/_ =-:uch more hnt_ort_t eflbct is the delay of ali Rl_re revenues. Ii', for example, _s is _hul,
ixLfor one (1) ye_ r, then ali future deliveries are delayed by (approximately) one year. Gas
that would have )een produced in 1;hefo,ur_ year is not produced tm_l the fifth year; gas
that would have ]_een produced in the fi_ year is now produced in the sixth year ... etc.

In order to compl ,te the economic effect of this delay or shift in the produc_on, and thus the
revenue, iL_ zte_ mea;T to make an a_sumption about future gua prices. If. one assumes that
gas prices will inc "ease at the rate of 50% per year every year for the next ten (10) years, then
i_ _ best to shut n the gas and wait for higher prices. On the ot_r ]:talXd, for modest: price
escalation forec_ ts, it is always better to flow the gas now, even at a ]ower price.

On_ a price fore :ast is made, the cost of swing deliverability is easily computed:

1) Multiply t le yearly production values by the yearly price forecast to obtain a revenue
_l_-e_

2) ShifttheIrodlle.l:in_r_zrvefurtheroutintimeby one (1)yearand repeat;StepItogeL.
[;he sh£f_i revenue stream;

3) Asmm_ a_Lappropziatediscountrateand discountbothrevenues_ream._toobtainthe
Net PresentValue (NPV) ofbothstreams;

4) The diffefencein NIa.Vbetween the two streams,dividedby the firstyear's
deliverabiiL-y,dividedby 365 daysperyear,givesa goodapproximatmnofr_hedally
costofsh'_ttingingasor'swingdeliverabili_'

|wbJq_IS.Ww/naruc.d_c/lw,dr;c_lO4L_J_/rZ 9
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Depending on a) tilaedecline rate of the production; b) the escalation ra_ of future gas prices;
and c) the discount ra_s used _ compute t_ e _TPV'._nf the _wo revenue streams, the result
will be between $0.20/MMBTUD and $0,50/_IMBTUD. This is the h_erent cost to the
producer of pro__ a-wing de]iversh_l_. Pr/ht tn wellhead dereculation, producers were
required to provide this swing for free. Deregulation Ims increased the efSciency of the
so much t_._t _th_._greatly extended the gas bubble (see Appendix B). This gas bubblehas
kept pressure or the producers to continue to give away swing in order _o sell Re gas
mole_11A._ _.h_nselves (i.e. better to _ive away $0,35 worth of swing to sell $1.50 worth of
n_lecule8 rather Ithau to bear a $0.35 less with no recovery).

This situation will change as supply and demand come back into balance. LDCs and PUCs
who fail to take s_eps to deal with the cost of swing deliverability may incur significant
and costs it"there is even a slight "underahoot' iu peak deliverability vs. peak deraand_

h_b.bp/530w/_Lr_e.d_/l_ meelU4iWS/r_ 10
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APPF_J_IX B
TRt_SPORTATION EFFICIENCY AND THE GAS DUD]3LE

Deregulation hascincreased the efficiency of the pipeline t_anspormtton grid, which, in turn,
has increased the utilization efficiency c f producing reservea In the long-run, this is good

for everyone- producer, pipeline and customer. More efficient use of producing reserves
implies l_ss Luve_fmaent by prrMr]ucers fnr _agiven market size; higher load factors for pipelines
and lower cost to }Lhe consumer. In the ahor_run, however, the more efficient use of existing
production has extondcd _o "gasbubble" and caused lower prices to producers.

To unde_d h_w i_cre_4_ In'anspor_tion _ency can create a surplus, oon_idor Figure
B- 1, which shcwslau idealized simplification of what. has occurred in the gas indusl_, over the
last few years.

Prior to wellheadlderegula_ion and Order No. 451, each pipeline controUed dedicated reserves.
In the s_mplp, example shown in Figure B-l, each.ofthe two '_oalkauJzed" pipelines controlled
120 units of delh_rabiliW to serve 100 uni+_ of peak demand at their market (i.e. 20_ reserve
margin). In rho example, and in real life, the two markets didu'L peak at the same .time.
Thus, while eacl_ market has a peak _-m.-d of 100, the sum of the two.marke_ has a peak
of only 170 _. Thu_, when daregula_on of the pipolinc_ allows (end promote) free
movement of gaslfrom one pipeline to another, there are suddenly 240 units of deliverability
chang 170 units of total demand.

The two individual '__d" reserve margins oi 20_o have suddenly become a combined

integrated reserve margin of -40%. In the long run, this is very good because less capital
needs to be inve_Led in reserves in order to meed the diversified peak loads in the combined

sysLez_ In the _hort ._m, howev_.r, _ 4N% reserve margin means that too much su_ly is
chasing too little market (i.e. the gas bubble).
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CAPACITY OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Order No. 636 has opened up industry-wide discussions of how

everyone would like to use pipeline capacity in the future.

There are three types of capacity uses that might be considered:

original (the traditional firm pipeline use); derivative; and

what might be called ,,imaginative." This talk focuses on the

1ast two. The following principle of pipeline transportation

regulation is a backdrop to what follows:

MONOPOLY FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE REGULATED

ONLY TO THE EXTENT

MONOPOLY CONTROL CAN DISTORT THE FREE MARKET

Derivative Capacity:

(1) Interruptible transportation, or IT, is usually considered

to be derived from firm capacity. That is true, in the sense

that IT is not widely available in the mainline at peak usage

times, but only if and when firm customers are not using their

booked capacity. For this reason, some pipelines are maintaining

IT is not a monopoly service, and rates should not be regulated.

Moreover, some maintain, capacity release will obliterate IT, so

no revenue responsibility should be attached to it. Market-based

IT rates are the goal.

But, while IT may not be available on the mainline at peak, it is

available in pockets all over the pipeline at all times. So it

would be wrong to attribute no cost responsibility to IT, then

permit the pipelines to charge and pocket monopoly rates.

An appropriate solution, addressing both shippers' monopoly

concerns and the pipelines' capacity-release concerns, would be:

(a) assign minimal costs to IT; and (b) credit &il but some

percent of IT revenues to the firm customers' cost of service.
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This would leave the pipeline an incentive to find all those

pockets, but not to overcharge for them.

(2) Derivative capacity also includes the secondary market for

capacity formerly seen in "buy-sell" and capacity brokering

arrangements, and now to be seen only in Order No. 636 capacity

release arrangements. The industry is viewing this released

capacity as "the new commodity" -- it will be bought, sold and

traded (some feel) as freely as is gas itself today.

The degree to which it will truly become the new commodity

depends on the degree to which standards for sharing the

information about.gaDacity develop. No-one can trade in capacity

until one knows it is there. No-one can trade capacity as a

commodity until we have the tools to find that information fast.
|

Over just the past year, the industry has evolved to hourly

sales, nominations and trades. To keep up, the industry must

have the information available electronically. Electronic

Bulletin Boards (EBBs) or, better yet, Electronic Data

Interchange (EDI) must become the universal trading tool of the

future. For that tc occur, the industry needs mandatory

standards that permit integration of pipeline EBBs across the

country. Only by integrating the information on these boards can

we integrate the pipelines. I

I A footnote on integration of capacity and information:
the national pipeline grid is being blocked by non-open access
intrastate pipelines, particularly in the supply area. State
regulatory commissions might consider requiring open-access, non-
discriminatory transport on these pipelines as well.

2



ImaaiDative Capacity:

The third type of capacity could be called "imaginative"

capacity, or "paper" capacity. From the arrangements listed

above, and the tariffs and terms coming out of pipeline

restructuring, it begins to appear that we can divide the

pipeline into not two functions (merchant and transporter) but

THREE (merchant, transporter, and Paper Shuffler, or Th_se Who

Handle Derivative and Imaginative Capacity.) The merchant is the

one that actually sells the commodity, or attempts to persuade

you to buy the commodity from it. The transporter moves the gas

through the pipeline. Primarily performing an engineering

function, transport personnel ensure the physical integrity of

the steel in the ground.

And the third function?

At the end of each month, the pipeline evaluates the month's

happenings and sends invoices to those that used the pipeline --

and to those that didn't use the pipeline but thought they did.

For example, a customer in West Texas may believe it moved gas

through three pipelines to get to a buyer in New York, but in

fact its gas went to Mexico, and the gas delivered to the New

York buyer came from Alabama coastal waters. The pipelines

operated exchange agreements with each other, doing what gas

jockeys do best -- wheeling gas around with the least physical

effort possible -- and then just billed the West Texas customer

for transport. This is part of the Paper Shuffler function --

coming up with imaginative ways of moving gas.

The Paper Shuffler has lots ^_ other functions. It adds up the

remaining imbalances on all the OBAs and other transport

accounts, and cashes them out at the FERC-approved price. That

means that if my account shows that I shorted the pipeline, I

will be billed by the pipeline as if I had purchased gas from it.

3
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The Paper Shuffler will also track the various releases and re-

releases of capacity on the EBB, and make sure the billings are

correct to the new capacity holder, and the correct amount of

credit was allocated to the account of the capacity releaser.

Can someone not connected to the pipeline do the paper shuffling?

Visualize a paper gas jockey in a satellite hovering over

Missouri, doing computerized monitoring, via telemetering, of the

input and output of Ill North American pipelines. The jockey

could notice the pressure dropping in one leg of a pipeline,

below what it should be. (The anticipated pressure would have

been calculated by the computer, based on all the nominations

inserted on that pipeline's EBB that day. The nominations would

have been shared, in the aggregate by leg and without identifying

market-sensitive information, with all who accessed the EBB.)

The computer jockey transmits to the EBBs of all her clients who

nominated gas into that leg, notifying them that one or more of

them may be short. (Better yet, the jockey's computer shows

which of them is short because their wells are telemetered.) If

that doesn't work, the jockey calls up emergency support supply

frcm somewhere else on the line, and the pressure returns to

acceptable limits. Then the computer drops the cost of the

emergency support into an account that will be charged against

whichever supplier turns up short at the end of the month.

Even if the pressure-monitoring and calling for additional

supplies is performed by the transporter personnel, and not the

Paper Shufflers, the Paper Shufflers get their day at the end of

the month -- and the information can be handled down the hall, or

by an out-sourcer across the country, or even in the sky.

Nominating, scheduling, imbalance monitoring, invoicing -- all of

this can be handled by someone other than the pipeline. And

maybe better than the pipeline, because the computer jockey is



handling the information on behalf of many shippers on many

pipelines, and aggregating for them.

The computer jockey can also broker, as a commodity, capacity on

many different pipelines. Visualize Gas Traffic Controllers

sitting in front of 20 TV screens monitoring where segments of

capacity appear on different pipelines, aggregating them into

packages that workably move gas, and posting the packages for

sale. Using that broker's services, a shipper can save

considerably on transportation, and potentially access a low-cost

package not previously thought accessible.

There are problems to be worked out here, including technical,

administrative, financial and regulatory ones. For example: How

are the pipelines charges equitably allocated? Heaven only

knows. But if we can figure out how to fairly allocate

transition costs, these problems should be a piece of cake!
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C.C. PACE RESOURCES and the FUEL MANAGERS ASSOCIATION (FMA) are

pleased to participate in this timely conference on natural gas issues facing the states. Bruce
Ellsworth, Ken Malloy, and the NARUC and DOE staffs are to be applauded for working so
diligently to successfully pull together a conference of this scope. With the imminent advent of
capacity release programs on the interstate pipelines, this panel's concern with new capacity
options is very timely.

C.C. Pace and FMA bring to this panel the views of the INDEPENDENT POWER
INDUSTRY. Independent power producers (IPPs) are expected to be the largest new users of
pipeline capacity in the next ten years. This increased use of gas will come, we hope, from
significant new investments in power plants. But there's more to the IPP potential. IPPs can
help states:

• Increase employment;
• Maintain or lower residential and commercial energy costs--both

electric and gas;
• Increase economic development; and
• Provide a cleaner environment.

THE POTENTIAL IPP MARKET

There is another panel in this conference focusing on the electric generation market; here
the discussion of the potential market for gas-fired power generation briefly focuses on capacity
acquisition by IPPs. This is an overview, and it should be remembered that the growth of

" electric generation will vary widely between states.



Potential $43 Billion Investment c.c. PACE wears a number a hats in the
natural gas industry: fuel manager for several gas-fired

independent power projects; independent provider of
The investment potential for non- industry-grade electric dispatch analysis, gas consultant

utility power generation is huge. Recent to independent power developers and financial
studies have projected between roughly institutions lending to the IPP market, gas contracting

35,000 and 45,000 MW of new independent representative for power producers andindustrials,aswell as manager of an LDC, Kentucky Ohio Gas

power capacity by the year 2000. A Company. These various roles allow C.C.'Pace to look

realization of 43,000 MW would equate to at today'sissues from a variety of perspectives.

approximately $43 billion in investment.
FMA ts a trade association of entities, now

numbering thirty, that develop, own or manage non-
75% of New IPP Capacity utility electric generation projects located in North

America, or that provide services to such projects,

Natural gas is fast becoming the fuel including fuelmanagement,financing, and operationsand maintenance services. FMA includes a number of

of choice, not only for IPPs but also for the largest IPP developers, such as DESTEC
utilities. Utility Data Institute recently ENERGY,COGENTRIX,andMISSIONENERGY.
released statistics that indicate an increase of FMA is unique in that it also includes companies such

17% in the use of natural gas by builders of as GENERAL ELECTRIC andCREDITSUISSE,
which finance independent power projects.

new U.S. power plants. Additionally, C.C.
Pace' studies indicate that roughly 50% of FMA is focusedongas-fired power generation

operating IPP capacity is gas, but and has been deeply involved in the restructuring of

approximately 75% of new capacity since interstatepipelines underFERC'sOrder636policies.A party to ali of the proceedings and actively involved
mid-1991 is gas-fired, inover twenty cases, FMA has undertaken a significant

effort to obtain the tariff terms which will allow the

Off-Peak Consumption potential for gas-fired power generation to be achieved.

III II

Two important fuel characteristics of
new IPP power plants are volume and peak gas period requirements. Recently, the size of the
typical power project has grown from 50-100 MW in 1989 to 250-350 MW in 1993. A 300
MW power plant consumes substantial volumes of gas: up to 45,000 Btu/day. This is the
equivalent to three or four good sized industrial facilities. But most IPP projects do not
necessarily need to use gas at the same peak periods as LDCs, which is typically a cold winter
day. Otherwise, the plants have a contractual right not to run because of limited run times. If
the plants must run, an alternate fuel, such as fuel oil, can be used. If the plant is
"dispatchable" or a "peaker," it may not be running at that time.

This ability to use substantial volumes of gas, but avoid LDC peak periods, makes IPPs
a great match with the gas distribution in your state. This will addressed later in the discussion.

IPPs Face Unique Financing Requirements

Unlike utilities, IPPs do not have a rate base within which to "roll-in" the cost of a new
plant. The projects typically use "nonrecourse financing" under which the lender looks only at
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the project to support the loan. Consequently, IPP projects undergo a rigorous review by
financial institutions with very low tolerances for risk. This has been especially true in the last
few years. Financial institutions want a demonstration that fuel transportation capacity will be
available for the loan life of the project--which is usually fifteen to twenty years. Therefore,
capacity releases must meet the project time frame and recall fights cannot be mortally
burdensome to financial institutions.

To summarize the IPP market'

• Independent power development in the next ten years win be large by any
measure.

• IPPs will be searching for large volumes of gas transportation capacity to fuel
their plants,

• Many IPP projects can use alternative fuels during LDC peak periods.
• IPPs desire to "firm up" transportation.

l III l I rll I

A NEW ERA OF CAPACITY RELEASE

We are at the beginning of a new era of interstate pipeline capacity management using
the release mechanism. This new program, a central aspect of the restructuring mandated by
FERC, offers the potential for a win-win partnership between LDCs and IPPs.

Higher LDC Costs Projected, but Mitigated by Capacity Release

After the Order 636 restructuring, most LDCs under Order 636 will be paying higher
demand charges as a result of the Order 636 mandated Straight Fixed Variable (SFV) rate
design. Under SFV, demand charges for holding capacity will essentially include ali of the
pipeline's fixed costs. To the extent the LDC is always using its capacity, the impact of this
change is minor. However, to the extent an LDC holds capacity it uses only during its peak
periods, straight fixed variable rates can dramatically raise the LDC's costs.

FERC intends capacity release to be an important way by which an LDC can mitigate
the new higher costs of holding unused capacity. For LDCs, key elements of the capacity
release program include:

• Prearranged deals are encouraged;
• The releasing shipper can specify the terms of the release;



• Demand cost related charges can be credited to the releasing
shipper's account;

• The acquiring shipper can re-release the capacity, with the original
releasing shipper maintaining recall rights;

• The releasing shipper can segment its capacity and release
portions; and

• Pipelines are moving towards intraday scheduling, thereby
increasing the potential for intraday releases during peak periods.

States Commissions will be Involved

State commission are charged with ensuring that local distribution companies under their
jurisdiction prudently manage the capacity rights they hold on interstate pipelines. Until now,
that review has mainly involved whether the LDC held the right amount of firm transportation
to meet its obligation to serve.

In the near future--the very near Some example questions state
future--you are going to be asked to review commissions will be asking include:
more complex management of capacity. As
gas users develop the market for trading • What is a prudent length of release?
capacity, the LDCs under your jurisdiction • What is a reasonable discount, if any?
wi!! f.z_cea multitude of options previously • Should the LDC st_,ke d°o,,,,!snow, or
unavailable, wait for different market conditions?

• Should the LDC hold out for a

There are literally thousands of customer wanting capacity year round,
permutations of capacity management or release capacity now to a customer
questions, and the management and priorities wanting it only during the summer?
of capacity release are going to be determined • Was the LDC imprudent in n.q.qlseeking
at the state level. FERC is simply setting the out capacity release deals?
trading forum and monitoring for undue
discrimination. How the companies under
your jurisdiction use capacity release is subject only to _ review. Competing interests in
your states will argue strongly that widely different strategies are the best course for your state's

- economic development, job prospects, and cost of energy.

Why not Rely on Interrupn'ble Crediting for Cost Mitigation?

FERC, in its restructuring proceedings, has required pipelines to credit interruptible
transportation (IT) revenues above costs back to the firm shippers. This credit is apportioned
by firm entitlements. One question that arises: why should firm holders enter into capacity
release arrangements when the new shipper will otherwise move its gas via IT, which will cause
a credit back to firm shippers?
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The IPP industry, or at least FMA members, support IT revenue sharing. Many existing
power projects, especially peaker units, rely on interruptible transportation. FMA has argued
before FERC for rate designs that ensure vigorous marketing of IT capacity. The continuation
of an IT market is important, not only for certain customer needs, but also to provide a
competitive alternative to capacity release. As customers, IPPs want FT holders and pipeline
IT to be in competition for our business.

From the LDC's perspective, there are distinct advantages of capacity release over
interruptible transportation including:

• Direct crediting of revenues to the LDC, rather than only a pro
rata share;

• More flexibility over capacity rights through contractual control;
and

• Possible reduced reliance on more expensive no-notice service.

FERC has recently ruled that pipelines must guarantee IT service for 24 hour periods.
Capacity release, because it provides a contractual framework for the exchange of title, may
provide more flexibility because the capacity can be recalled even during the gas day.

(Note:: under the 1992 PUCHA reform, state commissions are given the power to
perform a prudency review of IPP fuel plans and programs. For gas-fired power projects, this
can present another avenue by which state commissions can evaluate the management of pipeline
capacity.)

The Role of IPPs

How does this relate to IPPs? As you recall, IPPs must demonstrate the security or their
fuel supply transportation for fifteen or more years. There are basically three types of capacity
available: firm, released firm, and interruptible.

Since FERC began allowing transportation on interstate pipelines a little over seven years
_ ago, many utilities, IPPs, and industrial customers have relied on interruptible transportation.

This has been a fairly reliable service because FT holders--predominately LDCs--could be relied
upon to use capacity only during winter periods.

Now the reliability of IT has suffered because of the creation of released FT. With a
stroke of a pen, gas flowing via IT can now flow as firm transportation. When there is any
possible constraint of pipeline capacity, gas users will be taking a risk to continue to rely on
interruptible transportation. In such cases, a new customer could take released FT capacity and
have a priority over the existing interruptible customers.

Furthermore, even when the potential of pipeline constraints is limited, it can be
advantageous to the LDC to offer the interruptible customer a cheaper rate under capacity
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release. This is possible because of the direct crediting of payments to its account at the pipeline
for the released capacity.

Mainly for reliability, but also for price, IPPs and the institutions that finance projects
will be interested in partnerships with LDCs through capacity release arrangements.

A Win-Win Partnership

The specifics of the partnership depend on the needs of the particular power project and
LDC, but the foundation of the partnership is constant: the potential for a win-win situation.

IPPs and LDCs are ideally situated to find that win-win partnership. First, the gas
requirement profile of the typical LDC meshes nicely with the typical dispatchable power plant.
Even a power plant that is dispatched during peak gas periods can mesh with the LDC's needs
by switching to an alternative fuel or using contractual rights to decline to run.

The specifics of the capacity partnership can take any number of forms. Generally,
people address the LDC as the primary capacity holder. But even this need not be. For an IPP
that is running most of the time, the IPP might release its capacity to the LDC at peak periods
and run on an alternative fuel. The IPP would be, essentially, a peak shaving facility for the
LDC.

Moreover, while this panel is focusing on capacity acquisition, the LDC-IPP partnership
can encompass much more than capacity sharing. With their large loads and short dispatch
times, gas-fired IPPs will be looking for tools to avoid pipeline scheduling and balancing
penalties. Also, again depending upon the specifics, IPPs will be looking for extra gas supplies
to cover peak dispatch periods. LDCs are ideally situated to provide these services.

¼

LDC's can win by: J
I

• Lowering the cost of holding capacity for its customers by the direct crediting |
of capacity release payments; |

• Enhancing its service integrity by sharing gas supply arrangements with the |
IPP; |

• Increasing its marginal revenue by providing scheduling and balancing services |
to the IPP; and |

• Demonstrating to the PSC that it is doing all it can to lower its costs, enhance |
its service, and promote economic growth. ]



The IPP can win by:

• Obtaining firm capacity;
• Enhancing gas supply security;
• Avoiding pipeline scheduling and balancing penalties; and
• Enhancing overall fuel economics.

I IU Iii ii I I

Some Difficult Areas

So far, the benefits of capacity release have been discussed. However, for state
commissions, a few negative aspects should be addressed.

First, state commissions are going to be faced with arguments frown current gas users,
such as industrials, who have been using interruptible transportation. Industrials prefer lT
because it has been a reliable service without requiting long term commitments. Power plants
can commit to capacity for fifteen to twenty years, whereas many industrials shy away from
commitments tor more than five years. In some cases, disputes for LDC-held capacity could
occur. These could present state commissions with difficult choices between the desires of
existing enterprises, minimizing costs for residential customers, and the economic and
environmental benefits of new power development.

Second, in some cases, state commissions will be presented with a capacity release
arrangement for a power plant in a different state, perhaps some distance away. This situation
could arise because it is possible for the LDC to sell a segment of its capacity to a facility with
upstream receipt points. For example, a New England holder of firm capacity on Transco could
sell the capacity to a power plant in the South.

Recently, some states" indicated concern that capacity into their state could be used for
facilities outside of their jurisdiction. This has included discussion of keeping capacity into a
state restricted to users in that state. From an IPP perspective, this notion is a mistake. Free
trading of capacity between states, where market demand exists is, on the whole, a win-win
arrangement. Capacity costs are mitigated, whereas this would not otherwise occur, and
capacity is utilized where it is needed, with resulting overall economic benefits. Also, states
should not forget that capacity release can increase the capacity available to their state, and not
necessarily reduce it.

NEW CAPACITY: STATES MUST GET INVOLVED

Of course, its going to take more than an enhanced use of pipelines through the capacity
release mechanism to achieve the IPP potential for economic growth and environmental benefits.
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New pipeline construction is also required. This issue relates to the old question of how to price
new capacity, whether through rolled-in or incremental rate designs.

Obviously, as new customers IPPs are interested in lowering the cost of new capacity.
Ali new customers want fully rolled-in treatment, and desire the support of state commissions
for rolled-in pricing. However, we are fully aware that the state commissions must balance the
conflicting desires and needs for a whole host of constituents, some of whom oppose rolling-in
any costs of pipeline expansions. This is often a very contentious issue, and it would be
inappropriate to spend this panel's time attempting to persuade you to utilize rolled-in rates.

As representatives of the growth market, C.C. Pace and FMA do have a message we
would like to convey today: without state commission involvement on this issue, the broad
social benefits of pipeline expan3ions will be undervalued. This will diminish the realization of
potential economic and environmental progress.

FERC's Detrimental Current Policy

In the past, FERC had a preference in favor of rolled-in rate treatment. However, in
September, 1991, in Order 555, FERC mandated a stiff challenge to anyone seeking rolled-in
treatment, completely reversing the former policy. Now the pipeline seeking rolled-in treatment
has to show that rolled-in treatment would provide overall benefits for existing customers
commensurate with the increase in rates.

Order 555 imposed a number of other significant burdens on pipeline construction,
including a difficult "at risk" standard. The result was that it was a_tacked from ali quarters of
the industry, and its implementation was stayed by FERC. Now, while reconsideration of Order
555 has been delayed by Order 636, the Order 555 principles are essentially in place at FERC.

In February, 1993, FERC issued its long-awaited rehearing concerning rates for the
Great Lakes expansion project. In denying rolled-in rate treatment, FERC flatly stated:

Unless rolling-in new facility costs lowers rates to existing shippers, all
new facilities shouldbe priced incrementally.

While there are many issues surrounding the Great Lakes case, the focus of today is that the
order is essentially bare of any consideration of the social benefits of gas-fired power generation.

The FERC Process Undervalues Broad Social Benefits

While, as former Chairman Allday stated, FERC's "pricing policy is--to put it somewhat
charitably--still evolving," the question remains as to who represents the broad social benefits
that accrue due to increased gas-fired power generation made possible by pipeline expansions.
The U-.S. Department of Energy is certainly to be commended for commenting at FERC on the
broad benefits. FERC, however, does not have a clear mandate to consider these benefits.

•," (.
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Unfortunately for the country as a whole, FERC focuses its review on the impact of expansions
on existing Customers. Thus, the Federal agency charged with deciding specific cases does not
itself adequately value the broad social benefits of increased gas use for electrkj generation.

Meanwhile, LDCs and other current customers _e under no obligation to consider
anything other than the cost impact of pipeline expansions. In fact, LDCs have an obligation
to fight to keep the rates of their current customers as low as possible. The result is at times
a chorus of voices at FERC fighting any potential rate increase involving new customers.

State Commissions Have the Opportunity to Consider Broad Benefits

C.C. Pace and FMA would like to suggest to the state commissions that you have a
unique ol.'portunityto comment on the economic and environmental benefits that can accrue as
a result of pipeline expansions. Although these benefits are felt by existing gas customers, they
are not adequately represented before FERC, and therefore are not adequatelyfactored into the
balancing of rate rulings, i

State commissions can fill this role, We in the IPP industry are not asking today that
state commissions flatly assume that full rolled-in rate treatment is appropriate. What we ask
is that state commissions evaluate the overall economic and environmental benefits to their

region, together with the overall impact on current gas users under their jurisdiction. We are
confident that the result of that analysis might, in most cases, be recommendation for either full
or partial rolled-in treatment.

Bringing the unique state commission perspective to this issue at FERC would not only
benefit the individual states represented, but the nation as a whole.

STATE COMMISSIONS CAN HELP IPP USE OF GAS
, i

In summary, state commissions can assist IPPs obtain the pipeline capacity needed
to maximize benefits by'

• Promoting use of capacity release agreements;
• Urging FERC to allow maximum flexibility of firm shippers to use their

capacity;
• Pressing FERC to consider the broader economic and environmental benefits

resulting form increased use of gas, especially for power generation, when
analyzing incremental/rolled-in expansion cases.
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h Introduction

For the past six years, Rochester Tel has been operating under some form
of incentive regulation. Our experience suggests that the basic goals of incentive
regulation are achievable, lt does end the cost-plus mentality of traditional rate-
of-return regulation; rewards efficiency; encourages appropriate investing; and
permits ratepayers to share in the benefits the new incentives create. As a next
step we have proposed the establishment of an even more dramatic competitive
regulatory scheme that I'll describe briefly at the end of my comments. However,
first I'd like to discuss the major provisions of our Incentive Plan and the rationale
behind it.

II. Incentive Regulation Plan

Our current incentiveregulationinitiativebecame effective in 1990. We
were comingoff a successfulrate moratoriumagreement and neitherwe northe
Commissionwere interestedin returningto traditionalrate-of-returnregulation
again. The rate moratoriumhad providedincentivesfor us to become more
efficient, and we believedthat the momentumwe builtup had to be continued.
We were not eager to go back to continual rate cases. They producedelay,
uncertainty,tremendousexpense and create an adversadalrelationshipwith
regulators. We feltwe hadturnedthe corner and putali of that behindus with
our rate moratoriumagreement. We wanted to continueto move forward.

By the end of 1989, our local market was becoming very competitive for
several services. Rochester, New York is home to Eastman Kodak, Xerox and
Bausch & Lomb--large, sophisticated customers who have alternatives to our
local network. As technology advanced, it became increasingly important that we
kept up and continued to be the best value for our customers' communications
dollars. The constraints of traditional rate-of-return regulation made that
objective increasingly difficult. We needed more ability to respond than was
possible under the older form of regulation. Consequently, we developed--along
with the NYPSC staff--our Incentive Regulation Plan--the first of its kind.

Under our Incentive Regulation Plan, two service categories were created:
monopoly services and other services. Monopoly services represent basic
access line service;the "other" category covered competitive services like
Centrex and discretionary services like Call Waiting. The plan was to last for
three years. Monopoly services were allowed to increase on January 1 of each
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year by the inflation rate, less a 3.25% productivity offset, plus or minus any
regulatory, legislative or accounting cost changes outside of our control.

Pricing flexibility for competitive offerings was an essential part of the plan
to us. We were permitted to increase or decrease rates for competitive services
up to 25% of current rates. Discretionary services were permitted a much greater
range. That pricing flexibility was coupled with the ability to change rates on one
day's notice instead of having to wait the normal three month filing time
previously in effect. Flexible pricing enabled the company to act more like a
competitive company and encouraged network investment.

An 11.7% return on equity was used to set initial rates, then was adjusted
to reflect changes in interest rates each year. lt was also used as a basis for
sharing earnings with ratepayers: the first 50 basis points were returned to
ratepayers; the company kept the next 50 basis points; and anything above 100
basis points was divided evenly between ratepayers and the company. This
sharing arrangement alleviated much of the regulators' concerns with
discretionary expenditures and capital investments while incenting the company
to act in a business-like manner to increase earnings.

Service quality was another important part of our plan. We agreed to
stringent quality standards significantly higher than those required under then-
current regulations. Failure to meet those new standards would result in a refund
to customers of one-half of one percent of monthly monopoly service revenues--
about $600,000. This financial commitment provided regulators assurance that
we weren't cutting expenses and investing in ways which might impair service
quality. Needless to say, no refunds were required.

Finally, we received permission to exclude certain discretionary services
such as Call lD from the sharing rate-of-return calculations for four years in
exchange for assuming ali the risks of investing and marketing them. We
believed it important to separate ratepayers from company funding of
discretionary services.

Our incentive regulation plan has been a positive experience. Everyone
was better off as the advantages of incentive regulation took root. Customers
received rate stability--even reduced rates in real terms. They got a lower cost
structure on which future rates would be based and they got new services faster.
Last but not least, customers became entitled to almost $1.5 million in shared
earnings.

The company was also able to retain a corresponding amount over the
three year period. In addition, the company was compelled to end its "cost-plus"
thinking. Incentive regulation forced us to reassess investments and expense
control, and the multi-year nature of the arrangement eliminated any expectation
that we could readily return to the rate-of-return weil. No longer could we make
investments on the "hope" that revenues would materialize to cover costs or on
the expectation that ratepayers would cover them. When the company makes
investments today, we have a clear understanding about the targeted markets
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and returns expected. As a result, our cost structure is moving towards that of
our competitors. We intend to be tough competitors, and the incentives we've
been operating under have positioned us weil.

Our Incentive Regulation Plan was innovative and appropriate for its time.
Without that experience, it's unlikely we would have proposed our Open Market
Plan, which we believe is the next logical step in the transition to a fully
competitive environment.

III. Open Market.Plan
• ,_,

Competiti51_Ims intensifiedover the pastthree years. Advancing
technology and regulationare forcing our localmarkets open and encouraging
new competitors. Wireless services,such as cellularand Personal
CommunicationsService, and cable television linksare obviouslydirect
competitors for basic local telephone service in the near future. Simply
controlling expenses won't be sufficient to survive. We are seeing more
substitutes for ali of our services and increasing competition. We've concluded
that more dramatic and fundamental structural and regulatory changes are
necessary to compete effectively.

Our Open Market Plan, which we filed with the NYPSC in February,
creates a new wholesale telephone company and new retail telephone company
out of the local telephone company operations in Rochester and opens the entire
service territory to competition for every customer--business and residential.

The new wholesale network company, which we are currently calling R-
Net, retains the monopoly functions of the public switched telephone network and
will offer unbundled services at tariffed prices to ali retail providers of telephone
service on a non-discriminatory basis.

The new retail competitive company, which we are currently calling R-
Com, will sell competitive and discretionary services, by reselling services
purchased from R-Net or others and by adding its own software and value.

We see our Open Market Plan as a logical extension of our Incentive
Regulation Plan. Presently the company takes sole responsibility for just a
limited set of competitive and discretionary services (e.g., voice mail, advanced
custom calling features). Investments and expenses required to provide those
specific services are not included in our revenue requirement, thereby relieving
ratepayers of the costs and risks of new service development. That concept has
been expanded in the Open Market Plan to include ali competitive services--
existing and new, which will be provided by our competitive retail subsidiary R-
Com. Ratepayers will no longer be asked to underwrite the expense of any
competitive or non-essential services. And offering such services through a new
structurally separated subsidiary eliminates potential problems with cross-
subsidization and ends the need for elaborate cost allocation schemes.
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On the remaining monopoly side, regulated offerings from R-Net will be
subject to price regulation following an initial rate setting investigation. Price
regulation continues the rate stability of our Incentive Regulation Plan and avoids
the disincentives of rate-of-return regulation. To insure the most efficient and
high quality network, R-Net must have the proper incentives to continue to
reduce expenses and also make timely and judicious investments. Incentive
regulation was designed to make companies which were essentially monopolies
act more like competitive companies. Our Open Market Plan creates a fully
competitive environment. Price regulation, without earnings sharing, better
parallels the realities of the competitive world and encourages even more cost
cutting and strategic investing.

We recognize that our local market is not yet fully competitive and that
regulation is still appropriate for our monopoly functions. By unbundling as much
of our network as feasible and tariffing discrete monopoly functions and making
them available through a separate subsidiary on a non-discriminatory basis, we
are er_uring that there will be minimal regulatory distortion in the Rochester
marketplace. That, coupled with our lightly regulated competitive subsidiary, will
permit Rochester Tel to compete, as unfettered as possible, in a marketplace still
in transition to competition, lt also insures that our competitors and our
customers are protected.

In our view, regulated telephone companies facing competition must be
accorded the same freedoms that competitors enjoy, particularly with regard to
pricing, investing and freedom from special burdens. We are not requesting
special privileges or special protections while espousing competition. By
structurally separating our monopoly and competitive operations and
encouraging competitive entry into the very heart of our business, we have
backed our vision with unambiguous action. We think it important to continue to
move towards an environment where competition will thrive, where innovation will
flourish and basic services at affordable rates will be available to all.

IV. Conclusion

Our Incentive Regulation Plan was appropriate for its time and worked
weil. We believe our Open Market Plan builds on that strong foundation and will
prove even more beneficial to ali involved as we evolve to a fully competitive
market for telecommunications services.
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!. INTRODUCTION

Good afternoon!

And thank you, Commissioner Bailey, for that kind introduction.

I very much appreciate the opportunity to be with ali of you today.

You constitute an important cross-section of government and

industry policymakers impacting the natural gas industry, and we

are gathering at a particularly dynamic time.

The natural gas industry is coming together as never before.

First, as this conference illustrates, federal and state government

policymakers are committed to finding common ground on the

restructuring of natural gas. Second, we ali increasingly

recognize that energy and environmental issues are merging.

And, equally important, that they offer the hope of providing future

economic growth at both the national and state levels. So we--ali

of us in this room--should be working together to find the optimum



balance among the "three Es"--energy, the environment and our

economy.

Today, I would like to offer you my perspective on what the

industry is doing in this regard and how these efforts relate to your

responsibilities as regulators. I will start by giving you general

background on the Natural Gas Council, a relatively new Industry

entity that I have the pleasure of chairing. Then, I would like to

touch on the shift in emphasis from the federal to the state level in

the natural gas industry; and finally, I would like to leave you with

a few personal thoughts about what my state, California, is doing

to recognize the market realities of the 1990s.

First, what is the Natural Gas Council? Whywas it formed? What

does it do, or try to do?

Ii. THE NATURAL GAS COUNCIL

The formation of the Gas Council was a response to a hard, cold

fact that in a time of increased environmental sensitivity, our

nation's cleanest fossil fuel was playing less of a role, relatively, in

the national energy mix than it had 20 years earlier. Natural gas

went from providing about one-third of the nation_ total energy

consumption in the 1970s to providing about one-quarter of that

energy earlier in the 1990s. And within the gas industry, there

was very little agreement on major ways to reverse this situation.

lt was clear to major gas industry leaders from ali segments that

we needed to create new ways to work together toward the



common goal of allowing our fuel to achieve its rightful role in the

nation's e_;ergy and environmental mix. The Council does this by

brin_jing together four major trade groups--American Gas

Association, Interstate Natural Gas Association of America,

i_:_tural Gas Supply Association and the Independent Petroleum

Association of America. In addition, there is substantial marketer

participation and added representation from Canada through the

Canadian Gas Association and the Canzdian Association of

Petroleum Producers.

The Gas Council includes about two _ozen top executives frora

these industry segments. In its 18 months of existence, we hdv_

demonstrated that we can work together...that we can stimulate

demand for natural gas...and that wF;can improve the public

perception of o, "r fuel.

Among the Council's major initiatives which I think would be of

interest to you today are (1) efforts to address the long-term

r_!iability of natural gas, (2) efforts to reduce the impediments to

the increased use of natural gas in the production of electricity

and (3) cooperative efforts to help pave the way for the full

restructuring of the industry in the post-Order 636 world.

As a brief aside, I might mention that the passage last year o_the

National Energy Policy Act and the Clinton Adminis _;ation's

;avorable recognition of natural gas both suggest that the timing is

right for the industry to come together as a cohesive force.



Parenthetically, I might add that the Industry is working as a

cohesive force on the problems we perceive w:_h the Clinton

Administration _ proposed energy or BTU tax, a subject covered in

an earlier panel discussion. However, I am pleased by President

Clinton's Earth Day announcement last week concerning the

mandating of increased use of alternative fuel vehicles in federal

fleets. I think this gives natural gas a chance to increase its role

as a clean fuel alternative in transportation, lt was encouraging

that Gary Mauro, a strong advocate for natural gas as the Texas

Land Commissioner, was named to head the Federal Fleet

Conversion Task Force reporting to DOE Secretary O1.eary. The

Natural Gas Council and I, personally, stand ready to help Gary

and the Administration fulfill the vision of creating a clean fuel fleet

for the federal government.

III. RELIABILITY TASK FORCE

Turning now to the three Gas Council initiatives I mentioned, our

approach is to involve top leaders from ali of the major industry

segments. The reliability issub is a perfect example. The

Reliability Task Force i_ headed by Dave Biegler, Chairman/CEO

of ENSEARCH. Dave's subgroups--each headed by a leader from

a different industry segment-- are actively addressing four specific

objectives:

1. To define and help implement joint industry/government

actions to improve natural gas reliability.



2. To plan contingency operations and communications to

respond to any temporary reliability problems.

3. To help create uniform Industry communications and data

availability to avoid future reliability problems.
i

4. To help provide timely publication of Industry activities

addressing reliability and giving customers better Information to

meet their needs.

As part of the reliability issue, the Gas Council wants to make sure

that as the industry changes that we have the right measurements

of reliability, lt may well be that in today_J re-structured Industry,

with new competitive practices and new technologies, the

traditional ways of looking at drilling rig counts, storage levels and

pipeline capacity utilization needs to be re-examined The Natural

Gas Supply Association _ recently released report on deliverability

and AGA's report on exploration may shed other, valuable light on

these issues.

Another initiative related to reliability and the post-636

restructuring drew a lot of discussion at last week_ meeting of the

Natural Gas Council--Electronic Bulletin Boards, or "EBBs."

IV. ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS

In my judgment, Electronic Bulletin Boards is an excellent, real

world example of where the Gas Council can add value. Prior to

the creation of the Council, there was an industry vacuum

surrounding issues like this one. This Issue is one in which the



three main segments of the industry have varying levels of

responsibility and expectations, as you probably know. Each has

different "needs" and "wants".

So, the Gas Council is attempting to "balance the interests" to find

common solutions that ultimately help our customers. Through a

separately established task force, the Council is monitoring

developments, looking for areas of disagreement in which lt can

be helpful, and finally, providing a customer perspective wherever

possible. We_e learning a lot as we move along.

For example, we have learned that there needs to be more

engagement and interaction at the policymaking level. This is

true because most of the disagreement is focused at the technical

level, on issues such as proprietary aspirations, and the senior

level represented by Gas Council members hopefully can raise the

discussion to broader policy concerns.

But this is an incredibly complex subject. Nevertheless, I am

confident that the Gas Council can contribute something of value

to the July FERC staff recommendation scheduled under the post-

636 implementation plans. FERC has five working groups

addressing the electronic bulletin board issue. The Gas Council

has a task force headed by producer and pipeline leaders working

to provide useful input to the FERC groups. This is consistent

with FERC's determination to get ali relevant parties to provide

input. Hopefully, the Gas Council, as I said earlier, can help

balance the interests of industry segments and their varying



customers' needs, and help bring about a smooth transition to a

post-636 operating environment.

V. ELECTRIC GENERATION

The Gas Council_ third initiative I wanted to mention is the effort

to reduce the impediments to increased use of natural gas for

electric generation. Various reputable studies of late are calling

for this effort. The Gas Council_ main activity here has been to

develop and enhance a dialog with the Utility Electric Generation

customers. Past efforts to start such dialogs were not

continuous. This latest effort isr

The process is unfolding on a regional basis to recognize the

marked differences from one geographical area to another.

Discussions between natural gas executives--producers,

pipelines, distributors and marketers--and electric utility

executives have begun at the policymaking level. And they will

continue on the technical, operating level where they must

become an ongoing part of our respective businesses.
.,

After an initial pilot regional meeting in New Jersey last fall, the

task force developed a formal presentation aimed at UEG Industry

leaders. The presentation was "tested" on an audience from the

Edison Electric Institute, and we received some candid feedback

on what worked and what didnt.

With the help of that presentation and a cross-section of senior

people from both industries, successful meetings were held last



month and earlier this month in Atlanta, Georgia, and Columbus,

Ohio. We have learned, among other things, the important role

long-term contracts can play in increasing natural gas' role in the

UEG marketplace.

The task force is looking at the Pacific Northwest (Washington and

Oregon) for the next policymaker dialog. Ultimately, in ali of these

regions truly two-way dialog is a necessity.

To summarize the status of the Gas Council--last year we tried to

bring to life the theme of "Working Together." This year,

informally that thrust has evolved into something like: "Working

Together is Working." The three initiatives I have cited as

examples are living proof that it works, and we plan to do more of

it.

VI. FOCUS SHIFTS TO STATES

The activities of the Natural Gas Council also recognize the

increasingly important role the states will play in the future of

natural gas. I am sure most of you readily recognize this fact as

weil, since the state perspective is represented by the majority of

the people at this conference. So, let me spend a few minutes on

this subject. And so that there are no surprises, let me say at the

outset that, in my judgment, states need to aggressively accept

responsibility for establishing a healthy framework for natural gas

if we are going to provide the public the benefits envisioned for

this environmentally desirable and secure source of energy.



As you know, in the 1980s, the natural gas industry was focused

for the most part on Washington, D.C., and the series of FERC

actions leading to the gas industry restructuring. The post-Order

636 environment gives the states an increasingly important role in

determining the impact of energy/environmental policy. This

means, in part, looking at new regulatory structures for the largest

customers for natural gas--UEGs and industrial users. A

"business-as-usual" approach by the state regulators and energy

policymakers will not work. New approaches are called for.

Support for this approach is found in a major national study that

was completed last year. I am referring to the natural gas study

by the National Petroleum Council. lt represents a strong

consensus among the natural gas industry, academia,

government and the Petroleum Council. lt points to a 60-year

supply of domestic natural gas using present consumption rates.

The study also makes clear that we, as a nation, must address the

questions of reliability, pricing and ultimately the need for new

regulatory approaches at the state level.

In a chapter of the study devoted to regulation, regulators are

encouraged--quote--"to allow competitive market forces to

continue to develop and work"--end quote.

Within this context, the NPC study includes specific

recommendations for state regulators. Four of those

recommendations can be described briefly as follows:
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1. Regulatory objectives should result from coordinated

state/federal agreement on a new definition of "public Interest."

2. "Public interest" should be defined in terms of a functional,

competitive gas industry that provides a range of products and

services, lt should not be looked at in traditional monolithic,

monopolisitc terms.

3. Regulators should work with both gas industry

participants and consumers to develop the new regulatory

structure consistent with the new "public interest" goals.

4. Ultimately, regulation should help foster--not restrict--

choices for buyers and sellers of energy services.

In my judgment, it is time to take seriously recommendations such

as those offered in the NPC study. For me, those

recommendations signify the importance of three elements

needed in the natural gas business: market-incentives, flexibility

and customer-focus.

Market-based incentives are needed in place of command-

and-control regulatory approaches.

Flexibility is needed on the part of both regulators and utility

companies. The phrase "regulated competition"--that is the use of

traditional regulatory practices in contestable markets after the

introduction of competitive forces--can only be described, in good

conscience, as an oxymoron.

Customers should be the common focus. At the risk of
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sounding trite, the overriding need is to add value for the

customer. The customer must be looked at increasingly in more

finely divided segments that are inter-related, but with their own

separate needs.

VII. SOCALGAS EXPERIENCE

Fortunately, ! feel the present California Public Utilities

Commission is open to new ideas and approaches that

incorporate these elements. The current commissioners

recognize that we are operating in a whole new arena. This was

made abundantly clear this past week--not in the context of

regulatory reform of the natural gas industry, rather with regard to

the potential reform of the "electric services" Industry. But the

issues are similar.

I believe California should, and the Commissioners are prepared

to, take a truly comprehensive, strategic look at regulatory reform

rather than dealing with these issues through the normal

"venetian-blind" perspective of narrow, adversarlal proceedings.

Based upon our experience of regulatory reform of the natural gas

industry, I believe that we must ali be prepared for a long, painful

regulatory process at the state level.

Why? As we ali know, change is always d;i_icuit, lt takes time

and requires, first of all, that ali the interested participants must

recognize and accept the need for structural change. In addition,

regulatory reform and the introduction of competitive forces

involves a continuing conflict or tension with traditional regulation.
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And this tension requires a fundamental re-examination of the

existing regulatory compact.

Moreover, in these types of restructuring, ali of the critical parties--

customers, shareholders, regulators, employees, legislators and

others--have become skilled participants in the art of watering

down the process of reform.

Despite these difficulties, I believe regulatory reform of the natural

gas industry needs to move ahead rapidly at the state level and

can best be handled in broadly-based, strategically-oriented

regulatory proceedings that focus on the customer and search for

the common interest of ali parties.

Therefore, I--for one--see hopeful signs in California and

elsewhere for natural gas at the state level. Maybe that is a good

place to stop and move onto my concluding comments.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, let me leave you with three points that have

emerged for me as a natural gas industry leader. They are:

1. We must ali face up to market realities.

2. We must begin, working together, to write a new history

for natural gas.

3. And to do this, you must build more federal-state

alliances.
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To underscore the first point let me simply say that there is a

certain inevitability of choice in contestable markets.

My second point offers a means of recognizing these market

realities by closing the book on our history of over-reliance on

regulation. And by starting to write a new history. One that

replaces a government-focus with a customer-focus. One in

which each segment of the gas industry--LDCs, pipelines,

producers, marketers and brokers--listens to its customers, and

the regulators facilitate this "listening."

The third point--alliance-building--grows out of the National

Petroleum Council study, which is critical of the lack of

coordination between federal and state regulators. The result is

confused consumers at a time when the nation_ policymakers are

expecting greater consumer interest in natural gas.

As a final thought on the federal-state alliance building, I would

suggest that you ccnsider taking more advantage of what the DOE

has learned over the past 5 or 10 years. You can use that

information in striving to make the restructuring of natural gas

timely and effective. In my judgment, DOE should proactively

provide some "clearinghouse" functions for helping states make

sure that plans and reality match up from state to state. By

working together, you can provide the flexibility that the ultimate

energy providers--the LDCs and marketers--need to effectively

serve our customers' interests.
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As I said before, I am hopeful about the future of our Industry, in

part because of conferences such as this one. ! think we can get

the job done. But it will take the cooperative efforts of ali of the

varying interests represented at this conference. I look forward to

working with you to make it happen.

Thank you.
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I. Public utilities are the tax collector par excellence, they've had a-lot of
pracUcc, so it would be administratively easy m have the pipes collect the
IYFUt_tzfrom LD_ at, the City GtttcMete.russSUmou and h_in _dusu'lee
at the plant gate. On April I. 1993, the omc,,, of TAx Pnttey proposed to
impose the BTU tax on the LDC or industrial end user upon delivery
from the pipe, with collection by t/2e pipe, utnittee woutct De aenlea
ccrtaln tax benefits for pcrlods during Which the energy tax to not com-
pletety passed through to cnd users, Although State Comm'._slons will,
no doubt, strongly criticize this proposed coercive feature of BTIJ tax
100% p_m_though, I submltthe lessons for complete passtnrougn are
persuasive even if thts coercive feature ts removed when rbe BTI] tax
becomes law.

2. There should be I00% pass through to customers of the BTU tax by
5tate Public Utility Commlsslons basecl on the take or pay experience.
47 Of 50 State PUC's did a 10(E_ passthrougtl of take or pay costs when
the reasons were less compelling, With the BTU tax there ts nobody to
blame within regulatory reach. Fttrthermore. an "erlultzhle sharing"
rationale applied to a BTU tax would stub its toe on Galveston Electric
Comtinny y. Galveston, 258 U.S. 388-500 t1922) ancl it progeny._

3. When the Tax Reform Act of 1986 reduced the Corporate Net Income Tax
from 48°/otO 36%, state commissions were qutck m pass that rcducUou
U_rDUgllLo customers wlt/lvut _tfuU-blown rate case. Why is it different
when the tax goes up?

4. How do you make a utillty more efficient by disallowing !00_o pas-
sthrougt_ of a Federal Tax? If you thtnR uttl/ttes are now over eastman,
the_t start a rate reduction proceeding now and donl watt a year or two
for the BTU mx. just as uttliUes are damaged Dyregulatory lag when the
cost of capital goes up, thtngs get bal_mced tr they can benefit from
regulatory lag, when the cost of capital goes down snct they c.sn re-
finance.
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5. I sympalbtze wltb the NARUC Resolution that states that a BTU tax "not
restrict regulatory commissions discretion in the treatment of costs
associated with the tmposition of energy taxes". When the Congress
passed IRA "SB re.ductng the CNI from 48% to 36%, past tax normatt_-
tlon at the higher rate was not flowed through to customers as the now-
defunct Dorgan Bill proposed. Glycol this bitter experience, ! under-
stand why commisstoners oppose Federal Tax mandates.

6. Does anybody really think a BTU tax can be "re.laflv_.ly Invisible"9 Imag-
lhc the articles and eventually btU inserts in coming months. Rational
candor suggr..qts putttng the BTU tax as a line item on thc cuotomerv
uUltty httl Just as ts now done with the subscriber line charge. E-911
surcharge, and thc gros._ receipts tax (a (h'c_dfuUy unfair tax),
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The Mineral Estate and Natural Gas Producer

in the Post-636 / Energy Policy Act Era

Current activity in the U.S.A. has been described as a "predicament" in which the country
has substantial geologic basins with many producing formations that are only marginally
profitable. For this reason, the development of many of these basins has been and continues to be
highly sensitive to wellhead pricing. Therefore, long-term - not short-term - production,
regulatory and tax policies are critical to exploration maintenance.

The natural gas industry of the U.S.A. is a world class industry. "In the U.S.A. you are
used to supplies and services arriving when they were [sic] contracted for" (Quote from a foreign
engineer). We have a high level of technical expertise among both the major, and particularly the
independent, gas producers, which enables us to go after the incremental MCF of gas in mature
areas. We are further ahead on the learning curve than the gas industry in many other cotmtries
because our natural gas resource industry is already mature and has a large market. A large
number of giant fields or "elephants" have been discovered and many more remain to be found.
Because the market is more or less in close proximity to the resource (both located on the same
continental land mass) and there is a relatively mature delivery system connected to the established
resource base, any modest increase in price can be expected to quickly result in increased activity to
recover an incremental volume of gas. If prices are low but stable, efficiencies will quickly
develop that will result in additional reserve appreciation and economic activity.

Two fundamental points to the discussion topic of this conference are: we have a lot of
natural gas in the U.S.A.; and (although usually unmentioned) the majority of gas is privatel.yvs.
governmentally (federal and state) owned. Furthermore, the government-owned natural gas is
generally leased and transferred to private interests for development. This is important because
many countries have natural gas resources that come on stream only if the government so dictates.
Our system of mineral ownership provides the foundation for Order 636 to function.

Exhibit 1 is a comparison of federally owned land to privately owned land (tribal lands
are included in "Acreage not owned by federal government"). As you can see, most land in the
U.S.A. is privately owned. For the most part, the minerals are as weil. In Exhibit 1.1, we see
the situation can be dramatically different from state to state: Colorado, Wyoming and Utah are
currently thought to have the largest undeveloped gas resource base in the country. Federal policy
will affect gas development in these states more than elsewhere.

United States drilling activity in 1991 is described in Exhibit 3. Exhibit 4 is a graph of
APDs (Applications for Permits to Drill) on federal land from 1985 through 1991. Exhibit 5
shows Acres Leased on Federal Land. The decrease in leases granted was due to a lease
moratorium by the U.S. Forest Service. Prior to the moratorium, we only needed a lease from the
BLM (Bureau of Land Management); now, we need to apply for a lease from the Forest Service as
well. If the gas industry looks to the western states for increased supply, federal policy, though
diminished in gas transportation and marketing, will continue to play a sig_ficant role.

To my knowledge, only two countries, other than the United Srates, have minerals vested
in private ownership similar to the U.S. model: the Republic of Ireland and portions of Canada. I
hope that this is not true, and that there are more countries with diverse mineral ownership in the
hands of the many rather than the few, or worse yet, the one. It is our diverse mineral ownership,
combined with a large resource base, that has provided the mechanism whereby market incentives
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or disincentives can rapidly mobilize or demobilize individuals and companies to increase or
decrease the supply of natural gas. If we did not already have such diverse mineral ownership, I
doubt Order 636 would have the impact that it is having and will continue to have. Order 636
allows for an environment where a large number of sellers (producers) can meet an increasingly
large number of buyers. Had the large number of sellers not already been on the stage, haft the
show would be missing. Furthermore, we are unusual in that we do not have a government
petroleum company extracting natural resources from govemment-owned minerals. Private
companies and individuals can lease federal and state minerals and obtain ownership rights thereto.
In many other countries around the world, this system is alien, even in concept. I suggest this
system is the primary cause of our industry being second to none. When we look at the major gas
and oil companies, we see that the majority are American. Order 636 will function well if left
largely alone, in that there will be potentially more buyers than before, and this should make the
economic activity of developing and acquiring gas even more efficient.

The identity of the sellers and buyers may be changing under 636. The majors will be
occupying a smaller portion of the selling stage and independents will increasingly supply more of
the gas requested by the market. So, from the production side, ownership and control is becoming
even less concentrated.

Exhibit 6 gives some of the vital statistics of the still large and vital independent sector.
Exhibit 7 shows the divestment of the majors of many of their gas and oil reserves. Information
is available, documenting the shift in investment away from the U.S. and toward foreign projects.

A microscopic view of this transition is described in Exhibits 8 through 14:

Exhibits 8 and 9 show oil and gas lease ownership in Township 1 North, Range 68
West, Weld County, Colorado, for 1983 and 1993, respectively. Exhibits 10 and 11 show
well ownership posted for the same area for 1983 and 1993, respectively. Exhibits 12 and 13
show the transfer of horizontal mineral ownership in a typical lease in the described territory during
the same period. And finally, Exhibit 14 is a pie chart depicting well ownership for the years
1983 and 1993.



This diverse ownership should react as follows in a hypothetical but typical gas field
profile, as described in Exhibit 15:

The front end costs to develop significant gas reserves is enormous for everyone involved.
Pipelines, both gathering and transmission cost $15,000 - $20,000 per inch mile to construct
(Right-of-Way included), with compression horse power costing around $1,000 per unit of horse
power. A major field can end up being served by several gathering pipelines, the larger of which
may have 1,000-2,000 miles of pipeline and 50,000 horse power of compression. Many gas
processing plants large and small are constructed. Thousands of wells are drilled. The total
cumulative investment at the point of maturity in a gas field may be something like the following
(not including operating costs):

$ in Millions

Gas gathering, 4,000 miles of pipeline
(average pipeline dia. 6", average cost per inch mile $15,000) $ 384

Compression, 100,000 H.P. @ $1,000 per H.P. $ 100

Gas Processing Plants $ 50

Transmission expansion to major gas field $ 120

Transmission pipeline compression expansion
to accommodate new fields around margin $30

Total Downstream Costs $ 684

Geological and geophysical investment, research,
unsuccessful dryholes and lease acquisition costs ?

Well service, technical support and production research ?

Drilling, completing and equipping producing wells $1,800
(assume: 7,200 wells at $250,000 per weil. This number
increases dramatically with depth.)

Cumulative Production of Pipeline quality gas 1.5 TCF

Daily Production of Pipeline quality residue gas 240,000-300,000 MCFPD

The important point to appreciate at this stage is the potential of a mature field. If prices
fall, the field as a whole, with ali the pieces that make it work, does not go away. lt may
consolidate ownership and equipment to reduce operating costs, but it will continue to produce at a
rate according to incentives. The cream will be skimmed off first (i.e.the most profitable lowest
cost, highest volume wells). Some owners and operators of facilities may sell or move to find
'cream' elsewhere. Left in the ground, however, are still large volumes that will continue to be
recovered at the low prices that were in effex't in 1992. This activity will fall or rise depending on
gas prices and gas price stability. Contrast this price structure and its outcome with the price
necessary to justify the capital investment involved with f'mding and bringing on stream a new
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field. Today's prices may be just what is necessary to bring on new fields of the size described.

For example: At the very low risk end of the investment profile is a recompletion of a non-
producing zone in an old well whose primary zone is depleted or nearly depleted. The cost of this
recompletion may be $50,000-$100,000 compared to drilling a new well for $200,000-$500,000.
.The recompletion not only involves less capital but it requires no additional gas pipeline
investments (assuming the pipe was already laid years earlier for the primary and now partly
depleted producing formation). In many established producing fields there exist several uphole
zones which are untested. The initial recompletion, if successful, can lead to a whole new field
which may result in new wells being drilled in addition to recompletions. The larger the field, the
greater the existing momentum which can carry forward activity during times of low prices.
During times of low p_,_es, a dollar spent may develop more gas than a dollar spent during a high
price (boom) period.

A time of low gas prices is accompanied by a high yield from innovation and increased
technical efficiency. The industry is driven to increas-, gas production for less invesmaent so
experience and technology are developed that is ultimately exported to the world.

One conclusion to be reached is that competition and market prices operate efficiently at
directing investment activity and motivating human ingenuity. A second conclusion is that the
producing segment investment is greater than the downstream sectors combined. Policies that
adversely impact production will have significant effects.

Natural gas must go through a corridor f'trst or a market membrane before it reaches ali
those buyers recently released by regulation to come looking for gas to buy. That membrane is the
gas gathering and processing sector. There is not any Open Access regulation covering them
unless they are jurisdictional (and th-' aumber is shrinking). There are more sellers of gas entering
into the gas gathering/processing s,__en, than buyers on the interstate transmission systems,
where 636 reigns. The level of competition in a gas field varies considerably. Natural gas
wellhead prices depend on gathering and processing competition. Examples of this are shown in
Exhibits 16 and 17. lt remains to be seen how the presence of gathering competition, or tl t;
lack thereof, will play out. My personal preference is that any problems in this arena be handle J1
by the various state oil and gas conservation commissions (OGCC), rather than public utility
commissions (PUC). This is because the OGCC have two primary co-equal functions: 1)
Prevention of waste to maximum production for less economic return, and 2) Giving ali parties a
fair share of producing petroleum resources. Their heart will be in the right piace if a gathering
s3 .,tem is stifling production.

Exhibit 16 depicts a competitive gas gathering & processing environment. Exhibit 17
shows the same gas gathering and processing system, in a less competitive environment.

In the past, other countries, especially those with centrally planned economies, have limited
competitive market place effects on their natural gas industries. Within the last few years it has
become evident that this decades long trend is reversing. To the extent that another country's
natural gas industries are decentralized, rationalized, privatized or somehow allowed to be
influenced by competitive market forces, when that was not previously the case, those country's
gas industries will become more competitive with that of the U.S.A.

Our nation should therefore be viewed as a competitor with the other current and potential
natural gas producers in the world. Witl we produce and develop our gas, develop our technology
and expertise, advance our environmental and safety systems and procedures or will our
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competitors?

Within the U.S.A., due to the federal nature of our government, states are al3o viewed as
competitors in this arena. Some states pursue different policies at the regulatory arid/or the fiscal
level. Given the fact that some states may have more gas reserves, more mature production,
gathering systems and gas located near large markets than other states, it is easy to see that states -
as well as nations - de not have equal opportunity to achieve economic, robust natural gas activity.

To use a concrete example: a large relatively undeveloped gas field in a remote region
served by an immature, fledgling, infrastructure may provide little resource and languish, while the
mature field described above produces more economic activity, employment, and tax revenues for
its community.

Exhibit 18 depicts the Interstate Pipeline Network as it existed in 1985. Much has
transpired since then, but the great basins of the west are obviously less well placed than those in
the Gulf Coast and mid-continent to compete for gas market share.

A tax, fiscal and regulatory policy that creates a partnership between government and
industry may be the best for ali parties concerned. Currently in the U.S.A., there exists, at both
the federal and state level, regulations that were enacted, on the one hand, during a bygone era of
supposedly low energy supplies, and on the other, a new era of environmental concern. These
taxes and regulations are being adjusted differently by different states and the federal government,
with different effects.

Now, employment is down and our expertise and technology are being exported where
they are being effectively employed and as a result, creating more competition. We will ultimately
thrive on competition but some regulations create disincentives which counter the needs of the gas
industry to respond to cycles in the economy.

Regulations that adjust with economic cycles could be beneficial and result in a higher level
of employment, continued economic output from marginal or depleted "stripper" facilities and
maintain a more consistent revenue base for state and federal government. Is t_s realistic? I
believe the more sensible approach is a system which sends dollars down a pipeline in the
necessary amount to attract supplies and requisite services.



STATE REGULATIONS

An analysis of exploration activity must first address the primary factors - price and
geology. Many states do not have a significant production price advantage. States are unequal in
geologic potential. Some states may have low production tax rates, but lack apparent subsurface
hydrocarbon potential. Favorable regulations and taxes alone will not a gas field make. Light
production regulation and variable taxes are positive incentive factors that can help sustain modest
exploration activity in areas where geology or economics are weak.

Some states' natural gas production had the gas price free fall of the 80's. One must
conclude that higher level production taxes and regulations existing in some states have been a
major disincentive to greater exploration activity during recent years of low prices, lt can also be
argued that the aggressive attitudes of taxing agencies in these states to maximize income by agency
interpretation of valuation rules is at least partially to blame. Do higher production taxes reduce
production? An unqualified aff'u'mation may be too profound unless the factors of product price
and geology are removed from the economic model. Would you drill a comparable prospect in a
state with higher taxes and more regulations over a state with lower taxes and fewer regulations?

There are several examples of where consistent, favorable production tax policies are
coupled with only moderate geologic prospects. Utah is in the mid-range of states based on
production taxes as a percent of value. Its tax policy and incentives for prolonged production life
are commendable; the state's severance tax exemption of stripper wells producing 60 MCF per day
or less is the highest in the nation. Despite the favorable tax environment, Utah is burdened by
subsurface geology which consistently reflects the highest per foot drilling costs in the region.
The maintenance of a significant level of exploration/production in Utah is supported by prudent
production tax policy. The changes to Utah's severance tax policy in response to the recession in
the petroleum industry may be unique. In addition to the stripper gas exemption, Utah provides a
12 month severance tax exemption for wildcat wells and six months for in-field development
wells. On other gas production, an adjustment was made away from an across the board 4%
severance tax to a 3% tax for gas sold at $1.50 per MCF or below and 5% for gas sold for $1.51
and above.

Some states articulate in their policies, statutes and charters that they do desire to promote
and develop their natural resources. They need to know they r_reautomatically competing with
other countries as well as other states for markets for their natural resources. A state policy of
husbandi _gof resources will, in a competitive environment, inhibit or prevent a state's resources
from providing wealth for its citizens, while a state without such a policy will reap these rewards
as a result of providing incentives to produce. A subset to this issue is the state whose gas
production is further from the market centers, and who therefore may have to provide more
incentives to its producers to compensate for inferior wellhead prices resulting from added
transportation costs. A state that is a consuming (as well as producing) state, still gains by
developing its own resources and training its own residents rather than importing gas and expertise
from outside the state.

lt is no surprise to those in me industry that California has had a difficult regulatory
environment for the petroleum industry. On March 26, 1993, the California Department of
Conservation received a report they had commissioned on the cost of regulatory compliance by the
petroleum industry. Included as Exhibit 19 is a Table of Contents, Executive Summary and the
Recorrunendations of the study.



A list of options to the states interested in promoting the gas industry with a balanced
production policy would include the following:

T_x Recommendations:

• Reduced taxes for the initial production from wells that are wildcats. Wildcats will
bring new field discoveries and overall increase in tax revenue from the subsequent
development wells.

• In high cost areas ;nore moderate tax reductions can be utilized to stimulate in field
development drilling or recompletions in non-producing formations.

• A graduated severance tax where the tax falls to a lesser percentage of value in times
of low prices and rises to a higher percentage value in times of higher prices. This
will encourage producers to keep wells on production during the downturns in the
economic cycle. The transition price could be adjusted to published GNP deflators
or other appropriate indices.

• Tax reductions or exemption for marginal "stripper" wells producing under some
level deemed near an economic limit.

• Reduce the property valuation on equipment during economic downturns to
recognize the fall in used equipment value.

• Reduce or eliminate property valuation on equipment installed as part of
environmental protection and safety devices.

• Return a substantial portion of the revenue thus received to jurisdictions governing
the areas from whence the production comes. Publicize the benefits as well so they
are recognized by the local population and political support is thereby gained for the
industry. The public will then be more informed about the consequences of new
regulations or taxes on their economy.

Regulatory Policy Re_commendations:

• Support the appropriate regulatory agency in its efforts to achieve credibility as a
fair minded and responsible overseer of industry activity, especially environmental
and safety issues. If the industry can adjust to a higher level of balanced regulatory
requirements, economic activity can be maintained at a rational level.

• If gathering pipeline regulation becomes an issue, allow the state Oil & Gas
Commission (OGCC) to regulate rather than the state Public Utility Commission.

State and local governments are under varying degrees of financial pressure. The
dialogue with the states on tax policy should be presented in terms where, we are all winners. It
should be demonstrated that the citizens of the state are the beneficiaries of additional revenue from

natural gas production taxes and royalties through their use to better fund the services provided by
the state and local governments. Education in particular is the recipient of a large portion of
production taxes in many states, Those government and industry leaders interested in obtaining
revenue for education and other services should be made aware of the benefits of an incentive
driven tax policy that rewards ali parties involved.



As we indicated earlier, many states do not have ultimate control over much of the natural
gas resource they can potentially benefit from. Exhibit 1.3 is the Minerals Management Service
News Release of March 17, 1993 presenting the oil and gas revenue returned to the state. In
general, 50% of oil and gas revenue is returned to the state from which the revenue came.

Exhibit 2 is a copy of the Mineral Management Service News Release, dated March 17,
1993, which summarizes the states' cumulative share of 1992 revenues collected for mineral
extractions from federal lands located within their borders.

As you may remember from the exhibits, federal leasing has declined. More federal
regulations overlay state regulations. Federal environmental __-egulationsmay land on the industry,
whether on private or federal land. On federal leased minerals even more rules will be in force.

Exhibit 20 is a list and description of major federal statutes and regulations, and a brief
description of their impact on the gas industry. Exhibits 21 and 22 describe the growth of
environmental regulation and enforcement. Finally, as Exhibit 23 evidences, there exists a
thriving industry of environmental compliance. I suggest the federal government do as the state of
California has done, and study itself and its own effect on the gas industry.



SECTION 29 TAX CREDIT

Some analysts have said drilling for nonconventional non-associated gas accounted for as
much as one third of all U.S. gas wells drilled in 1990. Federal income tax incentives have
provided the biggest impetus for growth of net gas reserves in the U.S. The most valid measure of
the tax incentives success is the current contentiousness within the industry that subsidized
nonconventional gas production is unfairly competing with conventional gas.

Section 29 tax credits have been a success story in Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Texas,
West Virginia and many other states. Section 29 is directly responsible for the increase in tight
sands and coal bed methane gas development.

Ali is not well in Gas Town, however. Digress back to the primacy of economic factors
of product price and geology. Section 29 tax credits were losing momentum as an exploration
incentive because of gas _ erosion. The tax credit for coal seam gas was worth 90¢ per 1,000
cubic feet of gas and did not play well with gas prices in many areas that were less than $1.00 at
the wellhead.

Income tax credits provide benefit only if regular taxable income exists. As effective as
federal tax credits have been, there is a powerful disincentive which offsets much of the upside of
nonconventional fuels drilling ventures. Something besides price is hurting drilling --- something
which can be attributed to reformed U.S. tax law. The effect of the alternative minimum tax
("AMT") on the main income tax incentives for drilling cost and capital recovery (current year
expending of intangible drilling costs (IDCs), and the allowance of percentage depletion) is one of
neutralization. Producers, of course, can partially recover AMT tax payments through credits if
they later achieve sufficient regular taxable income. However, many producers of nonconventional
fuels are not adequately profitable to generate regular income sufficient to exceed alternative
minimum taxable income. Tax credits earned but not taken in a given year can often not be carried
forward for use in the following year when income may be more accommodating. The limitation
of income tax based incentives such as the Section 29 credit is exemplified by decreased drilling
and shut in production.

While there may be disagreement as to the wisdom of the Section 29 credit, it is clear that
the Section 29 tax credit has been effective in irs goal of encouraging development of non-
conventional reservoirs. The credit is particularly attractive from the government's standpoint,
because it has been effective without waste or expensive government administrative costs. Section
29 credits are _ only when gas is produced. No credits are earned for unsuccessful efforts.

lt !a debatable as to whether or not most of the reserves subject to the credit would have
been developed without the incentive. However, there can be no question that development of
qualifying production has been expedited due to the credit. The credit is partially responsible for
the current robust gas supply outlook.

The Section 29 tax credit had one problem within the federal tax code. The problem
related to the limitations on its use imposed by the alternative minimum tax. The federal tax code
should have been revised to allow for full realization of the Section 29 tax credit in concert with

making the credit permanent, to enhance the potential stimulus to drilling activity.

I have been told by tax specialists that the tax system was not originally designed as a
mechanism to offer economic incentives. I don't believe it should be used as one. Once economic



incentives become involved, then politics become even more involved.

Another radical position that could be taken is to join forces with the proponents of tax
reform and support a pure flat tax in place of the convoluted politicized tax code of today. Taxes
on consumption and excise taxes on imported fuels could be instituted to articulate a more
intelligible policy.

The result:

• Gas producers could make their decisions based solely on economic
merits independent of tax considerations.

• The U.S. government receives additional excise tax revenue.

• Domestic drilling increases.

• U.S. government jobs are created.

• U.S. government receives additional revenue from payroll tax

10
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
OF THE INDEPENDENT DOMESTIC PRODUCER

Advantages

1. Large data base from which to look for large to small oil and gas producing prospects.

2. Large mature technology that continues to grow and be refined to enhance our ability to
increase and prolong production from current producing fields at lower cost and to
economically produce heretofore uneconomic petroleum reserves.

3. Proximity to market for our products (not true in ali cases, especially with natural gas and
some natural gas liquids that can be geographically remote from markets).

4. Market infrastructure is already in piace (pipelines, refineries, gas distribution systems,
motor fuel pipelines, railcar facilities, trucking networks, petrochemical manufacturing
and distribution networks, etc.).

5. A mature market. Except for natural gas, other products have usually been priced at free
market prices. The market network of today includes futures commodity markets so
relatively unsophisticated producers can track prices.

6. Large resource base privately owned as opposed to other countries where the government
is the major mineral owner.

Di_.advantagez

1. Higher exploration costs when compared to other countries with larger oil and gas fields
that are still undiscovered. At least, this is the perception.

2. Lower profit margin per barrel of oil when compared with competing sources of foreign
oil.

3. Uncertain regulatory liabilities and policy directions.

4. Lack of financing sources for investment.

5. The largest portion of the.petroleum resource portfolio, natural gas, has been regulated for
most of its history, so is now having to catch up for market share versus other sources of
energy. Natural gas and oil must compete not only with foreign sources of petroleum,
but also with coal, nuclear, geothermal, solar and wind power. These competitors may
not seem significant today, but the situation could be far different from the vantage point
of ten years hence.

6. Many independent producers are still learning to market natural gas as a commodity.

11



7. Uncertainty of public lands policy direction; this can inhibit the commitment of even
initial exploration activity in certain prospective public lands due to the belief that the risk
of not being allowed to develop the prospect is too great. Moratoriums in the Rocky
Mountains on drilling due to alleged threat to local wildlife, such as the bighorn sheep, are
common.

8. The Alternate Minimum Tax.

12



SUMMATION

The worldwide fall in energy fuel prices of coal, gas, oil, and uranium has put in place a
competitive world market for fossil fuels in particular. Fuel producing countries worldwide are
attempting to bolster their economies and provide incentives to am'act development for their natural
resource industries. Where market forces are allowed to work, the efficiency of energy use and
extraction improves. It is obvious that proponents of markets forces are increasing in number.
Industries will have the ability on a worldwide scale to pursue the most cost effective purchase and
development strategies. U.S. natural gas producers will be decreasingly, subsidized by inefficient
costly foreign government controlled natural resource extraction indusmes.

If we wa_,. to perpetuate healthy economic natural gas extraction and consumption, we
need to stay com'_:titive and price sensitive to competing energy sources. We are competing with
every fossil fuel p. ducing nation in the world. Within the US, the states compete with each other
through regulation and tax based (production, income, excise, etc.) incentives.

The US has a huge resource base, the nature of which is only now beginning to be
understood. It is primarily spread over large areas comprising prospects which are currently only
marginally economic on an individual basis. Properly placed incentives can motivate our industry
to become technically more proficient as we uncover layer after layer of increasingly larger
reserves. This expertise will in itself be a service we can and are marketing worldwide.

Some countries and states have followed the misguided notion of husbanding their
resources by restrictive taxes and regulations. The reality is that without proper tax incentives and
policies, some countries (or states, for that matter) may never produce their resources to the benefit
of their citizens while those countries or states aggressively supporting their industries will achieve
optimal levels of production and revenue.

In conclusion - if a conclusion can be drawn from all of this - certain kinds of tax
incentives, whether state or federal, are a justifiable component within a tax policy, but the primary
goals must be to achieve overall fairness and offer the opportunity to assume a reasonable return on
investment to an investor who has an increasingly international array of choices as to where the
investment $ goes.

13
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Exhibit
LANDS OF THE UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS

TABLE 4. - Comparison of federally owned land with total acreage of States, fiscal year 1989 ==

...... Acreage owned by
the Federal Government _

Acreage not
Acquired owned by To_ Percent
by other Federal Federal acreage of owned by

State publi_ Domain methods total Government State Govemmentb

Alabama ............ 3,087.3 546,770.3 549,857,6 32,128,542.4 32,678,400 1.683
Alaska .............. 246,074,568.9 1,727,675.6 247,802,244.5 117,679,355.5 365,481,600 67,802
Arizona ............. 31,010,306,2 481,058.6 31,491,364.8 41,196,635.2 72,688,000 43.324
Arkansas ............ 1,080,423.5 2,340,637.4 3,421,060.9 30,178,299,1 33,599,360 10.182
California ............ 57,007,997,3 4,034,580.4 61,042,577.7 39,164,142.3 100,206,720 60.917
Colorado ............ 21,511,865.8 1,135,972.6 22,647,838.4 43,837,921.6 66,485,760 34.064
Connecticut .......... 13,910.1 13,910.1 3,121,449.9 3,135,360 0.444
Delaware ............ 30,359.7 30,359.7 1,235,560.3 1,265,920 2.398
District of Columbia .... 8.6 10,863.7 10,872.3 28,167.7 39,040 27.849
Florida .............. 213,235.0 3,142,308.5 3,355,543,5 31,365,736.5 34,721,280 9.664
Georgia ............. 2,292,378.5 2,292,378.5 35,002,981.5 37,295,360 6.147
Hawaii .............. 268,747.8 408,076.1 676,823.9 3,428,776.1 4,105,600 16.485
Idaho ............... 32,305,237.3 816,721.3 33,121,958.6 19,811,161.4 52,933,120 62.573
Illinois .............. 411.2 493,467.1 493,878.3 35,301,321.7 35,795,200 1.380
Indiana ............. 712.0 469,082.0 469,794.0 22,688,606.0 23,158,400 2.029
Iowa ................ 340.7 158,793.1 159,133.8 35,701,346.2 35,860,480 0.444
Kansas ............. 1,752.5 688,092.0 689,844.5 51,820,875.5 52,510,720 1.314
Kentucky ............ 1,391,208.2 1,391,208.2 24,121,111.8 25,512,320 5.453
Louisiana ............. 21,932.3 6,515,655.4 6,537,587.7 22,330,252.3 28,667,840 22.647
Maine ............... 58.5 152,619.4 152,677,9 19,695,002.1 19,847,680 0.769

Maryland ............ 196,921.4 196,921.4 6,122,438.6 6,319,360 3.116
Massachusetts ....... 82,562.6 82,562.6 4,952,317.4 5,034,880 1.640

Michigan ............ 295,431.1 3,269,345.8 3,564,776.9 32,927,383.1 36,492,160 9.769
Minnesota ........... 1,163,766.9 1,222,916.8 2,386,683.7 48,819,076.3 51,205,760 4.661
Mississippi .......... 3,581.1 1,666,942.6 1,670,523.7 28,552,196.3 30,222,720 5.527
Missouri ............. 3,049.3 2,027,455.6 2,030,504.9 42,217,815.1 44,248,320 4.589
Montana ............ 23,455,755.2 2,406,740.9 25,862,496,1 67,408,543.9 93,271,040 27.728
Nebraska ............ 248,344.1 470,260.1 718,604.2 48,313,075.8 49,031,680 1.466
Nevada ............. 57,421,252.8 381,955.6 57,803,208.4 12,461,111.6 70,264,320 82.265
New Hampshire ....... 3.8 754,406.9 754,410.7 5,014,549.3 5,768,960 13.077
New Jersey .......... 103.1 135,357.9 135,461.0 4,677,979.0 4,813,440 2.814
New Mexico .......... 21,950,448.0 3,796,860.3 25,747,308.3 52,019,091.7 77,766,400 33.109
New York ............ 65.9 223,216.7 223,282.6 30,457,677.4 30,680,960 0.728
North Carolina ........ 1,140,931.3 1,140,931.3 30,261,948.7 31,402,880 3.633
North Dakota ......... 245,831.3 1,718,954.3 1,964,785.6 42,487,694.4 44,452,480 4.420
Ohio ................ 134.4 321,595.8 321,730.2 25,900,349.8 26,222,080 1.227
Oklahoma ........... 89,112.9 784,891.0 874,003.9 43,213,676.1 44,087,680 1.982
Oregon ............. 28,457,127.8 1,211,625.1 29,668,752.9 31,929,967.1 61,598,720 48.165
Pennsylvania ........ 16.6 640,921.9 640,938.5 28,163,541.5 28,804,480 2.225
Rhode Island ......... 4,685.6 4,685.6 672,434.4 677,120 0.692
South Carolina ........ 433,771.4 433,771.4 18,940,308.6 19,374,080 2.239
South Dakota ........ 1,589,367.7 1,154,394.8 2,743,762.5 46,138,157.5 48,881,920 5.613
Tennessee .......... 1,322,215.2 1,322,215.2 25,405,464.8 26,727,680 4.947
Texas .............. 315.7 2,844,627.7 2,844,943.4 165,372,656.6 168,217,600 1.691
Utah ................ 32,151,124.6 1,460,271.2 33,611,395.8 19,085,564.2 52,696,960 63.782
Vermont ............. 354,917.0 354,917.0 5,581,723.0 5,936,640 5.978
Virginia ............. 42.0 1,918,302.3 1,918,344.3 23,577,975.7 25,496,320 7.524
Washington .......... 11,243,780.9 1,12_,,369.4 12,373,150.3 30,320,609.7 42,693,760 28.981
West Virginia ......... 2,099,135.6 2,099,135.6 13,311,424.4 15,410,560 13.621
Wisconsin ........... 10,786.8 1,895,028.6 1,905,815.4 33,105,384.6 35,011,200 5.443
Wyoming ............ 30,048,456.7 358,801.9 33,407,;'58.6 31,935,781.4 62,343,040 48.774

Total 597.878.583,6 64.279.613.3 66_".158.196.9 1.6091'185.163.1_ 2.2-7113"43136_ 29. i f)3.

• Because ct equqpmenI changes and diii gathanng problems, data fat' filcaJ year 1990 wee not iNeiIMole, Theretora, the 1989 table from the 1990 eddion o! Public Land S]lliltiIcI ii

being reprinled hero.

o7t;bEj(c_udes InJll proparhes, tj

Note - Th_s table represents the melt ¢urrlmt dlte evlula,l_e from the G=ener=l Services Mm4ni=tmIion. Did41 doe_ net Include inland waliw.

Source eenerll Servtoell Admmlltration, exciM:)t "Acreage oi State': I:}uruu oi the Cl_'tluI, U.S [::)e_IrtlTtll_ o_ COI'_I, from the 1980 dtK)innlal ceriuue. For i,dorma, tion on

Fedwally owned land by agency, aontacl the Generid Services Adrrunmtrat,on, Govemmentwloe Real Prooeny Poke'f, 18rh lind F Streets, NS, Room 1300; Walhl'_ton, D.C. 20405

Provided by Rocky Mountain Oil & Gas Associa{i
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Exhibit 3.1
Drilling Activity in the United States by State Page1 of 4

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Alabama
Federal 5 3 4 20 24
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 272 333 507 1,053 845

Alaska
Federal 0 0 4 10 3
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 96 144 119 119 96

Arizona
Federal 5 2 2 1 0
Indian 0 0 0 7 0
Total 5 2 2 8 1

Arkansas
Federal 7 11 29 20 10
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 413 430 313 321 226

California
Federal 158 71 224 199 268
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 2,538 2,133 1,826 2,253 1,753

Colorado
Federal 85 199 211 289 218
Indian 44 127 141 169 130
Total 890 1,033 930 1,126 712

Florida
Federal 2 3 4 2 4
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 9 10 11 10 7

Georgia
Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 2 0 0 0

Idaho
Federal 1 1 6 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 2 6 0 0

Federal 2 0 0 5 5
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1,323 1,230 831 773 577

Indiana
Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 352 279 198 154 119

Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 1 5 2 0

Provided by Rocky Mountain Oil & Gas Association



Exhibit 3.1
Page 2 of 4

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Federal 4 14 14 18 16
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 3,236 3,005 2,578 2,874 1,995

Kentucky
Federal 0 0 14 6 32
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1,201 1,197 1,041 857 493

Louisiana
Federal 5 11 24 5 10
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 2,404 2,253 1,689 1,854 1,181

Maryland
Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 2 0 0 0

Federal 7 12 4 8 7
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 537 640 850 990 569

Federal 24 29 26 25 32
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 317 345 292 278 194

Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 18 12 8 12 24

Federal 158 113 145 182 146
Indian 10 11 5 20 12
Total 298 355 236 333 235

Federal 24 5 3 0 4
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 204 135 103 126 114

Federal 27 26 54 45 51
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 27 26 54 45 51

NTewMexico
Federal 821 878 875 1,707 1,541
Indian 100 110 45 29 34
Total 921 988 923 1,736 1,575

HewYork
Federal 0 2 1 2 2
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 254 179 104 9 2



Exhibit 3.1
Page 3 of 4

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

LNorthCarolina
Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 0 0 0 0

North Dakota
Federal 41 39 17 55 52
Indian 2 6 3 6 6
Total 186 256 182 257 171

Federal 15 4 7 20 43
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1,794 1,382 1,264 1,260 562

Oklahoma
Federal 9 32 23 i 4 18
Indian 104 95 83 51 60
Total 3,883 3,368 2,906 2,831 2,228

Oreaon
Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 10 18 14 0 7

Pennsylvania,
Federal 0 3 140 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1,141 1,039 884 455 66

_outh Carolina
Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 1 0 0 0

_;outhDakota
Federal 3 18 14 15 9
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 15 20 16 15 9

Federal 0 0 24 0 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 165 85 60 36 17

Texas
Federal 28 17 15 30 16
Indian 0 0 4 3 0
Total 11,259 9,978 8,503 8,868 7,947

uta_
Federal 175 161 114 114 223
Indian 24 39 37 41 93
Total 199 200 151 155 316

Virainia
Federal 0 0 0 4 18
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 21 29 22 6 18
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1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

0
Federal 0 3 1 0
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1 3 3 0 1

West Virginia
Federal 0 2 48 7 3
Indian 0 0 0 0 0
Total 862 665 789 712 537

_Nvomina
- Federal 849 786 698 936 594

Indian 2 11 0 2 7
Total 851 797 698 938 601

TOTAL: 23,225

TOTAL INDIAN: 342

TOTAL FEDERALAND INDIAN: 3,691

(Source: API Basic Petroleum Data BookBun)

API data does not includewells drilledto lessthan 50 feet. Also, API data is revised,sometimes significantly,with
subsequentquarterly reports. Therefore, API'_ data is essentiallyincomplete,and they considerit to be estimated
numbers.

NOTE: IPAAdrilling statisticsare derived from API's statisticsand quarterly drillingreports. Therefore, IPAA's statistics
are also inoomplete.

• , , ¢
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TABLE 43.--011 and gas drilling activities on Federal land, fiscal year 1985

Geograon_c _kpDs_ New holes Producible Plugged and
Slate a3oroved started comDlebons abandoned

A,aoama 4 :
A_asKa 2 3, 2 5
Anzona 5 _6 '
Arkansas 29B 2" 3 ,77 : 5
Ca=dorn,a "96 83 _27 31
Co_oraoo
Idaho 2 7 6
Kansas 2: _9 :
Louisiana 2
M,cniGan :' '6

MISSlSSIDOl 6 3 2
MiSSOUn 1; 5 72
Montana 246 :652 2
Necraska 39 27 3 '4Nevada 350 -'8
New Mexico ' 258 369
Norm Dakota 43 36 :63 3
Oh,o 5 6
Ok_anoma .
Oregcn 3 9 9 5
South Dakota _ 4 3 9
Texas 103 99 68
Utan 209 2
West Virg_n,a 237
Wyommg : 001 381 475
Eastern States 63 [

3.318 1'1468 _466 5_3Total ..

_Aophcat=onsfor _ermlt to dnll (APDS) are handled by administrabve oflaces (e.g., the Eastern States Off=ceh
while the starts, completions, and abandonments shown tn the three columns following are 9ortraye.d by geo-
graphic State (e.g.. Alabama. Amansas. Louisiana. etc.).

TABLE 44.--Continuing oil and gas activities on Federal lands as of
September 30, 1985

Number o! Number of
Number of producible proaucible

Geographic units in and service and service
State effect holes completions

2 4 t,
Alabama ' • 9 116. _.,_8
Alaska . 2 73 107
Arkansas . 26 4.502 4 513
Cahlom_a • 1• 7 2.436 2 411
ColoraOo 3
Idaho , •' 2 ;36 169
Kansas . 95 50
Kentucky • • ' 22 363 396
Louisiana 9 9
Maryland . . I n'_ w_
Michigan
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TABLE 41 .wOII and gas drilling activities on Federal land, fiscal tear 1986

Geographic APDs New holes Producible Plugged an0
State approved 'a started completions abandoned

.....

Alabama ......................................... 1 1 .............
Alaska .............................. 4 7 10
Arizona ............................. 2 ........................... 1
Arkansas ........................................ 28 26 5
California ........................... 189 28 26 5
Colorado ........................... 88 194 211 10
Florida ........................................................ 1 i .,...,.,. ....

Idaho ............................................ 1 ............. 2
Kansas .......................................... 4 4 t .............
Loutslana ........................................ 7 9 , .............
Mississippi ....................................... 6 2 4
Montana ............................ 118 78 73 17
Nebraska ........................................ 3 1 3
Nevada ............................. 23 20 14 20
New Mexico ........................ 654 534 643 61
North Dakota .................................... 42 37 17
Ohio ............................................ 1 ............. 1
Oklahoma ....................................... 10 7 .............
Oregon .......................................... , ............. , .............. 1
•;outh Dakota .................................... 7 7 .............
Texas ........................................... 10 7 3
Utah ................................ 124 85 79 115
Wyoming ............................ 612 487 372 391
Eastern States ...................... 72 .........................................

,, ,,

Total .............................. 1,886 1,553 1.530 656
......

='Applications for permit tO drill (APDs are handled by administrative offices (e.g., the Eastern States
Office), while the starts, completions, and abandonments shown in the three columns following are
portrayed by geographic Slate (eg., Alabama. Arkansas. Lou=siana, etc.).
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TABLE 43._011 and gas drilling activities on Federal land, fiscal year 1987

Geographic APOs New holes Producible Plugged and
State approvea a started completions abandoned

..........

AlaSka .............................. _ 1 ........................... 3
Arizona .............................. 3 3 ............. , 2
Arkansas ........................................ 7 1I 8
Calsfornla ........................... 115 106 161 121
Colorado ........................... 63 27 27 99
Florida .......................................... t 2 .............
Idallo ............................... 1 ........................................
Kansas ........................................... 2 3 8
Louts_ana ......................................... 2 ............. 4
Micinlgan ........................................ 1 ............. 1
MISSISSIppi ....................................... B 7 7
Montana ............................ 85 T6 108 39
NebrasKa ........................................ 3 6 ..............
Nevada ............................. 17 13 2 8
New Mexico ........................ 512 353 334, 112
North Dakota ..................................... 14 20 41
Ohio ............................................ 4 10 .............
Oklahoma ....................................... 4 10 72
South Oakma .................................... 3 .........................
Texas ........................................... 12 21 6
Utah ................................ 124 81 117 :59
West Virginia ..................................... 1 1 .............
Wyommg ........................... 534 302 272 392
Eastern States ...................... 31 ........................................

,,,

Total ............................. 1,486 1,023 1,112 982
.....

aApplications for permit 1o drdl (APDs) are handled by aclm_nlstrahve offices (e g. the Eastern States
Office), while the starts, complehons, and abandonments shown in the three columns following are
portrayed by geographic State (e.g., Arkansas, Florida, Kansas, etc.),

I
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TABLE 44._0il and gas drilling activities on Federal land, fiscal year 1988
,.,

Geographic APOs New holes Produc_ole Plugged ana
State approved a started complehons aban¢onec

....

_,laska ........................................... 3 1 2
_,r_zona .............................. 1 1 ............. 2
_,rkansas ........................... , ............. 5 _ ............
Cahforma ........................... 86 38 39 3
3olorado ........................... 119 162 74 26
:lorlda .......................................... t 2 ............
_ano............................................ 1
,,,no,s.......................................... 1 ............ i iiiiiiii i
Kansas .......................................... 7 2 2
.ouls_ana ........................................ 5 2 1
Vl_ch_gan ....................................... 5 5 I
Vlisslsslpp! ...................................... 17 2 15
Vlontana ............................ 97 66 50 21
Nebraska ........................................ 9 7 1
Nevada ............................. 19 16 3 11
New Mexico ........................ 685 482 366 36
North Dakota .................................... 28 13 7
Ohio ............................................. 5 9 .............
C)kla_oma ....................................... 53 33 10
Pennsylvama ..................................... 3 3 ..........
South Dakota .................................... 5 ............ 5
Texas ........................................... 11 9 2
Utah ................................ 145 107 6,£ 34
Wasmngton ....................................... 1 .......................
West V_rg_ma ...................................... 1 ......................
Wyoming ........................... 559 493 291 21!
Easlern States ...................... 61 ........................... , ...........

J

Total ............................. 1,772 1.526 988 390

aAppl_cations for permit to clrdl (APDs} are handled by adm_mstral_ve ofhces (eg. the Eastern States
Ofhce). whule the starts, completions, and abandonments ShOWn _n the three columns following are
portrayed by geograpmc State leg.. Arkansas. Florida, Kansas. etc).
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TABLE 41 .--011 and gas drilling activities on Federal land, fiscal year 1989

..... i

..".., ?,, APE)s _lew holes Producible Pluggec and

Geograpmc State a[ _roved a started completions abanOo,"ec
5 3 1

Alaoama ........................................ ;_ 2 ..........................

Alaska .............................. I ........................ i:} .............Ar,zona ............................. 7 .............
Arkansas ............................... 227 105 106 6
Cahforn_a ........................... 140 98 83 161Colorado ........................... 1 .............

............. 1Flor,da .............................

.......................... • ........... 7 2IdahO ............................... 7
Kansas .......................................... 6 3 . ...........
Kentucky ........................................ 7 9 2
Louisiana ........................................ 2 5 .............

............. i 9Michigan ........................... 15 5
M,ss_Ss_DP_.................................. 90 77 40 10
Mort[aria ............................ 2 ............. 3
Nebraska ...................................... 32 23 9 10
Nevada ............................. 805 44' 447 27
New Mexico ........................ 1
New York, ................................................. 6 ............ 7 5
Nortr_ Oak,ota .................................... 2 ....................... .oo

Omo .......................................... 13 10 3
Oklahoma ....................................... 1 .............
Pennsylvama ............................................ 4 2
South Dakota ................................. 7 3 .............
Texas ...................................... 59 55 35 t_
Utah ............................... 1 ............
Washington ..................................... 47 ............
WeSt Virginia ............................... 458 .......... 347 169 11t
Wyoming .......................... 37 .....................................
Eastern States ...................... __

1.851 1.231 1.006 23
Total .............................

aAppl_catlons for permit tO drill (APE)s) are handled by administrative offices (eg.. the Eastern States
Office). whde the starts, completions, and abandonments shown in trte three columns tollowmg are

= portrayed by geograprtlc State (e.g,. Arkansas. Florida. Kansas. etc.),
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TABLE 44.--New oll and gas drilling activities on Federal land,
fiscal year .1990

APDs New holes Producsble Plugged and
Geographic State approved a startecl complet=ons abandonecl

=,laloama ............................ 9 10 ............. 8
_,laska .............................. 2 2 4 .... ..........
=,rkansas ........................... 14 12 6 4
._alifornla ........................... 156 124 72 98
.";olor acid ........................... 203 149 117 14
:loricla .............................. 1 2 ............. 2
Ihnois ............................ 7 2 ............. , .............
(ansas ............................. d 5 8 1
(entucky ........................................ 3 2 1
.ouis_ana ........................... 11 9 4 2
Aicnigan ........................... 11 6 2 .............
/_ississlppl .......................... 4 9 7 6
Aontana ............................ 101 88 55 7
Jeloraska ........................... 1 1 .............. 1
Jevacqa ............................. 38 23 9 20
Jew Mexico ........................ 1.255 778 623 46
Jew York ........................................ 2 ............. , .............
iorth Dakota ........................ 40 25 20 2
)bio ............................... 1 1 6 .............
)klahoma .......................... 7 4 8 4
'ennsylvama ........................ 3 '''''''',.,0. I ....,,...,.., I ....,.... ....

outh Dakota ....................... , 9 10 4 4
ennesse ........................................ 12 13 .............
exas .............................. 9 14 3 4
rtar_ ................................ 84 59 38 21
irgmia ............................. 8 , . ............ = ............. , .............
,'est Virgmla ........................ 8 5 4 .............
/yommg ........................... 627 472 '258 147

Total ............................. 2.617 1,827 1,263 392

=Applications for permit to drill (APE)s) are handled by administrative offices (e.g., the Eastern States
Office), while the slarls, completions, anti abandonments shown in the three columns following are
portrayed by geographic State (e.g., Arkansas, Florida, Kansas, etc.).

Source: Bureau of Land Management Fiscal Year 1990 Quarterly Fluid Mineral Reports.
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TABLE 44.--New off and gas well drilling activities on Federal land,
fiscal year 1991

APE)s New Iloles Producible Plugged anO
Geographic State approve(Ia starte¢l comptalzons abanooned

Alabama .......................................................... 19 10 16 2
Alaska ..................................................................................... 4 3 .......................
Arizona ............................................................ 1 1 ...............................................
Arl'cansas......................................................... 8 5 9 .......................
Califorma ......................................................... t 72 174 67 11
Coloraclo ......................................................... 151 124 108 18
Florida ............................................................. 2 2 ........................ 2
Illinois .............................................................. 1 _. 4 .......................
Kansas ........................................................... 8 10 8 I
Kentucky ......................................................... 2 11 11 .......................
Louisiana ........................................................ 1 5 5 .......................
Michigan .......................................................... 4 3 t 4
Mim.=sslpp0...................................................... 19 14 ,5 11
Mo,'_tana.......................................................... 80 76 82 8
Nebraska ......................................................... 2 1 ........................ 1
Nova(la ............................................................ 25 22 3 15
New Mexico .................................................... 828 862 833 33
North Dakota .................................................. 27 26 35 2
Ohio ................................................................. 16 9 39 .......................
Oklahoma ........................................................ 9 10 1 5
South Dakota .................................................. 8 8 2 2
Texas .............................................................. 12 10 17 .......................
Utah ................................................................. 158 96 72 9
Virginia ............................................................ 5 9 8 1
West Vitgmia .................................................. 1 ........................ 3 .......................
Wyoming ......................................................... 410 291 256 135

Total .............................................................. 1,969 1,783 1,588 260

aApplications for permit to 0nii (APE)s) are hanOled by aclminlstrative offices (e.g., the Eastern States Office), wh,le
the starts, completions, and aoanclonments shown in the three columns following are portrayed by geographic State
(e.g., Arkansas, Florida, Kansas, etc.). Figures =nAPE)sapproved columnare furnished Oythe State Offices. Figures
in the three right-trend columns are from the Quarterly Reports.

Source: Bureau of Land Management Fiscal Year 1991 Quarterly Fluid Mineral Reports.

39O
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Well Completions
(source: Petroleum Information)

1987 Completions 1988 Com01_.fions 1989 Comoletions

AL 283 AL 349 AL 523
AZ 4 AZ 1 AZ 3
AR 422 AR 441 AR 337
CA 2,746 CA 2,760 CA 2,027
CO 972 CO 1,120 CO 991
FL 8 FL 9 FL 10
GA 3 GA 1 IL 888
lD 1 lD 2 IN 242
IL 1,526 IL 1,312 lA 6
IN 429 IN 328 KS 2,843
lA 1 lA 1 KY 1,133
KS 3,466 KS 3,301 LA 1,800
KY 1,488 KY 1,271 MI 897
LA 2, 517 LA 2,366 MS 288
MD 1 MD 2 MO 11
MI 643 MI 672 MT 245
MS 319 MS 351 NE 110
MO 20 MO 13 NV 29
MT 339 MT 388 hiM 1,178
NE 219 NE 148 NY 127
NV 14 NV 26 ND 192

937 NM 1,146 OH 1,313
NY 256 NY 179 OK 3,616
NC 1 ND 282 OR 16
ND 213 OH 1,494 PA 893
OH 1,945 OK 4,198 SD 18
OK 4,848 OR 20 "IN 74
OR 12 PA 1,079 TX 9,940
PA 1,303 SC 1 UT 93
SC 1 SD 21 VA 33
SD 17 TN 1O2 WA 3
TN 176 TX 11,731 WV 816
TX 12,891 UT 162 WY 620
Lfr 141 VA 44 AK 127
VA 38 WA 3 ADFOS 2
WA 1 WV 688 PC 5
WV 879 WY 753 NGM 120
WY 846 AK 154
AK 146 AKFOS 1 TOTAL 31,569
AKFOS 1 PC 6
PC 7 NGM 133
NGM 82
TOTAL 40,062 TOTAL 37,059

Provided by Rocky Mountain Oil & Gas Association
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1990 Comoletions 1991 Comoletions

AL 1,087 AL 1,121
AZ 5 AZ 3
AR 344 AR 262
CA 2,653 CA 2,399
CO 1,235 CO 1,190
FL 10 FL 7
GA 1 IL 681
IL 821 IN 162
IN 177 KS 3,201
lA 2 KY 1,194
KS 3,434 LA 1,612
KY 1,266 MI 769
LA 2,070 MS 221
MI 1,O44 MO 24
MS 286 MT 285
MO 15 NE 135
MT 336 NV 38
NE 136 IkCvl 1,450
NV 47 NY 5O

1,7O4 ND 22O
NY 132 OH 1,175
ND 273 OK 3,315
OH 1,327 OR 10
OK 3,559 PA 496
OR 4 SD 14
PA 602 TN 61
SD 14 TX 10,298
TN 51 UT 223
TX 10,390 VA 6
UT 1O3 WA 1
VA 61 WV 722
WV 8O8 WY 701
WY 931 AK 173
AK 137 AKFOS 3
AKFOS 3 PC 1
NGM 130 NGM 115

TOTAL 35,198 TOTAL 32,338
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DRAFT REPORT:
STATUS OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTION INDUSTRY IN

CALIFORNIA:
THE COST OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

1.0 Introduction

Oil and gas are integral building blocks of the economic infrastructure
of the United States and California. California relies on petroleum and
natural gas for 88 percent of its ener_ needs, even more than the U.S.
average. The production sector of the industry in California has been in
decline since 1985 with an attendant loss of jobs and state revenues.
This large and important industry is sustaining declines similar to those
experienced in the Manufacturing sector--reduced output and
employment. Are the costs of re_lations on California oil and gas
producers part of the cause of the downturn?

Foster Economics was retained by the Department of Conservation
(DOC) to examine the re_latory compliance costs on the oil and gas
producing industry, to answer the above question and to make
recommendations. Six tasks were specified by the contract.

I. Identify the impacts of the oil and gas production industry on
state and local employment and public revenues. (Section 2.)

2. Compile a list of environmental and other laws and re_lations
that affect the oil and gas production industry. (Section 3.)

3. Estimate costs associated with complying with reDlations and
summarize the cost impacts of these factors on the oil and gas
production industry of California. (Section 4.)
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4. Identify laws and regulations which have a high cost/benefit ratio
(low benefit/cost ratio) and pose excessive burden on the oil and
gas production industry. (Section 5.)

5. Identify re_latory overlaps among agencies and re_lations.
(Section 6.)

6. Develop a corrective action plan to lessen the reg_alatory cost
burden to the industry without compromising environmental
protection. (Section 1.2)

The study team undertook a survey of oil and gas producers and
agencies both to confirm environmental re_lations and determine their
costs. The survey was conducted over the six oil and gas producing
districts of California. The data are aggregated to five regions:

• San ]oaquin (Coalinga + Bakersfield)
• Long Beach (Los Angeles and Orange County including Tidelands)
• Ventura
• Santa Maria
• Sacramento.

The results of that survey are the backbone of this report. Appendix A
explains how the survey was conducted and the data processed.

1.1 Summary of Findings

1.1.1 An Industry In Decline

California crude oil and natural gas production have declined
precipitously since peaks in 1984 and 1985.

• Natural gas production down 31 percent.
• Crude oil production down 22; percent.
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Operating wells and new wells drilled in 1992 are at their lowest levels
in recent history. The 1991 - 1992 decline in producing oil wells is
the steepest singleyear drop in the [ast ten years.

Numerous factors encouraged LI.S. companies to pursue exploration
abroad in recent years. These include increased costs of operating
within the United States and stringent environmental re_lations.
DecIining wellhead prices since 1985 have acted as an inducement to
search worldwide for the most cost-effective exploration and
development opportunities. Clearly, these are not in some of
California's historic producing regions-- notably, the coastal districts,
where production has declined significantly more than the U.S. average
since 1985. San Joaquin Valley production, which accounts for 75
percent of the state's crude oil production, has held up better than the
rest of the U. S.

Declining statewide production means:

o Increasing reliance on foreign crude imports;
• Increasing strategic vulnerability;
• Decreasing California employment;
• DecreasingCalifornia payroll; and
• Declining government revenues.

1.1.2 Employment and State Revenues at Stake

The oil and gas production industry accounted for a $1.45 billion
direct payroll in 1990. At $45,000 average annual salary, this is a
highly skilled, highly paid work force. Linkages between this industry
and the rest of the state created a total payroll related to the industry of
$2.75 billion. Direct employment in the oil and gas production
industry had dropped 11 percent from 1990 levels by 1992 ; this is a
loss of nearly $160 million in personal income to California with an
attendant loss of personal income tax revenues.
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Total tax, fee and royalty payments to state and local governments
totalled over $600 million in 1990 -- over l0 percent of wellhead
value of production. The decline in production, prices and
employment since 1990 has caused payments to state and local
governments to decline substantially-- approximately $100 million.

1.1.3 Regulatory Compliance Costs

At. least thirty-four federal, state and local agencies managed dozens of
re_latory requirements identified in Section 3 of the report.
Compliance with these re_lations imposed costs of $2;26 million on
the industry for 1991. Chart 1. I shows that compliance with
re_lations imposed by air districts caused nearly $180 million of these
costs. Produced water management costs imposed by DOC, SWRCB,
RWQCB and local agency requirements add-up to the second largest
costs. Local agency imposed costs (nor. shown on Chart 1.1) to comply
with water and waste disposal, spill reporting and land-use permits
totalled $44 million.

These costs were not distributed uniformly across California production
districts. Total compliance costs ranged from $0.55 per barrel of oil
equivalent (BOE) in the San ]oaquin producing area to $2.39 per BOE
in Long Beach as shown on Chart 1.2. There is such a difference in
re_latory compliance costs among regions that the statewide average of
$0.92 is misleading. Table 1.1 compares these costs to the total lifting
cost (variable production costs) estimated by Conservation Committee
of California Oil _ Gas Producers (CCCOGP) and to recent wellhead
prices.

The high regulatory costs of Santa Maria production, together with the
transportation discount charged against its production value, caused
lifting costs to be greater than wellhead prices in that region. Ventura
production values covered lifting costs at recent prices, but left little
surplus to cover fixed costs and profits. Only San ]oaquin production
costs were sufficiently low to conclude that production values clearly
covered lifting costs, other fixed costs, overhead and profit.
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Table 1.1
Regulatory Compliance Costs Compared to Tot_! Lifting Costs

i i i lllnn i • u I i i i ii nn i

REGION Regulatory District % Of Total Well
Compliance Production Lifting Lifting Head
Cost (MBOE/D) Cost Cost Price
($/BOE) ($/BOE) ($/BOE)

, ,,, ,,,,,, ,

Santa Maria $2.05 34 18% $11.22 $10.75

Long Beach $2.39 136 27% $8.99 $12.OO
&
Tidelands

Ventura at $1.73 52 15% $I ].87 $12.80
Tidelands

San ]oaquin $0.55 746 9% $5.94 $11.75
....... ,........

Only part of the much lower cost per barrel of regulatorycompliancein
San]oaquin representseconomiesof scale. Although coastal
production amounted to only 30 percentof San]oaquinValley
production, the total costof regulationsin the coastalareasexceeded
the re_latory costs in the valley,asshownon Table 1.2. The cost of
re_latory compliancefor coastalproducersis nearly four times higher
than valley producers. The re_latory cost differentialbetweenSan
Joaquinand coastalareasis partly the causeof the distressedstate of
the industry in the coastaland tideland areasof SouthernCalifornia.
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Table 1.2
Coastal and Valley Regulatory ComplianceCostsi

Jl

Production Total Regulatory Cost Cost
BO E ($ Million) per
MBD BOE

Coastal 222 177 $2.18

Valley 746 150 $0.55

Table 1.3 showsthat the rangein district air regulationcostsexplains
part of the differencebetweenthe low cost SanJoaquinregion and the
high cost coastalregions. The largestdeterminantof Long Beachbeing
the highestcost region is compliancewith SCAQMD's air re_lations
and variouswastemanagementre_lations. The largestdeterminantsof
SantaMaria's high costsare air re_lations and local land-use
re_lations. SantaMaria had the highestair feesin the study regions.
San]oaquin had few land useexpensesin 1991 mostly becauseof the
smallamount of new developmentactivity in that year.

Table 1.3
Major Determinants of Regional Regulatory ComplianceCost Differences

$ per BOE

REGION Air Regs Land Water Waste Other Total
/Fees Usel Mgmt. Mgmt. Cost

CEQA
, ,,

SantaMaria $0,62/0,33 $0.63 $0,23 $0,07 0,17 $2.05

Long Beach& $0,92/0,17 $0.06 $0,24 $0_47 0,53 $2.39
Tidelands

Ventura & $0,64/0.0.3 $0.12 $0.26 $0.13 0,55 $1,73
Tidelands

San]oaquin $0.36/0,01 nil in $0.08 $0,03 0.07 $0,55
1991 .,,
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1.1.4 Key Elements of Regional Cost Differences

Table 1.3 suggeststhat, besidesthe large air district imposed cost
differences, re_latory costs related to land use permits, produced water
and waste management are key elements of the regional cost
differences.

• Long Beach'shigh cost production is located in the SCAQMD
non-attainment area which has the strictest enforcement of air
regulations. For instance, Long Beach requires oil production vent
controls, sump controls and storagetank controls that are not
required in San ]oaquin.

• San ]oaquin's very low cost per BOE reflects, in part, economies
of scale; Santa Maria's high cost per BOE reflects, in partsa
declining industry with relatively few wells to sustainthe cost of
environmental restrictions imposed locally.

• Santa Maria imposed the largest fee on air emissions. Under
current laws local agenciescan impose feeswithout any state
oversight.

• The SantaMaria CEQA process costs are causingrelatively high
costs compared to these costs in the other regions.

• Produced water management reflects very high costsof required
Publically Owned Treatment Works (POTW) disposal in Long
Beach and Ventura. (The SantaMaria produced water cost
estimates include oil spill responsecosts misreported within the
category.) Managing produced water according to DTSCand
EWQCB rules imposes high-cost PO_ disposal. Lessthan 2
percent of produced water statewide is disposed of to POTWs;
but this disposal requirement accounted for $18.5 million -- 42
percent of the $44 million produced water managementcost
statewide.
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• The very high wastemanagementcostsin Long Beachreflect
SCAQMD's ruie regulating emissionsfrom oily dirt and DTSC and
RWQCBrulesthat r_.quireland fill disposal.

• Most of the difference in "other" costson Table 1.3 is due to oil
spill responsecosts. Theseare $0.28 and $0.32 in Ventura and
Long Beach,and lessthan $0.01 in SanJoaquin. SantaMaria
dataare mis-reportedand include oil spill costswithin produced
water managementcosts.

1.1.5 Agency Overlaps Which CauseInefficiency

Section6 of this report showsthat there are a number of key conflicts
in re_latory managementthat impo._eunnecessaryre_latory
complexity to oil andgasproducers. Theseare:

Issue Conflicting Agency Ru_es

• Oiiy Soil/HazardousWaste DTSC/DOC/RWQCB
• Oil Spill DOC/SLC/DFG
• TidelandsProduction DOC and SLC
• ProducedWater DOC/DTSC/RWQCB
• EmergencyPreparedness EPA/DOT/DOC/DFG/SLC/etc.
• EndangeredSpecies DFG/USF&WS/local agencies.

Incrementally-developedre_lations by multiple agencieshave led to
overlapsin authority asagenciesexpandedtheir sphereof influence to
overseeoperationsbelievedto be within their responsibility. As a
result, layersof re_latiorls now delayapprovalsfor drilling projects and
explainpart of the high re_latory costsshownin Section4.

Besidestheseoverlappingagencyproblems,Californiaoil producersare
put at a financial disadvantageto producerselsewhereby California's
unique re_lations, more stringent than their federalcounterparts.
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• CEQA is a unique set of regulations more stringent than NEPA,
which are intended to preservethe beauty of the Golden State.
The net effect of CEQA on tile producing industry is to increase
the complexity of receiving a permit. This reduces the number of
projects to produce oil and inject water and leads to higher costs
and lost opportunities.

• DTSC's hazardouswaste management rules include substancesnot
considered hazardousunder federal RCRA rules. This imposes
added costs on California oil producers and added burdens to
California's limited land fill capacity. Long Beach's $0.47 per
BOE cost for oily soil management is a clear example.

• DTSC, SWRCBand RWQCB rules causesome California
producers to disposeof produced water to POTWs at very high
costs. Long Beach'sand Ventura's $0.10 per BOE cost for
POTW disposalare clear examples.

• Air quality rules are set by local authorities to conform to the
federal and state Clean Air Acts. Local authorities only have
control of stationary source emissions. The SCAQMD region has
the most difficult task of any in the nation in its efforts to bring its
air quality into federal compliance. The Long Beach oil and gas
producing industry is now paying nearly $1.10 per BOE to
conform to SCAQMD's requireznents.

The costsof the above local re_lations and the complexity imposed by
multiple layers of enforcemet_tcreate disincentives to operate in the
state. This will reduce the ultimate recovery of California oil in piace.
Until either petroleum prices increaseor re_latory costsdecrease,the
California production industry will continue to decline faster than the
national averageeven though the ratio of California's discovered
reservesto production exceedsthe U.S. average by 35 percent. The
oil is here, but declining production shows that the incentives to
produce it are not here.
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California hasno requirement that benefit/cost analysis be used to
justify re_lations. A review of agencieswithin this project revealed
that only the South Coast Air Quality Management District had
conducted any studies of the benefits of their re_lations. Benefit/cost
analysiscan be a very useful tool for refining environmental policies.
California lagsthe national trend of applying benefit measurement
techniques to environmental re_latory policies.

The recommendations that follow address solutions to these problem
regulations.

1.2 Recommendations

The Governor's '93-94 budget suggests that a substantial reorganization
of government functions will take place in the coming fiscal year. To
act as a guide in such a process, this report formulates a number of
recommendations to streamline California oil and gas production
re_lations. These recommendations are aimed at:

• Reducing the cost of re_latory compliance to enable the
California producers to compete for world marketshare;

• Reducing the cost of California state government to reflect
the lower state budgets;

• Requiring more evidence that environmental and health
benefits exceed the costs of re_lations.

1.2.1 Produced Water Management

The Department of Conservation should continue
cooperative efforts with the U. $. Environmental Protection
Agency, and the Ground Water Protection Council to
ensure continued Division of Oil and Gas regulatory primacy
of Class Ii injection wells.
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The existing re_latory primacy maintained by DOG over
Class II injection wells is the least costly and most efficient
means of administering this activity. The DOG's ability to
re,late these wells in a safe and environmentally sound
manner has been demonstrated by program review and study
by the Environmental Protection Agency.

A management strategy should be developed by DOC and
affected interests for determining the highest value and best-
use of produced water.

Discharging produced water into local sewersis expensive to
the oil and gasindustry and potentially wasteful (Chart 4.1).
Further, injection and surface disposalof produced water
may not be its most beneficial use. In some casesproduced
water may be of sufficient quality for other, more valuable
uses. Alternative disposaloptions will vary by region, and,
therefore should be the subject of discussionbetween the
DOG, Regional Water Quality Control Boards, local
sanitation districts, the affected oil and gas producers, and
primary water users.

The permit process for injection wells should be
streamlined.

Currently, the process for obtaining an injection well permit
entails a DOG permit plus other local land use permits which
are costly and time consuming. Injection of produced water
is often the least costly and most efficient means of
produced water disposal to the oil and gas industry.
Conflicts between agencies discussed in Section 6 should be
resolved so that permits to drill injection wells can be
streamlined. DOG should lead state agency efforts to assure
multi-agency permitting.
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! .2.2 Hazardous Waste
..

The Department of Conservation and the Department of
Toxic Substances Control should develop a management
agreement ro transfer inspection and reporting requirements
of the DTSC to the Department of Conservation.

Produced water used for enhanced oil recovery often
requires pretreatment. Many facilities constructed for the
purpose of treating water fall under the purview of the
Department of Toxic SubstancesControl (new Permit-by-
Rule (PBR) program) and are subject to annual fee,
inspection and reporting requirements. Similarly, oily soil
determined to be hazardousunder California law issubject to
the purview of the DTSC. The DOC regulatesmost other
aspectsof enhanced recovery and oil field wasteoperations.
The transfer of inspection and reporting requirements to the
DOC has the potential of achievingcost savingsfor the state
and the oil and gasindustry. The Governor's 1993/94
Budget for DTSC is $136 million. This reflect's 57 new
Person Year's (PY's) to implement PBR,. In addition, it
includes 303 PY for site mitigation oversight. By
transferring PBRand site mitigation oversight at oil and gas
operations to DOC savingsin the DTSC PY needscould be
realized.

The recycling of non-hazardous Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) waste should be encouraged.

Typically tank bottom waste and drilling muds are classified
as non-hazardous but, are required to be disposed of in Class
I landfills. The cost of disposingwastein these facilities
varies, but can be as high as $100 per ton. In the past, the
oil industry has used much of this material in the oil fields as
low cost road bed. Currently, the quantity of such material
exceeds the ability for industry's internal use and is being
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landfilled. This material can be transformed into a road
bed/dust suppressant at substantially less cost than the cost
of landfilling. The net effect is optimum use of the material
and extending the useful life of Class I landfills.

1.2.3 Threatened and Endangered Species

The Department of Conservation should coordinate efforts
between the LI.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the
California Department of Fish and Game to ensure the
development of Habitat Conservation Plans in oil
production and exploration areas.

Habitat Conservation Plans do not exist in the primary oil
production and exploration areas of the state. The result is a
lack of certainty about the cost of conducting botanical and
biological studies and ultimately the cost of mitigation.
Habitat Conservation Plans define the goals of the
responsible agencies of government for protecting species,
thereby inserting a level of predictabiiity into the oil and gas
industry's decision-making process.

The appropriate agencies of the state and federal
government should be requested to conduct management
review of LI.5. Fish and Wildlife Service and California
Department of Fish and Game processes relative to th_
Issuance of Management Take Permits.

The petroleum industry's experience with the permit process
time frame of both agencies suggests either a lack of staff
resources and/or confused priorities. Even when developers
have funded the preparation of biological and botanical
studies or the preparation of Habitat Conservation Plans, the
time frame for review and approval has been len_hy and
unpredictable.
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Authorizing legislation should be enacted to allow the State
to coordinate "Development Agreements."

Under current law, local agencies may initiate Development
Agreements. These agreements are used by project
proponents and local agencies to assemble the responsible
agencies of the state, local, and federal government 4o
produce an agreement for development. These agreements
can be developed concurrently with CEQA/NEPA processes.
Conceivably, such an agreement could be applied in those oil
production areas where new development or exploration
might occur and could cover the necessary conditions for
permit issuance by the affected governmental agencies. The
Department of Conservation as an agency of state
government is in the best position to coordinate such
agreements.

! .2.4 State Tidelands

Management of the development and operation of the state
tidelands oil production should be transferred to the
Division of Oil and Gas within the Department of
Conservation.

Under current law the Department of Conservation and the
State Lands Commission both have responsibility for
supervising specific aspects of the drilling, operation, and
maintenance of oil production within the state's tidelands.
The staff of each organization possess the same professional
expertise and perform similar regulatory functions.

As detailed in Section 5.5, the State Lands Commission
expends approximately $6.3 million annually to replete
production of 2.3.2 million barrels of oil. The Division of
Oil and Gas expends $9.1 million annually to regulate 319
million barrels of production which includes the 23.2 million
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barrels of production regulated by the State Lands
Commission. Included in the responsibilities of the State
Lands Commission is the oversight and management of the
East Wilmin_on Field which is primarily administered and
managed by the City of Long Beach.

The State Lands Commission's functions of reservoir
management, study, prediction, production, well re_lation,
and faciliw re_lation could be transferred to the Division of
Oil and Gas to eliminate duplication and achieve substantial
savings to the State. Oversight of leasing and lease
management could continue to be accomplished by the State
Lands Commission. This would allow the State Lands
Commission to continue to assure protection of the
environment in East Wilmin_on. The Ciw of Long Beach
would continue as the primary administrator of the East
Wilmin_on Field.

1 .?..5 Air Quality

The appropriate air quality authorities should consider
applying benefit/cost analysis to existing and future
standards as they relate to criteria pollution controls for
heavy oil production.

As detailed in Section 5, the magnitude of benefits of
criteria pollution controls are related directly to nearby
population density. Section 5 raises serious questions about
the benefit/cost ratio of exiting controls as they apply to oil
and gas production in ali AQMD's studied other than,
perhaps, the South Coast.

Even though air quality authorities typically conduct cost-
effectiveness analysis, this report concludes that cost-
effectiveness analysis should not be the only measure
applied to air quality regulation. The Department of

g
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Conservation should coordinate efforts with the appropriate
air quality authorities to assessthe potential for
implementing an analysis of benefits and costs of further air
emission reductions.

Given the magnitude of costs incurred by the oil and gas
industry in meeting air quality compliance obligations, the
implementation of a benefit/cost analysis in conjunction with
the current cost-effectiveness analysis will result in the
development of better scientific justification for controls and
regulations. We believe the goal of providing health based
air quality standards, at tile least cost to the affected
industries, warrants the coupling of the two methods of
analysis.

l .2.6 Oil Spill

Oil Spill Programs should be consolidated within the
Department of Fish and Game and the Department of
Conservation.

Industry compliance with the governmental mandates, as
they relate to oil spills, is a complex task involving multiple
agencies of state, federal, and locaI government. At the
State level the principal agencies involved are the
Department of Conservation, Department of Fish and Game,
and the State Lands Commission. We believe the
consolidation of existing state agency functional
responsibilities v. thin DOG and the Department of Fish and
Game's OSPR program will produce a more coherent and
streamlined oversight pro_am.

Consolidating the activities of facility siting and permitting
programs into the DOG and facility and transportation vessel
monitoring to OSPR would clarify re_latory responsibility,
improve regulatory accountability, and provide consistency
of review.
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_1.2.7 Management Audit

The Department of Conservation should conduct a program
audit of its Division of Oil and Gas.

The Division of Oil and Gaswithin the Department of
Conservation is an integral component in the re_lation of
the oil and gasindustry, lv[oreover, the annual assessmentof
the oil and gasindustry to support the Division's reDlatory
programs is a cost to that industry.

The Department of Conservation has recently initiated a
strategic planning process in an effort to prioritize
pro_ammatic efforts and maximize budgetary efficiencies.

Consistent with that effort, it is prudent and appropriate for
the Department to conduct an internal (management) audit
of the Division of Oil and Gas program management
practices.

1.2.8 Recommended Downstream Study

The Department of Conservation, California Energy
Commission and Federal Department of Energy should
cooperatively conduct a similar study on the economic
status of the Downstream oil and gas industry.

Clearly the Upstream focus of this study covers only one
se_nent of economic status of California's oil and gas
industry. While this report's upstream assessment of issues is
an important factor to the overall health of the industry, it.
should not be viewed as a complete picture.

The importance of the oil and gas industry to the California
economy, as detailed in Section 2, emphasizes the need for a
complete economic assessment. The overwhelming costs of
compliance with the federal Clean Air Act Amendments and
CARB's even stricter dictates have created, perhaps, the
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largestchallengethe refiningsectorhaseverhad to deal
with. A Downstreamstudy would be particularlywell-timed
in 1993 in view of statusof work in-progressto comply with
CARB'sPhaseII rules.
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Exhibit 20

KEY FEDERAL STATUTES AFFECTING OIL AND GAS LEASING AND ACCESS
FOR EXPLORATION A,,ND PRODUCTION

Mineral Leasing Act

It provides the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to issue oil and gas leases and
governs the leasing of federal lands, including the authority of the surface management agency
and the Bureau of Land Management to apply environmental stipulations to leases.

Endangered Species Act

It provides procedures for the conservation, protection, restoration and propagation of
threatened and endangered plant and animal species.

Federal Land Policy and Management Act

It provides the fundamental philosophical direction to the Department of the Interior for
the management of federal lands, including the inventory of such lands for possible wilderness
designation, areas of critical environmental concern, rights-of-way, and land management
planning. Underlying principles are multiple use and sustained yield.

Natignal Historic Preservation Act

It establi:',_s a program for the preservation of significant historical and cultural
properties, through a national register of historic sites.

National Environmental Policy Act

It requires the federal government to establish a procedure for analysis of environmental
impacts of a proposed federal action on the quality of the human environment, including historic,
cultural, economic and social impacts.

National Forest Management Act

lt directs the U.S. Forest Service in the management of its lands, including forest

planning for multiple use management.

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act

It establishes a procedure for the designation and protection of wild and scenic rivers.

Provided by Rocky Mountain Oil & Gas Association



Appendix C

Selected List of Federal Legislation

Affecting Land Use Planning, Management, and Control

(Taken from GAO staff study, "Land Use Planning, Management,

and Control: Issues and Problems," July 1977)

i. Mining Law of 1872

2. Pickett Act of 1910 (authorizes land withdrawals).

_]. Mineral Land Leasing Act of 1920.
4. Federal Power Act of 1920.

5. Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 (production of tree seeds and

seedlings) .

6. Snyder Act of 19 24 (develop Indians' human and natural
resources) .

7. Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (same as no. 6).

8. Taylor Grazing Act of 1934.
9. Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act of 1937.

10. Federal-Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act of 1937.

Ii. Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949.

12. Housing Act of 1954.
13. Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956.

)_ National Environmental Policy Act of 1959.

15. Multiple Use--Sustained Yield Act of 1960.
16. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Act of 1962.

17. National Wilderness Preservation System Act of 1964.

18. Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964.

19. Water Resources Act of 1965.
20. Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965.

21. Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965.

22. Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965.

23. Federal Water Project Recreation Act of 1965.

24. Concessions Policies Act of 1965 (in national parks, etc.)

25. National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968.

26. Estuarine Areas Act of 1968.

27. National Trails System Act of 1968.

28. Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970.

29. Clean Air Act of 1970, as amended.

_. Resources Recovery Act of 1970.

31. Alaska _:ative Claims Settlement Act of 1971.
32. Wild Horses and Burros Act of 1971.

33. Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended

34. Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.



35. Marine Mammals Protection Act of 1972.

@_. Endangered Species Act of 1973.
37. Trans Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act of 1973.

38. Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1972

39. Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974.
_. Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974).

41. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1974.

42. Housing and Community Development Act of 1974.

43. Noise Control Act of 1974.

44. Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1975.

45. Federal Land Policy and Management Act (BLM Organic Act --1976).
46. National Forest Management Act of 1976.

47 Historic Preservation Acts.

48 Federal-Aid Highway Act, as amended.

49. Airport and Airway Development Act, as amended.
50. Federal Surplus Lands for Parks and Recreation Act.



P_ETROLEUM EXTRACTION ,NDUSTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
INTERFACE

OVERVIEW

Virtually ali environmental statutes apply to the Petroleum Extraction Industry.
What is worse, the Environmental Protection Agency takes advantage of the industry,
because no single association represents the Petroleum Extraction Industry.
According!y, there is need for environmental attorneys to understand the applica.tionof
the statutes and implementing regulations to the Petroleum Extraction Industry so
adequate counsel can be given.

S._TATUTES

The follov", g Federal statutes impact the Exploration and Production segment of
the petroleum industry:

1. Clean Air Act - 42 USC rjection 7401et seq

2. Clean Water Act- 33 USC Section 1251/et seq.

3. Oil Pollution Act of 1990 -46 USC Section 1007 et seq.

4. Safe Drinking Water Act- 42 USC Section 300f et seq.

5. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act- 77 USC Section 136
et seq.

6. Toxic Substances Control Act 7 USC Section 136 et seq.

7. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act -42 USC Section 6901 et seq.

8. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Recovery
Act - 42 USC Section 9601 et seq.

9. Superfund Amendments and Reauthorizatio,, Act -42 USC Section 11002
et seq.

A portion of these statutes and implementing regulations will be discussed by
other speakers. Unfortunately, not ali of the issues can be covered because of the
limited timed available. Additionally, state regulations have built upon the Federal
regulations, typically increasing the severity of the controls.
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PETROLEUM EXTRACTIOn!INDUSTRY OPERATIONS

The industryisdividedinto5 primary operations:

1. Exploration- lookingfor likelyareasof oil or gas containingreservoirs

2. Drilling- the actof pen3tratingthe earthto a depthwhere the oilor gas is
expectedor knownto exist.

3. Producing- the processof bringingthe oil or gas from the reservoir to the
sal,=.spoint.

4. Gas ,_nd/orsulfurplantoperation- the physicalseparationof gas liquids
[butane, propane]fromnaturalgas.

5. Abandonment of facilitiesor operation- removalof facilitywhen no long
economicallyviable.

Exploration

Exploring for oil and gas reserves typically requires field geology and
seismicwork. Field geologyis consideredbenign since it is facilitatedby a lone
field geologisttypically on foot. However, if the geologist must enter Federal
lands, permitsare requiredfrom MineralManagemsnt Service or Forest Service
operationcan requirecuttingof roads.

Seismicoperation requiresmobileequipment,either thumper or shothole
drilling operations. The Clean Air Act provisionsapply to some trucks. The
Clean Water Act regulationscontrolthe dischargeof drilling fluids intoWaters of
the U.S. Further, some states require prescribedpluggingand abandonmentof
the shot-hole.

Beyondthese controls,littleor noenvironmentalstatutesor irnpZe.menting
regulationsapply to explorationactivities.

Drillinq Operations

Drilling includesthe excavatingof a drilled hole to a given depth. This
requires use of large diesel engine driven equipment. The engines are
controlledunder the Clean Air Act sincethey emit criteria pollutants. However,
onshore drilling operations are exempted from Clean Air Act permitting
requirementsbecause the drillingactivityis a temporary activity. Offshore
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drilling activities are permitted only in the Gulf of Mexico and are subject to the
onshore state criteria pollutant limitations for any operation within 25 miles of
shore.

Drilling is subject to ali of the provisions of the Clean Water Act. In the
states of Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas, this means zero
discharge to Waters of the U,.S. No other industry operates under such severe
limitations.

The Clean Water Act not only limits or prohibits discharges under the
National Discharge Elimination _ystem [NPDES] permit, but requires storm
water permits and Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure [SPCC] [plans.

Further, offshore drilling operations are subject to the Response Plan
provisions of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 if 250 bbls of oil are transferred over
water. The Oil Pollution Act applies to onshore drilling if fuel storage exceeds
an unspecified quantity and no secondary containment is provided. Starch muds
require biocides controlled by the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide.

Additionally, the Toxic Substances Control Act Registry provisions apply
as well as the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act hazardous
chemical notification and inventorying provisions. Also, the Suspect Hazard
Reporting System ['I'SCA 8(e)] applies. [Refer to Producing Operations for more
detail regarding these provisions.]

Drilling fluids are exempted under 42 USC 6921(b)(2) from being classed
as hazardous wastes. However, diesel fuel, drilling clay, barite, and caustic
materials are subject to notification and inventorying provisions of the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act.

Spent mud and cuttings are not subject to the Underground Injection
provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act if they are injected into the annulus
between casings.

ProducinQ Ooerationsc

Producing operations can be subject to ali of the environmental statutes
and implementing regulations.
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Clean Air,Act I'CAA]

Compressorandwater floodpumpenginesifgroupedso as to
constitute250 tonsof a criteriapollutantcan be subjectto the Prevention
of SignificantDeteriorationand/or Non-attainmentConstructionpermit
requirements.Further,theClean AirAct

Amendmentsof 1990 subjectfacilitiesemitting 100 tons per year of
a criteriapollutantor 10 tonsperyear of a HazardousAir Pollutant[HAP]
to operatingpermitrequirements.

Non-attainmentareas are divided into classes of non-compliance
with the NationalAmbientAir QualityStandardsrangingfrom marginalto
severe. Each class requires increasingmore severe controlsand lower
thresholdvalues triggeringcontrols.

.CleanWater Ac.t[CWA]

The Clean Water Act imposes controlsor prohibitionson the
discharge of contaminatedliquids into Waters of the U.S. Currently,
stripperwellscan and dodischargeproducedwater to Waters of the U.S.
These controlsare imposedin the formof NationalDischargeelimination
System[NPDES]permits

Contaminatedstormwater leavinga facilityvia a conveyance and
enteringWaters of the U.S. require a StormWater Permit. Exploration
and Productionfacilitiesare exemptunlessthe facilityexperienced sucha
dischargewithinthe last 3 years.

Any oil storage facility capable of containing660 gallons in one
tank or 1320 gallonsin multipletanks and reasonably expected to enter
Waters of the U.S. if spilled must prepare and implement a Spill
Prevention,Controland Countermeasure[SPCC] plan.

0ii Pollution Act of 1990 [OPA-90]

The Oil PollutionAct of 1990 [OPA-90] is an extension of the Clean
Water Act. OPA-90 requiresonshoreand offshore producingoperations
prepare Response Plans. We understandCoast Guard has set the
thresholdplanningquantityfor overwater transfersof oil at 250 bbls. lt is
rumored,EPA has set the thresholdat 1000 bbls. Mineral Management
Service may proposea differentthresholdquantity.



Additionally, OPA sets limits on oil spill clean-up financial liabilities.
Offshore liability is $75 million plus clean-up costs. Onshore liability is
$350 million. Finally, OPA-90 requirements imposes $150 million
financial responsibility on offshore operators. No financial responsibility
is imposed on onshore facilities.

Safe Ddnkinq Water Act rSDWA]

The Safe Drinking Water Act controls:

1. Drinking water quality
2. Underground injection wells

Drinking Water Quality

Drinking water wells at field locations are subject to the
sampling and analytical requirements of the Act. Not many
operators own drinking water wells. Those who do post signs
"non-potable water" and provide bottled water for consumption.
Analysis of water samples include coliform, heavy metals,
organics, pesticides and herbicides.

Underground Injection Control

The largest number of injection wells belong to the
Petroleum Extraction industry. These wells [called CZassII wells]
are used for:

1. disposal of produced water
2. water flood injection
3. gas repressuring
4. polymer floods
5. insitu combustion [fire, floods]
6. steam injection

Implementing regulations mandate completion [construction]
details, injection pressure and rate monitoring, well integrity
monitoring and well permitting.

Federal Insecticide, Fun,qicideand Rodentic!de Act [FIFRA]

FIFRA controls biocides and herbicides used for bacterial growth in
tanks and wells. Also, FIFRA governs disposal of FIFRA controlled
containers.
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T_oxic Substances Control Act II'SCA]

TSCA is responsible for elimination of polychlorinated biphenyls

[PCB] used as a fire retardant in oil field electrical transformers and
capacitors. TSCA also, prohibits use of any Chemical not included in the
TSCA Registry, i.e., treating chemicals. Further, TSCA requires
implementation of a Suspect Hazard Reporting System use by employees
to report hazards caused by manufacturing or processing operation, i.e.,
producing and treating crude oil.

Finally, TSCA mandates disposal controls for asbestos used in
insulation of heaters.

R.R._.esourceConservation and Recove_

RCRA identifies and controls solid waste, i.e., solids, liquids and
containerized gasses. Three types of solidwaste are identified:

1. hazardous waste
2. non-hazardous waste
3. exempted waste

Almost no hazardous waste is generated in Exploration and
Production facilities. Exceptions include, lead acid batteries, waste

mercury and unused treating chemicals.

Non-hazardous waste includes paper, rags, boards, cans and

sacks. Typically, drums are returned to the supplier when empty If the
drums are not returnable, the lids are removed and the open cylinders
crushed. Drums are considered empty if they contain less than 1 inch of
material.

Most oil and gas field wastes are exempted from being classed as
hazardous. These include:

1, mud and cuttings
2. produced water
3. associated wastes

Water base muds are truly non-hazardous. Oil base muds can be
combustible and are returned to the supplier for credit. Produced water is

injected, discharged into tidally affected waters, or discharge west of the
98rh meridian for beneficial use [livestock and wild animal watering].
Associated waste means waste coming out of a well or flowline.
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The primary problem of waste in Exploration and Production is the
disposal of non-hazardous waste into hazardous waste sites which
become bankrupt. This triggers provisions of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act [CERCLA].

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act [CERCLA]

CERCLA impacts producing operations in two ways:

1. Disposing of non-hazardous waste in a hazardous waste
site which subsequently becomes bankrupt, i.e., Superfund
Site

2. Hazardous Substance Releases

Superfund Sites

Past practices within the Petroleum Extraction Industry
dictated calling a waste transporter [vacuum truck], loading the
transporter and telling him to dispose of the waste. Time and time
again this practice resulted in non-hazardous waste [drilling fluids,
produced water or bilge water] deposited into hazardous waste
sites. Increasingly stringent RCRA controls on hazardous waste
sites or, in many cases, the passage of time resulted in legal
hazardous waste sites being abandoned with or without adequate
closure. These orphaned sites must be closed in accordance with
existing regulations. Closure funds come from generators of the
waste disposed in the site or from a federally mandated fund,
called the Superfund.

Typical E&P operators become Possible Responsible
Parties [PRP] because of non-hazardous or exempted waste
[produced water, bilge water, drilling fluids] disposed into waste
sites which were or have become orphaned hazardous waste sites.

Supedund financial responsibility also results from the
"eminent and substantial threat" provision of CERCLA. Typically,
the threat is imposed by the waste leachate entering ground water.
Currently, four non-hazardous Superfund Sites exists; 3 in
Louisiana and 1 in New Mexico. These sites store RCRA exempt
wastes. Nevertheless, the generators are classed as PRP's and
required to fund the closure.
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Hazardous Substances

A hazardous substance is defined by 40 CFR Part 302.
Each hazardous substance has an associated Reportable Quantity
[RQ] at or above which EPA requires the operator report a release
[into air, water or onto soil] to the National Response Center [Coast
Guard].

Reportable Quantities range from 1 to 5000 pounds for
hazardous substance,Attachment 1, found in E&P operations.

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization ACt [SARA]

SARA Title III is known alternately as Emer.qencyPlanninq and
CommunityRio_ht-to-Know.However, the regulated community refers to
this Title as SARA Title II1.

SARA Title Iii impacts the Petroleum Extraction Industry under the
following Sections:

1. Section 302 - Extremely Hazardous Substances Notification

2. Section 303- Facility Emergency Response Coordinator

3. Section304 - Extremely HazardousSubstance and/or
Hazardous Substance Release at or above the RQ

4. Section311 - Hazardous Chemical Notification

5. Section 312 - Hazardous Chemical Annual Inventory

6. Section 327 - Transportation Exemption

Extremely Hazardous Substances Notification

Section 302 requires each operator storing at or above the
Threshold Planning Quantity [TPQ] of an Extremely Hazardous
substance, [Attachment 1] notify the State Emergency Response
Commission [SERC] of that presence. Sulfuric acid, chlorine,
sulfur dioxide and acrolin are Extremely Hazardous Substances
seen in the field, Attachment 1. With the exception of sulfuric acid
[used for pH control in cooling towers] most Extremely Hazardous
Substances have bee eliminated.
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Facility Emergency Response Coordinator

Section 303 requires each operator subject to Section 302
notification appoint a facility coordinator responsible for reporting
releases and for assisting the Local Emergency Response
Committee [LEPC] develop Emergency Response Plan and
Evacuation Plans.

Release Reporting

Section 304 requires each operator subject to Section 302
report releases of Extremely Hazardous Substances and/or
Hazardous Substances at or above the RQ, Attachment 1, which

leave the facility boundaries.

Hazardous Chemical Notification

Section 311 requires each operator storing 10,000 pounds
or more of a hazardous chemical [crude oil, sand, cement] at a

single facility at any one time notify the SERC, LEPC and the Local
Fire Department(s) serving the facility of that presence.

Hazardous Chemical Annual Inventory

Section 312 requires each operator subject to Section 311
prepare by 1 March of each year an inventory [Tier ! or Tier II] of ali
hazardous chemicals present at the facility at or above 10,000
pounds during the previous calendar year. The inventory is sent to
the same agencies as Section 311 notifications.

Transportation Exemption

SARA Title III applies to presence of ali Extremely
hazardous Substances at or above the TPQ; hazardous
substances released at or above the RQ leaving the facility
boundary; hazardous chemicals present at a facility at or above
10,000 pounds. What happens if a truck laden with one of these
substances or chemicals enters a facility planning to offload a
portion of the chemical?

Congress provided a transportation exemption in the form of
Section 327 which exempts an operator from including chemicals
present at the facility under active shipping papers.
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Gas an,d Sulf,,urPlant Operations

Gas and sulfur plant operations are subject to the same controls imposed
upon producing operations. Additionally, the Clean Air Act imposes controls of
fugitive emissions fronl valve stems, flanges, pump seals, compressor seals and
relief valves.

Also, the Clean Air act regulations specify the sulfur recovery efficiency
from sour [hydrogen sulfide containing] gas when the gas is processed.

Abandonment Operations

Abandonment of E&P facilities can occur throughout the life of the field.
However, most occur at the end of the economic life of the field.

At the completion of drilling, the reserve pit [mud pit] is closed
permanently. No federal regulations control these closures. Typically, State
rules control pit closures. Currently, Louisiana and Oklahoma are the only
states imposing Limiting Constituent Criteria on heavy metals, chlorides, and
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons ['I'PH].

Producing and injection wells can be plugged and abandoned prior to
field abandonment. States control producing well plugging and abandonment
requirements. States and/or Federal rules control injection well plugging and
abandonment procedures.

E&P facility abandonment are controlled by lease agreements. However,
we see expanded use of the "imminent and substantial threat" provisions when
leased lands are returned to the lessor.
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NARUC/DOE CONFERENCE - April 27, 1993

Larry Hall, President and COO
K N Energy, Inc.

Outline of Remarks Accomoanvin_ Slide Presentation

0 Critical time for natural gas industry

0 Nation has opportunty and can benefit from significant
domestic energy resources and environmentally clean
fuel

0 Challenge of industry, marketplace and government
- to work together:

--new environment of deregulation at wellhead/
restructure services under Order 636

0 Address two areas relating to upstream issues in this
new environment - from an integrated company's
perspective

--gathering and processing after Order 636
--supply

0 Gathering and Processing Issue

--three elements in gathering sector of pre-636:

1) regulated gathering/pipelines-FERC
2) state regulated and unregulated gathering and

processing - producer owned
3) GPM-new kids on block - unregulated



0 Post-636 - regulated unbundled/unregulated - FERC
string

--level playing field with other unregulated responsive
and decisive:

--well connects

--expansions-risk
--market based rates
--market driven incentives

--adequate legal remedies:

--monopoly systems/discrimination
--not a void for states to fill

0 Supply

--sufficient resource base to take us far into the next millenium

--short term deliverability issue

--strategic alliances"

--states
--LDC's

--pipelines
--marketing companies
--producers

Objective is reliable supply

0 First-drilling Activity

--level of successful drilling activity and gas demand are two
major factors that determine adequacy of natural gas
productive capacity

--demand is up 19.8 TCF; over 20 TCF - 1993

--rig count and number of wells at historic lows



--represents number of rigs actively drilling that
have as their target natural gas discoveries/onshore
and offshore-United States

0 Second productive capacity of dry gas barely exceeds
output for 1993:

--two largest gas producing areas, Gulf Coast and
Texas, not expected to meet historical market share - off
shore 23% - 14 Bcf/D

--most of productive capacity comes from new well
completions- wells less than three years contributed
over 40% of December capacity - 1982-84; down to 33%
1992

--take 20,000 successful completions in next two years to
keep necessary deliverability

0 Storage

--key 52 Bcf/D storage w/d capacity end of February 1993

--1.52 Tcf-17% decline over 1992; March 1.2 Ttf

--net injections needed to average 8.4 Bcf/d April-October
to get to last year-low

--incremental demand of .75 Bcf/d to 1.3 Bcf/d

0 Price

--markets are telling us:

--gas prices higher in summer than winter

--gas prices higher next winter

--number of contracts on NYMEX running scared or real

0 Traditional Regulation Won't Work - Forging An
Understanding for the Long Term Price and Service



0 Prices

--highest in decade

--what is market telling us:

--storage
--decline in deliverability
--636 uncertainty

0 States

--start asking questions - need to understand supply issue

--producers/marketers new role - communication

--understand tools available - hedging; swaps; EFP; long-
term contracts-fixed/indexed

--focus on best purchasing practices, not least cost purchasing -
least cost drives short term decisions - focuses on

hindsight

--innovation - risk/reward - realistic objectives

One thing we have learned: cost based regulation does not
incite cost minimization or innovative ways of doing business

Regulation is too often micro management where prospective
strategies are laboriously scrutinized and past performance
penalized

Traditional regulation will not work - forging an understanding
for the long term price and service



0 Monitoring and Oversight to Prevent Abuses

0 lt is Our Time

--our responsibility to make it work

--it is our country

--consistent/coherent vision - communicate
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Thank you.

I'm pleased to be able to talk with you today about natural gas cooling.

Natural gas cooling is one of the most promising aew markets for the natural gas

industry; but, if you stop to think about it, natural gas cooling is not new.

We sold single step absorption cooling in the 60's & 70's with varying de-

grees of success. As appliances became more efficient in the 1980s we needed

new technology to be able to compete. Now new and improved technology such

as absorption, engine driven and desiccant products will provide economical

comfort and environmental benefits to users.

Today's natural gas cooling equipment is better and more efficient than the

equipment sold 15 or 20 years ago. Sophisticated controls, added heat recovery,

new construction materials and improved manufacturing quality control--- ali of

those things have boosted the competitiveness of these products.

Just one example is the new direct-fired, double-effect absorption chiller

that Trane, York and Snyder General are now selling. These chillers have co-

efficients of performance more than double those of old single-effect units. In

addition, today's equipment can provide both heating and cooling. As a result,

gas cooling offers particularly good value in hospitals, hotels, restaurants and a

variety of other commercial and industrial applications.
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There a number of new products on the horizon. For example, the triple

effect absorption chiller developed by the Department of Energy that increases

efficiencies by an additional 40 percent.

But why gas cooling? Why is it so important? To better explain the impor-

tance of gas cooling, I need first to discuss the changes that are happening in the

natural gas industry.

First, deregulation and Order 636 opened us up to a new world of increased

competition within our industry as well as with others outside our industry.

Second, we are faced with declining annual use per customer for natural

gas in residential and commercial markets. Use of natural gas is down in our core

markets because of steadily improving efficiency in ali end-uses, voluntary con-

servation and -- increasingly -- integrated resource planning. The Georgia Pub-

lic Service Commission is currently looking at my company's integrated resource

plan -- the first ever filed by a natural gas utility in the state. We expect a deci-

sion from them on our proposals in June.

So our industry now finds itself in a situation where we must develop bold,

new strategies to sell efficiency to our existing residential, commercial and in-

dustrial customers. At the same time we must develop and market a number of

new technologies that continue to improve the value of natural gas for consum-

ers.
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Natural gas cooling fills the bill either way you look at it.

Gas cooling is perhaps the best demand side management option available

for both electric and gas utilities from a technical standpoint.

For the natural gas industry this market fills the summer valley, in gas load

and helps spread the high transportation fixed cost that LDCs are being forced to

assume through Order 636.

Electric utilities can avoid or postpone incurring the costs of building new

generating capacity. The cost of new generating capacity needed to power elec-

tric cooling is estimated anywhere from $250 per refrigerant ton to more than

$2,000 per ton. That doesn't even include the cost of associated transmission and

distribution upgrades.

The improved concept of total integrated resource planning can definitely

help improve our nation's energy security -- by making the best use of both gas

and electric systems.

So you can see it becomes a win, win situation. Consumers' total energy

costs are reduced. Even though gas cooling has higher first cost, lower operating

cost results in modest payback on their equipment investment.
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Modern, efficient natural gas equipment also can reduce our dependence on

imported energy supplies and improve our nation's energy security. Ninety-five

percent of our gas supply comes from the lower 48 states. Our remaining require-

ments are supplied by our neighbors to the north. Ample reserves of natural gas

are available m more than 100 years of supply. Ali this helps U.S. energy secu-

rity by reducing our dependence on foreign oil.

I'm pleased to report some significant progress in our efforts to market

natural gas cooling.

In the commercial market we are having some success introducing gas

cooling, especially with absorption coolers. Absorption's share of chiller market

rose from 4 percent average in the 1980s to 8 percent in ! 992, according to the

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute.

Our progress is still not nearly as impressive as in Japan, where absorption

has 90 percent of the chiller market. Export market potential for gas cooling

equipment is tremendous as other countries choose gas cooling over the expen-

sive infrastructure needed to power electric cooling equipment. We must match

and surpass Japan's challenge.
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For engine driven and desiccant gas cooling systems, we definitely need

more marketing support. Desiccant systems have great potential where large

amounts of cooling are needed and where the problem of mold and mildew

caused by humidity is significant. A good example is the Swan Hotel at Walt

Disney World in Orlando, Florida. Two months after they installed a desiccant

system they reported significant reductions in the relative humidity, "as well as

improved comfort levels.

Mold and mildew cost the hotel industry around $70 million a year in dam-

ages and lost revenue. Humidity control is also a major concern in supermarkets,

hospitals, offices and other building-types where high humidity causes opera-

tional and indoor air quality problems.

Desiccant systems also can eliminate capacity and efficiency reductions

that accompany converting chillers from CFCs to alternate refrigerants. Another

shot in the arm for this market is the development and introduction of desiccant-

based total cooling systems..

There remains significant potential for gas cooling in the industrial markets

but so far most of the activity has been in commercial and residential applica-

tions.

,;Lt
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For the residential customers, gas cooling is a promising market in all the

Southern states. But it hasn't always been that way. More than 30 years ago I

started my career selling natural gas cooling, and back then it was a hard sell and

it is still a hard sell. But today, with technological breakthroughs like the York

Gas Heat Pump- a unit that both heats and cools m we have a strong story to

tell.

The York Gas Heat Pump will give a giant boost to natural gas in the resi-

dential and small commercial cooling market. This unit will be the most efficient

heating and cooling unit on the market, and our challenge is to make customers

aware of its many benefits.

The York Gas Heat Pump provides superior comfort in the winter by deliv-

ering air at a warmer temperature than conventional electric heat pumps. This is

possible by capturing the heat of the advanced natural gas engine. In the summer,

the York unit will better handle humidity by utilizing a variable speed compres-

sor and a variable speed evaporator fan.

In terms of efficiency, the York unit is the best. According to the U.S. Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency's forthcoming report on residential space condition-

ing, the York Gas Heat Pump exhibits higher efficiency for both the heating and

cooling cycles than any other air source product on the market today.
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Emissions are a critical yardstick by which we must measure cooling tech-

nologies today. The York Gas Heat Pump's high efficiency means far fewer emis-

sions than other technologies across the board. It emits no SO 2, and NO x emis-

sions are at very low levels m well within air quality requirements. This product

currently uses HCFC refrigerant and can easily be converted to other refriger-

ants.

The York Gas Heat Pump can also outperform its electric counterparts in

terms of reliability. Its advanced natural gas engine designed specifically for heat

pump duty, coupled with a heavy-duty compressor, yields a 15-year life expecta-

tion, with only annual maintenance required.

The American Gas Cooling Center, which shares its headquarters with the

American Gas Association, directly supports technology transfer and commer-

cialization of advanced gas cooling equipment. The Center's goal is to establish

gas cooling as an attractive alternative to electric systems.

Right now, the Center, the American Gas Association, and the Gas Re-

search Institute are jointly involved in a field demonstration of 50 York units.

Once this demonstration is finished -- around the end of this year m we'll begin

marketing the York Gas Heat Pump. The goal is to sell 50,000 units in the next

four years.



The York Gas Heat Pump manufacturer's group will invest $13.3 million

for capital tooling, while the gas industry has earmarked $14.5 million to bring

the product to market at the mature market price.

I might mention that we're working hard to involve the federal government

in this effort. We would like the federal government to commit one half of the

$14.5 million. The payback for the federal government will be both economic

and environmental. More natural gas use is in the national interest- it keeps

jobs and dollars at home. Keep in mind that there is a tremendous export poten-

tial for this technology. Many governments, especially those of the Pacific rim,

are actively supporting the use of gas heating and cooling to take advantage of

their abundant supplies of natural gas. With the support of our government we

can make a real impact on this emerging export market.

I think the York unit is the tip of the iceberg. Other absorption and adsorp-

tion technologies will be developed to create alternatives and competition in this

growing residential and small commercial market.

507
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As with the introduction of any new product, we face major challenges, but

I think they are challenges we can meet head on. We have to look at the high

first-cost of the equipment and achieve a marketable price. We will have to build

an infrastructure to address the currently limited sales and service capabilities of

vendors. We must work closely to educate users and design engineers who have

been so far uncomfortable with gas cooling. And perhaps our biggest challenge

will be to work with the electric utilities, where gas cooling is considered a com-

petitive threat.

Natural gas cooling can be an important tool for us as we move into the era

of integrated resource planning programs. Gas cooling can help shave electric

peak demand and help balance the gas industry's load factor year-round.

What's more, the timing is right. America's growing awareness of the need

to clean up our environment, to increase our energy security, and to keep jobs

and dollars right here at home, play right into our hand. Both in government and

the private sector Americans understand that clean-burning natural gas is the fuel

of choice.

-END-
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The theme of this panel is residential gas markets and

their potential in the new competitive world of natural gas.

LDCs continually reassure us that residential consumers are an

important market. Certainly LDCs are devoting a major share of

their resources to serving residentials. In part this is

involuntary; as more and more larger gas users switch to"

transportation of gas, residential users constitute an ever

greater portion of the LDCs's sales. LDCs are about the only

ones supporting residential concerns, however. Commissioner

Heintz of Maryland pretty much laid out the gas industry

position at lunch yesterday, sounding the theme that

residential customers should pay for everything and stop

whining. It's good for us.

I would like to postulate that the residential market is

multifaceted just like other markets. A variety of responses

to its needs is appropriate. Some residential consumers will

want choices; some will not. Some will buy gas air

conditioners -- some may even buy NGVs. There is need for

greater demand side management and conservation to reduce peak

use. There is also potential for expanded gas use,

particularly in natural gas air conditioning. However, I

submit that the current regulatory efforts to shift costs of

every description to captive firm customers is not the best way

to promote natural gas use by residential consumers.



Yet at every turn the regulatory solution being proposed in

response to competitive forces in the natural gas market is:

Customers with competitive options don't want to pay whatever

cost is at issue; let's put it in the demand charge and let the

residential consumers pay it. Thus residentials are not seeing

the benefits of increased competition but are paying for them

for others.

I will come back to this theme. First, I want to point out

the kinds of factors that do influence consumers in their

energy choices.

To begin with, I think that gas is a wonderful energy

source. Several NASUCA members took part in a focus group for

the National Petroleum Council study last year. Afterwards we

heard that the observers were amazed that we were really

reasonable people. We really are. And residential consumers

make rational choices.

Three factors influence energy choices -- and probably most

other choices -- for consumers. I have called these the

economic, aesthetic and moral factors. The economic factor is

primary for most of us, and most of these comments reflect that

fact. But certainly aesthetic factors are also important.

Aesthetic elements that affect our energy choices include such

desirable qualities as quiet operation, and absence of bad

smells. The third factor influences us in ways that may be

externally imposed. ) Moral factor is name I give to



influences such as environmental issues, excessive depletion of

natural resources, or income inequities.

Of course if one has enough income, the economic factor can

become secondary to aesthetic and moral influences. There is

currently an automobile commercial proclaiming that we all have

mind, heart and conscience, and we should want our cars" to have

the same. I guess we consumers want our utilities and

regulators to have mind, heart and conscience as well.

Consumers follow heart and conscience when they can, but the

mind usually zeroes in on the economic consequences. An

example from close to home comes to mind. One of my sons wants

me to buy Ben and Jerry's ice cream because of their social

policies. I'm sure he's right -- but it's a difficult choice

when another brand is on sale at half the cost. The economic

factor, as it so often does, weighs powerfully against the

moral factor.

For utilities or producers or manufacturers wanting to

influence consumers to greater usage of natural gas, I suggest

all three factors must be considered. Regulators may be

motivated for societal and political reasons to encourage

either greater or lesser consumption. Regulators exercise

their influence at the moral and economic levels especially.

Let me tell you how I heat my home. My central heating is

economical, moral and aesthetic. I have a gravity natural gas

furnace that heats the house with no fan -- thus no electricity

-3-
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consumption and no noise. The house has good insulation, and

is comfortable with low energy use. Not totally moral, however

-- I do have a fireplace -- but it gives me immense aesthetic

rewards, and I put the ashes on my garden. Next time I choose

a heating system or systems, my choices will be influenced by

all three factors.

Proponents of the moral forces, such as environmental

advocates, don't have a lot of money to influence choices.

There's not a lot of money in conservation -- at least, not

yet. Thus, legislators and regulators are most often the

forces to enable results in the moral category such as the

Clean Air Act and investment in conservation. Sometimes

legislators force the goals on the regulators by a failure to

deal with what are really social problems. I am thinking of

programs to solve low income energy bills by putting costs on

utility users instead of on taxpayers.

Economic forces are the ones that consumer advocates

constantly face. We are now facing the economic consequences

of the so-called competitive market that is the current federal

energy policy, and which states regulators must also deal with.

I must note that federal policy with respect to gas use is

not crystal clear. We have the Energy Policy Act, supposed to

encourage increased natural gas use, to reconcile with the

proposed Btu tax, supposed to encourage conservation, and

Senator Johnston's mention of another policy, that the market

does a better job of allocating natural resources.

-4-
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But I question whether energy policy as promulgated by the

FERC is to increase or even encourage gas use by residential

consumers. The policies discussed here primarily are those

which affect base rates of pipelines and LDCs. They involve

rate design issues and surcharges directed specifically at

consumers without competition alternatives.

The FERC policy of shifting pipeline costs to the demand

charge, culminating in Order No. 636's mandate of the straight

fixed variable rate design, is resulting in increasing rates to

the residential heating customer. That trend is accelerating

at an alarming pace.

Other Order 636-induced costs under the umbrella of

transition costs are in the billions. In the response of FERC

Chair Betsy Moler to Congressman John Dingell, FERC's chart of

transition costs did not even reflect available data as of the

date it was prepared. Our office assembled transition cost

estimates from ten pipelines affecting Ohio. As of April 23

the total for those ten pipelines was $2.518.3 to $2612.6

billion for gas supply realignment. That total does not

include any estimate of the claims that Columbia Gas

Transmission may submit. A large segment of these so-called

transition costs will be billed to residential consumer class.

FERC did not consider the cost of pipeline expansion in its

estimates. The cost of new facilities is one that must also be

a concern to residentials as firms seek rolled in pricing for

new 9rojects to serve expanding markets.

-5-



Another cost recently added to pipeline demand billing is a

demand surcharge for the Gas Research Institute. Up until the

beginning of 1993 GRI was funded by a volumetric surcharge on

all pipeline throughput. But pipeline claims that competitive

forces were causing them to fund GRI with shareholder dollars

persuaded FERC to shift $43 million, or 25% of GRI costs, to

firm customers as a demand surcharge on top of the volumetric

charge. In 1994 the shift will be even greater. But we are

told, residential consumers should pay gladly. It's good for

us.

As a result of the changed billing mechanism for GRI,

resident and commercial customers will pay 86% of GRI costs.

LDCs will want to pass through those billings in their

purchased gas adjustment rates. Yet GRI research costs are

not a cost of gas -- in fact, after the change in the billing

mechanism they are no longer even connected to gas consumption.

In Ohio we have argued that it should be a base rate component

just like dues to any other organization so long as change

remains. (Ohio Consumers' Counsel and the California PUC have

also appealed the GRI demand charge billing to the D.C.

Circuit.)

The next cost being added to gas bills will only hit

customers of four pipelines but they cover most of the central

and eastern portions of the U.S.

FERC in recent orders on the ANR and Tennessee pipeline

restructurings has extended transition cost treatment to

above-market costs of synthetic gas from the Great Plains coal

-6-



gasification plant. Even though FERC admits this action flies

in the face of Order No. 636, this gas, which is both costly

and unneeded, will be permitted to flow. The pipelines are

required to purchase it, and FERC plans to permit them to

assess the excess costs to all firm customers on their systems,

for another fifteen years.

The premises supporting the original approval of the Great

Plains gas have disappeared. Most significantly, studies show

that the plant can be put to other, more economic uses not

requiring ratepayer subsidy.

No jobs need be lost, and the distortion caused by sale of

gas at twice recent market prices could end. The Office of

Consumers' Counsel opposes continuing ratepayer subsidies which

have cost an estimated $750 million in the last ten years and

now are being spread to firm customers throughout a large part

of the country. We are joining efforts by the Wisconsin

Distributor Group to end the subsidy and require synthetic gas

to compete in the market like every other gas supply. So are a

number of other entities, all opposed to the uneconomic aspects

of continuing to produce synthetic pipeline gas from this

plant, especially when other alternatives are available for the

plant.

Turning from FERC to the Departments of Energy and

Treasury, the proposed Btu tax measures are accompanied with

the administrative intent to ensure that end users pay the tax

-- and to remove state regulatory discretion to deal with the

-7-
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taxes -- even if existing rates are already overrecovering LDC

returns. I can't improve on Peter Bradford's comments earlier

in this conference. NASUCA has now adopted a resolution

calling for state and local authority over ratemaking treatment

of any federal taxes affecting utilities.

Turning to the state level, we find that increased gas use

again results in higher rates for consumers -- or at least that

result is being sought.

Natural Gas Vehicles are great for the environment -- and

the fuel is cheaper. Problems like weight, incremental cost

and refueling infrastructure are being addressed -- but of

course that costs money. Some is coming from GRI, some from

manufacturers -- and now LDCs are applying for ratepayer

funding of their own research and promotional programs for

NGVs. Such ratemaking treatment would not be subject to

competitive forces but would simply be underwritten by gas

users -- even though NGV promotion is unrelated to their gas

service.

If NGVs are serving a social objective, ratepayer financing

is not a proper way to fund their development. Don't put them

in gas rates and expect consumers to buy more gas.

Separate ratepayers from discretionary funding of services

-- as advocated by Mr. Zielinski of Rochester Telephone.

Residential ratepayers are not an inelastic market.

A lesson from 1980s -- that is true.

-8-
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There are no franchise territories for gas in Ohio --

although few places where dual service choice actually

available. You can bet rates of large users on the fringes of

a de facto service territory or near pipelines are not

subsidizing any other customers.

State Actions re Residential Usage:

Commissioners working hard to deal with 636.

Ohio roundtable and subcommittees, to consider the

effect of 636 on all segments of the gas industry in
Ohio.

NJ bi-monthly conferences, to acquaint regulators and

industry participants with the issues.

KY process, recently begun, has a similar purpose.

Pressures to "unbundle" at state level are now being

brought to bear; intended to increase even more the
cost burden on residentials.

636 shift of purchasing to LDCs causes costs for

supply-related Staff and electronics capabilities for

the LDCs. May work out in long run but higher rates

likely -- one Ohio LDC adding 28 staff persons for gas

acquisition. Yet for their primary supplier, pipeline

rates went up not down.

GRI, local NGV promotion costs in rates pipeline and

LDC expansion costs.

What to do? If you are going to play the card game, you've got

to deal sometime. Regulation needs to recognize that where

increased gas use has cost, that should not be dealt to

existing firm gas use.

Laws are enhancing increased gas use for electric

generation, ngvs - why?

Load factors; storage can be an extremely useful means

of decreasing cost - if SFV stays in effect.

IRP - education re DSM will be increasingly critical



Obligation to serve disappears with transportation of
gas.
-- if a customer leaves purchase of system gas, no

obligation to take it back on the part of the
LDC; if supply or capacity not available, the
customer must be aware it is at risk.

-- if a customer leaves purchase, and pipeline
capacity can be reduced, any expense of
maintaining or regaining that capacity should not
fall on us, the remaini;_g ratepayers.

-- Residential gas transport -- can help with gas
costs in so_e instances but base rates for

delivery may even increase.
-- Ali electric generation -- is that the federal

policy for the future? As more and more costs
shift to those who use gas for heat, that is the
question I leave with you.

-I0-



DESIGNING PURCHASED GAS ADJUSTMENT CLAUSES
TO PROVID_ FOR INCENTIVE COMPATIBILITY

IN A MORE COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Robert E. Burns & Mark Eifertx
Senior Research Specialist & Graduate Research Associate

The National Regulatory Research Institute
1080 Carmack Road

Columbus, Ohio
(614) 292.9307

Traditionally, automatic adjustment clauses have been generally accepted as a part
of a utilities' tariffs ior three primary reasons." First, the items generally constitute a
significant or large component of the utility's total operating cost. Second, their costs,
whether it be gas, coal, labor cost, interest, or other costs, change in volatile and
unpredictable ways. Third, the price of purchased items (commonly fuel or purchased
power) was considered entirely outside of the utility's control. Recently, the issue has
been raised as to whether these assucnptions are still valid. Clearly, fuel and purchased
gas costs, while generally down from previous peak levels, still constitute a signif_c.ant
portion of a utility's operating costs. However, an argument might be made as to
whether fuel costs have remained volatile and unpredictable. Casual observation seems
to suggest less price volatility than in years past. But, can we expect this relative calm
of recent years to continue? The answer is probably not.

An increase in the volatility of gas and coal prices can be expected in large part
because of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The United States Energy
Information Administration predicts a heavy reliance on gas, nonutility generation (usually
gas-fired), and low-sulfur coal for future generation. This increased reliance on gas
should have a profound effect on purchased-gas adjustment clauses.

1 The views expressed in this paper are the authors' own and do not necessarily
reflect those of The National Regulatory Research Institute, The Ohio State University,
the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, or any of the individual
state public utility commissions.

" Much of this paper is based on work performed by the authors in Robert E.
Burns, Mark Eifert, and Peter A. Nagler, Current PGA and FAC Practices: Implications
for Ratemaking in Competitive Markets (Columbus, Ohio: The National Regulatory
Research Institute, 1991).



Unless a utility is vertically integrated and controls its own fuel supply sources, it
is unlikely that the utility can exert m:lch control over the cost of purchased gas.
However, this does not mean it exerts no control whatsoever, or that it is excused from
hard-nrsed, tough bargaining. Indeed, at the margin, a prudent utility would incur costs
to search for less expensive fuel supplies up to the expected benefits, that is, the
probability of successfully finding a lower price times the price savings times the amount
expected to be purchased.

For purchased-gas adjustment clauses, the three grounds for having an automatic
adjustment clause still hold, except when a utility owns an affiliated fuel source. But, the
current trend is toward more open markets as evidenced in the electric sector by the
growth in bulk power purchases, including those from QFs and IPPs, and evidenced in
the gas sector by more direct gas purchases and the greater demand for transportation
service. These market patterns create a need to revisit automatic adjustment clauses;
particularly, the incentives they create and their ratemaking implications are in a more
competitive environment.

The three traditional justifications for use of automatic adjustment clauses, while
still necessary, are unable to test their appropriateness in a more open market
environment. An additional justification is needed for the continued use of purchased-
gas adjustment clauses. The operation of any automatic adjustment clause should provide
incentive compatibility in a more open market environment. Automatic adjustment
clauses should be designed to encourage utilities to act in their own best interest,
maximizing profits by minimizing costs. Clauses should promote efficient behavior on the
part of the utilities while quickly and accurately passing through fuel price changes to
customers so they can make rational choices about supply, consumption level, or purchase
of substitute goods.

There is a need to redesign state PGAs to meet this final criterion. Based on an
NRRI survey conducted in 1991, most state commissions have not altered their PGAs and
FACs in any significant manner to accommodate today's more competitive environment.
Most state commissions still resort to either ex-post prudence reviews or best-cost fuel
procurement planning with subsequent reviews to determine whether the utility is
pursuing an appropriate fuel and/or purchase power procurement strategy. However,
both of these approaches are fundamentally flawed, because they are unlikely to
encourage efficient behavior on the part of the utility.

An ex post prudence review, if properly conducted, has one principal advantage.
When properly applied, it can result in an appropriate allocation of risks between
stockholders and ratepayers, lt can allocate systematic risk (that is, uncontrollable market
risks) to the utility, and idiosyncratic (controllable utility-specific) risks on the ratepayers. 3

3 See Robert E. Burns et al., The Prudent Investment Test & the 1980s (Columbus,
Ohio: The National Regulatory Research Institute, 1985). This report also sets forth four
standards that must be met for the proper application of the prudence test.



But, an ex post prudence review has the disadvantage of not encouraging the
utility with clear signals to minimize the utility's total fuel costs, including the transaction
cost of searching for and acquiring the lowest cost reliable fuel. This follows because
ali cost savings from a more efficient fuel portfolio are passed through to ratepayers, if
not immediately, then within a short period. Without some positive benefit, utilities will
tend to be more passive and cautious in fuel procurement, emphasizing stable (read
static) and reliable fuel sources over less costly alternatives, whose substantial price
discount may more than offset any disadvantage from lower reliability.

The use of "least-cost" or "best-cost" ex ante fuel procurement rev.iews, on the
other hand, are actually forms of preapproval meant to shift risks away from the utilities
and toward ratepayers. A utility with a commission-approved least or best cost fuel
procurement plan is unlikely to deviate greatly from that plan since any deviation places
them at risk of a prudence disallowance. Instead of taking advantage of price
differentials among various fuel markets (for example, gas futures, spot gas, short-term
gas, or long-term gas), fuel managers tend to stand firm. The ex-ante fuel procurement
review tends to substitute for legitimate managerial prerogatives as the utility adheres
to the fuel portfolio approved in the ex ante plan.

To overcome these limitations, a fixed-weight method of designing PGAs is
proposed to encourage incentive compatibility. The fixed-weight PGAs provide utilities
with appropriate incentives to engage in least-cost procurement in competitive markets,
while mitigating price signal distortions to the consumers. Further, it also enables a
proper allocation of risks between ratepayers and stockholders. Just as the prudence test
provides a proper allocation of risks, when properly applied, a fixed-weight PGA allocates
systematic, uncontrollable market risks to the ratepayers. Controllable, idiosyncratic risks
are allocated to the stockholders. Thus, a fixed weight PGA has the advantage of being
an incentive-based mechanism designed to achieve traditional regulatory objectives, but
at a lower cost than traditional regulation.

The fixed-weight PGA also has the advantage of putting fuel procurement
decisions and responsibilities back in the hands of the utility manager. It offers them
great flexibility to deal with price changes that might occur, not only on a month-by-
month basis but on a real time basis. This flexibility is particularly useful as competition
becomes more important in setting fuel prices, which is evidenced by a developing
emissions allowance trading market, an active gas futures market, and other developments
concerning wholesale power purchases.

Here is how a fixed-weight PGA works. LDCs have more supply options today
than in the past. Besides the traditional long-term gas market, there are growing spot,
forward, and futures markets. LDCs can now buy gas directly from producers or
indirectly from brokers. The fixed-weight PGA uses two classes of weights: market
weights and supplier weights. The market weights measure the contribution of each
market--long-term, forward, spot and futures--to the total supply portfolio. Consequently,
the weights are proportions that add up to one. A supplier's weight measures that
supplier's contribution to a particular market supply.



Suppose, for simplicity, there are only two market classifications: long-term and
short-term markets. Assume initially the LDC purchases one-half its supplies from each
market employing the market weights .5 and .5 respectively. Within each market are
suppliers. For example, the long-term market may have two suppliers, A and B,
supplying 70 percent and 30 percent, making the supplier weights .7 and .3, respectively.
The market weights (.5, .5) add up to one as do the supplier weights within a market
(.7, .3). Supplier A's contribution to the total supply is given as the product (.5) X (.7)
- 35 percent. The weighted cost of gas (WCOG) is simply computed as a weighted
average cost of the different sources of gas supplies. In addition to A and B, suppose
Suppliers C and D supply .6 and .4 of the short-term supplies. Furthermore suppose the
$/Mcf for suppliers A through D are $3.00, $2.80, $2.20, and $2.10. Then the WCOG
= .5 [(.7)($3.00) + (.3)($2.80)] + .5 [(.6)($2.20) + (.4)($2.10)]-- $2.55/Mcf.

Once the market and supplier weights are set jointly by the commission and the
LDC, the LDC can make any purchase decision it chooses; it is not restricted to
purchase according to the fixed weights (the WCOG). As prices for gas supplies
fluctuate, the LDC can purchase supplies in relative quantities that differ from those
incorporated in the fixed-weight PGA, allowing the actual cost of gas (ACOG) to deviate
from the WCOG. But, to encourage efficiency, LDCs must permanently retain a share
of the cost savings from seeking the efficient gas portfolio.

The basic incentive mechanism behind the fixed-weight PGA is setting a supply
portfolio target and providing the LDC with an incentive to outperform the target. The
incentive mechanism allows both the ratepayer and utility to share the cost savings from
optimal decisionmaking. The target is the WCOG determined by the predetermined
fixed weights and actual prices. As fuel prices change the target changes to reflect the
current market realities. For example, should the price of supplier C rise to $2.40/Mcf,
then WCOG would be valued at $2.61/Mcf. The fixed weights become suboptimal,
whenever prices fail to change proportionally, that is, there exists a lower-cost portfolio
offering the same level of reliability. 4 Say, for example, the LDC responds by purchasing
60 percent of its short term supplies from supplier D and lowers to 40 percent amounts
purchased from C. In other words, suppose the supplier weights change from (.6, .4) to
(.4, .6). The actual cost of gas (ACOG) becomes" ACOG = .5[(.7)($3.00)+(.3)($2.80)]
+ .5[(.4)($2.40)+(.6)($2.10)] = $2.58/Mcf.

The retail cost of gas (RCOG), the cost charged to ratepayers, is neither the
actual cost of gas (ACOG) nor the weighted cost of gas (WCOG), but rather lies in
between. Its exact position depends on the sharing rule (s), that is, the amount the
utility permanently retains. Its formula is as follows:

RCOG = ACOG + s(WCOG- ACOG).

4 A discussion of use of a Reliability-Price Index and a Consumer Welfare Index
to account for reliability differences in fuel markets is contained in Burns, Eifert, and
Nagler, 194-198.
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The retail gas cost, that is the base cost to ratepayers, equals the actual cost plus
the share, s, of cost savings kept by the LDC. The authors believe that it is desirable
for s to be set high enough to have a significant effect on the utility's behavior, but that
it is politically unrealistic to expect s > .5. The final term of the formula measures the
profit to the LDC for reducing supply cost, and therefore, is the incentive mechanism
in the fixed-weight PGA. By setting s equal to .5, the RCOG --- $2.58 + .5($2.61 -
$2.58) --- $2.595/Mcf. The LDC earns ($.015/Mcf)(quantity purchased) in profits and
ratepayers benefit by paying $2.595/Mcf rather than $2.61/Mcf that they would have had
the LDC been passive and failed to adjust its portfolio to reflect price changes.

Conclusion

Other incentive-based mechanisms have been suggested at this conference.
However, they are fundamentally flawed. The proposal that the best method of achieving
maximum benefit from competitive natural gas markets is to have state public service
commissions preapprove the composition of gas procurement portfolios would shift market
risk from the utility to the consumer. In addition, the resulting reduction in regulatory
risk would require a commensurate decrease in the utility's rate of return on equity.
Further, there is an insufficient incentive for the utility to minimize its costs. The
proponents of preapproval themselves acknowledge that portfolio preapproval and least-
cost bidding are imperfect methods for replicating the price discipline that competition
creates. Indeed, regulatory preapproval of contracts tends to stifle competition.

The proposal that the spot price of gas be used as the sole benchmark against
which the prudence of all gas purchases are judged fails to take into account the value
of reliability that LDCs may piace on gas, particularly for core customers. Because of
its obligation to serve, the LDC must assure that these customers have reliable service,
especially during extreme weather. Reliability has value.

Finally, the suggestion that we should experiment with price cap regulation is
naive. Price cap regulation may be an option in a multiproduct market, with a mixture
of competitive and noncompetitive services. Natural gas, however, is a commodity, a
fungible product. While delivery and storage of natural gas may involve services that can
be differentiated, providing for price cap regulation in the natural gas market in the
"hopes" that Ramsey pricing would result seems to invite undue price discrimination.
Traditionally, most consider undue price discrimination to violate sound regulatory
principles.

Our proposed fixed-weight PGA, on the other hand, provides state commissions with
the appropriate conceptual model on which appropriately redesigned PGAs could be
based. The fixed-weight method is introduced as a framework for the recovery of costs
which now flow through state PGAs. The method can potentially foster long-standing
regulatory objectives in an environment where competition has become more prevalent.
For example, it automatically allocates risks appropriately between ratepayers and
shareholders, with ratepayers bearing the uncontrollable, systematic market risks, and the
utility bearing controllable, utility-specific risks. Further, it provides LDCs with the
proper incentives to minimize cost, while assuring an appropriate degree of reliability, in
a more open and competitive gas market.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper describes the results of a comprehensive economic

analysis of natural gas distribution costs. The analysis was

based on data from fifty local gas distribution companies covering

the period 1989-1988. It shows how total costs of gas distribu-

tion are related to the types of markets served and to the prices

of gas, labor and capital purchased by the compsnies.

The methodology has a broad application. It can be struc-

tured to evaluate the cost impacts of different load structures

and can derive specific cost estimates for any actual or hypothet-

ical firm. It can be used to estimate marginal and stand-alone

costs of service, to evaluate the cost impacts of load loss or

gain, and to measure the relative cost efficiencies of individual

firms.

Major findings of the study are:

i. Natural gas distribution is a natural monopoly with strong

economies of scale and economies of scope in serving different

types of markets (residential/commercial, firm industrial/elec-

tric, interruptible, and wholesale). Therefore, continued

il



regulation of gas distribution can be justified on natural

monopoly grounds.

This does not necessarily mean that unbundling of gas sales

from gas distribution is unjustified. For example, if gas distri-

bution achieves its most efficient scale at the local or regional

level while gas marketing is most efficient on a national scale,

the unbundling of distribution from sales could be justified, as

long as provision were made to deal appropriately with the naZural

monopoly characteristics of each activity.

2. For an LDC that enjoys economies of scope from serving a

diversified market, the loss of firm industrial/electric or

interruptible customers to bypass, fuel-switching or business

failure can significantly increase the cost of service to

remaining customers. Within limits, if rates can be restructured

to prevent such load loss, the remaining customers will be better

off than if the load loss takes place. The cost function can be

used to determine the limits of such a rate restructuring.

3. Long run marginal costs are significantly lower, and stand-

alone costs are significantly higher, than average costs in each

market sector. This is to be expected in an industry character-

ized by economies of scale and scope.

4. Large firms tend to be less efficient than small firms. More

oger, the degree of inefficiency is such that it almost exactly
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offsets the benefits of scale economies. In other words, as firm

size increases, economies of scale cause average costs to decline

while at the same time costs are increased by growing inefficien-

cy. The result is an approximately constant average cost curve.

This finding is important for a number of reasons. First, it

indicates that studies that find constant average costs in an

industry (and therefore conclude that no scale economies exist)

may actually be measuring the combined effect of cost-reducing

economies of scale together with cost-increasing inefficiencies.

Policy recommendations to deregulate an industry on the basis of

such a finding would be mistaken.

Second, these results support criticisms of cost-of-service

regulation as promoting inefficiency. Some form of alternative

(incentive) regulation is clearly called for. However, incentive

rate regulation, if adopted, should take into account existing

levels of inefficiency. For example, price caps might be set

lower for firms whose costs include high embedded inefficiencies.

And yardstick regulation, which bases rates on industry-wide

costs, might be considered altogether inappropriate if industry-

wide costs contain significant inefficiencies.

Finally, the acknowledgement of inefficiencies in an LDC's

costs and the development of regulatory and management strategies

to reduce these inefficiencies can enable firms to meet bypass

threats, enlarge their markets, and in general operate more effec-

tively in the increasingly competitive gas market that is emerging

in the United States.



INTRODUCTION

During the 1970s and 1980s, the deregulation of the airline,

trucking and railroad industries was greatly aided by the develop-

ment of techniques for the economic analysis of industry costs.

These techniques allowed the investigation of regulatory issues

such as whether an industry really is a natural monopoly, whether

continued regulation is in the public interest, the likely config-

uration of the industry after deregulation, how to allocate joint

costs, and how to estimate long run marginal costs needed for the

efficient pricing of outputs.

All of these issues are of recent and current concern to the

natural gas transmission and distribution industries. Curiously,

however, the economic analysis of industry costs, which proved so

valuable in deregulating other industries, has been largely absent

from deliberations over natural gas regulation at the federal and

state levels. For example, FERC Order 636 unbundled gas pipeline

services, requiring pipelines to offer gas sales, transportation

and storage as separate products, without first investigating the

cost structure of the industry to determine whether economies of

scope exist among these products, thus making it less costly to

provide them jointly than separately. At the state level, the

California Public Utility Commission's recent ruling establishing

techniques for determining long run marginal cost is based on a

cost-of-service accounting approach, which allocates (sometimes

4



arbitrarily and often controversially) specific categories of

costs to specific categories of customer demands that are classi-

fied as marginal. A more straightforward derivation of marginal

costs can be obtained from the economic analysis presented in this

paper.

This analysis was based on data from 50 local gas distribu-

tion companies (LDCs) covering the period 1969-1988. It shows how

total costs of gas distribution are related to the types of mar-

kets served and to the prices of inputs purchased by the compa-

nies. These results can be used by regulators and company manage-

ment to determine marginal costs of service, to evaluate bypass

issues, and to confirm whether natural gas distribution is a natu-

ral monopoly in need of continued regulation. Finally, the metho-

dology yields estimates of firm efficiency, which allows a ranking

of firms from most efficient to least efficient and which permits

analysis of the sources of inefficiency.

NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION COETS

Gas distribution costs depend on the types of markets served

(i.e., the load profile) and th% cost of inputs. The analysis can

be structured to evaluate any load structure for which data are

available. For this particular analysis, three retail sectors and

one wholesale sector were designated:

- Firm residential/commercial sales

- Firm industrial/powerplant sales

- Interruptible sales
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- Sales for resale

and three inputs were specified:

- capital

- natural gas

- labor

In addition, service area density (customers per square mile)

was included in the analysis, but found to have no net impact on

costs. (Presumably, the cost advantages of a densely populated

service area were offset by higher land, congestion and regulatory

costs.)

The analysis can be centered around any actual or hypotheti-

cal firm, giving specific cost estimates for that firm. The re-

sults presented here pertain to a hypothetical firm whose output

quantities and input costs are the average for the fifty firms in

the sample. The characteristics of this "average" LDC are given

in Table I. It had residential/commercial sales of 54.9 trillion

Btus (TBtu), firm industrial/powerplant sales of 21.0 TBtu, inter-

ruptible sales of 16.0 TBtu and sales for resale of 2.0 TBtu. It

paid an average wage of $34,870 (constant 1990 $), paid $3.04 per

mmBtu (constant 1990 $) for gas, and incurred a capital cost of

$19.83 (1990 $) per unit of capital employed. Its service area

contained 395 customers per square mile. The total cost of ser-

vice estimated for this LDC was $408 million (1990 $) for an aver-

age cost of $4.35/mmBtu. (By way of reference, the average retail

price for all LDCs in 1990 was $4.59/mmBtu).
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Table i. Description of the "Average" LDC

Residential/Commercial Sales 54.9
(trillion Btus)

Firm Industrial/Powerplant Sales 21.0
(trillion Btus)

Interruptible Sales 16.0
(trillion Btus)

Wholesale Sales 2.0
(trillion Btus)

Labor Price $34,870
(1990 $ per employee)

Gas Price $ 3.04

(1990 $ per mmBtu)

Capital Price $19.83
(1990 $ per unit of capital)

Density 395

! (customers per square mile)

Total Cost of Service $408.4
(million 1990 $)

Average Cost of Service $ 4.35
{1990 $ per mmBtu)

With respect to the impact of market structure on costs, the

results indicate that overall costs increase by 0.40% for every 1%

increase in residential/commercial sales, by 0.12% for every 1%

increase in firm industrial/electric sales, by 0.08% for every 1%

increase in interruptible sales, and imperceptibly for increases

in wholesale sales. (See Table 2.)



Table 2. Impact of Market Structure on Cost of Service

A 1% increase in: increases costs by:

Residential/Commercial 0.400%
Sales

Firm Industrial/Powerplant 0.117%
Sales

Interruptible Sales 0.083%

Clearly, costs are most highly affected by sales to residen-

tial/commercial customers. However, in all cases total costs

increase by much less than the increase in output, which indicates

the presence of significant economies of scale. Economies of

scale also exist for each product individually.

Economies of scope across the four end-use sectors exist when

firms serving a diversified load have lower costs than those serv-

ing fewer sectors. For the "average" LDC in this example, econo-

mies of scope result in a cost saving of 38% compared to the cost

of serving each sector with a separate LDC. Since there are pro-

duct-specific economies of scale as well as economies of scope, we

may conclude that natural gas distribution is a natural monopoly

and regulation is appropriate.

CALCULATION OF MARGINAL AND STAND-ALONE COSTS

Long run marginal costs can be derived directly from the

estimated cost function, as can the stand-alone costs of serving

each sector separately. For the "average" LDC, marginal and



stand-alone costs for the four markets are given in Table 3. The

table shows that the marginal cost of residential/commercial ser-

vice is an estimated $2.98 per mmBtu, compared to $2.27 for firm

industrial/electric utility service, $2.11 for interruptible ser-

vice and $0.33 for wholesale sales (constant 1990 $). Note that

marginal costs in z!l cases are lower than the systemwide average

cost of $4.35, as would be expected in the case of a natural mono-

poly.

Table 3. Marginal Costs and Stand-Alone Costs

(1990 $ per mmBtu)

Marginal Stand-Alone
Cost Cost

Residential/Commercial Saler $2.98 $6.10

Firm Industrial/Powerplant ,ales $2.27 $6.36

Interruptible Sales $2.11 $6.48
Wholesale Sales $0.33 $44.36

Stand-alone costs represent the cost of providing the desig-

nated level of service to each sector taken individually. For

example, if the 54.9 TBtus of residential/commercial sales were

provided by a utility with no other markets, the cost would be

$6.10/mmBtu. Similarly, if a separate LDC were built to provide

21 TBtus of firm industrial/electric sales, the cost would be

$6.36/mmBtu. If only i_ TBtus of interruptible sales were provi-

ded, the cost would be $6.48/mmBtu. In every case, stand-alone

costs are higher than marginal or average costs, supporting the

conclusion that load diversification lowers costs.



APPLICATION TO BYPASS

These results can be applied directly to estimate the costs of

bypass (or fuel-switching or other types of load loss) to a utili-

ty's remaining customers. Table 4 illustrates for the example of

the "average" LDC faced with the loss of all its interruptible

customers. The total cost of serving all four markets (prior to

bypass) is $408.4 million (constant 1990 $) for 93.9 TBtus of gas

sales, giving an average cost of $4.35 per mmBtu. At this average

cost, the total cost of the 77.9 TBtus of non-interruptible load

is $338.8 million. If the LDC were to lose all its interruptible

load, the total cost of the 77.9 TBtus of non-interruptible load

would rise to $380.6 million -- an increase of $41.7 million --

giving an average cost of $4.89 per mmBtu.

Table 4. Estimated Cost Impacts of Bypass

Total Average
Cost Cost

(million (1990 $

1990 $) per mmBtu)

Cost of Serving All $ 408.4 $ 4.35
Four Sectors

Cost of Serving 77.9 TBtus

of Non-Interruptible Load

Before Bypass $ 338.8 $ 4.35

After Bypass $ 380.6 $ 4.89



In other words, the loss of 16 TBtus of interruptible gas

sales would increase costs to the remaining customers by more than

$41 million, or $2.61 for each mmBtu of lost load. Remaining

customers would be better off if rates could be restructured so as

to reduce interruptible rates by as much as $2.61 per mmBtu if

such a restructuring enabled the LDC to retain its interruptible

load.

EFFICIENCY OF LDCs

Cost-of-service regulation has been widely criticized for

I
failing to provide incentives to minimize costs. Roger Sherman

suggests that

[since] the firm's own costs are used to determine its

revenues, ... an inefficient firm may simply be allowed

higher prices and more revenues to cover its higher
costs.

z
Daniel Spulber concurs:

Cost-based pricing may create the wrong incentives for

firms. If prices allocate total costs, the firm may
not have an incentive to minimize total costs.

Regulated firms may not select the best technology, or
they may not choose efficient input levels. Cost-based

pricing may distort input choices. Average cost

pricing in the natural gas utility industry may have

been responsible for utility purchases of costly gas

supplies that were nriced significantly above average

market prices in the period following partial decon-
trol.

IThe Regulation of Monopoly, (NY: Cambridge University Press,
1989).

2Regulation and Markets (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1989).



The results of this analysis indicate a wide range of effi-

ciency among LDCs. The second most efficient firm had costs 95%1

higher than those of the most efficient firm, after taking into

account firm differences in output quantities, input prices and

density. The least efficient firm had costs 296% higher than

those of the most efficient firm. Out of the entire sample, 35i

firms had costs estimated to be more than three times those of the

most efficient firm, and 13 had costs estimated at two to three

times as great.

A primary explanation for the variation in firm efficiency

measures is firm size. Large firms tend to be less efficient that

small firms. Moreover, the extent of the inefficiency is suc_

that it almost exactly offsets the economies of scale enjoyed by

larger firms. This result raises the possibility that the indus

try may not actually experience declining average costs, evel,

though there are strongly increasing returns to scale for effi

cient firms.

Specific causes of inefficiency were not investigated for

this analysis. Possible explanations might include inefficiencyl

on the part of firm management, overcapitalization induced by

rate-of-return regulation (the Averch-Johnson effect), the pursuit

of equity considerations by regulators at the expense of efficien-

cy (e.g., enforcing the obligation to serve markets that are not

cost-effective), regulators' dependence on firms for informatior

regarding costs, and a pervasive failure of regulators to expect

, .12



average costs to decline as the size of the (naturally monopolis-

3
tic) firm increases.

CONCLUSIONS

This analysis suggests four broad conclusions of interest to

natural gas distribution companies and their regulators:

i. Natural gas distribution is a natural monopoly with strong

economies of scale and economies of scope in serving different

types of markets (residential/commercial, firm industrial/elec-

tric, interruptible, and wholesale). Therefore, continued regula-

tion of gas distribution can be justified on natural monopoly

grounds.

This does not necessarily mean that unbundling of gas sales

from gas distribution is unjustified, however. For example, if

_as distribution achieves its most efficient scale at the local or

regional level while gas marketing is most efficient on a national

level, then the unbundling of distribution from sales might be

appropriate, as long as provision were made to deal with the natu-

ral monopoly characteristics of each activity.

3It should be noted that part of the "inefficiency" may not be

inefficiency at all, but a higher (and more costly) quality of

service. For example, if reliability of service is greater for

large firms, that effect would be measured here as inefficiency,

since the analysis does not distinguish different levels of ser-

vice reliability.



2. For an LDC that enjoys economies of scope from serving a

diversified market _ the loss of firm industrial/electric or

interruptible customers to bypass, fuel-switching or business

failure can significantly increase the cost of service to

remaining customers. Within limits, if rates can be re_tructured

to prevent such load loss, the remaining customers will be better

off than if the load loss takes place. The cost function can be

used to determine the limits of such a rate restructuring.

3. Long run marginal costs and stand'alone costs can be derived

directly from the cost analysis. Long-run marginal costs are

significantly lower, and stand-alone costs significantly higher,

than average costs in each market sector. This is to be expected

in an industry characterized by economies of scale and scope.

4. Large firms tend to be less efficient than small firms. More

over, the degree of inefficiency is such that it almost exactly

offsets the benefits of scale economies. In other words, as firm

size increases, economies of scale cause average costs to decline

while at the same time costs are increased by growing inefficien-

cy. The result is an approximately constant average cost curve.

This finding is important for a number of reasons. First, it

indicates that studies that find constant average costs in an

industry (and therefore conclude that no scale economies exist)

may actually be measuring the combined effect of cost-reducing

economies of scale together with cost-increasing inefficiencies.



Policy recommendations to deregulate an industry on the basis of

such a finding would be mistaken.

Second, these results support criticisms of cost-of-service

regulation as promoting inefficiency. Some form of alternative

(incentive) regulation is clearly called for. However, incentive

rate regulation, if adopted, should take into account existing

levels of inefficiency. For example, price caps might be set

lower for firms whose costs include high embedded inefficiencies.

And yardstick regulation, which bases rates on industry-wide

costs, might be considered altogether inappropriate if industry-

wide costs contain significant inefficiencies.

Finally, the acknowledgement of inefficiencies in an LDC's

costs and the development of regulatory and management strategies

to reduce these inefficiencies can enable firms to meet bypass

threats, enlarge their markets, and in general operate more effec-

tively in the increasingly competitive gas market that is emerging

in the United States.
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I'm pleased to be a part of this very important dialogue among natural gas
consumers, transporters,producers and policymakers, lt is essentialto work
togetherifnaturalgas istofulfillitspotentialtomeet America'senergy needs as an
environmentallypreferable,abundant and domesticallyproduced fuel.

On a more personal note, as an individualconsumer I have an interestin natural
gas. Because ofitsenvironmentalbenefitsI'mgladthatIheatmy home withnatural
gas and even drive a compressed gas-fueledcar. And I know that an increasing
number ofAmericans are consciousofenvironmentalfactorsintheirenergy use and
decisions. And _ recognizethe environmentalbenefitsofnaturalgas.

Because natural gas is such an environmentallybeneficialfuel itis of growing
interestto stateregulators,who must take intoconsiderationthe environmental
consequences of the fuelsused by utilitiesthey regulate. For thatreason I would
liketofocus my comments today primarilyon two stateinitiativesthatcan promote
the use ofnaturalgas:

- seasonalburning of gas tccontrolozone; and,

- encouraging new electricutilitiestoburn more naturalgas todecreaseoverall
pollution.

But using more naturalgas isnot theentireenvironmentalpicture. Before Idiscuss
ways you can helpyour statesolveitsenvironmentalproblems by using more natural
gas, let me review brieflysome of the environmental realitiesof natural gas
production.

Natural Gas Production and the Environment

Naturalgas resourcesare abundant.

- 65 years ofresourcesin the lower48 states.

- 100 years ofresources ifwe includeAlaska and Cana_.a.

Proved reserves --what we can get toquickly-- are holdingsteady.

- An 8-year inventory.

- A slight dip in the last two years resulted from extremely low prices.
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- The oversupply situation in the industry that led to these low prices appears
to be ending. There are signs that drilling activity will increase over the next
several years.

Prices will probably rise, but not excessively.

- When adjusted for inflation, natural gas prices at the wellhead are only half
of what they were in 1984, the last full year of wellhead price regulation.

- Consumers pay significantly less per BTU for gas than for oil.

- Because so many industries have fuel-sw-itching capability, there is an
automatic cap on the price of natural gas. It has to compete with oil and coal
for its share of the energy mix.

- There is a second cap on the price of natural gas -- the price of liquified
natural gas that could be imported from the enormous supply of resources in
the former Soviet Union and the Middle East.

But having the gas in the ground may not mean that it is completely available to help
the U.S. address its environmental problems. Currently, we see many
environmental groups promoting gas on the demand side but opposing new
exploration and production.

The areas with the largest potential gas reserves that are the least expensive to
produce are offshore, and on federal lands. If we are shut out of these prime areas,
your ratepayers will pay more for natural gas.

You might be willing to accept that if there were real environmental benefits. But
in many cases there aren't. There are no serious environmental hazards connected
with offshore or even wetlands gas wells. The impact on federal lands is very
minimal. Energy producers today value the environment. The practices today are
not those of 30, 10, or even 5 years ago. We at Oryx Energy are proud of the
environment principles we work by -- and copies are available at the rear of the
room, or I'll be glad to send you one.

Ali of us have a stake in responsibly meeting challenges to natural gas exploration
and production posed in large measure by misperception of industry values and
priorities -- but I'd really like to focus more today on state-oriented natural gas use
issues.

Seasonal Use of Natural Gas to Reduce Ozone Emissions

Under the Clean Air Act, states not meeting federal targets for ozone levels must
submit control plans. Hearings are now taking place to develop those plans.

Electric utilities are a primary focus of ozone attention.

- Ozone results in part from nitrogen oxide emissions.

- Half of NO× comes from cars - states can't do much more to reduce these
emissions than they already do -- certainly not in the short l'un. Also, voter
revolts may result from attacking cars.

2
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There are two ways to reduce NO x omissions from coal-fired plants:

- Mix natural gas with coal ("reburn" and "co-firing"). By using 15-20 percent
natural gas, you can reduce NOx emissions from coal plants by 50-70 percent.

- Substitute natural gas for coal, resulting in a 95 percent NOx emissions drop.

However, there are barriers to substitution of natural gas for coal if you need more
reduction than you car get from reburning and co-firing.

- Demand varies, hAgh demand during the winter heating season creates higher
prices and more competition for supply. Much lower demand in summer --
prices lower, supply readily available.

- Weather conditions can affect natural gas delivery, and on-site storage is
generally limited.

- Utilities have many sunk costs in coal technology that they want to recover.

A solution: since ozone is primarily a summer problem, burn natural gas in the
summer and coal in the winter. A win-win situation:

- Producers would be very happy to increase the summer market.

- There's no competition with residential heating.

- Your meet your ozone requirements.

- Companies can still recover their investments in coal.

There is a problem, however: current federal policies. The Environmental
Protection Agency appears to have a policy of "continuous control". That means,
that once a pollution control is put into place, it must be used all the time.

- The "continuous control" policy makes sense in some cases. Public policy
leaders did not want situations to develop in which a c_al plant, for instance,
might turn off its scrubber on a windy dal, when weather patterns scatter its
emissions widely, then turn it on when still air concentrates emissions in the
local area.

- But seasonal burn is different. The control measure is being employed
continuously over a'-term-certain of several months. This is particularly
appropriate for ozone control.

The EPA is considering changing its policy in response to state input -- and I hope
there will be more of it.

If the policy changes, seasonal burn strategies could also be used to address air
quality problems from other pollutants such as sulfur dioxides an particulate matter.

For those of you from states where gas and electrical utilities are linked, there's
even further benefit. The two utilities may be able to contract together for firm
year-round supplies and pipeUne delivery capacity, then share them according to

3
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seasonal demand. If demand outstrips supply at one of the two utilities, the other
could reduce demand to compensate. Such a strategy is a cost-competitive approach
to risk reduction.

The bottom line is that gas can be an important part of creative solutions to energy
and environment problems.

I'd like to turn now to a more general, and extremely important topic.

Environmental Externalities

There is a push in many states to switch to natural gas for electrical" generation
because natural gas has fewer societal costs -- generally called "externaLities" --
than do fuels Like oil and coal.

Most work on externalities is being done in the context of state Integrated Resource
Planning (IRP) requirements.

As we all know, methods for evaluating externalities vary widely and are very
difficult.

- One method is the direct valuation of damage costs. This depends on the
transport and transformation of pollutants from their source to the affected
area, the exposure within the area, the damages caused, and the values
placed on these damages.

This direct valuation process is very difficult to quantify.

- The indirect method is an alternative. Experts are polled to determine the
cost of removing the pollutant. This cost is then added to the direct
generation costs for each fuel choice to determine the social costs.

Methodology isnVt the only problem public officials encounter when they try to choose
fuels based on externalities. A second question is: Which externalities are
important.

- Some states include the impact of a fuePs use on jobs and economic activity.
Others dontt.

- Some value only pollutants that have been shown to harm health.

- Others include so-called greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide.

In general, natural gas comes out a winner in externality evaluations.

- It is clean-burning.

- Exploration, production and transportation are done under environmentally
sound conditions and with very little visual pollution and relatively slight land
use.

- Naturalgas does no_ have the ash and sludge toget ridof,so you don'thave
the landfillproblems you get when you burn coal.

4



Producers believe that the benefits of natural gas should and can lead to a win-win
situation for the gas industry and consumers alike. In short, we think we have an
excellent product.

But we do see some dangers in the state externality efforts:

- In some cases, it seems possible that the costs of reducing pollution can
exceed benefits. This happens if all hazards are weighed equally. It also
happens if the cost of corrective measures is understated -- which is very
easy to do given the preliminary state of this art.

- A second problem is that costs to address externalities generally will be borne
by the citizens within the state establishing the requirements. However, part
of the pollution within that state may be coming from another state. By the
same token, benefits may occur to citizens in another state.

- A third problem that worries us is the current reaction to environmental
problems that have been proposed but not yet proven. Some states, for
instance, are responding to pressure from their citizens and including
greenhouse gases in their externality equations. Yet responsible scientists
disagree about the greenhouse effect. Is it real? If it is real, will it be more
harmful or more beneficial? If it is real, do the costs of reducing it by specific
mandated solutions outweigh the benefits of doing so?

Natural gas almost always comes out a winner in states that are including the
greenhouse effect in their evaluations. So I'm not expressing reservations
because of immediate self-interest. I do think, though, that we all have a
long-term self-interest in making sure that we make the right decisions with
taxpayer money. Thus, let me just caution you that some people may
overreact to current -- possibly overblown -- fears.

I certainly want to urge you to consider environmental costs when you are involved
with public utility fuel decisions. Private corporations and public officials alike have
a responsibility to respect and protect our environment, with future generations in
mind.

However, the debate on the specifics of externalities is still at an early stage. It is
one thing to take general environmental effects into consideration when evaluating
fuels for new electricity generating plants. It is quite another to assign concrete
values to a partial list of possible pollutants and use that information for long-term
decision-making.

In the long run, I also believe that states can view the federal government as
partner in this effort, promoting federal research that will resolve current
questions.

In summary, of course there are challenges ahead as regulators consider gas use.
As I've noted, current federal policy does not yet allow the flexibility to permit
seasonal burning of gas in all cases. Consideration of externalities is an evolving
art as well as a developing science, with uncertainties as to whether the
environmental benefits of natural gas will be consistently recognized. And, federal
policies regarding access to the sizable natural gas resources offshore and on federal
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lands may not be in sync with the fact that these resources are being produced in
an environmentally sound manner -- and will be in the future ff policies permit.

Meeting policy challenges will permit natural gas to play its potential role as a bridge
to a more sustainable energy future while ensuring sustainable economic health for
towns, cities and states across the country.

Thank you.
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My name is Phil Fassett and I'm Manager of Business Analysis at
Alcoa's Warrick Operations. The views I express will be my own and are
not necessarily the views of Alcoa or of Warrick Operations. I am the
immediate past chairman o. INDIEC (Indiana Industrial Energy Consumers)
and a past chairman of IEG (Industrial Energy Group)--a group of 100
national corporations whose Energy Managers meet several times per year
to discuss energy policy issues.

Alcoa is the world's most exciting & innovative aluminum company.
Warrick Operations has 3,800 employees involved in the production of
primary aluminum, the recycling of used beverage cans, the casting of
ingots and the manufacture of sheet products which are made into cans
for the beer and beverage industry. We own an integrated bituminous
coal strip mine, operated by Peabody Coal Company, which employs 130
Mine Workers. This coal is supplied to Alcoa Generating Corporation
(AGC), a subsidiary operated for Alcoa by Southern Indiana Gas and
Electric Company (Sigeco) and 200 employees. The AGC assets include
three 144 megawatt industrial boilers and 50% of a 300 megawatt utility
boiler which we share in ownership with Sigeco. As such, we control 150
megawatts of generation affected under the CAAA and 432 megawatts of
potential opt-in generation. A SIP limits our current generation such
that we import one-fourth of our coal to blend with our integrated coal.
Clean air compliance can be an expensive variable in our business.

Unlike most owners of CAAA affected units, Alcoa cannot pass the
cost of compliance on to its customer. In North America_ electricity is
about one-quarter o. the cost of making primary aluminum. Our aluminum
smelter competes for survival with primary metal from other parts of the
world where electricity costs are lower and environmental ey.cellence mav
not be a consideration. Our chances of preserving 1,200 jobs associated
with primary aluminum in Indiana are enhanced if we select the lowest
cost solution to clean air. Natural gas co-firing is a key part of that
solution at AGC.

1. Background - GRI testing with Radian verified e_pected results
- skeptical management - How can a fuel that costs

twice as much as coal reduce my cost?
2. Unit 1 modification in 1992 with funding help from Tenneco
3. Construct common pipeline & facilities and retrofit one boiler

- replace oil ignitors with big diameter gas ignitors
- CEMs with automatic peak shaving
- change from modeling concept permit
- baseline testing
- NO._ & SOx effects & possible synergy ???
- 9 months - reduced downtime, clea_ _r boiler, more

mwh, reduced NOx, reduced SOx
4. Will convert each of the other 3 units during major outages as

we convert to new instrumentation and c_ntrol
5. Schedule - Spring 94, Spring 95, 1997
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6. Other bene.its - low O&M, no ash, fuel flexibility, more Indian_

coal, possible NOx solution, eliminate violations

7. Reduces the need for coal inventory

With the CAAA, President Bush and the U.S. Congress presented a
cost-effective solution to environmental improvement. The Acid Rain

program will remove 10 million tons of SO= from the nations upper

atmosphere each year. The allowance permitting process and the opt-in

provisions of the act were intended to let the free market help this 40_'
reduction occur at mlnimum cost to ratepayers.

Most PUCs want compliance to be the least net cost to ratepayers.
Net cost considers lost mine worker jobs and considers lost commerce

from high utility rates. State legislative actions and other political

activity may make achieving least cost compliance difficult. Natural

gas co-firing and emission allowances are two solutions that offer lower

cost and avoid the political concerns of disrupting mineworker jobs.

Listed below are the strengths and weaknesses o_F three common solutions

I . SCRUBBERS

WEAKNESSES

- High capital investment

- High operating costs

- High energy use

- High risk of selling allowances at economical prices

- Significant solid waste that may have high disposal cost

- Increased CO= generation

- Very low flexibility

STRENGTHS

- May al!ow use of current coal source
- May allow savings by switching to lower cost high sulfur coal

- Proven technology

2 - FUEL BLEND I NG ( I NCLUD I _m.G CO--F I RE )

WEAKNESSES

- Adjusts existing fuel source (minimized by co-firing)

- May require changes to boiler (minimized by co-firing)

- Usually higher cost fuel

STRENGTHS

- Low capital investment
- No or low increase in operating cost

- No extra pollution or energy required
- Low risk

- High flexibility for future technology improvement
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3 . EM I SS I ON ALLOWANCES

WEAKNESSES

- Uncertainty in PUC ratemaking

STRENGTHS
- Allows use of current coal source
- No c_pit__l investment
- No increased operating cost or increased fuel cost
- No extra pollution or energy required
- High flexibility for future technology or fuel blend
- COST CAN BE 100% CERTAIN

SOME IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

1. Gas is not always more expensive than coal.
2, Gas can burn in boilers burning coal with minimal modification.
3. Gas reserves and gas transportation are abundant in North America.
4, Allowances selling prices are limited by both the free market cost

of reducing emissions and by allowance availability. An enormous
over-compliance is taking place and most experts see no hope that
selling prices will ever reach $400/ton.

5, Cost effective and environmP.ntally benign scrubbing technologies
will soon be commercialized. Gas and allowances can be high
flexibility temporary solutions.

6. Federal laws will soon require reduced NO., CO= or toxics.
7. Local health standards are unaffected by buying allowances.
8. CAAA does no_ mandates emission reductions for particular units. It

simply r_quires certain affected units to have one allowance for
each ton of SO= emitted.

9. Conventional scrubbing is a high risk solution to the CAAA.
i0, Natural gas co-firing is not.

Philip H. Fassett



USE OF INNOVATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
TO CUT THE GORDIAN KNOT:

STATE PSC POLICY-MAKING FOR MORE COMPETITIVE GAS MARKETS

Robert E. Burns, Esq.x
Senior Research Specialist

The National Regulatory Research Institute
1080 Carmack Road

Columbus, Ohio 43210

Historically federal and state public utility commissions have relied heavily on
adjudicatory procedures to make industry-wide policy decisions." State PUCs were among
the first to use trial-type proceedings for ratemaking and related matters, which was
appropriate for PUC ratemaking because the determination of a revenue requirement,
even in states with a future test year, relies heavily on a historical test year.
Adjudicatory procedures have proven themselves, both in court and administrative cases,
to be well-suited for a retrospective determination of the facts.

However, many of the issue that face state and federal regulators today are basic,
industry-wide policy issues that implicitly or explicitly require the agency to make
economic and financial decision about future events and conditions and to engage in
regulatory planning or policy making based on these decisions. To meet this need,
regulatory agencies need to become more progressive, economic regulatory and planning
bodies geared toward promoting efficient policy that fit into the broader economic system.

Adjudicatory procedures are, however, cumbersome vehicles to address progressive
policy issues, because an agency's decision is limited to the record as presented by the
parties, lt also causes an agency to be passive and reactive, to respond to the pressures
of the parities, and to fail to define its own agenda and fully exercise its power. Further,
adjudicatory procedures are limited in their ability to take into account economic and
financial issues in the face of uncertainty.

1 The views and ideas contained herein are the author's and do not necessarily
reflect those of the National Regulatory Research Institute, The Ohio State University,
the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, or its member state and
federal public service commissions.

2 Many of the basic procedural ideas contained in this paper were developed in
Robert E. Burns, Administrative Procedures for Proactive Regulation (Columbus, Ohio: The
National Regulatory Research Institutes 1988). The report goes into greater depth on
understanding than contained in this paper.



Nor does the typical APA/MSAPA informal notice-and-comment rulemaking solicit
the type or quality of information needed. Unsupplemented, it does not provide an
opportunity 'to probe deeply into the reasons for difference between the parties or the
assumptions behind the comments. What is needed is a method of building a consensus
among the parties to gain a better understanding of the areas of agreement and
disagreement among the parities through discussion with agency decisionmakers.

In this particular circumstance, state and federal commissions are faced with a
myriad of issues stemming from FERC Orders 436 & 636 and the Energy Policy Act of
1992. These issues have in common a need for state and federal commissions to
consider how to regulate in the new more open competitive market environment. State
commissions need to view LDCs in a different light.

For example, an LDC might be viewed in terms of being solely a transporter of
gas, without any role as a merchant buying and then reselling gas. Another possibility
is for state commissions to encourage LDCs to play an active role in the market by
pooling its customers' demands and then aggressively seeking out and negotiating new
rates. To encourage LDCs to aggressively bargain, a state commission would need to
consider how a performance-based incentive mechanism to encourage LDCs to seek out
and purchase the lowest cost gas subject to reliability affects. Such a proposal has been
presented in the academic forum of this conference. Other options were presented
elsewhere in the conference. These include deregulating LDCs, a strategy which will
likely result in undesirable effects, such as Ramsey pricing. Another option discussed is
using a spot price as a benchmark for the LDC. That option fails to account for the fact
that reliability has value. Yet another option proposed would have the state commission
decide what the LDCs contract portfolio should look like through an IRP process and
then preapproval ali such contracts. This smacks of command-and-control and also tends
to shift market risks to the ratepayer.

Only through an ADR, consensus-building form of administrative procedure can
state commissions eliminate regulatory options that fail to properly align the interests of
the ratepayers in lower cost reliable gas with the interests of the LDC to increase profits.
And, only through such :"_ ADR process will a performance-based incentive mechanism
result. Further, such an ADR process is necessary to keep a performance-based system
operating, particularly when it becomes necessary or desirable to reset the benchmark.

State and federal agencies have developed such consensus-building administrative
procedures, many of which use one or more of the alternative dispute resolution methods
of mediation, negotiation, and arbitration to achieve their end. Yet, these alternative
procedures go beyond what is traditionally understood as ADR by providing
decisionmakers with additional means of engaging in an administrative process. One such
example is negotiate rulemaking, where a negotiation process is followed by the more
traditional notice-and-comment mlemaking. Another such process is the use of a joint
problem-solving workshop (often called the collaborative process), lt varies from a
negotiated rulemaking in that its purpose is to solve a problem jointly. This process
works best with a facilitator and technical experts representing the major interested
parties tackling a problem jointly. Another such process is the use of a task force that
brings together ali of the major interested parties and groups to recommend a potential



solution to a problem. Here too the objective is to form a consensus solution to a
problem.

Other processes include the use of advisory committees, and scientific panels or
boards of inquiry. By using new and innovative administrative procedures, state and
federal commissions are designing the tools needed to decide prospective policy issues
that involve economic and financial projections as well as scientific uncertainty.

Of course, a concern that most attorneys will have is whether these procedures can
be designed to assure procedural due process in an administrative setting (t.hat is, notice
and opportunity to be heard). The NRRI developed eight guidelines for proactive
regulation that, if followed, should go a distance toward assuring due process. The eight
guidelines are (1) have a rational choice of procedure, (2) issue an initial notice, (3)
provide for representation of ali interested parties, (4) have the necessary data, (5) have
a record or an advisory report, (6) issue a final notice and provide an opportunity to be
heard, (4) the board should be the ultimate decision-maker, and (8) announce the policy
determination, including its rationale.
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We are currently undergoing a period of transition in

politics, economics and regulation. The end points of which remain

uncertain. Public utility regulation can provide a microcosm of

these changes and how to deal with them. Like politics and

economics, public utilities must adapt to a new reality. For

utilities the landscape has become competitive; just as their

responses cannot be based on a regulated mentality; regulators need

to better reflects market changes in the manner in which they

regulate. Even ratepayer expectations have none remained the same.

As a result regulators must decide whether they will defer to the

expectations manifested by ratepayers or continue to act for

ratepayers.

The attitudes of regulators in this transition is important.

They can lead, follow, or be overwhelmed by expectations and

events.

The time is appropriate for regulators to regain some

directional control over the process. Regulators and staff need to

do some introspection on the nature and future of regulation, the

scope of the new market reality, and the real limitations placed on

their own abilities to "regulate."
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Almost eighty years ago in 1915 Theodore Vail, President of

AT&T spoke to the National Association of Railway Commissioners,

the predecessor of the National Association of Regulatory Utility

Commissioners and proposed that, " Regulatory bodies, state and

federal, should be thought of and should think of themselves as

juries charged with protecting the individual member of the public

against corporate aggression or extortion, and the corporate member

of the community against public extortion and aggression." To

achieve these ends, Vail concluded that "regulators should be men

of the highest standard, appointed for life".

Vail's remarks should be seen in their historic context. AT&T

had much to gain by promoting a standard philosophy of regulation

under universal service. At the same time, Vail's simple remarks

provided a philosophical model for public utility regulators, l

The model can be reduced to two fundamental principals. First,

regulators should seek an equilibrium, that is act in a manner that

balances competing interests; Second, in balancing those interests

regulators should set and maintain goals or standards for

themselves and the companies they regulate. 2

IManshio, Calvin. "A Framework for Regulatory Decisionmaking."
Illinois State Bar Association Public U_ilities _Dd T_ansDortation
Newsletter. June, 1991, Vol. 26 No. 4

2Nobel Laureate George Stigler believed that over time
regulators were captured by the attitude of utilities. That
viewpoint has changed so that today's regulators, I believe, is
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Vail's model for regulation was the "jury" system. Over time,

regulators have modified this system into two distinct schools of

thought: First, that "jury" really means "judge," and accordingly

commissioners only need to make decisions and not worry about

policy or consequences. Second, that regulators are really the

"police" enforcing the letter of the law against public utilities,

who possess the natural tendencies to misbehave. Both schools of

thought, "judge" and "police" were reinforced by the economic

justification that regulation was a substitute for the absent

competitive market. Both schools, I submit are deviations from

Vail's idea and rail's "jury" idea, itself is defective because it

did not contemplate the policy setting role of regulators. _

Notwithstanding my opinions on Vail's model and its progeny,

the models do provide a framework for discussion on the role of

regulation and regulators. No matter what your task at a Public

Utility Commission is; How well you do your task is more important

than the title. But, how can you do it well if no one knows where

overly influenced by public perception and media coverage. Manshio,
Calvin. "Lost Opportunities: A New Theory of Capture." Illinois
State Bar Association Public Utiliti@s and Transportatio_
Newsletter, Vol. 26, No. I, September, 1990.

3An elaboration of this viewpoint can be found in articles
written by me for Public Utility Fortniahtlv: "The Realpolitik of

" May 1 1992 and "Help of Hinderance? Regulators in aRegulation,

Changing World," January 15, 1993. In addition, a forthcoming
article "Yesterday Gone: The Risk Associated with Tomorrow's

Electric Utility Infrastructure" in May, 1993 issue of Manaqement
Quarterly, a publication of the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association addresses the problems associated with a utility's
obligation to serve in a competitive environment.
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regulation is headed.

A regulator's job is to solve problems, not just make

decisions. And in solving those problems, regulators should be a

participant in the process not a mere spectator.

Lest there be any confusion allow me to define a regulatory

participant. A regulatory participant is one, who understands the

issues; knows the facts; reaches a decision; and can explain his

decision. These conclusions sound self-evident. They are not.

Many commissions go out of their way to avoid the traditional

legal/regulatory framework. As a consequences, courts are unwilling

to defer to PUC expertise. Today. many lawyers appealing PUC

decisions by beginning their arguments with, "The decision below

was an order of the PUC, and there are other reasons why the Court

should reverse." Hardly, the professional standard Theodore Vail or

most commissioners envision.

Yet this analysis does not fuily embrace the problems facing

PUCs. The goal of PUCs should be more than reaching "legally

sustainable orders." PUC decisions should more importantly provide

clear policy direction.

Unlike Vail and his adherents, I believe PUCs must do more

than provide an equilibrium. Regulators must set standards for

themselves and their utilities by which economic progress is



stimulated. The present reality does not speak of or want balance.

Consumers want retribution and utilities want out, regulation has

been allowed to become the first stage of litigation. In this

context the attitude of regulators shifts with public opinion. As

a result, business circumstances for utilities has suffered and the

reality of regulating with less personal and funds has created a

death spiral for PUCs.

For its first seventy plus years public utility regulation

provided the stability to stimulate economic growth. Happenstance

saw capital improvements match economic growth and both steadily

moved forward in tandem. This correlation between gross national

product and capital construction created a myth that rate

base/rate-of-return regulation worked. Actually, regulation worked

Inspire of itself. Since regulatory decisions were largely

incremental, problems could be corrected or modified to avoid

service or financial disaster. In a sense the system of regulation

reflected the public utility's engineering perspective of building

for the long term within the economic pace of the times.

The two schools of thought derived from Vail's jury model, I

will refer to as "jury" and "police" enjoyed peaceful coexistence

largely because the circumstances did not require hard decisions or

firm policy commitments. Regardless of what school of thought you

followed the transcending philosophy adopted by both schools argued

for maintaining a regulatory equilibrium was paramount.



The system worked. Economies of scale reduced unit price and

PUCs found themselves in the "golden age" of regulation with little

to do and less to know. As a consequence few standards were set for

either regulators or public utilities.

Then began the age of "power too cheap to meter," "open

access" and divestiture. Regulators were faced with a whole array

of problems involving cost, service and competition. Instead of

addressing regulation's fundamental framework, PUCs sought to

decide for the short-term. As a consequence judicial reversals and

legislative actions emerged.

The problem for regulators is really quite similar to that of

utilities. Without benchmarks or competition, regulators and public

utilities came to believe what they dad was correct because they

said so. This attitude stems from a lack of market perspective.

The subjective wisdom of a few regulators cannot substitute

for the market responses of the many. Break downs in the

traditional paradigm of regulation lead to greater public scrutiny

and trivialization of complex issues into simple questions. Today,

most cases are reduced to the sole issue of what will it cost

consumers.

The saddest consequence was that the resulting shift in

regulatory attitude forced decisional focus away from the
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traditional long term perspective of "what is the problem" and "how

can it be solved" to short term solutions for high costs and "whom

do we blame." The results of no regulatory policies, changing

economics and greater media scrutiny led to a shift in public

expectations and a change in regulatory attitudes which has largely

destroyed any semblance of balance as a framework for regulation.

The task for regulators today, is to either restore the sense

of balance so they can stimulate economic progress or develop a new

framework for economic _progress that reflects present

circumstances. Any attempts to craft a new framework or

reinvigorate the old one must include all participants. 4 The

results may not be "legally" binding, but like the old regulatory

bargain a common framework can help all participants reach a

decision and not profit from prolonging the process.

As a former regulator, I believe, competition can improve

and/or replace regulation. The answer to more competition, however,

is not necessary less regulation. The answer really depends upon

what goals you are pursuing. Utilities want less regulation,

ratepayers want less cost. Given these perspectives how should

PUCs regulate? That's something we should be talking about. Like

Theodore Vail second point regulators should set goals for

themselves and those they regulate. Without setting goals

_anshio, Calvin. "The Reality of Ethics in Regulation."
Proceedinus Biennial Requlatorv Information Conference. September,
1988.
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regulation becomes a meaningless act.
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Derequlatory DynoJnics:
Bypass and Reckoning in the California Ges Market

by Robert L. Bradley, Jr.
J_bstract

Competitive developments in the California gas market are

forcing the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to

abandon rate penalization and heavy-handed regulation of noncore

gas transportation. The noncore market includes industrial,

enhanced oil recovery, and electric generation customers in the

state.

This paper describes:

1) how pipeline-to-pipeline competition in California, first

proposed in the early 1960s, finally overcame regulatory

obstacles and began in 1992;

2) how California went from a capacity-constrained market to

the most overbuilt interstate pipeline market in the U.S.;

3) the current regulatory predicament created by state and

federal regulation that unintentionally promoted bypass and

stranded investment from excess capacity;

4) the new policy initiatives of the CPUC to address the

current predicament; and

5) the growing chorus of regulatory reformers outside of the

CPUC.

California gas regulation is at a crossroads. Either the

current regulatory framework is finetuned through pragmatic

adjustments or fundamentally revamped through appropriate

legislative and administrative reforms. This paper argues for

fundamental reform and explores the case for:

I} comDlet_iv deregulating the ncncore market in California;



and

2) introducing a deregulatory dynamic in rho Coro market: by

empowering consumers to self-organize and prIvatol¥ contract:

to bypass rate-inflating CPUC r_gulation.
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L Introduction

A. Announced purpose of conference is to examine topical issues about (a) the
market potential for natural gas and (b) the impact of State regulation on gas
use.

B. Industry and regulators must give more than lip service to the fact that these
issues are interdependent.

H. State Commission and LDC Reactions to the Department of Energy's Notice of

Inquiry Concerning State Gas Regulation

/L "Get off our turfi"

B. "Everything's just fine."

C. "We'll handle things when the right time comes."

D. "Things are different at the state level because LDCs have an 'obligation to
serve.'"

III. State Commission and LDC Reactions to Order 636 and Pipeline Restructuring

Proceedings at FERC

A. "There won't be anything left to decide once FERC finishes its agenda."

B. "Ali that's really changed at the state level is that closer attention must be
given to LDC purchasing decisions."

C. "Above ali else, LDC loads must be protected."
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IV. Tne Way Industrial Gas Consumers See It:
DOE's Notice of Inquiry and State Regulatory Goals

A. Despite all the rocks hurled at it, industrial gas consumers saw DOE's Notice
of Inquiry as an opportunity

(1) to articulate a number of basic principles that are - or, at least,
should be - common to the manner in which the natural gas market
is regulated throughout the United States;

(2) to identify and analyze potentially promising courses of governmental
action (including decisions to r_u/n from acting); and

(3) to identify potentially harmful courses of action and analyze why they
should be avoided.

B. Industrial gas consumers urged that the NOI and the considerable resources
available to DOE be utilized not to impose any specific mode of regulation on
the States, but rather to compile the best available data, analyze it objectively,
and provide thoughthd recommendations for State authorities to consider
adopting (and/or adapting) for their own jurisdictions. State regulators, the
gas industry, and ps consumers need for DOE's leadership effort to continue.

C. State regulatory authorities should be working toward maxim/zing the practi.
cable implementation of open access, unbundling, and equality.of-service
principles at the State level

1. States should adopt policies and regulations that (a) enhance
consumer access to LDC distribution systems and (b) eliminate
po'dcies that render LDCs the favored (if not monopoly) service
providers.

2. State unbundUng efforts should be guided by what should be the
Golden Rule of utility regulation: ali cmtmnen should have access to,
and payfor, theradUtiesaad .ervia=theyactaa_ _a,; theyshould
set have to imy for m_rvkes they mither mt ser ase.

3. As at the federal level, State equallty.of-service efforts must strive to
place alternative gas suppliers in the same merchant and transporta.
tion positions as the LDC enjoys - without sacrificing reliability of
firm services or predictability of interruptible services.
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V. Tl_eWay Industrial Gas Consumers See It:
Operating ud Rcg_dating LDCs In the Wake of Order 636

A. With only a very few exceptions (e4r., Ohio), most state commissions have
done next to nothing to prepare for the implementation of Order 636 on the
pipelines which directly or indirectiy serve their states.

L Order 636 is in effect mowon some pipelines ud will be in effect on
all others within the next several months. What are you waiting for?!

2. The array of services offered by restructured pipelines will be different
h_m those previously available; here is a chance for LDCs to fill the
gaps and add nucl wa/ue to the Btus they deliver.

3. Consumers in your states are in jeopardy of losing the use of pipeline
capacity which my be relea_;d _ your LI)Cs. Proactive steps are
needed now to meet the needs of your constituents.

B. Many state policies and processes have been dramatically affected by Order
636 and must be reexamined; state regulators must not assume otherwise.
Some such longstanding policies and processes will need to be revised; some
will not; but the inquiry mint be made mow. For example:

1. "TmmsitiomCosts"

a. How should a state commission ud the LI)Cs it regulates help
to minimize pipeline transition costs and insure that they are
bonafide, prudently incurred, and actually ams_ by Order 6367

b. How should transition costs be recovered in LDC rates?
Should the different types of transition costs be treated
differently, Le., recovered from different mixes of customers?

c. Should LDC shareholders bear some share of these costs? If
not, should they be permitted to share in any of the benefits
(alleged to be) associated with these costs?

2. Capscity ]Zmnocatiom

a. What role should a state commission have in determining
appropriate conditions on its LDCs' releases of interstate pipe-
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line capacity? Should a state comm/ssion put limits on the
mount of capacity that can be released?

b. What criteria/conditions should LDCs be allowed - or encou-
raged - to impose on capacity releases?

(I) Should state commissions require each LDC to offer any
released pipeline capacity first to its own customers
before offering that capacity to non-customers? Should
an LDC's firm customers (e.g., process and feedstock
customers) have priority over its interruptible cust.
omers?

(2) Should an LDC be req_allowed to discount its rates
for local distribution service in order to facilitate its
customers' ability to bid maximum rates for the IJ)C's
released pipeline cal_city (thereby pre-empting less
attractivebidsfrom non.customersunder Order 636)?

O) How should LDCs' capacity recall rights be structured?

Should pipeline demand charges be unbundled from LDC rates
to prevent double-payment by customers obtaining released
capacity?

d. How should demand charge credits or other payments to LDCs
for released capacity be flowed through to their customers?
What if revenues are lost when excess capacity is not released?

e. Should seR.dealing conditions be permitted (e_., summer
peaking or other terms insuring that only the LDC's electric
generating al111iate quallfles)? Should releases to LDC
affiliates be prohibited?

3. LDC Rates

a. How should a state commission respond to adoption of Strnight
Fixed/Variable (SFV) rate design at the pipeline level?

b. How should a state commission respond to pipeline "mitigation
measures" adopted as a transition toward full implementation
of SFV rates?

-4.
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c. Should LDC rates be (further) ubundled in recognition of the
ubundling of pipeline rates?

4. Opesstiom_ Matters

a. Do any of the state's current Ipnstransportation provisions need
to be changed in light of Order 636?

b. How should scheduling of deliveries be coordinated between
• LDCs and consumers?

c. Should LDCs be required to make access to pipeline electronic
bulletin boards available to those of their customers who lack
direct access?

d. Should a state's LDCs be required to coordinate their own elec.
troulc bulletin boazds with those of any pipelines serving the
State?

e. Should balancing service be offered by LDCs behind the city.
gate? What other services do the state's consumers need LDCs
to provide in the restructured world?

f. Should any changes be made to current LDC balancingfsche-
duling tolerances and penalties?

g. Should any changes be made to existing nomination provisions
iu LDC transportation tariffs to be more consistent with pipe-
line nomination requirements? Do existing procedures for
changing nominations allow consumers to avoid LDC penalties?

h. Should Operational Balancing Agreements be available for
LDCs' customers? If so, under what terms?

L Whose gas should be deemed to be first through the city gate
meter - the LDC's or its customers'?.

J. How should predetermined allocation procedures between
pipelines and lA)Cs work? Will they force LDC customers to
bear the consequences of other shippers' imbalances?

.S-
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k. WW accurate and timely notice of deliveries and any imbal.
an, es be provided to LDC customers? Are existing metering
and interconnecting facilities adequate?

L If there is insuWcient pipeline no.notice service available for aft
who want it, should LDCs be required to share some of their
allocation with their own customers?

S. Curmflmmt Pet_ and Praeace

a. How should customer-owned gas be treated by LI)Cs during
curtailment situations?

b. Are changes needed to LDC curtailment plans similar to those
needed in pipeline curtailment plans?

c. What compensation should there be for customers whose gas or
capacity are legitimately appropriated during a curtailment
emergency?

6. More General Matters

a. How has the LDC's "service obligation" been affected by Order
_36's restructuring of the gas industry? What changes in regu.
lation are suggested by this change in the nature of the market
and LDCs' obligation, not to _ but only to _.

b. What different or additional service offerings should LDCs
develop to meet the needs of their customers in the post-636
world? How can LDCs add value to what they provide their
customers?

c. H "equality of service" can be achieved at the LDC level, does
any reason remain to regulate the LDC merchant function?

VI. Conclusion: A Plea for Pro.Active Cooperation - Not. Someday, But NODT.
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I. Introduction

A. A riddle: How is the gas industry - focused so strongly on capturing poten-
tial new electric power generation and gas vehicle markets - like a kid who
wants a SuperNintendo set for Christmas?

1. Each wants to score big with the new toy?

2. Even if it were to get the new toy, neither understands fully how to
make it work?

3. Each neglects its existing toys/markets and allows them to fall into
• , di)disrepair. (Even old, reliable teddy bears can get grumpy.)

4. Ali of the above?

B. In most businesses, it is a basic requirement that sellers of goods and services
talk with their customers.

1. The gas industry professes to have finally come to the conclusion that
it is not exempt from this requirement. See National Petroleum
Council Study, The Potential for Natural Gas in the UnitedSfates.

2. Unfortunately, many in the industry seem to think that this applies

only to potential new customers - not to the birds in the hand.

3. This program properly recognizes that traditional residential,
commercial, and industrial markets - not just "new mrkets" and
vehicles markets - warrant attention.

C. As a public service - and as the last obstacle between you and Bourbon Street
- I appear to tell you candidly what industrial markets (a/k/a "c_ers")
think of the gas industry.
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D. These thoughts build oa discussions held by a focus group of senior fuel
procurement executives (no lawyers) from 10 industrial companieJ as hart of
the National Petroleum Council's comprehensive natural gas study._

H. The Future Role of Natural Gss

A. Gas clcaHy has a potentially I_cater role to play; its relative price,
availability, domestic source, and relative environmental impact all _uuest
increased consumption.

B. But- despite uderstandable cheerlcading efforts by those in the gas industry
itself- |overnment _tors should resist calls to give ps (or any fuel) a
competitive edge vls.a.vis other options. The nim of government policy should
be to remove artificial _tory and other obstacles to jreater, more eft-
dent gas use - m_ to promote ps at the expense of other choices.

HL What Will Keep Us From Increasing Our Gas Consumption?

A. Concerns about reliability

1. N_ the ps resource base - we believe that the gas is there and will be
developed tor the right price.

a. A Gas Reliability Council is nice P.R., but you really could save
the effort.

b. Although it is true that you still haven't gotten some of us to
shake our nasty memories of the curtailments of the 1970s.

2. Our real concern is about deliverability - Le., getting gas f_m the
field, through the pipeline, through the LDC, and to our plants.

a. Concerns abou_ deliverability have stemmed from our broad
inability to acquire reasonably priced firm pipeline capacity
(includin| storsse) in our own names.

I/ Acknowledjem_t_.madeofthevsluabJe_ad_ workdoaebythe partlclputsbt theNPCS_y,
especially the members of tim Resulstm 7 and Pidicy Task Force and their consultant, Porter Bennett oi'
m_rr]_ F_er_ _
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b. The 8ame-pinyins that has occurred with marketing affiliates
in particular and with interruptible service in general has also
dampened our confidence in the reliability of the gas option.

c. Theseconcernsarenow compouded underOrder636 aswe
fbeea staggeringarrayofpotentialpenalties,eapaeltyrelease
programs which disfavor those who are not in the gas industry
itself, and other unpleasant surprises.

d. Interruptible service is unreliable and will become even less
reliable under Order (_36.

e. Mternative fuels are often used to hedge the risks associated
with using gas, but they carry their own operational cost penal-
ties.

3. "l'negasindustryitselfhastraditionallysentusmixedmessagesabout
themid.and Iong.tennavaiinbilltyofsupplyandcapacity.

4. Pipeline and LDC operating terms und conditions seem perversely
designed to make it as difficult and as expensive as possible for
consumers to buy their own gas and arrange for its transportation
from wellhead to burner-tip.

$. Pmrationinl efforts in some states appear to be price.motivated -
sddinl to concerns about reliability and price.

B. C_ncerns about regulatory ucertainty (and often outright hostility)

1. LDC rate desips continue to include socially.motivated cross-
subsidies which ignore industry's need to be able to compete
domestically and internationally.

2. Demand side mnagement programs substitute regulators' and LDCs'
business judgments for our own with respect to what energy invest.
ments are economically just/fled.

3. So.called "incentive rate" proposals appear to offer only vague and
unquantiflable future benefits to consumers while offering definite,
immediate, and certain benefits for LDCs; they should be viewed with
cautious skepticism.
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4. LDCs sre so focused on meeting the concerns of their regulators that
they often ignore the needs of their customers. At the same time,
many commission staffs (often drawn from the ranks of utilities) seem
reluctant to take non.traditional steps to reduce the scope of
commissioa authority and oversight; few commissioners or their staffs
have experience working among industrial gas consumers and, thus,
do not uderstand our needs.

C. Concerns shout the utter lack of customer sensitivity and marketing in
virtually ali sectors Of the ps industry

1. With the general exception of marketers, most gas industry psrtici.
pants appalr to take their industrial markers for granted, often
excluding them from important planning and decisionmaking affecting
their interests.

8. This has led directly to higher levels Of regulatory activity by
industrial gas consumers.

b. Where possible, it will lead to some giving up on gas as not
worth the trouble.

2. In general, LI)Cs are particularly unresponsive to customers' needs.
Yet, they _ be the ones best able to fill the service gaps ief_ by
restructured interstate pipelines.

a. Proposals for LJ)C _nTpsss"(alternate sourcing) and cogenera.
tion projects sre often the only ,my to get in LDCs sttention.

b. IJ)Cs still seem not to have learned that they can add mi
value to the Btus they deliver.

IV. Resd and Pay Attention To Your Own National Petroleum Council Study on
Increasing the Potential for Natural Gas

A. Despite the focus of press attention oa • single point - that there is s
domestic gas resource base of 1_95 Tct- there is _ that is more
important in the Study.

B. For example, far more important sre the following dozen conclusions
articulated in the Study (emphasis supplied):

-4-
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1. "The industrial market represents one of the largest potent/ai market
areas for _ or loss, for the gas industry. Tnis sector has gone
thrtmgh a major restructuring during the inst decade, as n world
market has emerged where quality and productivity have assumed
important positions along with the continuing need to control costs
and improve operational efficiency. Gas industry success will depend
[in part] on _ an aggressive marketing stance that identifies and
satisfies customer needs -.

"_ [Tbe industrial] sector is - the largest ps.consuming sector. The
natural gas industry will need to be _y cogn/zantof the changb_

oSt_ _ sectorand beprep_,ed to veWomtto t_a m_ls in
order to retain a dominant market share of this important market." (NPC
Study, Executive Summary st 14).

2. "Regulation should refrain grom unnecessarily restricting the number
and quality of choices made available to the buyers and sellers of
energy services; neither should it interfere with the consequences of
those choices." (ld. st 19-20).

3. "State commissioners should evaluate and direct as appropriate the
unbsmdIing of LI_ and intrastate pipeline services to further compet/tion
and consumer objectives." (ld. at 20).

4. "The consuming sectors must be able to make decisions based on eco-
nomics, service, and environmental requirements with fUll confidence
in the reliability of natural gas being available when, where, and under
the terms specified by the contracting parties." (ld. at 22).

$. "Most importantly, the natural gas industry must improve responsive-
hess to customers. _ Each company must listen to its customers to
determine eneqo and service needs, alternatives, and business drivers.
The servkes that add va/unto nanuu/ply w///have to j_ customerneedy
better than a/Urna_va. Success will depend on how the industry
develops and markets these services." (NPC Study, Regulatory and
Po]Jc'y ISSUes (Voi. V), at 3).

6. "Where market forces produce choices of adequate quantity and
quality, regulatory policies should rely on those market forces. Where
market forces exist, but are not adequately developed to provide sum.
cient choices to consumers, regulatory policies should strengthen those
market forces. Where market forces cannot produce adequate choices,
regulatory policies should continue to protect consumers from exercise

.$.
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ot mrket power by imposin| • minimum level of choice on the indus.
try, i._ via the traditional 'regulatory bargain. _ (ld. at 6).

7. "Arobustly competitive ps industry will, first and foremost, maximize
ammmer satistsction. Implicit in the vision is an industry that will
rm_anise and scammodate differing levels of risk tolerance among
seaments of the ps industry and its consumers. Risks and •ssociated
costswillthenbemanapd by themostcapableparty."

"Under this competitive vision, regulators need to step back and allow
customers to decide htely their own levels of service and risk tole-
rance. Those customers will then bear the costs or reap the savings
ussociated with their choices. Because the functioning of individual
clhoiceis inteSrul to achieving the public interest, regulators should not
usurp or forestall customer choices by substituting their opinion of
risk tolerance for that of the customer." (ld.)

8, *Crws-subsidlesamong customerclassesshouldbephasedout,"(ld.
at 7).

SP, "Accessto multiplesupplyoptionsfor aH customersshouldbe
encourarad.. . . _'hnda:o_pa//cyshou/dpray/de_ withthe

So_ inthema_ sothatregulatorsdo nothaveto
promoteorprohibitbypassoflocaldistributors."(ld.at9).

10. "Rqpdatory actions must be prompt and definitive so that.buyers and
sellers of' the natural ps commodity, of transportation services, and
ofotherras-relatedservieescanmake informed economicdecisions.
Industry decision takers must be •ble to know, at the time they make
the/r decisions, the actual prices, terms, and conditions that will apply
to their transactions. The ve_datory s_m shos_ aw_f crea_g
mmemss_7 _ _ theinvent m wh/chb_ dec/s/onsare
madt or imphswntd."(ld. •t 13).

U. "While ease and reliability of transactions have not tradit/onaIIy been
k/4hly valued attributes in the ras industry, they must become a hall-

of • successhdiy competitive ras industry. Wherever possible,
customers should have • choice of sales, transportation, and other

fkom competing suppliers at various price levels. Regulatory
and market support, for such vitality in choice should be encouraged

ratemaking polieles,termsand conditions of operation, and
billing practices that _ cho_ and _eJ_b///_,p_nu_tereasonab/e
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bus/na• pra_ab/_, and, w__ pass/b/e, ewoura_ _ on
private, rather than govemment_ _ to avoid hardship." (ld. st 14).

12. "Regulators should re_ f_om pursuing social policies (e.g, income
redistribution policies) through the regulation of natural gas sales,
transportation, or distribution rates. Such an approach does a serious
disservice to both - creating bad energy policy and bed social policy.
Direct and measurable, but separate, efforts in each respective area
will be better designed to turner their respective pablic policy goals."

(ld. at 17).

C. Ali of these important observations (and many others in the Study) may be

summed up in • single sentence: "Mechanisms must be devised to make

it easy for ¢_tomers to bw/ natura[ gas." (NPC Study, Executlve
Summary at 22). Ali the rest is simply commentary.

D. T_m we aUpe6_ wok _ _ _ pw _ -----'_"-_"_ _"
But the truly critical questions are:

1. Is the gas industry itself really serious about actively pursuing these
customer-oriented goals? Or will it simply continue to assume (often
incorrectly) that it knows what its customers think and what they
want? _/

2. Are federal and state gas regulators really willing to heed their own
(and others') good advice in the NPC Study and rethink the shape of
their role in the gas market of the '90s?

E Those who reallycareaboutwhat the industrialgas market-- mhdsever_ o/ber sectors-- think of the gas
industrywill invest sn aftunooa rusdlq not Just the Execut/veSummaryof the NPC Study, but also the
Regulatoryand PolicyIssues volume (No. V),whichincludes the overall focus groupreport,"Understanding
BarriersTo and Opportunitiesfor IncreasingNatund Gas Consumption."
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Good morning, and greetings, and thanks to the Department of

Energy and to the NARUC for this opportunity to be with you. On

behalf of myself and my company I would especially like to thank the

Electric Generation Association and our friend Ken Malloy of the DOE

both for this invitation and for Ken's interest, his energy and

leadership regarding the timely topic of this conference. The dust is

beginning to settle in the wake of Order 636 and the Energy Policy

Act. As a nation, we face important decisions as we look for the path

to renewed economic growth, and (a) our energy policies plus (b)

their implementation will both play a critical role.

I shall address my remarks directly to the PUC regulators in the

audience on the subject of energy policy implementation. Let me

begin by expressing my company's sincere thanks for your efforts.

We view you as the guardians of the competitive process. IPPs thrive

on competition. Our efforts to bring forth efficient and low-cost

resources would be unavailing without your efforts to crack open a



restrictive and monopolistic market environment. We rely on your

wisdom, your fairness, and your consistency in decisionmaking.

While I will not be uncritical of your role in today's shifting

environment, at the same time I respect the vital importance of

economic regulation. Independent power producers and regulators

share many perspectives, have frequently made common cause, and

are in many respects natural allies in our desire to bring competitive

discipline to the energy industry.

The topic of the day is ostensibly natural gas and I take it as my

role to speak for the non-utility generators concerning this fuel. I am,

of course, delighted to support this effort to explore ways to remove

barriers to the efficient use of gas. Let me make two summary

observations and move on. First, natural gas is clearly the fuel of

choice among a majority of non-utility generators. Second, virtually

every projection I have seen shows that power generation is the single

largest potential new market for natural gas in North America. Today,

suppliers are organizing themselves to serve this market.
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Beyond that, I would merely note that this audience consists of

friends of natural gas. My own company has pursued natural gas

projects for over twenty years, through some very dark days for the

industry. So, in this brief time I will dwell not at ali on the virtues of

natural gas. I am just as glad for the chance to give a talk in which I

don't have to sell the product. Suffice it to say that the stars are

aligning for natural gas. Given a truly free choice, end users of ali

types, especially power generators, will choose natural gas freely for

reasons of cost, convenience, ,cleanliness and security of supply.

Please let me shift gears to address a more central issue: the

role of competition. I will speak as an entrepreneur, a spokesman for

the smaller fish in this rather murky pond. Because we employ

interstate and local gas services and sell through the electric utility

industry, gas-fired IPPs are vitally affected by the simultaneous and

analogous restructuring of ali three of these industries.

f • ._



After the oil shocks and other disasters of the 1970s, this nation

has made a commitment to give play to competition in the energy

industry, if this federal commitment is to bear fruit, it requires

consistent application of this policy at ali levels, federal and state. So

I ask you to ask yourselves: do you believe in the essential virtue of

competition? Do you doubt that, where workable competition can

exist, it is the surest pathway to national and consumer benefit?

Today, the principles of choice and competition are embraced

throughout the world. In our immediate realm they have been

expressed in recent years in the Wellhead Decontrol Act, the PUHCA

reform provisions of the Energy Policy Act, and in Order 636. But

competition is much, much more than a current trend in energy

regulation in the United States. lt is the historic organizing principle

of our economic life. lt is a pillar of our political culture. Its

underlying theory is sound and well-supported: the calculus of the

marketplace, featuring many willing buyers and sellers, reflects much

better ali of the values and preferences and productive capabilities of

a society than the dictates of the powerful few ever can.
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Competition has been and must beembraced for reasons

beyond its mere theoretical appeal, lt is a matter of pragmatic

necessity as we face overwhelming global competitive pressure.

Practically speaking, competition spurs innovation and cost reduction.

As other nations around the world adopt and benefit from the

philosophy that made this nation not only great and free but the

mightiest economy in world history, we have no choice but to continue

forward on this path.

Market-based competition in the gas and electric industries has

made tremendous strides in recent years, lt has won the intellectual

battle. Yet it faces obstacles in the years immediately ahead, key

among them the rate of implementing this policy. Now is the time to

have the courage of our convictions and ensure that the philosopi_y of

competition succeeds in the marketplace. A competitive market has

different requirements from the traditional regulated environment.

Just _s the electric and gas utilities' role is being restructured, so too

must you reexamine your own role. For no longer can you make

decisions in proxy for competitive forces; instead, I believe, you must

become facilitators and implementors of the competitive process itself.

5



Please let me take a few moments to describe what makes the

competitive power industry distinctive, and the constraints we face.

Our industry is exceptionally diverse. We employ a variety of

development strategies, generation technologies and fuel sources.

We are constantly seeking ways to increase efficiency, reduce

emissions and find other ways to gain the edge.

What we ali share in common is that we do business not by

regulatory compact but by private contract. The contract spells out

rights and obligations and provides us with the certainty we need to

make substantial long-term commitments, not just to build a

generating machine but to make a functional project. I point to a

project such as the Ocean State Power project in which my company

was the lead developer. For every dollar spent on a large 500-MW

power plant, two dollars were committed to underpin a twenty-year

commitment to pipeline capacity and natural gas reserves.

6



The contract-based approach eliminates the cost-plus rate base

mentality which was so tolerant of poor judgment, and which

contributed to catastrophic overruns in the 1970s and 1980s. We

make the commitment not to come back to you because we overspent

on construction or underestimated on operating costs. But because

there is no regulatory safety net for private, non-utility capital, large

commitments cannot be made in an environment of confusion and

regulatory instability.

Because my company has a long consulting heritage in the

natural gas business, we have a metaphor we use for the project

development process. We speak of "flanging up" a project.

Figuratively speaking, we bolt and weld together the key project

contracts to ensure that there is a rigor and integrity to how the long-

term contracts mesh and how risks are allocated. The whole structure

must then be "flanged up" to a financing source and survive a

rigorous process of review. For it is we and our financiers who, in

place of the ratepayer, and in reliance upon contracts, place long-term

dollars at risk. The willingness of lenders to back project-financed

7



deals with high initial debt ratios gives powerful testimony to the

soundness of this approach. The project financing process provides

an effective screen against projects that lack overall integrity.

I am proud of the success of this approach to developing new

capacity. Quite naturally, we believe it is more likely to lead to low-

cost results than the traditional approach, which gave rise to the

disastrous rate base mentality. Today, robust competition exists in

the wholesale electric generation market, and IPPs have emerged as

strong and sophisticated players. I believe you look to us to continue

to play an important role.

Yet despite the success of competition in recent years, we find

ourselves at a crossroads. We face trends on the legislative and

regulatory fronts that threaten to undo the progress that has been

achieved by subordinating competition to other goals. You may not

view the current situation as a crisis, in the sense that the lights are

not flickering. But, in the literal sense of the word, we are indeed at a

moment of decision -- of multiple decisions, in fact.
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Now _here is nothing new about conflicting government policies

affecting the energy sector. _n the past, however, when monopolies

ruled the roost, they more or less muddled through, accommodating

the increased costs and inefficiencies that resulted from such policy

conflicts by raising rates. What is new is that our energy policies are

now overtly market-based but there is still a strong residue of

command-and-control regulation. Many policy initiatives, including

some being pursued by your own ager=cies, are predicated on an

obsolete view of the marketplace, what I would term a sort of default

mindset in the l_ublic and among some in government that the utility

industry remains unalterably monopolistic in nature. Having this view,

a policymaker can falsely persuade himself that his actions only affect

one corporate entity, the utility. This being the assumed case, then

the policymaker may be tempted to consider only the reasonableness

of the overt, ii result, while ig,loring the competitive distortions and

perverse incentives that are caused along the way by his initiatives.

But the regulator's decisions now implicate large numbers of third

parties in the marketplace. Let me offer a handful of illustrations of

how our regulatory frameworks at the state level have not yet caught

up with today's competitive realities.

/'I= I', ILf)



First of all, consider the skewed incentive utilities face to build

plants, or even to pursue incentivized demand-side management

programs, rather than buy cost-effective power, lt has been

conclusively shown that the generation marketplace is extremely

competitive. If there ever was, then there is no longer any natural

monopoly in generation. Yet utilities by and large earn returns for

their shareholders through building or DSM but do not when they buy

third-party power. As a result, many utilities today, given

strengthening balance sheets and free cash, are powerfully attracted

by the spectre of high regulated returns on such investment._, even if

they are not least-cost for ratepayers. This flaw in regulation makes it

entirely rational for utilities to act in a perverse way. As a result, we

find utilities issuing RFPs only under duress, and even seeking to

circumvent or shut down cohlpetitive processes.

I urge you to realign the incentives you signal so that utilities will

prefer truly least-cost resources. The NARUC's 1988 resolution

speaks to this point: a utility's least-cost plan should be its most

profitable plan. You might consider whether there is any rationale for
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continuing to offer rate-base treatment for generating assets. Unless

you want to bribe utilities to do the right thing, then please start

thinking seriously whether generation should be unbundled altogether

and spun out of the core utility function, lt is commonly believed we

will reach this point in twenty years. If we plan an equitable

transition, we could reap the benefits of such a market structure a

great deal sooner.

In a second area, let me note, with respect, that the increased

regulatory activism of the past few years has not ali been motivated

by a desire to increase competition. Some commissions invoke their

broad statutory powers to pursue ambitious social agendas that go

beyond remedying distortions that arise from utilities' market power. I

would put the movement to impute externalities in this category.

Other policies go beyond a simple endorsement of resource diversity

and expressly favor certain fuels or technologies. Some commissions,

in ali candor, apply grossly relaxed cost-effectiveness standards to

conservation programs or renewable-based energy.
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If the utility were the single corporate entity affected by the

regulator's preferences, such activities would be less objectionable.

When such policies reflect the will of an elected legislature, we

willingly accept them. However, I see a fundamental problem when

regulators' personal preferences can result in major winners and

losers in the marketplace of ideas and technology.

As a third area of concern, our industry strongly supports the

market-based theory underlying the Clean Air Act Amendments of

1990. At the same time it is not yet clear that a truly free market for

emission rights will exist. We remain concerned that utilities will use

their dominant position to deny to the IPP industry necessary access

to emissions credits and allowances for future development. Utilities

may be reluctant to part with allowances because of the spectre of

PUC review of such strategic decisions. The goal of competition will

be fundamentally threatened if utilities are encouraged to hoard these

scarce resources. Our industry believes that access to credits and

allowances should be fair and non-discriminatory, so that control of

emissions rights does not equate to control of the results of the
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resource selection process. Ratepayers should know that these

valuable rights will be allocated to the most cost-effective projects that

can put them to best use. lt may be appropriate to structure a

shareholder incentive for utilities to make available the credits and

allowances they hold to the winners of competitive solicitations for

new capacity in the future.

The next two matters are subject to decisions in the near future,

by yourselves and by the Congress. As you know, Section 712 of the

Energy Policy Act obligates each state to review a number of issues

associated with Exempt Wholesale Generators' financing and fuel

arrangements by no later than October of this year. We are naturally

concerned by the prospect of unnecessary new regulatory

requirements on the competitive power industry. Without laying out

our industry's views in detail on the questions to be addressed, let me

simply observe that the project financing process, as I earlier alluded,

already entails a rigorous review that offers you a strong assurance of

the integrity of IPP projects in advance of construction. I believe that

our industry's approach to financing and reviewing fuel plans
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provides more than adequate protection for ratepayers, lt is certainly

preferable to the conduct of lengthy, expensive and litigious

retrospective prudence reviews of utility construction programs,

undertaken only after the dollars have been spent. Our industry's

strong view is that any additional requirements would only increase

the cost of projects without providing an incremental public benefit.

Fifth and finally, although this is not a matter for your decision, I

urge you to consider the competitive implications of the proposed Btu

tax, and to reconsider NARUC's announced position. While the PUCs

are caught in a dual role, as protectors of consumer interests and of

the competitive process, it is worth noting that the President's express

intent is that ultimate consumers, and not producers or middlemen,

should bear this tax. Only when end users see and feel the price

signal of the tax will it achieve its goal of influencing consumption.

There is a desire to impose this tax upstream of the retail level.

lt is essential to recognize that due to the variety of private contracts

in today's energy market, any such shift in the incidence of the tax will
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give rise to a random pattern of winners and losers. Different forms of

treatment would give rise to invidious distinctions between utilities

and IPPs. Some proposed formulas would lead to perennial windfall

payments to foreign energy suppliers. The IPP industry has

attempted to be supportive of an energy tax from the beginning. My

company's strongly-held view, however, is that any tax that is not

imposed at the retail level, or through the fuel charge and gas cost

adjustment mechanisms, would threaten to undo the good that

competition has achieved in recent years.

In conclusion, the process of market reform is well advanced.

The role of the utility is being fundamentally redefined and this is

being accepted by forward thinking executives and grasped by them

as an opportunity for their companies. This cat cannot be walked

back. The time has come for the regulatory community to face these

new conditions squarely, and to refocus on its core mission -- to

prevent the abusive exercise of market power. Competition must

never, never be seen as merely the handmaiden of regulation, lt is

not simply one "tool" in the regulator's "tool kit." To the contrary,
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under our economic system, regulation must be employed as a matter

of limited exception. The value of your efforts is great when targeted

to the proper objective; but it falls off when those efforts ignore

today's market context and impede opportunities for workable

competition. If you use your powers to determine market outcomes,

you will fail. I urge you to see yourselves instead as facilitators of the

competitive process.

The fork in this road at which we find ourselves presents us,

essentially, with two choices. We can follow one fork to an orderly

free market in which the kind of activity i have referred to can take

place, with prices determined by open competition. Down this road,

your powers may be used to facilitate and to accelerate orderly

competition. The other fork, I fear, leads to the baikanization of

regulation: free market forces contending with a rear-guard action by

the utility nomenklatura, slipping up and slowing down the inevitable

advent of the new regulatory regimen. Down that path lies the risk of

civil war. The long journey to this point has been both satisfying and

arduous. But the journey is not over. And you cannot stop half way.
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April 26, 1993

Thank you very much for your invitation to speak to

• I think it appropriate that a

representative of Entergy Corporation be a participant in a iaatural

gas meeting of this sort because Entergy has been and even today

continues to be one of the largest electric utility users of natural

gas in the country. In fact, prior to 1974, we were practically

100% natural gas-fired generation. In 1974, our first nuclear unit

came on line and _ince that time we have added 3 other nuclear

units and 4 coal units prompted largely by the Fuel Use Act of

1978 and natural gas curtailments. Needless to say, that with the

availability and price of fuel as they are currently today ....... and

projected to be in the reasonable future ...... considerable capital

savings could have been achieved had we known the law and the

supply situation would change as rapidly as it did. Entergy

Corporation's use of natural gas peaked in 1972 at 331 BCF and

last year, even though 65% of our capacity is fired by natural gas,



our use of gas was only 194 BCF. Our experience is not unlike the

industry as a whole. It peaked in 1972 as well at 4.2 TCF (18% of

ali gas consumed) and represented 22% of total electric generation.

1990 use was down to 2.8 TCF (16% of total gas consumed) and

represented 10% of total generation. I well remember my early

days as a utility executive worrying about the delivery of fuel oil to

our plants that were designed to bum natural gas and, in many

cases, worrying about our ability to keep an adequate supply of

fuel oil moving for our very large amount of gas-fired generation,

for which no natural gas fuel was available at the time. Ali of

these things together prompted us to begin our switch from natural

gas to coal and nuclear fuel. Our experience is not unique in this

part of the country. For example, even as recently as 1990, 84% of

ali U.S. electric utility generation by natural gas was in a local six-

state area so natural gas obviously has been ..... and to some extent

continues to be...... a fuel of choice in our region of the country.

Seven local states, that is, Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arkansas,

Kansas, New Mexico, and Wyoming today produce 90% of our



domestic natural gas and use 36% of the total consumption. Most

everyone, including us, project a large increase in the use of

natural gas as a fuel for electric generation. However, going back

to my last set of numbers, a large increase is required just to reach

the 1972 levels (an increase of about 50% in natural gas usage by

the country is required just to get back to the 1972 levels.)

The potential problem I see is that previously the large users,

such as Entergy, were in a relatively small geographic area of the

country which produced large amounts of natural gas. Many of

the new projects being projected today are much more

geographically dispersed and suddenly it may not be reserves or

availability that are of concem, but the deliverability. The utilities

in the natural gas areas are summer peaking companies, which

helps the natural gas industry to supply the need. Many, if not

most, of the new usage is scheduled to be in nonproducing areas

and are winter peaking for electricity ..... adding to the potential

supply problems.

Let's take a further look at the situation.
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Eighty-nine percent of the natural gas used for electric

generation today is in steam turbine equipment. Most ali new

projections are for combustion turbines or combined cycles, totally

different technologies which will require totally different gas

delivery capabilities as compared to the old steam turbines.

Certainly our assessment of the market today is that the needs

appear to be peaking units, many of which would be used at 10%

or less capacity factors. The question is, do we have, or can we

afford to build, a delivery system to allow several thousand

megawatts of peaking capability ..... which could ali be started at

approximately the same time because the need would develop at

approximately the same time in a geographic area, be on for a few

hours, then ali mm off at approximately the same time again. I

think we are in for a whole new set of problems.

Such a large amount of capacity coming on in a delivery

system not accustomed to delivering that amount of capability

could literally suck the pipe dry, stay on a short while until gas is
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on its way, and then shut down and potentially create a need to

vent the onrushing gas supply.

Let's examine for a moment some of the differences between

steam turbines using natural gas as a fuel, the preponderance of

which have been in gas producing areas, with the operation of

combustion turbines for peaking purposes which may be operated

by companies not accustomed to using such large quantities of

natural gas for electric generation.

(1) Steam turbines take time to start up and then to ramp up,

so advance warnings of gas consumption are available.

Combustion turbine units come on line and go to full load in a

matter of minutes.

(2) Steam turbines in our part of the country are designed to

be base or at least intermediate units. Most combustion turbines

are designed to be peaking units and may have extremely low

capacity factors.

(3) Electric steam turbine natural gas delivery pressure is a

nominal 50 psi or the normal pipeline pressure of 100 psi. Much
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higher pipeline pressures are required for combustion turbines--

200 to 600 psi.

(4) Also with the combustion turbines, more expensive

distillate fuel oil is the only alternative fuel source, where the old

steam turbines could use much less expensive fuel oil.

(5) Steam turbines tend to be committed on an individual

unit by unit commitment schedule planned sometime in advance.

Combustion turbines will be committed for relatively short time

frames in groupsas need for peaking or emergency capacity may

develop quite rapidly.

To fully appreciate problems to which solutions must be

found as we greatly increase our natural gas fired generation

across the nation, I think it is also necessary to examine, at least

the past if not the current, industry differences and philosophies

between the electric industry and the natural gas industry.

Electricity is a much different form of energy than natural gas.

(1) Electricity moves at the speed of light. Natural gas is a

much slower moving commodity, perhaps 25-30 per hour.



(2) Secondly, electricity has very little storage capability,

where with natural gas some storage is integralto the system and

additional storage has been or is being developed.

(3) With electric generation, plants have reasonably short

ramp up time whereby the normal incremental demand on natural

gas infzT_truc_res may need 24 hours notice for nomination.

Perhaps equally important, although changing, is the

philosophy of handling contingencies. The electric utility method

of handling contingencies has been redundancy and alternative

supply mechanisms where the natural gas response to

contingencies has been curtailment-two totally incompat;ble

philosophies. I would be the first to say that the natural gas

industry has recognized this and is taking steps to correct it, but I

• am not sure that these steps can be ta._enas rapidly as required if

some of our naturalgas electric generationprojectionsprove to be
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So, let's take a quick look at what must be done. There is no

doubt that natural gas is the current fuel of choice and there are

very obvious reasons.

(1) It is a premium fuel.

(2) It is environmentally more acceptable than some.

(3) The technology for its use is relatively simple.

(4) Normally the capital expenditure for installation is less.

(5) Siting is easier.

(6) Environmental compliance is easier.

(7) Construction schedule can be accomplished in a short

period of time.

(8) I might even add it is probably the political fuel of choice

with all of these advantages, lt is no surprise that our projections

show tremendously increasing use of this fuel.

Current NERC forecast has increased gas-fired generation

projections from 15 gigowatts in 1988 to 39 gigowatts in 1991

projections. That trend toward increased projections of natural gas

usage continues and will probably rise considerably more over the



next two years. So, if we have the fuel available, as most experts

agree we do, and if it is the fuel of choice, then certain operational

problems must be solved. But my point is, they must be solved,

and to solve them will take a greatly increased natural g_ storage

and movement capability that is not in our current natural gas

infrastructure. Providing this large amount of flexibility,

deliverability, and quick on and quick off capability will not be

cheap.
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ABSTRACT

The ongoing restructuring of the interstate natural gas

pipeline industry pursuant to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission's Order No_ 636 presents both opportunities and threats

for expanded use of natural gas as a power generation fuel. As the

pipeline industry and its regulators write on a clean slate,

developing transportation tariff provisions that will guide the

provision of unbundled transportation services, they can do many
things to make the use of gas in power generation applications more
attractive, less challenging for plant operators and less

financially risky than it has been in the past. Or, the industry
could be allowed to adopt transportation tariff provisions that

will increase the operational and financial risk of committing to

gas as a power generation fuel.

Power generators require substantial flexibility in their fuel

delivery systems in order to accommodate the wide swings in
electric demand to which they must be prepared to respond

instantaneously. They also require some certainty as to the

delivered price they will pay for the fuel they consume. The

principles of economic dispatch cannot easily tolerate retroactive
changes in the various components that make up the delivered cost

of natural gas.

Although FERC still has a long way to go in completing the

pipeline industry's restructuring, FERC actions to date are not
encouraging from the perspective of power generators. FERC has

been responsive to a few of the operational concerns advanced by

power generators in various restructuring proceedings. For the

most part, however, FERC has chosen command-and-control tolerance

and penalty regimes over more flexible approaches, and has declined
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to direct pipelines to afford shippers such as power generators
means of avoiding or mitigating their penalty risk. While FERC has
professed to finding merit in many of the power generators'
arguments favoring flexibility, it has declined to reserve judgment
on pipeline operational tolerance and penalty provisions pending
the development of more information on the potential impact of
those provisions. The tariff provisions that have been accepted
thus far are not nearly as friendly to the use of gas for power
generation as they might be.



NATURAL G_b,_5, POWER GENERATION AND ORDER NO. 636:
REGULATORY _ COIOfERCIJLL I88UE6

THAT MUST BEADDRESSED
FOR THE COURTSHIP TO LF_D TO CONGUMX_TION

INTRODUCTION

Natural gas continues to be promoted aggressively as an ideal
fuel for electric power generation. These promotional efforts have
generally been successful: gas has achieved a high. level of
acceptance among non-utility generators (and, importantly, their
financiers), and has made significant inroads with many electric
utilities, including some whose generating resources historically
have included little or no natural gas-fired capacity. Utilities
and non-utility developers alike are constructing substantial
amounts of new gas-fired capacity in many regions of the United
States; utilities in areas traditionally not highly reliant on
natural gas as a power generation fuel are undertaking or
considering the repowering or supplemental firing of existing coal-
and oil-fired facilities with gas.

Observers of the natural gas and power generation industries
are nearly unanimous in the view that natural gas' share of the
power generation market, which has grown substantially in the past
few years, will continue its dramatic increase. It is apparent
that many (at least in the natural gas industry) believe that
further natural gas penetration of the power g@neration fuels
market is a "slam dunk," given the many environmental, capital
cost, efficiency and financing advantages of gas-fired generating
capacity over capacity using other fuels. These industry
participants generally view the challenges of expanding the natural
gas infrastructure and natural gas deliverability to accommodate
growth in power generation load as significant, but eminently
manageable. Power generation, far and away the gas industry's
largest potential growth market, 1 is seen as gas' "manifest
destiny."

The conventional wisdom could be wrong. The natural gas
industry is currently undergoing a fundamental restructuring driven
both by regulators and market forces. The result of this
restructuring could be a reconstituted natural gas industry
adequately equipped (in both the physical facilities sense and in
the commercial sense) to meet the special demands of gas-fired
power generation loads as it meets its traditional demands.
Alternatively, the result could be an industry structured with the
objective of minimizing the operational and financial risks faced
by the incumbent participants (pipelines, local distribution
companies and producers), at the expense of the operating
flexibility and pricing stability required if the courtship of
power generator loads is to develop into a long-term, healthy
relationship. Trends that are discernible in the ongoing
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restructuring of the interstate natural gas pipeline industry

before FERC appear more likely to lead to the latter result than to
the former. Recent trends in the price of natural gas and new

expressions of concern regarding gas deliverability likewise
present (at least to the skeptics within the power generation

industry) a picture of an industry ill-suited to the task of

increasing power generation use of gas.

FERC so far has been willing to accept restructured interstate

pipeline tariff provisions that include inflexible operational

protocols, tight tolerances and onerous penalty provisions that are

intended to govern the transportation services pipelines will

render in the newly unbundled world. These provisions will render
the use of natural gas for power generation operationally

difficult, unnecessarily costly and, in some cases, so risky in

terms of potential financial exposure as to render gas
uncompetitive. Although some interstate pipelines have proposed

operating conditions that are conducive to (or at least not

inimical to) the use of gas for power generation purposes, many

have used the opportunity presented by the restructuring mandated
by Order No. 636 _ to strike a balance tilted decisively in favor

of their (legitimate) operational concerns as against power
generators' needs for flexibility and with the needs of other

pipeline shippers.

Electric utilities, cogenerators and independent power

producers generally view natural gas as an attractive power

generation fuel resource, and have formulated their plans for
generating resource additions accordingly. Indeed, power

generators have already committed substantial capital resources to

gas-fired capacity (and related infrastructure). Now, however,
power generators are encountering major impediments to the

increased use of gas for power generation originating -- ironically

-- from the natural gas industry itself, in the form of inflexible

pipeline operational limitations, tight tolerances and substantial

penalties proposed by interstate pipelines in the course of their

restructuring proceedings.

This paper first describes electric generation operations as

they are affected by natural gas availability and pipeline

operational constraints, employing data drawn from actual gas-fired

generating unit experience, lt next identifies some of the more

troublesome operational restrictions and penalty provisions that

have been proposed by interstate pipelines that will have an
adverse impact on electric generation operations. I wish to

demonstrate that rigid operational requirements and punitive

penalty provisions, imposed without regard to actual operating

conditions on pipeline systems, will adversely affect the economic

dispatch of gas-fired electric generating capacity and will

negatively affect the attractiveness of natural gas as a power
generation resource.



I then suggest principles that should guide the development of

operational protocols, tolerances and penalty provisions. These
principles are intended to spawn alternative means of addressing
pipelines' legitimate needs to ensure the operational integrity of
their systems, to maintain relative balance on their systems, and
to deter conduct detrimental to the maintenance of adequate
service, while at the same time permitting the flexible and
integrated operation of pipelines and power generation loads that
will be necessary if gas is to continue to be viewed as a viable
fuel for power generation purposes.

DISCUSSION

The Problem: Gas-Fired Power Generators Require Substantial
Flexibility in Their Fuel Delivery Systems

Electric power generators, like interstate natural gas

pipelines and local distribution companies, are required either by
state law or contract to furnish reliable service. To do so, power

generators must have reliable generating resources at their
disposal. Where natural gas is used in a generating facility, the
reliability of the fuel delivery system supporting that facility is
critical to a power generator's achievement of this paramount
reliability objective. For this reason, the natural gas
transmission system is becoming an increasingly important factor in
power generators' reliability calculations.

If the natural gas transmission system cannot consistently and
economically deliver gas to power generators, then the reliability
of gas-fired facilities will inevitably suffer. Natural gas will
succeed in increasing its penetration into electric generation
markets only to the extent that it can be shown that the gas will
indeed be available to power generators on a reliable basis -- that

is, that natural gas will be available when power generators need
it, subject to operational limitations that are consistent with the
operational realities faced by the power generation load, at a
delivered cost which is both predictable and, when all charges are
totalled up, competitive with alternative fuels and with the cost
of using alternative generating resources.

Gas-Fired Power Generators Must Vary Their Takes HourTto-Hour.
Electricity demand -- and, hence, demand for power generation
resources -- is highly variable over the course of a given 24-hour

period. Gas-fired electric generating facilities, in particular,
are subject to wide operational fluctuations, because many gas-
fired facilities are dispatched on- and off-line to meet peak
electric load requirements or to compensate for the loss of other

generating resources. As a consequence, the load presented to gas
transmission systems by gas-fired power generating facilities
swings up and down over the course of a day, often quite
dramatically and unpredictably.
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The graphs which follow illustrate the fluctuations in the

fuel requirements of gas-fired generating facilities. Graph No. I
shows the gas generation load profile experienced by one electric

utility using, for the most part, conventional gas-fired boilers,
on its peak day. As that graph demonstrates, the depicted utility

can experience a swing in its aggregate gas demand for power

generation over the course of a single 24-hour span of greater than
2.5 to i, i.e., its hourly gas consumption in the hour of maximum

gas usage can be more than 2.5 times its gas consumption during the
hour of minimum usage during the same 24-hour period. Even on the

day of minimum power generator gas usage, the utility depicted in
Graph No. _ experiences a swing of 2 to 1 in its hourly gas

consumption (see Graph No. 2).
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The enormous swings depicted in the preceding graphs are a

fact of life for power generators dependent on natural gas. They

result not from inadequate discipline on the power generator's

part, nor from efforts to "game" the system by injecting and
withdrawing gas in patterns calculated to benefit the user, but

rather from the fundamentally variable nature of electric demand
over the course of a day and over the span of a month, season and

year. If gas is to support additional power generation load, the
gas delivery system and gas pipeline tariffs must accommodate these
unavoidable hourly swings to the maximum extent feasible.

Power generation demands for natural gas vary dramatically
from day to day, as well. Numerous factors affect the dispatch of

gas-fired generating resources. Among these are

. Supply-side resource availability including, for electric
utilities, the availability (and price) of off-system

purchased power (including non-utility generated power,
much of which is gas-fired);

. Price and availability of fuels competing with gas

(principally coal and oil) for use in generating units;

. Daily, weekly and seasonal weather fluctuations; and

. Electric transmission system configurations and loadings

(e.g., under certain clrcumstances transmission system
constraints can limit the availability of off-system

power and hence can require additional use of in-system
resources, including utilit_ and non-utility generating

resources) •

These factors are, by their nature, not subject to a power

generator's control. They can interact in unpredictable ways,
requiring virtually instantaneous adjustments in generating output.
Gas-fired plants are particularly well-suited to these sorts of

adjustments; moreover, the relatively high (at least as compared
with coal and nuclear units) variable cost of running gas-fired

generating units will typically lead a dispatching utility to take

gas units off-line when electric system loads slacken or system
constraints ease.

The daily variability of gas-fired generation use is

particularly pronounced where gas-fired "peaking" units are
involved. Such units are dispatched on short notice to meet peak

requirements on a given electric system. They may not run for days
on end, and then, on as little as 15 minutes' notice, may be

brought up to full capacity for a period of as short as a few
hours. Graph No. 3 depicts the operations of four such peaking

units, located at Virginia Power's Gravel Neck Generating Station
outside Richmond, Virginia, during the month of July 1992. The
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Gravel Neck facility, which consists of four simple-cycle
combustion turbines, operates on a highly variable and intermittent
basis, depending upon weather conditions and the availability of
lower-priced generation resources. This intermittent and variable

use leads, in turn, to highly variable consumption of gas, as GEaph
No. 3 shows.
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In July, the Gravel Neck facility consumed over 250,000 Dth, with

an average daily consumption of gas on days which the units ran of
slightly more than 14,000 Dth. On many days, these units did not

run at all. It is not possible to predict precisely when the

Gravel Neck units will run; it is therefore impossible to make

reliable nominations for transportation service to support these
units 24 to 48 hours in advance of the time when the units will in

fact consume gas. Most pipelines are requiring at least this much

advance notice; at least one pipeline has proposed a 96-hour

advance notice requirement for first-of-the-month nominations.
m

in such circumstances, differences between receipts and
deliveries, as measured both on a nominated and on an actual basis,

are inevitable_ Indeed, the average daily imbalance at Gravel Neck

during the month of July would have been 9,200 Dth, or about 70

percent of the average consumption of gas experienced on days on

I which the units ran. This hypothetical imbalance would have had

little practical impact on the pipelines involved: they were able

to serve Gravel Neck when service was required. In any event, as

of the close of the month Gravel Neck and other Virginia Power

units were able to "zero out" their various imbalances (although on

a day-to-day basis they would have had penalty exposure under some
pipeline tariffs).

Imbalances developed under the circumstances depicted in Graph

No. 3 typical?y reflect usage that is both greater than and less
than expecte_ usage during any given day or period, with variances

in either direction being the product of variable factors

ordinarily beyond the control of the power gene[,ator using gas.

While greater usage than the levels projected c Ln sometimes be

limited by using higher cost alternative fuels, under-usage on a

given day is often the result of unexpected changes in weather and

electric demand. There is little a power generator can do about
this.

Even modern combined-cycle combustion turbine units being

operated as intermediate-load and base-load units present

significant challenges in terms of maintaining relative balances

between receipts and deliveries. Graph No. 4 depicts operations at
Virginia Power's Chesterfield Generating Station, also located near

Richmond, Virginia. Chesterfield, which consists of two combined-

cycle combustion turbine units, employs the latest in gas turbine

technology. Because Chesterfield's units are highly efficient,

they remain in operation for extended periods at curre_,t gas prices

(i.e., in July the Chesterfield units were run all da_? most days).
During Jul_ Chesterfield consumed almost 2,000,000 Dth, for an

average daily consumption of 64,000 Dth. Although the Chesterfield

units operate much more consistently than peaking units such as the

Gravel Neck units, in July Chesterfield ran an average daily

imbalance of 6,300 Dth (about I0 percent of its average daily
consumption), with a maximum of over 25,000 Dth (about 40 percent

= of the average daily Chesterfield gas consumption). The pipelines
_
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serving Virginia Power were able to cope with Chesterfield's
requirements, and Virginia Power was able to approach a zero
imbalance level by month's end.
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_orced outaqes Are a Fact oZ Life for Ele=tria Generators of
All TYpes, In addition to the swings in gas demand that result
from daily and hourly changes in electric loads, all power
generators can and do experience forced outages. Steam pipes can
burst, turbines can throw blades, any of the complex electrical and
mechanical systems that make up an electric generator can fail
unexpectedly. Such failures can require the generating unit to be
immediately shut down or otherwise have its load reduced, and they
can require that standby generating units be brought on-line to
compensate for the loss. This can dramatically alter the gas
requirements of the generator. There can be a significant delay
before the gas supply being delivered to the pipeline can be
changed to match this drop in load or the start-up of a
compensatory gas-fired unit can be initiated.

The Re_'irements of Electric Generators ave Been Accommodated
Under Their Pre-Restructurinq Tariffs_ Pipelineb__ Pipelines

operations and tariffs that pre-date the ongoing restructuring of
the natural gas industry have allowed electric generators to use
substantial amounts of natural gas without disrupting the
reliability of the system. They generally have been able to do so
without resorting to onerous penalties that will be triggered by
any significant changes in electric loads or forced outages.
Historically, those pipelines serving substantial power generation
load have dealt with the challenges of serving such load by
communicating with their power generator customers, and the
ipeline and customers have succeeded in working together to

_aximize the electric generators' consumption of natural gas
without adversely affecting gas system operations. Power

generators consumed over 4.0 Tcf of natural gas in 1990. 3
Pipelines generally were able to accommodate this load without
resorting to harsh penalties to discipline their custom ers-4

Recipe for Making the Problem .Worse: . Pipeline Restructuring
Proposals That Lack the Flexibillty Requlred to Accommodate Power
Generation Load_

Many of the pipeline transportation tariff provisions that
have been proposed in restructuring proceedings do not take into
account the facts of gas-fired power generator life described
above. Because they do not recognize the real needs of gas-fired

power generation loads, these provisions could operate in ways that
would be hostile to the use of gas for power generation purposes.

Inflexible uniform Hourly Flow Requirements Would Mandate

Operations Of Which Most Power Generation Loads Aze_ Incapable_
Most pipeline tariffs have for some time specified that pipeline
customers must arrange their takes of gas '°as nearly as possible at
uniform hourly rates. ,,5 How "nearly" it is "possible" to approach
the ideal of uniform hourly takes varies, of course, from customer
to customer. In the case of power generators, as discussed above,

anything even approaching a uniform hourly rate of take is often
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impossible. Tariff provisions legislating this form of operational

perfection present real obstacles to increased gas use for many
power generators.

In their restructuring proposals, several pipelines have given
new emphasis to tariff provisions requiring uniform hourly rates of

take. Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation, for example, has

reserved to itself the right to "require uniform hourly delivery if
necessary to protect the integrity of the Pipeline's System, or if
necessary to satisfy Pipeline's firm obligations,,, under pain of a

$25/Dth penalty for noncom_zliance. 6 FERC has approved this
provision," over objections that the pipeline does not have the

ability to monitor gas flows on an hourly basis. 8 Similarly,
Panhandle's Rate Schedule FT provides for uniform hourly rates of
delivery to firm delivery points equipped with flow control

equipmento 9 FERC appears to have accepted this aspect of
Panhandle's restructuring tariff filing. 10

While power generators would not argue with the proposition

that hourly take flexibility must give way when uniform hourly

delivery is truly required to protect pipeline system integrity,

the mere possibility that uniform hourly takes will be required on

any regular basis will have a chilling effect on the development of
additional gas-fired power generation. Even measures touted as

being "pro-flexibility" are problematic: that a pipeline has
retained the right to permit deviations from its restrictive rate-

of-take requirements is not particularly reassuring to power

generators. There is always a possibility that a pipeline might

not agree to waive a particular restriction; where the pipeline can

choose whether or not to permit the necessary deviations employing
criteria that cannot readily be understood and applied in advance

by shippers, there is no practicable way of predicting what will
happen or of policing what has happened.

The consequences of deviating from the uniform hourly take

standard can be quite severe, both for power generators and their

customers. For example, if Algonquin Gas Transmission Company's
"contractual rate-of-f]_w ,,tariff provision were violated during a

period in which notice of system stress conditions had been posted,
the errant shipper would confront a penalty of $15 per MMBtu "[t]o

the extent that deliveries to Customer during any period of one

hour exceed 104% of 1/24th of the scheduled daily quantity...for

reasons not attributable to curtailment pursuant to S 24 and

without the consent of Algonquin . . . ,,11 At this penalty rate,

the electric utility whose operations are depicted in Graph No. 1
would have been subject to penalties for failure to maintain a

uniform hourly rate of flow on the peak day of approximately

$250,000, as compared with an actual gas cost for that day of
$825,000 (assuming gas costs of $2.00/dth). That is, if the

utility depicted in Graph No. I had varied its hourly takes in

accordance with demands on the electric system without having

ebtained the pipeline's consent, the utility would have experienced
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an increase in its gas costs of more than 30%. It is, moreover,
little comfort for a power generation customer to be told that it
has the ability to vary its nominations from hour to hour to track
its hourly changes in gas usage where (as is true in the case of
Algonquin) the pipeline remains free at any time to post a notice
requiring _dherence to contractual rate-of-take provisions.

Power generators will have extraordinary difficulty in
projecting what the cost of dispatching a gas-fired unit will be if
one variable -- the dollar impact of penalties that may or may not
be imposed, depending upon conditions over which the power
generator has no control -- cannot be predicted in advance.
Prudence may well require that the power generator assume some
level of penalty incurrence in establishing the overall cost of
dispatching the unit. Where this is the case, the variable cost of
gas will increase significantly, and as a result, gas will fall
down the dispatching queue. This result is contrary to the natural
gas industry's interest in expanding the use of gas for power
generation.

Inpdequate Tolerances Governinq Discrepancies Between
Scheduled and Actual Takes and Between ReCeipts and Deliveries Are
Inconsistgnt with the Needs of Power Generation Loads. Power
generators subject to economic dispatch -- which brings plants on-
and off-line to meet load, as a function of weather and the

availability of other generating resources -- ordinarily cannot
predict the precise moment at which they may be required to begin
taking gas or may be required to cease their gas use at a
particular unit. Nor can power generators typically predict
precisely when they will be required to change the run level of a
unit (i.e., the level of plant operation required to produce a
particular level of electrical output).

Most interstate pipelines have for some time required their
transportation customers to maintain a relative balance between
volumes of gas received into the pipeline and volumes of gas
delivered out of the pipeline for each shipper's account. 12 Thus
far, FERC has rejected proposals to implement tolerance levels in
the 4-5 percent range, instead permitting pipelines to impose (i)
a daily scheduling tolerance (relating to the difference between
scheduled and actual deliveries) of 10 percent 13 and (2) a monthly
balancing tolerance (relating to discrepancies between actual
receipts and actual deliveries at month's end) of 5 percent. 14
FERC has permitted at least one pipeline to require a relative
balance between confirmed nominations and actual flows. 15 On some

days the operator of the gas-fired units depicted in Graph No. 3
would not De capable of nominating and scheduling gas within 10
percent of the take it would actually experience on a given day.
There would be days on which that operator would not be able to
limit its takes to plus or minus 10 percent of the gas received by
the pipeline in a given day.
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A power generator's failure to meet the prescribed tolerances
can expose it to substantial penalties. FERC's general policy is
to apply to quantities in excess of the daily scheduling tolerance
level the interruptible rate applicable to the service involved. 16

Under this policy, for example, Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company's

penalty for daily variances exceeding the greater of 1_ percent ofthe scheduled volume or i000 dth is $0.6362 per dth That is,
a power generator whose takes on the Tennessee system were to
exceed or fall short of the daily scheduling tolerance would find,
after the fact, that the cost of gas it had already consumed was 64
cents higher (per dth exceeding the tolerance level) than the price
assumed when the unit that consumed the gas was committed and
dispatched. Economic dispatch becomes considerably more difficult
when the unit that was dispatched can be rendered uneconomic,
retroactively.

Riaid Imbalance and Scheduling Penalties Can Render Power

Generators' Use of Gas ....Uneconomic. Natural gas is not the only
fuel available for power generation applications. Gas must compete
both for entry into power generation markets at the time of plant
construction or plant retrofit and for a place in electric
utilities' dispatching queues on each and every day. The various
constituents of the natural gas industry and, indeed, our nation's
energy strategy, now assume that gas will often prevail in such
competition. Indeed, FERC itself has adopted policies in Order No.
636 that are intended to "maximize pipeline throughput over time by
allowing gas to compete with alternate fuels on a timely basis as
the prices of alternate fuels change," in accordance with its view
that "it is in the national interest to promote the use of clean
and abundant natural gas over alternate fuels such as foreign
oil. ''18 Inflexible and indiscriminate application of penalty
provisions will reduce the chances that, in the case of power
generation, gas will live up to its advance billings.

Economic dispatch principles followed by virtually all
electric utilities place generating units in line for dispatch
largely on the basis of the variable cost of running each unit.
Factors tending to increase the cost of using gas relative to
alternatives such as coal or oil will necessarily drive gas-fired
facilities down in dispatching priority. Thus, even where gas has
obtained a foothold in a given market, its use on a day-to-day
basis is a function of its delivered price relative to the
delivered price of competing fuels.

Electric generators faced with harsh, non-cost based penalties
will adopt strategies for avoiding those penalties that will reduce
gas use. For example, an electric generator with the ability to
co-fire oil and natural gas may be forced to maintain a significant
amount of oil consumption in order to be able to react to changes
in load without affecting its gas consumption. Or utilities may be
forced to keep a significant amount of gas generation out of
service but available in order to be able to utilize excess gas in
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the event of a forced outage of another gas-fired generator.
Neither of these alternatives is economically attractive.

The inflexible application of scheduling, imbalance and hourly
take penalties can dramatically drive up the cost of using gas as
a power generation fuel. When this happens, and even where this is
merely a reasonable possibility, gas will lose relative to
alternatives. A gas-fired unit whose total variable cost of
consuming gas is $2.75 per MMBtu will lose out to a comparable oil-
or coal-fired unit whose variable cost of fuel is $3.25 per MMBtu,
where there is a reasonable chance that penalties will increase the
variable cost of using gas by $0.60 or more per MMBtu (an entirely
plausible scenario given the level of the penalty being proposed
by, for example, Tennessee). The penalty that would have been
charged the utility depicted in Graph No. I for failure to take in
uniform hourly quantities on the peak day would have amounted to
approximately $0.40/MMBtu, or approximately 20% of the fuel cost
for that day.

Of course, the impact of a scheduling or imbalance penalty
only becomes clear after the fact. Given this, power generators
typically will have no basis whatsoever upon which to predict
accurately what their cost of using gas will be, given the many
different penalties that could be applied under specific
circumstances. So, even though power generation is viewed as the
greatest growth opportunity available to the natural gas industry,
and even though national environmental policy, iow capital costs
and quick construction times favor gas-fired generation, pipelines'
insistence upon tight tolerances, inflexible penalty triggers and
substantial penalty dollar amounts could seriously impede the use
of gas in existing facilities and could deter commitments to use
gas in new facilities.

A Possible Solutionz Penalty and Tolerance Provisions Should Be
Guided by Principles Calculated to Strike an Appropriate Balanoe
Between Power Generators' Needs for Flexibility and Pipelines'
Needs to Ensure Adequate Service

If gas is to have a fair opportunity to increase its
penetration of power generation markets, the various constituents
of the natural gas industry, power generators and FERC will have to
work to ensure that operating tolerances and penalty provisions
will not so constrain power generators' ability to use gas as
electric system conditions require, or render the final cost of gas
consumed so uncertain, that alternatives appear to present less
operating and economic risk. To this end, operaticnal tolerances
and penalty provisions should attempt to strike a reasonable
balance between the legitimate operational and economic needs of
the pipelines, on the one hand, and shippers, on the other.

Just as "it is essential to an efficient open-access
transportation service that the pipelines impose only legitimate
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and reasonable operational conditions in which all shippers have
had advance notice, ''19 it is imperative to the continued use of
natural gas as a power generation fuel that operational tolerances
and penalty provisions embody the least restrictive means of
achieving a pipeline's legitimate operational objectives. Ideally,
pipelines' tariff provisions addressing operating tolerances and
establishing penalties for exceeding these tolerances should be
informed by the following principles:

First, the "tightness" of a tolerance should be a function of
conditions on a given pipeline system at a given time. In non-peak
conditions, when system operators have the ability to adjust system
operations over a broad range without impairing deliveries to high
priority loads, tolerances should be relaxed. Approaches to the
problem which vary the applicable tolerances depending on whether
the pipeline is under stress offer a promising way of achieving
this ideal. 20

Second, operating tolerances, when needed, must be
realistically achievable, given the available and installed
metering and flow control technology and error inherent in a given
pipeline's system. There must be a de minimis threshold below
which imbalances will not count towards penalties or imbalance
settlement procedures such as "cash-in, cash-out" mechanisms (i.e.,
an imbalance level of 4 percent should be considered unacceptably
tight).

Third, penaltles, when necessary, should bear a rational
relationship to the harm they are intended to prevent. Penalties
should be the exception, not the rule. They should only be
assessed against (i) conduct constituting deliberate "gaming" of a
particular pipeline system, 21 or (ii) conduct that could threaten
the integrity of the pipeline or could result in the interruption
of service to higher priority loads. Where a particular course of
conduct does not threaten the integrity of a pipeline system,
customers exceeding appropriate tolerances should not be
"penalized," but rather assessed an appropriate cost-based rate
Where all that particular conduct requires is the incurrence of
additional costs (e.g., additional compressor run time or
withdrawals from storage), those costs, not a penalty, should be
charged.

Fourth, a "no harm, no foul" rule should control the actual
imposition of penalties. Where an imbalance, a scheduling error,
a deviation from uniform hourly take requirements or an overrun
will present no problem for the system (e.g., in non-peak periods
when adequate capacity exists and line pack is not threatened), no
penalty should apply. The emphasis on daily and even hourly
penalties is misplaced; scheduling and hourly flow requirements are
needlessly restrictive and can be justified only in periods of
severe system stress.
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Fifth, shippers should be given a reasonable opportunity to
conform their conduct to system requirements. So, for example,
where system conditions require that tighter tolerances be
observed, pipelines should be required to notify their shippers of
this fact. When shippers have been notified that a "foul" could
lead to "harm," they might be placed on notice that a penalty

schedule would appl_ to instances in which the required tolerances
were not _bserved. _"

Cust',mers should be given whatever leeway pipelines can afford
to mitigaL_ the burden of their conduct on the pipeline system.
Thus, for example, customers should be encouraged to undertake
initiatives that minimize the buildup of imbalances on a pipeline
system. Contractual swapping of imbalances, therefore, as well as
netting out of imbalances arising under separate contracts, should
be declared to be legitimate tactics for minimizing costs to all
concerned, and should be encouraged by a pipeline's imbalance
tariff provisions.

Sixth, penalties should be the rare exception, not the general
rule. Therefore, penalties should not be a source of an_ profit
whatsoever to the pipeline. Pipelines should have no incentive to
find reasons to impose penalties; indeed, they should have every
incentive to avoid their imposition whenever possible. Penalty
revenues in excess of the revenues required to defray costs
associated with a particular transgression should be credited to
non-offending customers.

Finally, penalty provisions must not be set in stone.
Circumstances faced by pipelines change over time. Construction
may alleviate a bottleneck which today requires the imposition of
a tight tolerance or a severe limitation on hourly take
variability. Additionally, the nature of a pipeline's load profile
may _hange such that a pipeline is better equipped to deal with
unanticipated swings in demand (perhaps because additional storage
capacity has been added). Pipelines should believe themselves to
be under a continuing obligation to reflect the elimination of an
operational constraint in m_re liberal operational tolerances and
reduced penalty levels once the constraint has been eliminated or
eased. After all, with experience the industry may develop better
ways than are reflected in "command and control" penalty provisions
to deal with operational concerns.

A Mid-Course Evaluation_ How Are Power Generators Faring in the
Interstate piDelins Restructuring Wars7

Although its self-imposed November 1993 restructuring deadline
is closing rapidly, FERC has completed the cycle of restructuring
proposal/initial FERC order/compliance filing/FERC order on
compliance filing and rehearing in only a handful of interstate
pipeline Order No. 636 cases. Still, some trends are emerging.
Among these, some are mildly favorable to power generators; many
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are not. (An addendum to this paper summarizes the operational

standards and penalty provisions on which FERC seems to be

converging.)

YERC G iveth... Early restructuring orders have demonstrated
some FERC solicitude for the operational concerns raised by power

generators. Although it has generally permitted pipelines to
include in their "restructured" tariffs the sorts of hourly, daily

and monthly tolerances described above, FERC has balked at proposed

balancing and other tolerances that would be more restrictive than
those included in pipelines' pre-restructuring tariffs. 23 FERC
has "limited" the scheduling penalty, i.e., the penalty that

applies to discrepancies between, scheduled and actual deliveries
to the interruptible transportatlon rate for comparable service. 2_

It has even encouraged (but not required) pipelines to consider

"whether p_nalties for imbalances from scheduled quantities are in
fact necessary to maintain system integrity at all times and

whether the proposed level of the penalties for such imbalances is

appropriate. ''25 FERC has noted with approval tariff provisions

that permit "intra-day" changes in scheduling for _as delivered in

the same day, albeit on a "best efforts" basis, _ endorsing the
notion that affording shippers flexibility to change scheduled gas

deliveries during the gas day will enable them to avoid penalties.

Widespread concerns noted sympathetically by FERC contributed to
Texas Eastern's decision to withdraw its proposed $25 per dth

overrun charge. 27

As for the contentious issues relating to monthly imbalance

tolerance levels and "cash-out" imbalance resolution mechanisms,

FERC has struck some glancing blows in favor of flexibility. While

it has generally approved such proposed mechanisms, FERC has

required pipelines to provide for the "netting" of imbalances on a

shipper-by-shipper, service-by-service basis, and to provide that

the degree of deviation frcm the tolerance level be determined only

after such netting. 28 It has generally declined to permit

pipelines to "buy low, sell high" by charging the highest spot

price for cash-out penalties due the pipeline while pa_ing the

lowest spot price for cash-out penalties due customers._= It has

also generally required that cash-outs be based on actual volumes
out of balance, rather than on the difference between scheduled
volumes and actual volumes 30 (one pipeline has, however, been

permitted to apply cash-out imbalanoi_' on the difference between
confirmed nominations and actual flows). 31

Perhaps most encouraging to power generators was FERC's

declaration of its interest in the operational concerns the_ and,

in particular, the Ad Hoc Group of Fower Generators, _ had
advanced in several restructuring proceedings. In the T__exas

Eastern Restructuri;,g Ord6r, FERC stated that it "finds merit" in

the arguments concerning operational limitations and penalty

provisions raised by power generator representatives, and

"announce[d] its intention to convene an industry-wide conference
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this coming spring to address further parties' concerns with,
alia, scheduling penalties and tolerance levels, and curtailment
provisions. ''33 This pronouncement suggested that power generators
would be provided a further opportunity to describe their special
needs and to propose alternative means of meeting pipelines'
operational control requirements.

Am_ PERC Taketh Away_ Although FERC has been willing to urge
pipelines in the direction of a bit more operational flexibility,
it has not addressed the fundamental concerns advanced by power
generators in any meaningful way. While professing interest in
power generators' arguments favoring flexibility, FERC has
nevertheless approved most aspects of pipelines' operational
proposals without requiring proof that specific limitations are
actually needed, over often detailed presentations describing the
problems with inflexible tariff proposals. 34 It has held up the
flexibility-enhancing features of "no-notice" transportation
service as largely responsive to power generators' concerns
regarding tolerances and penalties, even while admitting that such
service will generally not be available to power generators. 35
It has gone on to mischaracterize, and then dismiss summarily, some
of the power generators' concerns, stating that it "disagrees with
the notion that because an end-user's load requirements may vary
from hour-to-hour, it should be permitted to change its deliveries
with impunity from [sic] penalties. ''36 If this is all the
consideration power generators can expect from FERC as to their
operational concerns, power generators can expect to have little
success in obtaining the sorts of operational concessions they will
require if gas is to increase its penetration of the market.

FERC's handling of some of the details of pipelines'
operational proposals is hardly any more encouraging from the power
generator perspective. It has "rejected arguments that would limit
the imposition of penalties when real time information was not
available. ''37 So, even where a pipeline -- not to mention a
shipper -- is not in a position to evaluate its penalty situation
as it develops, peDalties may nevertheless be assessed after the
fact. 38 FERC has rejected power generator requests that it

require pipelines to _rmit an "in-kind" makeup period to cure end-
of-month imbalances, and has declined to permit netting of
imbalances among shippers. 40 It has dismissed concerns regarding
the f£_ibility of maintaining the uniform hourly rates of take
pipelines seem poised to enforce. 41 It has permitted one pipeline
to impose penalties on the basis of discrepancies between confirmed
nominations and actual flows, over strident power generator
objections. 42 It has refused to require pipelines to credit back
to firm shippers revenues generated by scheduling and similar
penalties, 43 thereby raising the possibility that penalty revenue
collection will become a profit center for pipelines.

Perhaps most ominously from the power generator perspective,
FERC has rejected the proposition that penalties should be imposed
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only when there is some demonstrable harm to the pipeline system
involved. In FERC's view, "penalties are not to be applied only in
situations where the pipeline can demonstrate harm. Penalties may
be applied to deter conduct that may adversely affect the operation
of the pipeline system. ''44 So much for the principle of "no harm,
no foul." FERC and, for that matter, the pipeline industry, seem
to have concluded that the interest in the "maintenance of

discipline" on pipeline systems by way of command-and-control
provisions (1) cannot be met through any less restrictive means
than rigid tolerances and substantial penalties, inflexibly applied
and (2) is to be preferred over shipper interests in obtaining
transportation service that can conform to the requirements of
variable loads at a predictable cost.

CONCLUSION

The restructuring of the interstate natural gas industry
mandated by Order No. 636 is far from concluded. There remain
opportunities for the pipelines and FERC to respond to the
operational and economic concerns of power generators in ways that
will make additional gas use easier and less risky. 45 A newly
constituted FERC may take a more sympathetic view toward the needs
of power generator loads than is reflected in FERC restructuring
orders to date. Pipelines may note with dismay that the sort of
uncertainty injected by imposition of after-the-fact penalties can
indeed result in power generation loads not being dispatched
(meaning less pipeline throughput) or gas-fired power generation
capacity additions not being undertaken, perhaps drawing a lesson
from the adverse impact on dispatch currently resulting from the
April run-up in natural gas prices.

Alternatively, FERC and the natural gas industry might choose
to do nothing, content with the status quo and a regulatory
environment in which pipelines are insulated from operating risk
and from the need to work hard to serve challenging load. If this
course is the one chosen, the growth the gas industry confidently
predicts for power generation use of natural gas will be difficult
indeed to achieve.
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